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Introduction

Was it just a dream? Were you so confused?

Was it just a giant leap of logic?
Was it the time of year, that makes a state of fear?

Methods, were there motives for the action?

| ROB HIRST `My Country' [56]

It's easy to prove everything if you're not too careful. For example, let q be a claim, like

the claim that Queensland has won the She�eld Shield. It's false, but it would be nice

if it were true. We can prove it like this. Consider the sentences

If () is true, then q is true. ()

and

fx : x 2 x! qg 2 fx : x 2 x! qg

Given the way we use truth or set membership, these claims appear to be propositions p

which satisfy p$ (p! q). If () is true then, if () is true, so is q (because that's what

() says). So, we have p! (p! q). Conversely, if we have `if () is true then q is true'

we have (), because again, that's what () says. So, () appears to be equivalent to `if

() then q is true.' The same sort of reasoning holds for the other sentence. However,

from p$ (p! q) we can prove q very simply. Here is a proof written in tree form:

p$ (p! q)

p! (p! q) p$ (p! q) p$ (p! q)
[!]

p! q (p! q)! p p! (p! q)
[!]

p p! q

q

So, our cricketers should stop training to win the elusive Shield. We have proved that

we have already won.

Unfortunately not. This doesn't count as a proof because it `proves' too much. If it

were valid, we could prove anything. The sorry thing is that logicians are not agreed as

to where proofs like these break down. Most take it that the claims don't really satisfy

p$ (p! q) because set theory and semantics don't really work in the way we thought

they did. The paradoxical deduction is taken to be a proof that our propositions p

didn't really satisfy p$ (p! q) in the �rst place. For set theory, the verdict is almost

unanimous. It is said that there is no set fx : x 2 x ! qg. For truth the matter is

more di�cult. According to the common wisdom, either () isn't (or doesn't express) a

proposition, or if it is (does) it's not the same claim as the claim that if () is true, then

q.

But some don't stop the deductions there. A brave few allow such propositions and

sets but blame a step in the deduction we saw above. Granted that ! is an implication

(so it satis�es modus ponens) the only likely place to stop the deduction is at the steps

marked [!] | an inference called contraction (also called WI in what follows). Only
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a brave few have thought that an inference like contraction can be faulted and this is

why many have sought to cast doubt on intuitive set theoretic and semantic principles.

However, there is rhyme and reason behind rejecting inferences like contraction. To see

this, consider another inference which also features in paradoxical deductions. We will

call propositions of the form p^ (p! q)! q, pseudo modus ponens. From an instance

of pseudo modus ponens and our propositions p we can derive q again. Without using

contraction. If p$ (p! q) we easily get

p ^ p! q

from pseudo modus ponens by substituting p for p ! q. But supposing that p ^ p is

equivalent to p (a sensible thing to suppose) we have

p! q:

But this and our p$ (p! q) gives p, from which we can deduce

q:

So we're back where we were before. The other principles we used were sound, so if we

accept na��ve semantics and set theory, we must reject pseudo modus ponens too. Before

recoiling in horror like many very good logicians have done before you at the thought

of such a thing [95], take a moment to look at the similarity between contraction and

pseudo modus ponens.

For example, to demonstrate the inference of contraction (WI) in a simple natural

deduction formalism we have to use a proof like this one.

[p] p! (p! q)

[p] p! q

q
[!]

p! q

In the proof, each node is a simple logical consequence of those immediately above it

(by modus ponens) except for the step marked [!] at which conditional proof is applied,

discharging both bracketed assumptions. Now consider a proof of pseudo modus ponens.

[p ^ (p! q)] [p ^ (p! q)]

p p! q

q
[!]

p ^ (p! q)! q

Now the moves are eliminating conjunctions, as well as modus ponens and conditional

proof. Again, we must discharge two instances of an assumption at once. If we do without

that, we get rid of contraction. A logic which is strict about repetitions of assumptions

in just this way is called a contraction-free logic, and these logics are the topic of this

thesis.
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In a contraction-free logic, there is no way (in general) to infer p ! q from p !
(p! q), or to prove p ^ (p! q) ! q. For the latter, the most that could be proved is

something like

p ^ (p! q)! (p ^ (p! q)! q)

which clearly records that the antecedent p ^ (p ! q) had to be used twice to deduce

the consequent q. This is the real axiom form of modus ponens. The pseudo variety is

the imposter.

These reections are not new. In 1942 Curry showed that paradoxes like Russell's

and the liar could be formulated without recourse to negation [25]. These are the kinds of

paradoxes we have considered. So, these forms of the paradoxes bear his name | they are

Curry paradoxes. Then others noticed this too, and some concluded that contraction-free

logics were the best way out of trouble. Brady [172], Curry [25], Geach [47], Moh [97],

Myhill [101,102] and Prior [119] each had something good to say about contraction-free

logics. But study in the area has not been easy, and it has not progressed very far. In

this thesis, I attempt to make more progress along this front, by studying logics without

contraction.

In the early chapters I set the scene. In `Logics and LOGIC' I argue against those

that take classical logic as primary, in order to set the stage for non-classical logics like

those we intend to study. Then in the next chapters `Basic Proof Theory,' `Propositional

Structures,' and `Relational Structures,' I de�ne the logics we will consider, I prove simple

properties by basic proof theoretic means, and then I de�ne a simple algebraic semantics

for the propositional fragments of the logics, and then their quanti�ed counterparts. None

of this is particularly di�cult, and the major original results are in `Relational Structures'

in which I generalise standard classical model-theoretic results to a non-classical setting.

Then we move to more interesting semantic structures for contraction-free logics. In

`Simpli�ed Semantics 1' and `2' I generalise some results of Priest and Sylvan [118] to

give contraction-free logics a ternary relational semantics. This will prove useful later,

because these structures turn out to have independent interpretations. Before going on to

these interpretations, I take a detour into `Decidability.' In that chapter I prove that all

of the logics we consider are decidable (in their propositional fragments). This proceeds

by way of a Gentzen system for the logics. This work relies heavily on earlier work by

Dunn [28], and independently, Minc [171], then taken up by Meyer [85], Giambrone [48]

and Brady [18,19]. I generalise it even further to give decidability results for a number

of systems for which decidability was previously unknown. Then we go on to consider

applications of the logics. In `Contraction-Free Applications,' we look at vagueness,

commitment, and actions; each giving us an interpretation for contraction-free ternary

relational semantics. Then Barwise's recent work on conditionals in situation semantics

give us another interpretation for the ternary relational semantics for contraction-free

logics. We explore this in `Information Flow.' Then we round o� that section by showing

that one of our systems is the natural extension of the Lambek associative calculus, and

that it can be used to model interesting linguistic phenomena.
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From there we go back to paradoxes. We look at them in the context of `Contraction-

Free Arithmetic,' to examine how truth and provability can function in a contraction-free

setting, and then at `Na��ve Comprehension.' These chapters contain new results that

pave the way for further research in the areas.

In the penultimate two chapters we examine two ways of retrieving contraction in

our logics. The �rst arises from �nitely valued logics, and the second by introducing a

special modality into the logic. Both of these give us a clearer picture on what it means

for a logic to lack contraction.

Finally, we look back on what we have learned, and `check the score' against rival

non-classical logics and other approaches to the paradoxes. From all of this, we are

able to get more of an idea of the behaviour of contraction-free logics, and in so doing

we will ful�l more of the expectations of logicians of yesteryear who wondered whether

contraction was something we could do without.

Excursus: There are a number of conventions used in the writing of this thesis |

knowing them may be helpful to the reader. Firstly, an `Excursus' like this is a comment

that lies a little o� the beaten track of the thesis as a whole. It is pertinent to that point

in the discussion, but following it fully would lead us far away from the topic at hand.

Feel free to read or ignore each Excursus as you �nd it. (They end with a `ut' in the

right margin.)

The policy on `I' and `we' is simple. Whenever something pertains to just the author,

I use `I.' `We' is reserved to refer to both you and me together. I will write things like

`we will see that : : :' meaning that as you continue to read and I continue to write, we

will come see that very thing. For contentious claims, I may write `I think : : :' and leave

you out of it, because you may not agree. But on the other hand, I may write `we think

: : :' if I am relatively con�dent that you will agree.

Proofs start with a `Proof:' and end with a little `/' in the right margin. It is

customary to �nd in works like this that some proofs are just too tedious to write out

completely. In cases like that I have taken the liberty to sketch the method of the proof

and leave the rest to you. I often call this an `exercise left for the diligent reader.' Let

me assure you that I have completed the details and I have only left them out because

a 280 page thesis with a few exercises is better than a dull and tedious thesis with 600

pages.

Finally, endnotes are indicated by a raised number, like this one.1 Endnotes are to

be found in the `Notes' section at the end of each chapter. ut



Chapter 1

Logics and LOGIC

Letting a hundred owers blossom

and a hundred schools of thought contend

is the policy for promoting the progress

of the arts and the sciences.

| MAO TSE-TUNG

On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People [76]

As we saw in the introduction, paradoxes draw our attention to logics without contrac-

tion. But this raises an important question. Is this approach coherent? Why not try

to give an account of the paradoxes while keeping classical logic as the account of valid

reasoning? In this chapter we will see some contemporary arguments that are intended

to prove the primacy of classical logic. In dealing with these arguments, we will have

the beginnings of an apologetic for deviant logics in general, and contraction-free logics

in particular.

1.1 Paradoxes

The paradoxes of self-reference have provided one of the driving forces behind much of

the semantic and set theoretic enterprise of the twentieth century. To the paradoxes we

owe the type hierarchy of Russell and Whitehead, Zermelo-Fr�nkel set theory, and the

Tarskian hierarchy of languages and truth predicates. These theories in semantics and

set theory are shaped by their particular responses to the paradoxes. Paradoxes provide

the data that prospective theories (of truth, of sets, and so on) must deal with. This

sentiment was expressed by Bertrand Russell [136].

It is a wholesome plan, in thinking about logic, to stock the mind with as many

puzzles as possible, since these serve much the same purpose as is served by

experiments in physical science.

In this chapter I will attempt to show that the puzzles provided by the paradoxes of

self-reference don't just give us material useful in formulating theories in semantics and

set theory | they also give us good reasons to explore logical systems that deviate from

classical logic in particular ways. The paradoxes give us reason to hold that classical

logic is not a good candidate for modelling valid inference.

Many de�nitions of the term \paradox" have been proposed, and in our context

nothing much hangs on the issue. However we would still do well to get the term clear.

The de�nition we will work with is this:

De�nition A paradox is a seemingly valid argument, from seemingly true

premises to a seemingly unacceptable conclusion.
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So, such disparate things as the paradoxes of self-reference, the sorites paradox,1 and

the paradoxical decomposition of spheres are counted as paradoxes. For the moment,

consider the paradoxical decomposition of spheres. The paradox is given by a rather

technical argument in mathematics, where it is shown that it is a consequence of the

axiom of choice that one solid sphere can be decomposed into a �nite number of pieces,

which can then be reconstructed into two solid spheres, each of the same volume as the

�rst. A somewhat surprising conclusion.

This example shows that a paradox does not have to be an argument to a con-

tradiction; any seemingly unacceptable conclusion will do. Another example might be

provided by the paradoxes of material implication | which show that some possibly

plausible assumptions lead to odd conclusions about true conditional statements.

Given such a conception of paradoxes, we can see that a paradox can elicit any of a

number of responses. The three viable ones are to

(1) Explain why a premise is not true.

(2) Explain why the argument is not valid.

(3) Explain why the conclusion is acceptable.

All three approaches have been taken in the history of our dealings with paradox. For

example, the paradox of the barber: Consider a small village. In this village lives a

(male) barber. This barber shaves all and only those men in the village who don't shave

themselves. Why does this give us a paradox? Ask yourself whether or not the barber

shaves himself. If he doesn't shave himself, it follows from the condition given that he

does shave himself. If he does shave himself, it follows by the condition that he doesn't.

Given the plausible assumption that either he does shave himself or he doesn't, we get the

unacceptable conclusion that he both does and doesn't shave himself. When presented

with this paradox, the solution is simple. We perform a modus tollens to the e�ect that

there cannot be a barber who satis�es this condition. The argument is most certainly

valid, and the conclusion is most certainly false. We solve the paradox by rejecting a

premise.

Both of the other approaches are taken for di�erent formulations of the paradoxical

decomposition of spheres. If we take the paradox to conclude that we can take apart

one physical sphere and reassemble it to form two of the same size, we can say that

the argument isn't valid. Inferring that this decomposition could be done with physical

spheres from the fact about spheres in the abstract Euclidean space R3 is simply invalid.

The process involves cutting the sphere into what mathematicians call `non-measurable'

pieces, and this is impossible given that the spheres are made up of atoms. So, the

nominated way to slice the sphere cannot be physically instantiated.

If we take the argument to conclude that this can be done in R3 then (some) math-

ematicians will tell us that the conclusion is acceptable. This is done by reassuring us

that this does not mean that the phenomenon has any physical instances.

These examples show that all three ways of dealing with paradoxes have their place.

Let's move from general considerations to a speci�c paradox.
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1.2 The Liar

The paradoxes of self-reference are a particular group of paradoxes that each combine the

apparatus of self reference with notions from semantics or mathematics to give untoward

conclusions. We will focus on the liar paradox, although what we have to say can be

adapted to many other paradoxes in a relatively painless fashion. In particular, even

though the paradox isn't explicitly related to contraction, it is central to any discussion

of the paradoxes, and possible responses to the liar are very closely related to the possible

responses to the `Curried' forms of the paradoxes.

Now it is natural to hold that a theory of truth will give us

` Thpi$ p

for all sentences p, where hpi is a name of the sentence p.2 This condition makes sense,

and it seems to capture at least some aspect of what we mean by \true." An assertion

of \hpi is true" seems to have just the same inferential force as the assertion \p." The

claim \Everything Bob Meyer said today is true" has just the same inferential force as

asserting everything Bob said today.3

Unfortunately this assumption about truth leads to paradox, given a few reasonably

plausible and well known steps. One culprit is the putative statement:

(�) is not true (�)

Given our condition on truth it seems quite easy to deduce a contradiction to the e�ect

that (�) is both true and not true. This much is well known. What to do with it is the

problem.

1.3 Orthodox Paradox Solutions

There is almost universal agreement that no obviously correct account of the self refer-

ential paradoxes has yet surfaced. The central thrust of much of the current research in

paradoxes is to see how the paradoxes can be dealt with inside the framework of classical

logic. These solutions fall into two classes. The solutions in one class deny that the liar

makes a statement. The others accept that we can state things using the liar, but that

somehow this does not an unacceptable conclusion. In what follows, I sketch an account

of the shortcomings of these approaches.

`Non Expressible' Solutions This class of solutions to the paradoxes attempt to

formulate some reason why the paradoxical sentence cannot enter the realm of valid

inference. So, they generally fall into the class of paradox solutions that seek to explain

why a premise is not true: in this case, the premise to the e�ect that (�) is (or expresses)

a proposition. This is often attempted by way of a syntactic theory that counts the

expression as not well-formed. As such, it gets o� on the back foot, for the expression

does seem to be a well-formed English sentence. However, some attempts are made, a

familiar one uses the structure of type theory.
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Ramified Type Theory The theory of types introduces the plausible conditions of

typing on its formal language. In other words, di�erent syntactic objects have di�erent

types, and these correspond to di�erent bits of the world. Typically, a type theory will

have a domain E of entities, a domain P of propositions, and other domains of properties

of di�erent orders. Each domain can be quanti�ed over | for example, if Q is the domain

of �rst order properties, we might have:

` 8xE8yE(x = y � 8ZQ(Zx � Zy))

However, if we have a single domain P of propositions, we are stuck with a problem.

There seems to be nothing preventing us from formulating a proposition

8xP(x = p � �x)

which is identical to the proposition p itself. However, a quick inspection shows this to

be a liar-like proposition. It states that any proposition identical to itself is false. Given

plausible conditions on identity (namely that p = p is true, and if p = q and p is true,

then so is q) and classical predicate calculus, we can reason as follows:

(1) 8xP(x = p � � x) _ �8xP(x = p � �x) Excluded Middle.

(2) (p = p � �p) _ �8xP(x = p � � x) Instantiating a quanti�er.

(3) �p _ �8xP(x = p � � x) As p = p.

(4) �8xP(x = p � �x) �p is �8xP(x = p � �x).
(5) 9xP((x = p) ^ x) Classical Quanti�cation moves.

(6) p By identity.

(7) p ^ �p From 4 and 6.

Propositional quanti�cation gives us all we need to prove the paradox, once we have the

required proposition p. Denying that a proposition like p can ever exist is ad hoc unless

it can be motivated by some other consideration. The structure of type theory gives us

a way to do just that. The general principle is that the quanti�er in a proposition of

the form 8xPA(x) does not range over all propositions, but some subclass of that range,

which does not include the proposition itself. The intuition is that quanti�ers have to

range over completed, or de�nite, totalities. As Thomason explains, if we think of the

interpretation of a universally quanti�ed statement as involving a process of construct-

ing the corresponding proposition, and somehow establishing the interpretation of all

instances of the proposition, the process becomes circular, and not well-founded [161].

This is a problem. The way out is to keep books on quanti�ers, and have increasing

domains P1, P2, P3 : : : of propositions. In this case, the substitution cannot work, and

we have no problem with the paradox.

However, it is a case of `out of the frying pan and into the �re,' as we lose many

other advantages of the type-theoretic approach. I will merely sketch some of the familiar,

yet damning objections. Firstly, ramifying the types leaves us no way to state logical

laws, as we can't quantify over all propositions, but it is just this quanti�cation over

all propositions which helps us both understand type theory, and give it a semantics.
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Secondly, it results in a general ban on self reference, which is overkill. Statements like

\This is in English," and \Everything I say in this chapter is true" are unformalisable

in the rami�ed type theory. Also, if I say \the next thing Bob Meyer says is true," this

could be formalised by giving my quanti�er a higher type than the next thing Bob says.

So far it's ok. But if his next statement is \what Greg Restall just said is false," I have

failed to make a statement as there's no way of assigning types consistently. Perhaps

a type-theorist could bite the bullet at this point, and agree that we have not stated

anything | after all it appears to be paradoxical if we assume that we have. However,

this is not all that is excluded on this approach. If I say \Everything Bob says is funny,"

and he says \Something Greg says is ok," then again we cannot consistently assign types

to these quanti�ers. This is overkill. A theory is very odd when it claims that whether

or not I make a statement depends on the past, present, and future actions of others.

This approach is in trouble, and it's not clear how it could be modi�ed so that it

will begin to be an adequate solution.

Hidden Variable Solutions Other approaches attempt to admit the liar as an au-

thentic statement, but argue it has a di�erent truth value or semantic status to another

claim that (�) is not true:

(�) is not true (�0)

This is done by way of making explicit some property that the sentences don't share. As

the relevant property is not obvious to the naked eye, I've called these hidden variable

solutions. In our typology of paradox solutions, these can be taken to be explaining why

a premise is false, provided that we take the claim that (�) is true if and only if it is not

true as a premise of our argument. Alternatively, if we take there to be some argument

to this conclusion, this approach will be seen as explaining why the argument is invalid.

Barwise & Etchemendy In their book The Liar [10], Barwise and Etchemendy give

refreshingly di�erent accounts of propositions, and their relationship to sentences. The

account they favour, is the Austinian one, as it is inspired by J. L. Austin's work on

truth [8]. On this account, a proposition is modelled by an object fs;Tg, where s models

a situation (a chunk of the world determined by the utterance and pragmatic features of

linguistic practice) and Tmodels a situation type (some kind of restriction on situations).

On this account, s is a set of (things that model) states of a�airs, and T is a (thing that

models a) state of a�airs. On this account, the proposition fs;Tg is true if and only if

T 2 s. That is, if the situation picked out is of the type speci�ed.

On this picture, some of the states of a�airs will be of the form [Tr; p; 1] or [Tr; p; 0],

where p is a proposition. These are the states of a�airs that obtain when p is true, and

false, respectively. Actual states of a�airs are coherent, in that if [Tr; p; 1] 2 s then p is

true, and if [Tr; p; 0] 2 s then p is false. So, on this account, a liar proposition will be of

the form:

� = fs; [Tr; �; 0]g

where s is some actual situation. By the coherence condition, if [Tr; �; 0] 2 s, � is false,

and so [Tr; �; 0] 62 s. So � must be false. However, it doesn't follow that � is true, for the
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state of a�airs [Tr; �; 0] is not a part of the situation s. The state of a�airs obtains, but

the liar shows us that it cannot be a part of the situation that is talked about. It follows

that the true claim �0, to the e�ect that � is false talks about an expanded situation

which includes the falsity of �. So, the hidden variable is the situation, which di�ers

from � to �0.

All in all, this is an interesting attempt at solving the paradox. It is coherent, and

it retains a lot of our intuitions. However, it does not succeed. Firstly, there are no

propositions about the whole world | each proposition is about a particular situation,

which is only a proper part of the world, as situations are modelled by sets, and the

whole world is a modelled proper class on their picture. (If there were a world situation

w where for every true �, [Tr; �; 1] 2 w, then the paradox would return by way of the

proposition �w = fw; [Tr; �w; 0]g.) This seems to be an artefact of the modelling, and

unless it is given some justi�cation, it will not be able to withstand the weight that is

put on it. One such weight is the analysis of the liar. It is argued that the state of a�airs

of the falsity of the liar cannot be a part of the situation the liar describes | on pain

of contradiction. This is a consistent approach, but it doesn't give us an independent

explanation. It really seems that the liar is general, and not context-bound in the same

way as \Claire has the three of clubs" obviously is. More explanation must be given if

this is going to count as a reason for blocking the paradoxical inference. More work has

to be done to give an account of what states of a�airs feature given situations. Prima

facie it seems that situations are T-closed. That is, it seems that if fs;Tg is true, then

the state of a�airs of fs;Tg being true is a part of the situation s. It is unclear that we

need to go to a larger situation to explain what it true in s, yet this is what Barwise and

Etchemendy's account requires. If a substantive theory of the paradoxes is to be given,

some kind of principled explanation of the behaviour of truth in situations must be given.

Situation semantics certainly provides an ingenious place to stop the derivation, but the

analysis falls short of telling us why we should want to stop it there.

There are many more views, none of which is particularly hopeful. (Which doesn't mean

work on them should be discouraged | each of these analyses draws distinctions that are

important, and they have enriched our vocabulary of concepts. They call our attention

to distinctions that we are often hasty to fudge.) We need to examine the alternatives

to see whether or not they are any more promising. I think they are.

1.4 `Deviant' Approaches

To stop these paradoxical deductions at a propositional step, there are three possible

positions. One is the move from \(�) is true i� (�) is not true" to \(�) is true and (�)

is not true," another is the move from \(�) is true and (�) is not true" to an arbitrary

proposition q, and the last is to deny the validity of modus ponens. In tree form the
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places are:

p$ �p p$ �p
p! �p p$ �p p! �p

[b] [a]�p �p! p �p
[c] [b]

p p! q
[c]

q

I will call the approaches that halt the derivations at the steps marked [a] paracomplete.

This step is taken to be invalid because the proposition p has some kind of `defective

value,' such that p implies �p, but without �p as a consequence of this. This is

commonly described in terms of p being neither true nor false.

Paraconsistent solutions will either deny the validity of the step marked [b] or that

marked [c]. The reason for denying [b] is that the proposition p is both true and false,

and so �p ought not deliver us p ! q for arbitrary q. This is the approach that must

be taken for the paraconsistent reasoner if the conditional satis�es modus ponens, as

this is the only rule left. Denying step [c] is the last resort for a paraconsistent solution

to the paradoxes. Not much will be said about this kind of paraconsistency, for it seems

that even if some conditionals (such as the material conditional) don't satisfy modus

ponens, we can cook one up as follows: p) q is shorthand for `the argument from p to

q is valid.' It would be very odd to hold that this didn't satisfy modus ponens. Our

observations in Section 1.2 lead us to hold that p and Thpi have the same inferential

force, so the inference from one to the other is valid, so we ought to have p) Thpi and

vice versa. Whatever we think of other varieties of paraconsistency, the species that

rejects this kind of detachment is an alternative we ought only consider as a last resort.

Paracomplete solutions have been advocated by Saul Kripke4 [63] and Penelope

Maddy [75] among others. Paraconsistent solutions have been put forward by Graham

Priest and Richard Sylvan (Routley) [113, 116, 117]and Albert Visser [173]. These

solutions to the paradox can be seen as explaining how the argument is invalid, or in

the paraconsistent case as explaining how the conclusion (that (�) is both true and not

true) is not as bad as we might have thought.

1.5 Three Objections

Is there any prima facie reason against such a solution as either of these? If there is,

it can probably be brought to bear on the project of contraction-freedom too. So, it is

worth looking for possible objections. The literature provides us with a few candidates.

Vann McGee in his Truth, Vagueness and Paradox [82]5 gives three objections to a

particular paracomplete solution due to Kripke and others. In brief the three objections

are:

The di�culty of learning the 3-valued logic. Here the di�culty is mainly a prac-

tical one, with regard to how hard it would be to reason in the 3-valued logic. McGee

writes:
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The �rst obstacle is simply how di�cult it would be, in practice, for us to use

the 3-valued logic in place of the familiar logic. Classical logic has served us

well since the earliest childhood, yet we are asked to abjure it in favour of a new

logic in which many familiar and hitherto unproblematic modes of inference are

forbidden. (page 100)

McGee responds to his own objection by showing how a particular formulation of the

3-valued logic can be given, using rules of proof very similar to a classical natural deduc-

tion system. In fact, there is only one di�erence between the two systems, which is not

di�cult to learn. However, McGee's objection is directed against any `deviant' approach

to the paradoxes, and ought to be considered.

The unavailability of scienti�c generalisations. This objection hinges upon a fea-

ture of the 3-valued logic used in the solution McGee criticises. The feature is that if p

and q are evaluated as `neither,' then so will the conditional p! q. This is problematic

in certain contexts. McGee writes:

Consider Jocko. Jocko is a tiny �ctional creature that lives right on the border

between animals and plants. Jocko has many of the features we regard as

characteristic of animals and many features we regard as characteristic of plants.

Jocko's animallike characteristics are those we expect to �nd in protozoa, so

that Jocko is also on the border between protozoa and nonprotozoa. It is

natural to say that Jocko is neither in the extension nor in the anti-extension

of `animal' and that Jocko is neither in the extension nor in the anti-extension

of `protozoon'; if that is so, then

(Jocko is a protozoon ! Jocko is an animal)

will be neither true nor false. Hence,

(8x)(x is a protozoon! x is an animal)

will be neither true nor false.

Jocko's story is �ctional, but it is a realistic �ction : : : if we do not have

any good reasons to suppose that there is no creature in the position in which

we have imagined Jocko, then we do not have any reason to suppose that

(8x)(x is a protozoon! x is an animal)

is true. The generalisation

All protozoa are animals.

becomes highly suspect.

`All protozoa are animals' is not an accidental generalisation. It is a basic taxo-

nomic principle that is about as secure as a law of nature could ever be. To for-

bid the assertion that all protozoa are animals is to outlaw science. (pages 101{

102)
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This example is spot-on. A three-valued solution of this kind others invalidates things

that are particularly fundamental to the way we reason | not only in semantics, or set

theory, and other �elds where the paradoxes arise, but also in science.

However, there are other paracomplete solutions that have none of these worries.

Once we reject the na��ve view that the truth value of the conditional is a function of the

truth values of its antecedent and its consequent (or we expand the set of truth values

to the interval [0; 1], as in  Lukasiewicz's in�nitely valued logic6) we are able to support

scienti�c generalisations even when they include borderline cases. And, we are able to

explain the truth of claims such as

All protozoa are animals.

and

If (�) is true, then (�) is true.

And even

If a conjunction is true, so are its conjuncts.

which are each taken as truth-valueless on the 3-valued approach. Similarly, a paracon-

sistent approach need not fall to this objection. So, this objection deals with a na��ve

approach without a decent conditional, but fails to count against the accounts with more

sophisticated logical machinery.

The degradation of methodology. This is the most telling objection. It questions

the entire notion of `changing logic' to give desired results, in this case, a coherent theory

of truth (or sets, or whatever). McGee writes:

[This objection] is based on an admonition of Field [41] that our methodolog-

ical standards in semantics ought not be any lower than our methodological

standards in the empirical sciences. We shall contravene this admonition if we

attempt to cover up the de�ciencies of our na��ve theory of truth by abandoning

classical logic.

Imagine that we have a genetic theory to which we are particularly at-

tached, perhaps on political grounds, and that this theory tells us that, if a

certain dna molecule has an even number of nucleotides, then all fruities are

brown; that, if that particular molecule does not have an even number of nu-

cleotides, then all fruities are green; and that fruities are not all the same

colour. It would surely be absurd to respond to this circumstance by saying

that our cherished genetic theory is entirely correct and that classical logic does

not apply when we are doing genetics. What we have to say instead is that the

genetic theory has been refuted: : :

As preposterous as it would be to respond to the embarrassment faced by

the genetic theory by saying that classical logic no longer applies when we are

doing genetics, it would be no less preposterous to respond to the liar paradox

by saying that classical logic no longer applies when we are doing semantics.

The liar paradox refutes the na��ve theory of truth. It is our duty to come up
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with a better theory of truth. It is a dereliction of duty to attempt to obscure

the di�culty by dimming the natural light of reason. (pages 102{103)

The �rst and last of these three objections have some force. To answer them, we need

to take an excursion into the philosophy of logic.

1.6 Formal Logic and Reason

Many of the comments about deviant logic and the rationality of a deviant approach to

the paradoxes stem from a fundamental misconception of the nature of formal logics,

and their relationship to reason and rationality. In this section I shall sketch an account

of formal logic which will help us evaluate McGee's criticisms. This account follows the

lead of Susan Haack in her Deviant Logic [56], who writes:

: : : logic is a theory, a theory on a par, except for its extreme generality, with

other, `scienti�c' theories : : :

And she is right. A system of formal logic, when you think of it, is simply a theory. It is

not di�erent in kind from any theory in physics, biology or sociology. What is di�erent

is its subject matter. Formal logic is about arguments. In particular, valid arguments.

The goal of any formal logic is to provide us with a way of representing arguments in a

formal system, and to give us a principled way to distinguish valid argument forms from

invalid ones. Haack continues the analogy by taking a pragmatist view of logic, because

she is sympathetic to the pragmatist view of the physical sciences. Unlike Haack's, our

account of logic is not tied to any particular view of the philosophy of science.

Excursus: Perhaps another lesson could be learned from the conception of logic as

science. It seems to follow from this view that the issue of what it is that makes

arguments valid, the ground of logical validity | whether it's just the meanings of the

logical connectives, or human convention, or their status in our web of belief | does

not have to be answered by a formal logician. This is not to say it isn't an interesting

and relevant issue. The analogy can be made with physics. What it is that makes

the universe the way it is, and the ground of physical law is not an issue for physical

theories. For example, the general theory of relativity is consonant with the view that

laws are Humean regularities, and the view that laws are the patterns in the action of

a Deity who sustains the universe, and the view that laws are the result of some other

kind of necessity. The physical theories constitute a description of the Way The World

Is, without giving a metaphysical description of Why it is that particular way. Similarly,

the ground of logical validity, although an interesting issue, is largely independent of the

task of logical formalising.

One important exception is the possibility that our logical theorising itself has some

e�ect on the truthmakers of valid argument | which may be the case if some kind of

logical conventionalism is true. There are many interesting issues here, which need space

of their own in order to do justice to them. ut
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It should be easy to see that on this view it is wrong to equate classical propositional

logic with Reason. Classical logic is a theory about the validity of arguments. Similarly,

intuitionistic logic,  Lukasiewicz's three-valued logic, and any of a whole horde of formal

systems are theories about a particular class of valid arguments. It would be as wrong

to equate classical logic with Reason as it would be to equate the general theory of

relativity with the Way The World Is. The general theory of relativity may describe

the Way the World Is in a clear and perspicuous way, it may �t the facts, or be ideally

useful, or maximally coherent, or whatever | but it isn't to be identi�ed with what

it is intended to describe. Similarly, classical logic ought not be identi�ed with what

it is intended to describe, no matter how successful it is thought to be, or how widely

accepted it is. (As common-sensical as this point is, it is not often acknowledged in the

literature. A particularly clear statement of this thesis can be found in Chapter 14 of

Priest's In Contradiction [113].) This point can be developed further, to deal with

Quine's objection that changing the logic is changing the subject. Check Section 1.8 in

this chapter to see how the answer can proceed.

In fact, the formalism of classical logic on its own does not even amount to a theory

of valid argument. It must be coupled with a principled collection of translation rules,

which can provide a reasoned justi�cation for the formalisms that are chosen for each

natural language argument. This is a highly non-trivial task. As an example we need to

give some non-question begging account of why the rule

From p ^ q you can validly deduce q.

doesn't licence the deduction of

I'll shoot.

from the premise

One false move and I'll shoot.7

I have no doubt that such an explanation can be given. But the fact that the translation

rules from natural language into the formal system ought to be provided, and that this

is not a trivial task, at least deserves mention.

Now what would it be for a formal system to be correct? It would have to account

for our valid argument (in its domain). In other words, for any of our valid arguments

in the domain of the logic in question, there should be a formalism that accounts for its

validity. Similarly, for any invalid argument in the domain in question, the formalism

should be able to deliver some kind of counterexample, so as to explain its invalidity. So

much seems clear.

Let's apply this to the case of classical logic, to see how it fares. Minimally, for

classical logic to be `correct,' it should be that anything formalised as a theorem of

classical logic turns out as true on interpretation. In general it would be impossible to

check this, for there is an in�nite number of such statements. However, some kind of

recursive procedure might enable us to convince ourselves of this fact. And this is how we

impress the truth of classical logic on our �rst-year logic students. We tell them stories

about truth values, and truth value assignments, and we show them the truth-tables of
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the connectives, which give a recursive procedure for generating the theorems and valid

rules of classical logic. This procedure is reasonably convincing (except for the table for

\�," of course). But is the story correct? What's more, is the story so clear that no

alternatives are to be countenanced under any circumstances? Clearly not. This kind of

introductory presentation of classical logic contains assumptions that can be rationally

doubted, and that alternative propositional logics should be countenanced.

Firstly, in one basic presentation of classical logic, an evaluation is de�ned in terms

of a mapping from the set of sentences of the formal system into the values T and F. On

interpretation this means that each proposition is either true or false | the Principle of

Bivalence.8 It is easy to convince Logic I students of this principle. This is often achieved

by presenting them with example statements such as

Snow is white.

Queensland has won the She�eld Shield.9

2 + 2 = 4.

If, on the other hand, we showed our students statements like

The size of the continuum is @1.

Graham Priest is taller than Bilbo Baggins.10

That colour patch is red. (When pointing to a borderline case)

The present King of France is bald.

There will be a sea battle tomorrow.

This electron is in position x with momentum p.

This sentence is false.

The property \heterological" is heterological.

The set of all nonselfmembered sets is nonselfmembered.

we may at least elicit indecision about the principle of bivalence. (Some of the best

minds have at least been hesitant about bivalence in these cases.) Now it might be

thought that each of these examples can be explained under the hypothesis of bivalence |

and so we have no reason to reject bivalence | but this would be beside the point. At

this stage of our logical theorising, bivalence is not something we can defend, for it is not

in our possession. Bivalence is an assumption that needs to be argued for just as much

as any alternative to it. Robert Wolf gives a helpful illustration [168].

It is the lack of positive support for classical logic and, more importantly, the

fact that there is no felt need to support classical logic as more than a math-

ematical system that is the unspoken assumption of most of the discussions of

rival logics, including Haack's [55]. It is generally assumed | and very rarely

argued for | that classical logic is itself philosophically acceptable and that

the rival logics must dislodge classical logic before they are acceptable as more

than just curiosities: : :
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The conceptual situation can perhaps be captured in an image. Defenders

of classical logic are like soldiers in a heavily entrenched fortress, while propo-

nents of rival logics are like besieging forces intent on razing the fortress to erect

their own on the spot. In the absence of overwhelming force and complete vic-

tory, the fortress stands and the defenders remain undislodged. Arguments on

rival logics operate on a \possession is nine-tenths of the law" principle, placing

the entire burden of proof on those in favour of a rival logic. The proponents

of classical logic need only take up a defensive stance and snipe away at the

enemy without venturing forth and putting their own positions into question.

It should be apparent from the images chosen that another view is possible.

It need not, and we think should not, be taken for granted that classical logic

is itself any more acceptable than its rivals.

Classical logic is a simple formalism that has di�culty with accounting for all the facts,

but became popular since its inception. It is not prima facie superior to all other logical

systems. In fact, classical logic shows all of the signs of being a degenerating research

paradigm. (See Priest's \Classical Logic Aufgehoben" [114] for an interesting argument

for this claim.)

The process of formalising logical systems all too often involves feeding our intuitions

with simple cases of purported `laws,' like bivalence, to convince ourselves that they

hold in general. Then we try to resolve into our scheme cases that don't seem to �t.

Sometimes this strategy works, and it is interesting to see how odd statements can be

handled in a classical manner, but its just as important to see what can be done without

the simplifying assumptions of classical logic. In the presence of odd statements like

those we have seen, it is as important (and rational) to consider formal systems that are

not founded on the principle of bivalence as those that are. Bivalence is a substantive

and signi�cant claim about propositions. If we have formal systems that can model our

valid reasoning, yet are properly weaker than classical logic, we have a reason to adopt

them over and above classical logic, all other things being equal, because these systems

make fewer assumptions about propositions. It is an open question as to whether or

not deviant logics not founded on the principle of bivalence can model our own valid

argument. I will sketch a reply to this soon. Before this we must deal with another kind

of deviance from the classical norm.

This deviance centres on matters of inconsistency. I must admit, it is hard to see

what it would be for a contradiction to be true. But faced with the liar, and either

without a prior training in classical logic or an open mind, someone could be convinced.

If this line is taken, some kind of response has to be made to the arguments that from

a contradiction you can validly derive anything. Admittedly, this is an odd artefact of

the classical apparatus, but there is at least one interesting argument to this conclusion,
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due to C. I. Lewis and C. H. Langford [68].

p ^�p
p ^ �p p

�p p _ q
q

The most suspicious looking rule in this context is the deduction of q from �p and

p _ q, famously called disjunctive syllogism. How is disjunctive syllogism justi�ed?

Most often as follows: p _ q is true, so it must be either that p is true or q is true.

We have �p, so it can't be p that's true | so it must be q that's true. This seems

like a plausible argument. (Let the fact that it's simply another instance of disjunctive

syllogism be ignored for the moment.)

How does this justi�cation fare in the context of the Lewis and Langford argument?

It simply doesn't apply. Why? Because the reasoning breaks down at the step from the

truth of �p to it not being p that makes the disjunction true. Under the assumption of

the truth of p ^�p, this fails. Under this assumption, it is p that grounds the truth of

p_q, so we can't just go ahead and deduce q. Lewis' argument is not going to convince

sceptics, who wonder why it would be that a contradiction would entail anything at all,

provided that the sceptics are reective enough to ask why it would be that some take

disjunctive syllogism as valid.11

As with bivalence, it is interesting to see how much reasoning can go on without

assuming consistency. A fair amount of work is going on in this very area, some of it

very interesting [93, 99, 113, 117, 115, 152].

To sum up this view of the nature of formal logic, I'll use a remark by John Slaney,

who argues for the rationality of the enterprise of deviant logic [152].

The starting point of all logic is the question of which are the valid (perfect,

reliable, necessarily rational) forms of argument. What we do in answer to this

question is to think up some argument forms which seem good to us, isolate

what we take to be the logical constants involved, formulate rules of inference

to govern the behaviour of these and thus arrive at a formal calculus : : : We

somehow have the impression that our logic is inexorable, so that to question

it is not even intelligible. But clearly this inexorability is an illusion. The

formal theory goes a long way beyond the intuitive reections that gave rise

to it, so that it applies to many arguments of sorts not considered at all when

we so readily assented to the rules : : : when we considered resolution or the

disjunctive syllogism we may have thought: yes, I reason like that; I would

regard it as quite irrational not to. But of course, we were not then thinking of

reasoning situations that involve taking inconsistent assumptions seriously.

There are enough problems at the core of the project of logical formalisation to cast

doubt on the primacy of classical logic. Classical logic is not something that we have

�xed and established by a huge weight of evidence, that is beyond dispute | or even

something that we need a great deal of evidence to `dislodge.' It relies on a number of
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generalisations that might seem initially plausible, but have trouble dealing with all the

data at hand | especially the paradoxes of self reference.

The methodology of formal logic is (or ought to be) some kind of inductive proce-

dure involving the gathering of plausible argument forms, the formation of systems that

capture these forms and somehow explain why these argument forms are valid, and then

the testing of these formalisms against more data. None of this procedure is beyond

criticism | especially in the context of such problems as the paradoxes of self reference.

From this perspective of formal logic I'd like to echo a famous plea: let a hundred

owers blossom. It should be obvious that dogmatism is out of place in logic. The

rational approach is to consider a menagerie of formal systems, and see how each fare in

a wide range of reasoning situations. However, I should make clear that I'm not holding

that nothing is �xed or �rm in logic. It doesn't seem to be the case that `anything goes'.

Some might think this is the case [100] but it really does seem that a number of rules

follow immediately from the way we use the logical connectives. These seem to be at

least
p ^ q `̀ p; p ^ q `̀ q;

If p `̀ q and p `̀ r then p `̀ q ^ r;
p `̀ p _ q; q `̀ p _ q;

If q `̀ p and r `̀ p then q _ r `̀ p;

p;q `̀ r if and only if p `̀ q! r:

(Where ` `̀ ' represents logical consequence, and the semicolon represents some kind of

premise combination. See the next chapter for an account of logics like these.) This

formalisation gives us a number of core logical principles that seem beyond doubt; they

seem to survive, given whatever odd propositions you substitute into them. It is broad

enough to encompass the vast majority of systems seriously proposed as propositional

logics such as classical logic, paraconsistent logics, relevant logics, modal logics, intu-

itionistic logic,  Lukasiewicz's logics, linear logic and quantum logic. My thesis is that

we just don't have enough information to decide between each of the systems in this

range. We ought to compare and contrast each of the systems in this family, and see

their strengths and weaknesses as models of our own valid argument. Before using this

picture of formal logic to deal with McGee's arguments, let me fend o� a few objections

to this picture.

Aren't Mathematicians Classical Logicians? It may be objected that the only

way to make sense of 20th Century mathematical practice is to assume the validity of

classical logic. After all, if mathematicians prove truths using valid means, and they

avail themselves of all the moves of classical logic, then we ought to take these moves as

valid.

This is an interesting argument, but it doesn't deliver its conclusion. Mathematical

reasoning is interesting in a number of respects. Firstly, by and large mathematicians

treat their subject matter as consistent and complete. It seems that classical mathe-

maticians have an assumption that for every proposition p that they consider, either p

is true or �p is true. To make sense of this practice we have no need to take p _�p as
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a theorem, we simply can take it as an assumption that mathematicians make, and show

that they validly reason from there. In addition, mathematicians seem to take it that if

p and �p were true, that would be disastrous for their subject matter. So, another of

their assumptions is p ^ �p ! q for every q. To make sense of mathematical practice,

we need not take these claims to be theorems of our logic | we need just add them as

assumptions, and then note that under these assumptions their reasoning can be seen as

valid.

This is not quite all. The conditional that is used in mathematical contexts is noto-

riously non-modal and irrelevant. Moves such as deducing q! p from p are widespread

in mathematical contexts. To explain this we must either equip our logic with a con-

ditional that will validate the required moves, or simply assume them for mathematical

propositions. Again, this is not a problem. Some may balk at this proposal, but it

merely represents mathematical reasoning as enthymematic. (A conditional `if p then q

is said to be enthymematic if there are some extra true statement r such that q follows

from p and r. The true r (which can be quite complex) is said to be the enthymeme.)

The enthymemes are unproblematic for the mathematician, who will readily assent to

them if asked. They are all theorems of classical logic. This places mathematics on as

strong a footing as does the classical position, and in this way we can make sense of

mathematical practice. If there is something suspect about the propositions that are

taken as the enthymemes, this is just as much a problem for the classical account of

mathematical reasoning as it is for this one. For all of these enthymemes come out as

particularly simple classical tautologies, which are taken to be beyond doubt and obvious

by the classical orthodoxy. There's no di�culty with a deviant saying that the classical

account is right as far as these instances of classical laws are concerned. Their illicit

generalisations are the problem.

So, there is no need for the deviant to engage in a revisionist programme in math-

ematics. Mathematicians' reasoning can be explained from the perspective of deviant

logic, without having to conclude that mathematicians have `got it wrong' at any stage.

This option is open | a deviant may point to an assumption that has been made in

some mathematical context and ask whether or not it is warranted, as constructivists

do | but it is not forced by the acceptance of a deviant logic.

Excursus: Mathematical reasoning need not make consistency or completeness assump-

tions. There is a strong history of constructive mathematics, that seeks to reconstruct

mathematical reasoning without making nonconstructive assumptions (including biva-

lence). There is also a more recent history of work on inconsistent mathematics, wherein

inconsistent but non-trivial mathematical theories are tolerated. Some of the results in

this �eld are noteworthy. As an example, there is a �nitary non-triviality proof of Peano

arithmetic in a strong paraconsistent logic | a result which is notoriously impossible in

classical arithmetic [89, 93, 99]. ut

Isn't Excluded Middle Plausible? A similar objection can be given which is closer

to home territory for most of us. How do I explain the intuitive pull that the law of the
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excluded middle has, if it isn't a logical truth? For example, I believe that either I've

read all of the Nichomachean Ethics or not | without believing either disjunct (I just

can't remember). Am I warranted in this belief?

Clearly I am. What we want is an explanation as to why. From the perspective

of deviant logic, there are two. Firstly, it doesn't follow that because the law is not a

theorem of my favoured logical systems, I cannot rationally believe many of its instances.

It seems that for the vast majority of events in my vicinity, either they happen or they

don't. I'm quite rational in believing that the same is true in this case. In fact, the

prevailing truth of excluded middles in the general vicinity of my world of medium-

sized dry goods (where I don't look too closely at the borderlines of vague predicates)

might lead me to think that they are generally true in that area of the Way Things

Are. But the further away from my world I go, into the upper reaches of set-theory,

or to meditations on the properties of truth in semantically closed languages, or the

problematic borderlines of vague predicates, my expectation of the truth of the `law'

fades. None of this is particularly irrational | in fact, it's more cautious than the

classical approach.

The other explanation which may pay o� in a di�erent way is to note the problems

of translating into `formalese.' My utterance of \p or q" may be better formalised

as �p ! q instead of p _ q. After all, when we utter a disjunction, it often has

the force of \if it isn't the �rst disjunct that's true, it's the second." In this case,

my utterance of \p or not p" could be formalised as �p ! �p, which is a logical

truth. Of course, in most deviant logics, this formalisation of disjunction is not going

to satisfy everything that garden-variety extensional disjunction does, but it may be

more appropriate for formalising some of our utterances. (This distinction goes back to

Anderson and Belnap [1].)

Aren't there Arguments for Excluded Middle? The deviant logician may have

another problem. Perhaps the choice of a formal logic should not proceed by way of

inductive generalisation. Maybe there are good a priori arguments for particular logical

laws. This might be thought to be the case with the law of the excluded middle. Perhaps

some deep thought about the nature of the bearers of truth might give us a valid argument

whose conclusion is that every proposition is either true or false. I do not deny that this

is possible, and any `deviant' response to such arguments must be on a case-by-case basis.

However, some programmatic remarks can be made as to how these cases are dealt with.

The main weakness in such arguments is that they seem to invariably beg the ques-

tion. Arguments for the law of the excluded middle without question seem to rely on

instances of that law to get to the conclusion. This isn't begging the question or illegiti-

mate as such, for the particular instances may be less problematic than the generalisation.

This is where the arguments may have some bite. However, it seems to be the case that

the particular instances that are used in these arguments are just as problematic as what

they attempt to prove, and it is this that is begging the question.
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1.7 Answering McGee's Objections

Let's use what we have seen so far to answer McGee's objections.

The di�culty of learning the 3-valued logic. The �rst answer to make to the

objection is that by-and-large we do not reason by using a formal system. This is to

put the cart before the horse. The formal system is there to explain and model our

reasoning, to give us an insight into the reasoning we already do, and to perhaps aid us

in it. The deviant logician attempts to model the same reasoning as the classical logician.

To engage in Reason, we do not have to learn any formal system, whether classical or

deviant. However, the objection can't be brushed aside immediately. McGee reiterates

an objection made by Feferman [40], that in the 3-valued logic under consideration:

Nothing like sustained ordinary reasoning can be carried on. (page 100)

Now even if we note that nothing like sustained reasoning really happens in �rst-order

predicate logic either (the vocabulary is very poor), McGee still has an objection. It can

be rephrased as the claim that deviant formal systems cannot account for the sustained

ordinary reasoning we regularly engage in, in contrast to classical logic, which can. As

we've already seen while dealing with the objections from the practice of mathematics,

this is not true. Many deviant logics can formalise our ordinary reasoning without

di�culty, given a few plausible assumptions that we would probably agree with anyway.

Provided enough instances of the law of the excluded middle are assumed, the 3-valued

logic that Feferman and McGee object to becomes as strong as classical logic. And so,

reasoning can be explained from that point of view, if it can be explained classically. It

only di�ers in that the arguments used are interpreted as enthymemes. So, this objection

does not have any force against the deviant position.

The degradation of methodology. Recall McGee's objection to the practices of the

geneticist who rejects a logical law in order to keep alive a favoured theory. It is simple

to produce a similar example with a very di�erent point.

Imagine we have an entomological theory to which we are particularly attached,

perhaps on political grounds, and that this theory tells us that, if one fruity

sets o� in a straight line to a mango tree, and sends out a particular signal to

a fruity some metres away (not on its ightpath) then this second fruity will

make a parallel journey in the same direction, but that the theory also tells us

that the two fruities will meet at their destination. It would surely be absurd to

respond to this circumstance by saying that our cherished entomological theory

is correct and that Euclidean geometry doesn't apply when doing entomology.

This is just as convincing as McGee's example. It is as silly for an entomologist to

deny claims of geometry that are quite acceptable in their domain for the sake of a

cherished theory as it is for a geneticist to deny claims of a logical nature that are quite

acceptable in that domain. Yet just this century it was rationally countenanced that

Euclidean geometry doesn't apply when doing cosmology. So the argument form that

McGee uses doesn't deliver his conclusion. A case has to be made as to what makes
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logic di�er from geometry in some relevant respect. No case like this has yet been given.

So as things stand, if this argument works, it works as much against the practices of

modern cosmology as it does against those of us using deviant logics in our analyses of

the paradoxes.

Excursus: The comparison between geometry and logic is a fruitful one, which can

tell us a great deal. In geometry, some enterprising mathematicians considered systems

which di�ered with respect to the parallel postulate. Years later, these geometries proved

useful to theories in physics. This shows that our theories about points and lines can

vary quite a lot and make sense as geometries, and not merely as formal abstractions.

The case of non-classical logics is similar. Our theories about conjunction, disjunction,

negation and implication can vary in just the same way. Formal systems satisfying the

minimal conditions on connectives that we saw before all seem to make sense as logics,

and not as merely formal systems.

The analogy also reinforces the intuition that formal systems cannot vary endlessly

and still remain logics. Just as a system in which points did not lie on lines would fail

to count as a geometry of points and lines, a system in which p^q `̀ p and p^q `̀ q

failed would not count as a logic of conjunction (at least concerning ^). ut

McGee's objection is a little stronger than what we've seen so far. He countenances

the case where the sheer weight of scienti�c observation might convince us to abandon

classical logic. What makes semantics less successful than the other sciences is that the

data is so scarce that it cannot apply the needed pressure. He writes:

In genetics we have a huge body of empirical data that our theories are attempt-

ing to explain. We can imagine this body of data by its sheer bulk pushing clas-

sical logic aside : : : Now, the pressure to abandon classical logic in semantics

does not come from an overwhelming body of linguistic data but rather from our

metaphysical intuitions about truth. In metaphysics, we scarcely have any data.

All that we have to take us beyond our preanalytic prejudices is our reason, and

now we are asked to modify the rules of reason so that they no longer contra-

vene our preanalytic prejudices. In the end, the role of reason in metaphysics

will be merely to con�rm whatever we have believed all along. (page 103)

There's some nice imagery there, but it won't do the job. Classical logic is not the heavy

bulk of Reason that has to be pushed aside. It is merely a theory about Reason. We

have seen that classical logic is grounded in metaphysical intuitions about truth, just as

semantics is. Reason itself is never to be moved about, but it is not clear what Reason

itself has to say in the case of the liar paradox. We can argue from the liar and the

T-scheme to the truth and falsity of the liar from the premise that it is either true or

false. Reason at least helps us deduce that. Some say that Reason assures us that the liar

is either true or false, and that there is No Way that it could be both true and false. If

that is the case, then assuredly, the liar gives us a refutation of the T-scheme. However,

as I have argued, it is not obvious that this is what Reason has to say. To take a deviant
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approach to the paradoxes is not to abandon Reason, but only to question a particular

formalisation of Reason.

1.8 Answering Other Objections

Dealing with McGee's objections, and positing a di�erent picture of logical theorising is

not enough to divert all criticism of the project of non-classical logics. There are two

other objections that are often put against the project, and we will do well to apply the

picture of logic we have seen to indicate how these objections fail.

Changing the Logic, Changing the Subject Quine has argued that there really

can be no disagreement in logic, because when two parties attempt to disagree on logical

principles, they end up talking about di�erent things, and so, they do not disagree.

Quine writes, concerning a discussion between a paraconsistent logician and a critic.

My view of this dialogue is that neither party knows what he is talking about.

They think they are talking about negation, `�', `not'; but surely the notation

ceased to be recognizable as negation when they took to regarding some con-

junctions of the form `p ^ �p' as true, and stopped regarding such sentences

as implying all others. Here, evidently, is the deviant logician's predicament:

when he tries to deny the doctrine he only changes the subject. [120]

Let's consider what Quine must mean for the argument to succeed. Quine must be

saying that the meanings of the terms involved are constituted (at least in part) by their

use, and that here, the uses are so distinct that the terms under discussion (especially

di�erent forms of negation) are no longer the same. The parties to the discussion are

talking about di�erent things. The argument could be clari�ed and eshed out in a

number of ways, but these need not concern us. However the argument is developed, it

essentially involves a confusion of logic as theory of validity, and logic as the collection

of validities we theorise about. If this distinction is maintained, then it is clear that it

is possible to di�er at the level of theory while agreeing that the competing theories are

about the same thing.

An example is in order. Suppose that we have two scienti�c theories of planetary

motion. One, a simple Newtonian theory, in terms of gravitational acceleration obeying

the inverse square law, the other, an odd theory that posits gravitation as a force which

has markedly varying e�ects throughout the universe. According to this theory, gravita-

tion obeys the inverse square law of attraction here, but further out in space, it obeys an

inverse cubed law, and far away in other galaxies, it is a force of repulsion. This is a par-

ticularly odd theory, with nothing obvious going for it (except for the possibility of being

the background physics for some really interesting science �ction stories). Pretty clearly,

this odd theory and the Newtonian theory disagree about the nature of gravitation. The

theories are in conict. However, if we take Quine's criterion for identifying the subject

matter of a discussion seriously, we may be forced to conclude that these theories do

not disagree because they do not have the same subject matter. Quine could say `the

subject matter ceased to be recognisable as gravitation when they took to regarding it
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as possibly a force of repulsion and not attraction.' Clearly this reply is out of place.

The theorists are talking about the force responsible for planetary motion, and they are

positing di�erent properties of it, `in the large'. The two theories disagree, because they

are theories about some agreed subject matter. If the odd theory is intended to give us

an account of what gravitation is, and it is used in this way, then it disagrees with the

standard, Newtonian theory.

The same holds for logical theories. Before any logical analysing was done, there

was practice of deduction and argumentation. The question was asked: how can we give

an account of the valid arguments? Formalisation and theorisation followed. Eventually,

di�erent formalisations of our logical practice arose. These conict if they o�er di�erent

analyses of the validity of our everyday argument. For example, given a particular

instance of arguing from a contradiction to an unrelated proposition, the paraconsistent

logician can disagree with the classical logician about the validity of that argument. For

example, take the liar sentence (�) from before. One argument that the paraconsistent

and classical logicians will disagree about is the following:

(�) is true and (�) is not true, therefore Queensland has won the She�eld

Shield.

The di�erence between the two logicians is not one of formalisation alone, but one of

di�ering outcomes when using formalisation to model actual arguments, like this one.

Simplicity Another argument for the primacy of classical logic sometimes put forward

is the argument from simplicity. It goes (crudely) like this: A simpler logic is a better

logic, classical logic is the simplest logic there is, so classical logic is the best logic there

is.

There are a number of responses to this argument. Firstly, let's grant that at least

as a methodological point, simplicity is desirable. It would be strange to favour a theory

which introduced complications if there were no payo� as a result of these complications.

Granting this point, the argument is unsound, for a number of reasons. One is that

classical logic is not the simplest logic. It is often said that classical logic is simple

in that it has a clear semantics, it is decidable, and has various other desirable formal

properties. This is true, but there are other, simpler logical systems. Meyer has drawn

our attention to the pure calculus of irrelevance [84]. It is a simple system, in which

every statement is a theorem. This system has all of the nice properties of classical logic.

It has a simple semantics (assign everything the one designated value), it is decidable

(trivially), it is compact, and so on. Of course, the pure calculus of irrelevance is not

a better logic than classical logic, because it does badly in terms of faithfulness to the

data.

But then, the defender of non-classical logics can also argue that her favourite logic

does even better with the facts than classical logic can. If this is the case, then simplicity

can only be a guide, and not a rule, lest the classical logician be faced with the burden

of endorsing the pure calculus of irrelevance.
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In addition, simplicity of logic is not enough by itself. A logic like classical �rst

order logic does not stand on its own. It must be a part of a larger semantic theory,

giving an account of truth, sets, numbers, and our discourse on any of a range of topics.

We have already argued that the accounts of the paradoxes retaining classical logic are

neither successful, nor simple. In this broader �eld of study, the measure of simplicity

may actually swing in favour of the deviant logician.

Of course, methodological canons like concern for simplicity, harmony, elegance and

the like have their place. In later chapters, I wish to show that logics I favour (those

without contraction) are simple and elegant by showing how their formal structure arises

in a number of di�erent disciplines. They are naturally occurring formal systems which

can be used to model a wide variety of phenomena. This is at least helpful information,

indicating that study of these systems is worthwhile and fruitful.

1.9 Conclusion

By now it should be clear that deviant accounts of the paradoxes are coherent, and as

well grounded in terms of methodology as any approach that takes classical logic as

somehow `privileged.' I hope to have also made clear that any claims of such privileges

for classical logic are unfounded. Classical logic is a formalism that has served well in

limited domains (principally, classical mathematical reasoning) but which is founded on

general principles that are doubtful at best. At worst they are ill-founded generalisations

which are in need of replacement.

Once this is granted, we are not committed to being irrational, or to reject truths

which we have long held dear. Instead, it brings us to treat the project of logical formal-

isation in the same way as we do any other science. The task is to construct theories,

and test them against the data we have. In this, the paradoxes are most useful, as Rus-

sell has taught us. Instead of taking classical logic as a given, to which any account of

paradoxes must conform, we would do well to take the paradoxes as what they are |

experimental data to deal with as a part of the task of providing an adequate account

of valid inference. Given the baroque structures that emerge when the paradoxes are

treated in the context of classical logic, we can be sure that such an adequate account is

not classical.

1.10 Notes

Material in this chapter was presented to the Department of Philosophy of the University

of Queensland, and the 1992 Australasian Association of Philosophy Conference [123].

I'm grateful for comments and criticism from those present; especially Graham Priest,

Gary Malinas, Ian Hinckfuss, Mark Lance and Lloyd Reinhardt. The paper has a second

half \Comparing Deviant Logics" that was read at the 1992 Australasian Association

for Logic Conference, held in honour of Bob Meyer. Both are dedicated to him with

appreciation for his work. The inspiration for this approach is varied. It has arisen out

of reading the work of Quine and Haack, enticed by their ideas, but fundamentally, not

convinced by them. It has been honed and developed in many discussions with Graham

Priest, whose views mine are closer to than any others.
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1Also called the paradox of the heap. We shall examine this paradox a little more in

Chapter 8, and see that it also motivates the rejection of contraction.

2If you are one of those who do not like this use of the word \sentences" | which in-

cludes me at times | feel free to replace the word with a suitable substitute. I �nd

\statement," or \proposition expressed by this sentence in this context" to work mar-

vellously. However, in all honesty, the answer you give to the question of the nature of

the bearers of truth, or the contents of propositional attitudes are tangential to most of

the issues in this chapter. [Note added in July 1994. J. M. Dunn has convinced me that

this way of describing the point is wrong. \Everything Bob says is true" entails that

Bob was correct, whereas the conjunction of everything he said, need not. However, the

co-entailment of p and Thpi remains.]

3Subject to the obvious quali�cations to the e�ect that T is relative to the language

in which the sentences are expressed. Gupta [54] and Peacocke [107] deal with these

subtleties.

4Kripke, to be sure, would not like his proposal to be characterised as espousing the

use of a deviant logic. In his \Outline of a Theory of Truth" [63] he expresses surprise

that some people have so described his position. His defence is that sentences expressing

propositions behave in a purely classical way. Only the odd sentences that fail to express

propositions receive the value \neither true nor false". This is some kind of defence, but

as the odd sentences are meaningful, can be believed (in some sense), and can function

in valid arguments, this defence is not convincing. The logic for determining the validity

of arguments involving these sentences is not classical, and so, the proposal is deviant.

5Subsequent references to Truth, Vagueness and Paradox will be by page number only.

6See Chapter 3 for a de�nition of  Lukasiewicz's in�nitely valued logic.

7I owe this example to John Slaney.

8[Added in July 1994: J. M. Dunn noted that this point was also made by Arthur Pap,

years ago [174].]

9Well, only in Australia, and only when looking for an obvious falsehood.

10The di�culty is that Graham Priest is an existing (rather tall) human being, and Bilbo

Baggins is a �ctional hobbit.

11This analysis of disjunctive syllogism and Lewis' argument is given by J. Michael

Dunn [31] and John Slaney [152].
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Chapter 2
Basic Proof Theory

Proof.

Some people gonna call you up

tell you something that you already know.

| PAUL SIMON `Proof' [142]

Let's collect together some threads from the introduction and the �rst chapter. From the

introduction we know that logics without contraction are interesting. From the previous

chapter we know that it is worth studying a whole range of formal systems. In this

chapter we will de�ne the systems that will be the focus of our attention in the rest of

this work. These range from being quite weak (validating very few inferences) to being

quite strong (validating rather a lot), but they have one thing in common. They all

reject contraction.

2.1 Notation

Whenever you de�ne a formal system for modelling deduction, you need a language for

the system. We will de�ne the language L of our systems in the usual way. (If tedious

recursive de�nitions bore you, skip to the asterisk in the margin on the next page, where

things are more interesting.) Our systems are designed to give an account of the valid

argument expressed in the connectives

^ _ ! �

(conjunction, disjunction, the conditional (or entailment) and negation respectively |

each are binary connectives, apart from negation which is unary) and the universal and

existential quanti�ers

8 9

Those are standard. It will be very handy to have around two extra connectives, which

are not so standard.

t �

The �rst is 0-ary (a sentence constant denoting a particular truth) and the second is

binary. This is the fusion connective, of which we shall see much more, a little later.1

We'll take our language L to feature a countable supply of variables v0; v1; v2; : : :

which will range over the domain of quanti�cation. To state things about the objects

in our domain of quanti�cation we use the predicates F� (for � < �1, where �1 is some

cardinal), such that F� has arity �1(�). So, �1 : �1 ! ! is the predicate arity function.

Sentence constants are predicates of arity zero.

Our language also features a family of function symbols f� for � < �2 (�2 another

cardinal), such that the f� is of arity �2(�). And �2 : �2 ! ! is the function arity

function. Constants are functions of arity zero.
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The language, and the set of terms in the language is then recursively de�ned in

the usual way. First by de�ning terms, and then by de�ning formulae. A term is either

a free variable, or a function applied to the appropriate number of terms. An atomic

formula is a predicate applied to the appropriate number of terms, and then a formula

is one formed from atomic formulae by the usual recursive procedure using connectives

and quanti�ers. We allow vacuous quanti�cation and free variables in formulae, so that

8v0(F0(v1; v2)) counts as a formula (provided that F0 has arity 2).

We eliminate a few parentheses by the usual conventions. Negation binds more

tightly than fusion and the extensional connectives (^ and _) which bind more tightly

than the conditional. So, �p ^ q! r � s abbreviates ((�p) ^ q)! (r � s).
For ease of reading, we'll take a, b, c, : : : to be shorthand for the �rst few 0-

ary function symbols (or constants), p, q, r, : : : shorthand for the �rst 0-ary predicate

symbols (or sentence constants), and F, G and H, predicate symbols of higher arity.

We take x, y, z to be metavariables ranging over variables, and A, B, C, : : : to be

metavariables ranging over arbitrary formulae. So, 8x(A_ B) ranges over all universally

quanti�ed disjunctions.

We follow the usual story concerning free and bound variables. The scope of an

instance of a quanti�er Qx in QxA is that instance of the formula A. Similarly, if QxA

is a subformula of B, the scope of that instance of Qx is that instance of A. A free

variable in a formula is a variable that is not in the scope of one of its own quanti�ers

in that formula. All other variables in that formula are bound. A sentence is a formula

that contains no free variables. Given a formula A(x) with a number of instances of the

free variable x indicated, the formula A(t) is given by replacing those instances of x by

t. The term t is free for the variable x in A(x) just when every instance of a variable in

t is free in A(t) wherever x occurs free in A(x).

A word is in order about what we have just done. We have de�ned a formal lan- *

guage that we shall use to give an account of valid argument. As we have recognised in

Chapter 1, doing this has simpli�ed things greatly. Natural languages are not so neat or

univocal. Not every use of `and' bears the same meaning or enters into the same kind

of inferential patterns as our ^. We have produced a simpli�ed model of a fragment

of a natural language. As such formulae are not parts of our natural language. They

are models of parts of our language. Individual formulae are not sentences in their own

right. They are abstractions that we use in order to give an account of deduction in our

language. To reect this, we will not use formulae as sentences in their own right. We

will not say \if p! r and q! r then p _ q! r." On our account this makes no sense,

because p ! r, q ! r and p _ q ! r are not propositions or statements on their own;

they are merely models for propositions, or formalisms that are intended to represent

statements. Instead, we will use other means to talk about deduction between formulae.

We will write

(p! r) ^ (q! r) `̀ p _ q! r

to claim that in a particular formal system the deduction from (p ! r) ^ (q ! r) to

p _ q ! r is valid (in a sense to be elaborated later). We use `̀ as a sentence-forming
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operator. To put it in another way, in our natural language (English, here) formulae are

nouns and ` `̀ ' is a verb.

Excursus: That said, we will fudge things just a little, to use `X `̀ A' for both the

claim that the deduction of A from X is valid (in a system) and to name the deduction

from X to A itself. The context will make the intended interpretation clear. ut

Now we will use the language to express a range of formal systems that give di�erent

accounts of valid inference in our language.

2.2 Natural Deduction Systems

Lemmon-style natural deduction systems are one pleasing and intuitive way to formalise

valid deduction [66]. These are systems which formalise deduction using a number of

primitive rules that are quite like rules we use in ordinary reasoning; modus ponens,

conditional proof, conjunction introduction, and so on. At each stage of the proof,

a record is kept of the assumptions behind the asserted claim. We will give natural

deduction formulations of a range of formal systems in this rather long de�nition.

De�nition 2.1 As in Lemmon's original system, the calculi manipulate sequents of

the form

X `̀ A

where X is some structured collection of assumptions, and A is a formula. This means

that on the assumption of X, then A follows as a matter of logic. However, unlike

Lemmon's original system, we take it that assumptions can be bunched together in two

di�erent ways. One mirrors the deduction of A^B fromA and B. If a piece of information

X warrants A, and Y warrants B, then the result of taking X and Y together warrants

A ^ B. So much is clear. This means of `taking together' is analogous to extensional

conjunction.

A notion of `taking together' also arises from conditionals. Consider the deduction

of B from A and A ! B. If X warrants A and Y warrants A ! B, then taking X and

Y together warrants B. However, this kind of taking together is di�erent. In this case,

the `taking together' may well be asymmetric in the sense that it is clear that in the

deduction we are using Y as an `inference ticket' providing a deduction from X. It is

not so clear that this is what is going on in the �rst case in which we simple-mindedly

merge the information in X and Y. So, let's take there to be two kinds of bunching.

The �rst type we will call extensional, and the second, intensional. Take X; Y to be the

extensional bunching of X and Y, and X;Y to be their intensional bunching.

An example from modal logic might help motivate the di�erence between the bunch-

ing operations. For the moment, let ! be a conditional with some kind of modal force.

Then we would not expect that a proposition B would be ground enough to warrant

A ! B, because assuming the antecedent A may take away the grounds for conclud-

ing B. If this is the case, then the intensional bunching operator (associated with this

conditional) must di�er from straightforward extensional bunching. For otherwise, we

would have A ! B following logically from B. We could proceed as follows: Suppose
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that X `̀ B. Then A;X `̀ B too, by properties of extensional bunching. (Adding

extra information extensionally does nothing to take information away.) If this were the

same as intensional bunching, we would have A;X `̀ B too, and hence, X `̀ A ! B,

by the connection between intensional bunching and the conditional. If a conditional

has some kind of modal force, then the intensional bunching operator will diverge from

extensional combination, in that it will sometimes `weaken' information. Sometimes X;Y

will not warrant all the information that Y would warrant. Intensional and extensional

combination must come apart if we are to model a wide range of conditionals.

This approach is important, because it `cordons o�' the behaviour of conditionals

from that of the extensional connectives of conjunction and disjunction. We pick out the

standard sense of extensional conjunction and disjunction with our extensional bunching

operator `;' irrespective of the behaviour of the intensional operators, which are the

interesting objects of study.

The approach of using two bunching connectives to model intensional and exten-

sional connectives is by no means new. The idea is due to Dunn [4, 27, 28, 32] and

independently, Minc [171], and it was later adapted by Meyer [85] and others (see refer-

ences in Chapter 7) to apply to a wider range of logics. We will follow the presentation

of Slaney's paper \A General Logic" [151], which contains more discussion of general

issues than is possible here.

The simple minded merging of two pieces of information is idempotent, associative

and commutative. It also `weakens' in that if X `̀ A then X; Y `̀ A too. Adding

the information Y doesn't take away any of the information in X. The properties of

extensional bunching are easy to pin down. The properties of intensional bunching are

not as clear. Does applying Y to X result in the same things as applying X to Y? Perhaps,

perhaps not. It depends on the notion of application. Does applying Z to the result of

applying Y to X amount to the same thing as applying the result of applying Z to Y, to

X? It's not obvious that it does, and it's not obvious that it doesn't. Does the result of

applying Y to X contain X, or is some of X's original content `�ltered out'? There are a

whole range of possibilities for the properties of intensional bunching, each of which will

result in di�erent properties of the conditional. As I argued in the previous chapter, it is

sensible to leave these questions open and to deal with a whole range of formal systems.

A proof using this formal system is a list of sequents of the form X `̀ A. Each line

in the proof will follow from earlier lines by means of a range of rules that show how

sequents follow from other sequents. For example, we know that X; Y `̀ A ^ B follows

from X `̀ A and Y `̀ B by our earlier ruminations about extensional bunching and

extensional conjunction.

Our proofs will be made human-readable by using line numbers to represent assump-

tions, and annotations to indicate the kind of rule used at each stage | an example will

be given below. We use parentheses to disambiguate nested bunches (so (X; Y);Z is the

intensional bunch of (the extensional bunch of X and Y) and Z), and we write X(Y) to

represent a bunch in which Y occurs in a particular place as a sub-bunch. The clause

X (= Y means that a bunch of the form X may be replaced anywhere in the left side
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of a sequent by the corresponding bunch Y. The structural rules governing extensional

bunching are the obvious ones.

eB X; (Y; Z) (= (X; Y); Z

eC Y; X (= X; Y

eW X;X (= X

eK X (= X; Y

Intensional bunching is governed by one rule, giving the behaviour of the `empty' bunch

0, which represents `logic alone.'

0-right X; 0 () X

This means that if X `̀ A, then logic applied to X also warrants A. This is clear if we

take it that the `warranting' indicates logical deduction. Conversely, if logic applied to

X warrants A, then X warrants A on its own. So, this axiom is sound. It also gives us

a way to represent theorems | things warranted by logic alone. These are the formulae

A such that 0 `̀ A.

The rule of assumptions dictates that on any line of a proof, a proposition may be

introduced, with that very proposition as its only assumption.

A
A `̀ A

The rest of the rules govern connectives. Conjunction is the object language correlate of

the extensional bunching operator, so we have conjunction elimination and introduction.

X `̀ A ^ B

X `̀ A

X `̀ A ^ B
^E

X `̀ B

X `̀ A Y `̀ B
^I

X; Y `̀ A ^ B

The natural rules for the introduction and elimination of disjunction are similar.

X `̀ A

X `̀ A _ B

X `̀ B
_I

X `̀ A _ B

X `̀ A _ B Y(A) `̀ C Y(B) `̀ C
_E

Y(X) `̀ C

The conditional goes with intensional bunching, according to our ruminations. This

gives us modus ponens and conditional proof.

X `̀ A Y `̀ A! B
MP

X;Y `̀ B

A;X `̀ B
CP

X `̀ A! B

Note in these deductions the way that the order of the bunching reects the directionality

of the arrow in the conditional. If X supports A and Y supports A! B, then applying Y

to X supports B. This application is written to the right to graphically indicate that the

information given as A (by way of X) `passes through' the information given as A ! B

(by way of Y) to warrant B. Conditional proof also respects this directionality. Note

that this is not the way that it is done in most of the literature. The change to this form
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is warranted by its clarity, by connections to relation algebras (Chapter 3), the Lambek

calculus (Chapter 10) and some of Dunn's recent work on the semantics of relevant logics

and its connections with relation algebra [35].

From conjunction and the conditional we form the biconditional (written `$'), where

we take A$ B to be shorthand for (A! B) ^ (B! A) in the usual fashion.

Fusion uses the semicolon. It is intended to be an object-language correlate of

intensional bunching. As such, it satis�es the following introduction and elimination

rules.
X `̀ A Y `̀ B

�I
X;Y `̀ A � B

X `̀ A � B Y(A;B) `̀ C
�E

Y(X) `̀ C

Although it's not obvious how to read fusion in a natural language, it is a very useful

connective to have at hand. The most we can say about it is that it is some kind variant

of `and,' with intensional force.

Although this is by no means immune from dispute, in the logics we consider, modus

tollens and double negation characterise negation:

A;X `̀ B Y `̀ �B
MT

Y;X `̀ �A

X `̀ A
DNI

X `̀ ��A

X `̀ ��A
DNE

X `̀ A

These rules give strong negation properties like contraposition, and the de Morgan iden-

tities. See the modus tollens rule MT, which basically dictates that the conditional

not only preserves truth forward (as you would expect a conditional to do) but also

preserves falsity backward. This is because the left premise A;X `̀ B is equivalent to

X `̀ A! B by MP and CP. Hence, MT dictates that this fact, together with Y `̀ �B
delivers Y;X `̀ �A, which means that the conditional A ! B (warranted by X) does

the same work as the conditional �B! �A. We have contraposition in a strong form.

These rules are historically important for relevant logics, but we shall see that some of

the semantic structures important to the study of these logics do not support this kind

of negation. Much more work must be done on di�erent ways of modelling negation, and

their di�erent properties. For the duration of this thesis however, we will use this kind

of negation, and simply sketch alternatives as we come to them.

The constant t is the language equivalent of the bunch 0. So the rules for t reect

this fact.

tI
0 `̀ t

X(t) `̀ A
tE

X(0) `̀ A

As with fusion, a reading for t is not immediately obvious. The closest that comes to

mind is the conjunction of all logical truths. (In classical logics this is indistinguishable

from any individual logical truth | but in logics like ours, which pay more attention to

the intensional, it isn't.)

Sometimes it is interesting to add an `absurd' propositional constant ? (that than

which nothing falser can be conceived). Its only rule states that if X warrants ? then X
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warrants anything.

X `̀ ?
?E

X `̀ A

Finally, quanti�cation is trivial, in that it relies on neither bunching operation.

X `̀ A
where x is not free in any formula in X 8I

X `̀ 8xA

X `̀ 8xA(x)
where t is free for x in A(x) 8E

X `̀ A(t)

X `̀ A(t)

where t is free for x in A(x) 9I
X `̀ 9xA(x)

X `̀ 9xA(x) Y(A(x)) `̀ B

where x is not free in Y(B) 9E
Y(X) `̀ B

These rules give the basic logic DW. A proof that X `̀ A is a proof with A on a line,

with X as the only assumptions. Here is a proof that (A! C)^ (B! C) `̀ A_ B! C

1 (1) (A! C) ^ (B! C) A

2 (2) A _ B A

3 (3) A A

1 (4) A! C 1^E

3; 1 (5) C 3; 4MP

6 (6) B A

1 (7) B! C 1^E

6; 1 (8) C 6; 7MP

2; 1 (9) C 2; 3; 5; 6; 8_E

1 (10) A _ B! C 2; 9CP

Here we write each line with a line number (in parentheses), with the assumptions to the

left of the line number and the formula to the right of the line number. The assumptions

are represented by the line number on which the corresponding formula occurs. On

the right of each formula is an annotation that indicates the rule used to deduce that

formula, and the previous lines (if any) from which it follows. A formula is a theorem of

DW just when there is a proof that 0 `̀ A.

No form of contraction is derivable in DW. For example, we cannot prove A^(A!
B)! B. Any proof of pseudo modus ponens would have to be something like this:

1 (1) A ^ (A! B) A

1 (2) A 1^E

1 (3) A! B 1^E

1; 1 (4) B 2; 3MP

1 (5) B 4WI

1; 0 (6) B 5 0-right

0 (7) A ^ (A! B)! B 1; 6CP
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But the structural rule WI (which warrants the move from X;X `̀ A to X `̀ A) is not

permitted in DW, so we cannot prove pseudo modus ponens. Later, we will show that

the other contraction related inferences are also not valid in DW.

However, DW is weak. It validates very few inferences involving the conditional.

It is possible to strengthen the logic a great deal without admitting contraction related

rules such as WI by adding properties to intensional bunching. Sensible ones seem to

be the following2

B (X;Y);Z (= X; (Y;Z)

B0 (X;Z);Y (= X; (Y;Z)

C X; (Y;Z) (= Y; (X;Z)

K X (= Y;X

C00 0;X (= X

Add B and B0 to DW to get the stronger logic TW. This gives the conditional two

transitivity properties. B gives us pre�xing; (A! B)! �
(C! A)! (C! B)

�
.

1 (1) A! B A

2 (2) C! A A

3 (3) C A

3; 2 (4) A 2; 3MP

(3; 2); 1 (5) B 1; 4MP

3; (2; 1) (6) B 5B

2; 1 (7) C! B 3; 6CP

1 (8) (C! A)! (C! B) 2; 7CP

1; 0 (9) (C! A)! (C! B) 8 0-right

0 (10) (A! B)! �
(C! A)! (C! B)

�
1; 9CP

And B0 gives su�xing; (A! B)! �
(B! C)! (A! C)

�

1 (1) A! B A

2 (2) B! C A

3 (3) A A

3; 1 (4) B 1; 3MP

(3; 1); 2 (5) C 2; 4MP

3; (2; 1) (6) C 5B0

2; 1 (7) A! C 3; 6CP

1 (8) (B! C)! (A! C) 2; 7CP

1; 0 (9) (B! C)! (A! C) 8 0-right

0 (10) (A! B)! �
(B! C)! (A! C)

�
1; 9CP

These two postulates stand or fall together in some contexts. In the presence of a negation

like ours the rules are interderivable.3 For example, you can use B0 to derive pre�xing:
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1 (1) A! B A

2 (2) C! A A

3 (3) �B A

3; 1 (4) �A 1; 3MT

(3; 1); 2 (5) �C 2; 4MT

3; (2; 1) (6) �C 5B0

7 (7) C A

7 (8) ��C 7DNI

7; (2; 1) (9) ��B 6; 8MT

7; (2; 1) (10) B 9DNE

2; 1 (11) C! B 7; 10CP

1 (12) (C! A)! (C! B) 2; 11CP

1; 0 (13) (C! A)! (C! B) 12 0-right

0 (14) (A! B)! ((C! A)! (C! B)) 1; 13CP

Similarly B gives us su�xing. We will show later that given a negation like ours, B and

B0 amount to exactly the same thing. If we don't have negation, we use both structural

rules to get the full strength of the logic TW.

This logic is known for the famous P-W problem. It was conjectured by Anderson

and Belnap that in the pure implicational fragment of TW (given by deleting the rules

for any connective other than the conditional) A ! B and B ! A are both provable

only when A and B are the same formula [2]. This was proved in Errol Martin's doctoral

thesis of 1978 [78, 79].

To get the stronger logic EW from TW, add C00. Then 0 `̀ (t! A)! A.

1 (1) t! A A

0 (2) t tI

0; 1 (3) A 1; 2MP

1 (4) A 3C00

1; 0 (5) A 4 0-right

0 (6) (t! A)! A 1; 5CP

If you read t! A as `A is necessary' (it means that A follows from logic) then the axiom

(t ! A) ! A is quite appropriate. The contraction-added counterpart E was proposed

by Anderson and Belnap to give an account of relevant entailment. This was given some

credence by the result that the connective ), given by taking A ) B to be A ^ t ! B

turns out to be an have the properties of entailment in S4.

Excursus: It is an interesting exercise to show that adding the dual of C00, (X (= 0;X)

leads to the provability of A! (t! A). This means that if we 0 to be a left identity for

the semicolon as well as a right identity, then we have A $ (t! A). Given this axiom

it is no longer plausible to interpret t ! A as `necessarily A.' Instead, it is simply `A

is true.' This is not because the meaning of t has changed. It is due to a change in the

properties of the conditional. ut
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To get the stronger logic C add the postulate C to DW. (This logic is traditionally

called R-W or RW, because of its relationship with the relevant logic R. However,

it is so important that it deserves a name that reects its identity. It is the logic of

the postulate C, so that is the name given by Slaney [151], and that is the one we will

use.) C gives the commutativity of intensional bunching, as we get X; (Y; 0)(= Y; (X; 0),

which is simply X;Y (= Y;X. Then applying commutativity to the rule C itself gives

the two postulates B and B0, as well as C00 and their duals. (So in C, 0 is both a left

and a right identity for the semicolon.)

The rule C is naturally related to the axiom of permutation,
�
A ! (B ! C)

� !
�
B! (A! C)

�
.

1 (1) A! (B! C) A

2 (2) B A

3 (3) A A

3; 1 (4) B! C 1; 3MP

2; (3; 1) (5) C 2; 4MP

3; (2; 1) (6) C 5C

2; 1 (7) A! C 3; 6CP

1 (8) B! (A! C) 2; 7CP

1; 0 (9) B! (A! C) 8 0-right

0 (10)
�
A! (B! C)

�! �
B! (A! C)

�
1; 9CP

C is a much stronger logic than any below it. It collapses any modal distinctions, by

allowing premises to permute and associate arbitrarily. It keeps account of repetition and

use of premises. It is both contraction-free and relevant | in the sense that A! B is a

theorem only when A and B share a propositional variable (or t is involved somewhere).

Adding contraction gives the relevant logic R, much studied by many.

For CK add K to C. This makes the logic `irrelevant' in that A! (B! A) (called

weakening, a notorious non-theorem of R and all relevant logics) is now provable.

1 (1) A A

2 (2) B A

2; 1 (3) A 1K

1 (4) B! A 2; 3CP

0; 1 (5) B! A 4 0-right

0 (6) A! (B! A) 1; 5CP

CK is a very strong logic. It is just a little weaker than  Lukasiewicz's in�nitely valued

logic  L1, as we shall see later. Premises can associate, commute, and be weakened

arbitrarily. Only contraction is prohibited. Because of this, it is an ideal testbed for

contraction-free theories, in that it admits almost anything that has been proposed as

a valid �rst-order inference, except for those related to contraction. If we take it that

contraction is at root the problem in a particular theory, then successfully formulating

that theory in CK goes a long way to showing that contraction is, in fact, the problem.
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This completes the (rather long) de�nition of the natural deduction systems. We

will call each of the logics DW, TW, EW, C and CK our favourite logics.

Sometimes we will be interested in systems that are very much like some of our

favourite logics | but which leave out a few of the connectives of the full systems. If X

is a logic, we let XC be the logic on the set C of connectives and quanti�ers.

De�nition 2.2 For some set C of connectives and quanti�ers, the logic XC is given by

using the same structural rules as X, and the logical rules applying to the connectives

in the set C.

So, X^_�!89t is the logic X without negation. We write X+ for X^_�!89t, the

positive logic. However, we often drop subscripts and write X for one of X's fragments.

The context makes it clear what we mean. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 7 we shall show for

many choices of C and D, XC conservatively extends XD where X is any of our favourite

logics. This means that if we could prove something in XD in the vocabulary of XC then

it is provable in XC alone. This means that each of the connective rules characterises the

logical properties of that connective | we don't have to rely on any other connectives

to give us the facts about !, for example. If we are interested in proving something in

some class of connectives, the conservative extension result shows that we need not go

outside that set of connectives to prove it.

Excursus: This is not the case with classical logic K, in the system we have given. (You

can get classical logic by adding WI to CK. Or equivalently, by identifying intensional

and extensional bunching.) K! is not the conditional fragment of classical logic | it is

the positive fragment of intuitionistic logic. Peirce's law (0 `̀ ((A ! B) ! A) ! A) is

not provable in K! but it is provable in K!�. So the logical rules for ! in classical

logic do not characterise the material conditional. Extra facts (here, to do with negation)

are necessary to derive all of its properties.

Some take it that this has some philosophical signi�cance. The introduction and

elimination rules are said to constitute the meaning of a logical connective. If this is

the case, conservative extension is a desirable thing, because we would like the meaning

of a connective to determine its behaviour. If these considerations are important (and

here is not the place to discuss this) then our favourite logics come up well.

However, they do not come up perfectly. Adding negation does not conservatively

extend the positive logics with quanti�cation. Because every negation-free rule is valid

intuitionistically, so in the positive logics we cannot prove intuitionistically invalid prin-

ciples such as

8x(A _ B) `̀ 8xA _ 9xB

in the positive systems. However, they do come out as provable in the presence of

negation. ut

Before moving on to the Hilbert-style presentation of our logics, it is important to

discuss a di�erent concept of validity to that encoded by `̀ , and to prove some more

principles in our systems. According to contraction-free logics A ^ (A ! B) `̀ B fails.

The obvious attempt at proof proceeds as follows:
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1 (1) A ^ (A! B) A

1 (2) A 1^E

1 (3) A! B 1^E

1; 1 (4) B 2; 3MP

And it is stuck there. The most we can prove is

A ^ (A! B);A ^ (A! B) `̀ B

which records the fact that to deduce B from A ^ (A ! B) we must use the premise

twice. Once to get the antecedent A, and a second time to licence the deduction.

This leaves us in a quandry of sorts. In some sense B does follow from A^ (A! B).

For example, if 0 `̀ A ^ (A ! B) then we must have 0 `̀ B. This is because 0 is a

special bunch | it contracts, because 0; 0 can be replaced by 0 in any context. To make

use of this kind of validity, we will de�ne ` to encode it.

De�nition 2.3 � ` A means that if we assume that 0 `̀ B for every B 2 �, then

0 `̀ A too. To prove that � ` A in the natural deduction formalism, you need only

make the hypothesis that each element of � is true at 0, and proceed from there, to show

that B is true at 0 too.

This de�nition is a little odd, but it makes sense, given the de�nition a Hilbert-style

proofs (which we shall come to). Recall that a Hilbert proof from a set of assumptions

is simply a list, with the conclusion as the �nal element, with every element of the list

either an axiom or an assumption, or following from earlier elements of the list by one

of the rules. This approach makes no distinction between axioms and assumptions. Our

de�nition of ` is similar. We give all of our assumptions the status of logical truths, and

we reason from there. For example, we will show that A! B ` (C! A)! (C! B) in

DW.

0 (1) A! B Hyp

2 (2) C! A A

3 (3) C A

3; 2 (4) A 2; 3MP

(3; 2); 0 (5) B 1; 4MP

3; 2 (6) B 5 0-right

2 (7) C! B 3; 6CP

2; 0 (8) C! B 5 0-right

0 (9) (C! A)! (C! B) 2CP

Similarly, in EW we have A ` (A! B)! B.

0 (1) A Hyp

2 (2) A! B A

0; 2 (3) B 1; 2MP

2 (4) B 3C00

2; 0 (5) B 4 0-right

0 (6) (A! B)! B 2; 5CP
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It is simple to show that if � `̀ A then � ` A (for �nite sets �, and where fB1; : : : ; Bng `̀
A is read as B1; : : : ; Bn `̀ A) but the converse doesn't hold. Because of this, we will

call the notion encoded by `̀ strong validity and that encoded by ` weak validity.4

We must make a policy about free variables in things that are hypothesised for the

side conditions in the quanti�er rules to make sense. We take it that if we hypothesise

A, and x is free in A, then x is free in 0 for the extent of the proof. It follows that

A(x) ` A(x), but A(x) 6` 8xA(x) and A(x) 6` A(y) (where y is distinct from x). This

seems sensible, under one interpretation of free variables. That is, A(x) with free x only

makes sense under an assignment to the variable x. The argument from � to A is valid

only when under each assignment to the free variables in � andA, the resulting argument

is valid. So, A(x) ` A(y) is not valid in general, because we may assign di�erent values

to x and y.

Now we can prove some results about weak validity.

Lemma 2.1 If � ` A and � [ fAg ` B then � [ � ` A.

Proof: Take the natural deduction proof that demonstrates that � [ fAg ` B. Replace

the line (or lines) that hypothesise A with the proof of A from the hypothesis that �.

Then the resulting proof demonstrates B under the hypothesis that � [ �. /

Given that contraction (or the lack thereof) is the focus of this work, it is important

to get some kind of language with which to describe repetitions of premises. As the

semicolon is modelled by fusion, we want to be able to talk about repeated fusions.

De�nition 2.4 In our language we take An to be a shorthand for the n-fold fusion of

A with itself | associated to the right. So A0 = t, and An+1 = A �An.

Lemma 2.2 A ` An for each n.

Proof: Clearly A ` t. So our result holds for n = 0. If our result holds for n, then the

proof

0 (1) A Hyp

0 (2) An 1 Induction hypothesis

0; 0 (3) A �An 1; 2 �I
0 (4) An+1 3 0-right

shows how to derive the result for n + 1 as well. /

This shows how weak validity admits contractions. In all of our favourite logics, we

cannot prove that A `̀ An because this would be to endorse WI. However, A ` An,

since we may use hypotheses any number of times.

Corollary fA;An ! Bg ` B

Proof: We have A ` An, so fAn; An ! Bg ` B gives fA;An ! Bg ` B as desired. /
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These results will be useful in the following section.

2.3 Hilbert Systems

For many, the Lemmon-style natural deduction formulation of a logic will not be familiar.

Also, for some uses (such as soundness and completeness proofs) it may not be the most

useful presentation of a logic. For these reasons it is wise to give an alternate description

of our logics. In this case, it is a Hilbert-style axiomatisation. The axioms are the

formulae of the following form. Firstly, the propositional axioms.

Identity A! A

^ Elimination A ^ B! A, A ^ B! B

^ Introduction1 (A! B) ^ (A! C)! (A! B ^ C)
_ Elimination (A! C) ^ (B! C)! (A _ B! C)

_ Introduction A! A _ B, B! A _ B
Distribution A ^ (B _ C)! (A ^ B) _ (A ^ C)

Contraposition (A! �B)! (B! �A)
Double Negation ��A! A

These axioms give the conjunction/disjunction fragment of the logic the structure of a

distributive lattice. The negation is then forced to be a de Morgan negation on that

lattice. See Chapter 3 for a fuller explanation of these terms. The quanti�er axioms are

also quite simple.

8 Elimination 8xA(x)! A(t) t free for x in A(x)

8 Introduction A! 8xA x not free in A

8! Distribution 8x(A! B)! (A! 8xB) x not free in A

8_ Distribution 8x(A _ B)! A _ 8xB x not free in A

9 Introduction A(t)! 9xA(x) t free for x in A(x)

9 Distribution 8x(A! B)! (9xA! B) x not free in B

For each axiom A we take 8x1 � � � 8xnA to be an axiom too. (This does away with the

need any kind of rule for universal quanti�cation. This is good, because according to

our natural deduction system, A ` 8xA fails.) The rules we do need are:

^ Introduction2 A; B ` A ^ B
Modus Ponens A! B; A ` B
Rule Pre�xing A! B ` (C! A)! (C! B)

Rule Su�xing A! B ` (B! C)! (A! C)

t De�nition t! A a ` A
� De�nition A � B! C a ` B! (A! C)

These axioms and rules are su�cient for DW. (We will use these axioms and rules often,

and mention them by name. It is important to remember them.)
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Excursus: These rules make the behaviour of ` obvious. It is simple to prove in the

natural deduction system that A ` t! A. However, where t stands for `logic,' as it does

in our systems, and where the implication has modal force, as it does at least in DW,

TW and EW, it is odd to have a deduction that proclaims that t! A (which is a good

candidate for �A) follows from A. This threatens to trivialise any account of modality.

However, the threat is an empty one. The crux of the matter is the interpretation

of `, which as we have noted, takes the hypotheses to be true as a matter of logic.

If we hypothesise A in this manner, it is not surprising that t ! A would follow. In

Section 2.10 we will elaborate on this matter further, to indicate notions of validity less

stringent than `̀ , but for which �A does not follow from A. ut

The logic TW is given by adding Axiom Pre�xing and Axiom Su�xing to DW;

Axiom Pre�xing (A! B)! �
(C! A)! (C! B)

�

Axiom Su�xing (A! B)! �
(B! C)! (A! C)

�

EW is given by adding Restricted Assertion (either the axiom, or the rule) to TW.

Restricted Assertion (t! A)! A; A ` A! (A! B)

C is obtained by adding Permutation to DW;

Permutation
�
A! (B! C)

�! �
B! (A! C)

�

and CK is obtained by adding Weakening to C.

Weakening A! (B! A)

The Hilbert-style system thus encodes weak validity | according to a Hilbert system,

� ` A if and only if there is a list of formulae ending in A, such that each element of

the list follows from earlier elements by rules from the Hilbert-system in question, or is

either an element of � or an axiom. One obvious result we require is the theorem:

Theorem 2.3 In DW, if there is a Hilbert style proof that � ` A, then there is also a

natural deduction proof that � ` A

Proof: This is a tedious case of proving in each of the Hilbert axioms in the natural

deduction system, and then showing that the rules preserve truth-at-0. Two of the more

di�cult cases (for _ Elimination and the pre�xing rule) have been done in the previous

section. We will work out one more case. Assume that x is not free in B, that y is a

variable distinct from x, and that in A(x), all free occurrences of x are indicated. Then

we can prove 9 Elimination as follows:

1 (1) 8x(A(x)! B) A

2 (2) 9vA(x) A

3 (3) A(y) A

1 (4) A(y)! B 18E

3; 1 (5) B 3; 4MP

2; 1 (6) B 2; 3; 5 9E

0 (7) 8x(A(x)! B)! (9xA(x)! B) Fiddling
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The other cases are left to the enthusiastic reader. /

To show the equivalence in the other direction, it is su�cient to interpret each of

the natural deduction rules as truth preserving rules in the Hilbert system. Firstly we

need to be able to interpret the bunches of formulae as formulae.

De�nition 2.5 If X is a bunch of formulae, then the formula I(X) is de�ned inductively

as follows:

I(A) = A I(0) = t I(X; Y) = I(X) ^ I(Y) I(X;Y) = I(X) � I(Y)

I(X) is called the debunchi�cation of X. It is clear that a debunchi�cation is built up from

formulae by the application of conjunction and fusion. Such a formula is a�ectionately

called a confusion. Using debunchi�cations, we can model the sequents from the natural

deduction system as formulae that can be operated on in the Hilbert system.

These structures are reasonably well behaved. In particular, it is simple to derive

the following fact.

Lemma 2.4 If Y(X) is a bunch in which X appears as a particular sub-bunch then

I
�
Y(X)

�
= I

�
Y
�
I(X)

��
.

Proof: A simple matter of applying the de�nitions. /

Another indication of I's good behaviour is the following fact.

Lemma 2.5 In the Hilbert system, A! B ` I
�
Y(A)

�! I
�
Y(B)

�
.

Proof: By induction on the formation of Y(A). It relies on the simple facts:

A! B ` C ^A! C ^ B A! B ` C �A! C � B A! B ` A � C! B � C

which may be veri�ed in the Hilbert system. The details are left to the reader. /

This is what we need to deal with proving the natural deduction rules in the Hilbert

system. The next two results that help us prove the required properties of disjunction

and the existential quanti�er.

Lemma 2.6 In the Hilbert system we have ` I
�
Y(A _ B)

� ! I
�
Y(A)) _ I(Y(B)

�
and

` I
�
Y(9xA)

�! 9xI
�
Y(A)

�
if x is not free elsewhere in Y(9xA).

Proof: For disjunction it is an easy induction on the formation of Y(A_ B), where we

need
` A ^ (B _ C)! (A ^ B) _ (A ^ C)
` A � (B _ C)! (A � B) _ (A �C)
` (B _ C) �A! (B �A) _ (C �A)

as the base cases. These are tedious but not di�cult to verify using the Hilbert system.

The induction step is then taken care of by the previous lemma. For the existential

quanti�er, the base cases are instead

` A ^ 9xB! 9x(A ^ B)
` A � 9xB! 9x(A � B)

` (9xB) �A! 9x(B �A)
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where x is not free in B. These are also tedious to prove in the Hilbert system, and a

little more di�cult, so we'll prove one (the last) and leave the rest for the reader. First,

by the fusion-de�ning rules it is su�cient to prove

A! �
9xB! 9x(B �A)

�
(�)

We already have A ! (B ! B �A) (as a simple consequence of � De�nition) and as x

is free in A, we have A ! 8x(B ! B � A). Now as ` B � A ! 9x(B � A) (as x is free

for x wherever it appears!) we have 8x(B ! B � A) ! 8x
�
B ! 9x(B � A)

�
(doing a

little rule pre�xing and su�xing). But now x is not free in 9x(B �A) so we can apply 9
Distribution to give 8x(B! B �A)! �

9xB! 9x(B �A)
�

which, with what we already

have gives us (�) as desired. /

Now we have enough to verify the converse implication to that in Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 2.7 In DW, if there is a natural deduction proof that � ` A, then there is

also a Hilbert proof that � ` A

Proof: This is a matter of verifying each of the natural deduction rules in the their

interpretation in the Hilbert system. The rule of assumptions is simple. Any special

assumption of an element B of � with assumption 0 amounts to assuming t! B, which

is equivalent to assuming B by the de�nition of t. Verifying each of the rules is tedious.

The structural rules follow from properties of fusion and conjunction. We will work three

of the introduction and elimination rules and leave the rest to the committed.

For MP, we have I(X) ! (A ! B) and I(Y) ! A as premises. We wish to derive

I(X;Y) ! B, or the equivalent I(X) ! (I(Y) ! B). We have (A ! B) ! (I(Y) ! B)

by pre�xing and our second premise. Transitivity from the �rst premise and this, gives

what we want.

For _E, the premises are interpreted as I(X)! A_B, I(Y(A))! C and I(Y(B))! C.

From the �rst premise and Lemma 2.6 we have I(Y(X)) ! I(Y(A _ B)). But we have

` I(Y(A_B))! I(Y(A))_ I(Y(B)), so we derive I(Y(X))! I(Y(A))_ I(Y(B)). The other

two premises give I(Y(A))_ I(Y(B))! C, and so we derive I(Y(X))! C, which is what

we wished.

For 9E, the premises are mapped to I(X) ! 9xA and I(Y(A))! B where x is not

free in Y(B). This means that we have 8x(I(Y(A))! B) and hence 9xI(Y(A))! B as x

is not free in B. Since x is not free in I(Y({)) (remainder of I(Y(A)) after deleting A) we

can apply Lemma 2.6 to give I(Y(9xA))! B which with I(X)! 9xA gives I(Y(X))! B

as desired. /

The only other thing to do is to show that the Hilbert-style axiomatisation of TW,

EW, C and CK are equivalent to their natural deduction formulations. We wish to

prove the following theorem

Theorem 2.8 For TW, EW, C and CK there is a natural deduction proof that � ` A,
if and only if there is also a Hilbert proof of � ` A.
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Proof: We have shown that if � ` A is provable in the Hilbert system, then it is provable

in the natural deduction system, as we have shown that the Hilbert-style axioms are

provable in the natural deduction system.

For the other direction, we must show that the structural rules added to the natural

deduction system to give an extension is also provable in the Hilbert system, under

interpretation. We will prove the case for C and leave the rest to the reader. For C we

must show that the structural rule X; (Y;Z)(= Y; (X;Z) is provable under interpretation.

This amounts to the provability of I
�
Y; (X;Z)

�! I
�
X; (Y;Z)

�
which in turn amounts to

that of B � (A � C) ! A � (B � C). To do this, note that the Hilbert rule � De�nition

applied twice gives us

` C! �
B! �

A! A � (B � C)
��

and by permutation and pre�xing we have

` C! �
A! �

B! A � (B � C)
��

which by reapplying the fusion de�nition rules give B � (A � C) ! A � (B � C) as we

desired.

All other rules are proved in exactly the same way. By unpacking the fusion-related

natural deduction rule into an implication, applying the implication-related axiom from

the logic, and then packing it back up again. /

Similarly, if � ` A using WI in a natural deduction system, then there is a proof of

this fact in the relevant Hilbert system using the pseudo modus ponens axiom

A ^ (A! B)! B PMP

as another axiom. And vice versa.

2.4 Converse Implication

In certain applications we may be interested in the connective  which is like ! but

`goes in the other direction.' It is satis�es the following natural deduction rules:

X `̀ B A Y `̀ A
MP 

X;Y `̀ B

X;A `̀ B
CP 

X `̀ B A

The corresponding Hilbert-style axiomatisation is

A � B! C a ` A! (C B)

It is a rather simple exercise to show that these two formalisations are equivalent. Con-

verse implication is of interest because of its application to the analysis of sentence struc-

ture in the Lambek calculus (see Chapter 10). However, it is also interesting because it

gives us a way to model the dual of condition B, which we shall call Bdual.

Bdual X; (Y;Z) (= (X;Y);Z

It is not too di�cult to prove that under the Hilbert-system this is equivalent to

(A B)! ((A C) (B C))

which can be proved as follows
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1 (1) A B A

2 (2) B C A

3 (3) C A

2; 3 (4) B 2; 3MP 

1; (2; 3) (5) A 1; 4MP 

(1; 2); 3 (6) A 5Bdual

1; 2 (7) A C 3; 6CP 

1 (8) (A C) (B C) 2; 7CP 

1; 0 (9) (A C) (B C) 8 0-right

0 (10) (A B)! ((A C) (B C)) 1; 9CP

The converse proof (showing that X; (Y;Z) (= (X;Y);Z comes out under interpretation)

is not di�cult either.

In positive logics like DW+ we can add B without B0 being a consequence. This

means that we can add both B and Bdual to DW+ to get a system in which intensional

bunching is truly associative. We call this logic L+, as its implicational fragment L! is

the Lambek calculus. Adding C00 and its dual gives the Lambek calculus with identity,

LI+. (See Chapter 10 for details Lambek's calculus.)

If we add the permutation postulate C to a logic, then converse implication and

ordinary implication collapse. In this sense, L+ and LI+ are subsystems of C+. L+ and

LI+ are two more of our favourite logics.

2.5 Contraction and its Cousins

Many classically valid principles turn out to be related to contraction. As we saw, WI

amounts to pseudo modus ponens. But any principle that replaces an assumption

bunch with another bunch that fewer intensional repetitions of some sub-bunch is also

contraction related. There are three more standard rules that satisfy this condition.

W X; (X;Y) (= X;Y

CSyll (X;Y);Y (= X;Y

S (X;Y); (X;Z) (= X; (Y;Z)

In the context of C adding any of these has exactly the same e�ect as adding WI. But

they diverge in weaker systems.

In all systems, W warrants A! (A! B) `̀ A! B, as follows:

1 (1) A! (A! B) A

2 (2) A A

2; 1 (3) A! B 1; 2MP

2; (2; 1) (4) B 1; 3MP

2; 1 (5) B 4W

1 (6) A! B 1; 5CP

Clearly, W is stronger than WI. At the level or rules, W gives X;X () X; (X; 0) (=
X; 0() X. In the Hilbert system, ` (A! B)! (A! B) gives

` A ^ (A! B)! (A ^ (A! B)! B)
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strengthening two antecedents. Then, ` A ^ (A! B)! B follows by applying W.

Priest, in \Sense, Entailment and Modus Ponens" [122], argues that (A ! B) !
(A ! B) is the real axiomatic form of modus ponens. These considerations bring this

out. Note that if read correctly: \If A implies B then if A [pause] then B" it sounds just

right! Applying WI to get the imposter is unnecessary, and unwarranted.

In all systems, CSyll gives (A ! B) ^ (B ! C) `̀ A ! C (conjunctive syllogism)

as follows:

1 (1) (A! B) ^ (B! C) A

1 (2) A! B 1^E

1 (3) B! C 1^E

4 (4) A A

4; 1 (5) B 2; 4MP

(4; 1); 1 (6) C 3; 5MP

4; 1 (7) C 7CSyll

1 (8) A! C 4; 7CP

This shows that in the deduction of conjunctive syllogism, we have collapsed the two ap-

plications of the premise (the conjoined conditionals) into one | a paradigmatic instance

of contraction.

Finally, the self distribution law A! (B ! C) `̀ (A! B)! (A! C) is given by

the structural rule S.

1 (1) A! (B! C) A

2 (2) A! B A

3 (3) A A

3; 1 (4) B! C 1; 3MP

3; 2 (5) B 2; 3MP

(3; 2); (3; 1) (6) C 4; 5MP

3; (2; 1) (7) C 6S

2; 1 (8) A! C 3; 7CP

1 (9) (A! B)! (A! C) 2; 8CP

The self distribution postulate collapses two uses of A into one. We use A once to get

B ! C and then again to get B. If multiple applications of antecedents are banned, S

fails.

There are negation postulates that are associated with contraction too, to a slightly

lesser extent. Two are excluded middle and reductio.

` A _ �A A! �A `̀ �A

These are given by the following rules:

A `̀ �A
ExMid

0 `̀ �A

A;X `̀ �A
Red

X `̀ �A

by the following proofs. Reductio is very simple.
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1 (1) A! �A A

2 (2) A A

2; 1 (3) �A 1; 2MP

1 (4) �A 2; 3Red

Excluded middle is a little harder to prove, given ExMid.

1 (1) A ^ �A A

1 (2) A 1^E

1 (3) ��A 2DNI

1 (4) �A 1^E

1 (5) �(A ^ �A) 3; 4MT

0 (6) �(A ^ �A) 1; 5ExMid

This is the signi�cant part of the proof. The rest, to apply de Morgan's law to get the

disjunctive form, is tedious.

7 (7) A A

7 (8) A _ �A 7_I

9 (9) �(A _ �A) A

9 (10) �A 8; 9MT

11 (11) �A A

11 (12) A _ �A 11_I

9 (13) ��A 9; 12MT

9 (14) A 13DNE

9 (15) A ^ �A 10; 14_I

0 (16) ��(A _ �A) 6; 15MT

0 (17) A _ �A 16DNE

Now both of these rules are contraction related in some contexts. In the presence of C00 it

turns out that ExMid is a slightly weaker version of WI, because ExMid validates the

inference from A;A `̀ � t to A `̀ � t| the deduction goes like this. From A;A `̀ � t
we get t;A `̀ �A by a contraposition, C00 gives A `̀ �A, which gives t `̀ �A by

ExMid, and hence A `̀ � t by another contraposition. So, in the presence of C00,

excluded middle amounts to a limited form of contraction.

Reductio is stronger than excluded middle, and so it is contraction related in these

contexts too. The connection with contraction is enough to ensure that excluded middle

and reductio are absent from our logics. (It must be noted that it is possible to add

excluded middle to logics as strong as C without complete contraction resulting.5 But

we take this as no recommendation for its admission. As noted in Chapter 1, it's not

obvious that we ought to endorse excluded middle, so if we can get away without it, it

is sensible to do so.)

2.6 Basic Theorems

There are a number of results in our logics that come up repeatedly, so we will collect

them here.
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Firstly, it is simple to generalise the results of Lemma 2.5 to show the substitution

theorem.

Theorem 2.9 In any of our systems, if ` A$ B then ` C$ C0 where C0 results from

C by replacing any number of occurrences of A as a subformula by B.

Proof: By induction on the complexity of C. The base case is trivial. The steps are

cases like
` A$ B only if ` A ^D$ B ^D
` A$ B only if ` 9xA$ 9xB

which have been proved before or are trivial. The details are left to the reader. /

The quanti�er rules turn out to be quite classical.

Lemma 2.10 In each of our favourite logics, �9x�Ax `̀ 8xAx and 9x�Ax `̀
�8xAx.

Proof:

1 (1) �9x�Ax A

2 (2) �Aa A

2 (3) 9x�Ax 2 9I

2 (4) ��9x�Ax 3DNI

1 (5) ��Aa 1; 4MT

1 (6) Aa 5DNE

1 (7) 8xAx 6^I

1 (1) 9x�Ax A

1 (2) �Aa 1 9E

3 (3) 8xAx A

3 (4) Aa 3^E

3 (5) ��Aa 4DNI

1 (6) �8xAx 1; 5MT

/

In stronger logics, more things become provable. For example, the relationship

between fusion and implication becomes tighter in the presence of permutation.

Lemma 2.11 In C and above, ` A � B$ �(A! �B).

Proof: It is su�cient to prove that ` A �B! C if and only if ` �(A! �B)! C. But

this is simple:

` �(A! �B)! C if and only if (contraposing the whole)

` �C! (A! �B) if and only if (contraposing inside)

` �C! (B! �A) if and only if (permuting the whole)

` B! (�C! �A) if and only if (contraposing inside)

` B! (A! C) if and only if (by the fusion rule)

` A � B! C as desired.

And from this result, ` A � B! �(A! �B) (letting C be �(A! �B)) and ` �(A!
�B)! A � B (letting C be A � B) as desired. /

Corollary In C and above, ` (A � B! C)$ �
B! (A! C)

�
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Proof: It is a simple exercise in permutation and contraposition to show that

`
�
�(A! �B)! C

�$ �
B! (A! C)

�

Prove this, apply the lemma and you are done. /

This is one example of rules in weaker logics becoming theorems in stronger logics;

the fusion rule becomes strongly valid, and expressible in a theorem. The same can be

seen in EW, in which ` (t! A)! A. This was merely the weakly valid rule t! A ` A
in weaker logics. Then the rule A ` t! A which is weakly valid in all of our logics only

becomes encoded in the theorem ` A! (t! A) in logics as strong as C or LI.

A �nal result will show the di�erence between CK and weaker logics.

Lemma 2.12 In CK, ` A! t for any A, and so ` A$ A ^ t and ` A$ (A$ t).

Proof: The �rst half is easy.

0 (1) t tI

2 (2) A A

2; 0 (3) t 1K

0 (4) A! t 2; 3CP

Then ` A ! A and ` A ! t give ` A ! A ^ t, which with ` A ^ t! A gives the �rst

biconditional.

For the second, ` A ! (t ! A) by K and K also gives ` A ! (A ! t) so

` A ! (A $ t). Conversely, ` (t ! A) ! A so ` (t $ A) ! A. Conjoining these two

gives us the result. /

Considering propositions as ordered by provable implication (so A is under B just

when ` A! B) then this result shows that t is at the top. This result is not provable in

any other of our favourite logics logic, because if ` A! t in a logic, then a close cousin

of K is provable.

Lemma 2.13 In any logic containing DW, if ` A! t then ` A! (B! B).

Proof: If ` A ! t, then the DW theorem ` t ! (B ! B) and transitivity gives

` A! (B! B) as desired. /

The principle A! (B! B) (called K0) is present in only CK of all of our favourite

logics. Permuting K0 gives K, so if K0 were present in C, so would K, which would

strengthen C to CK.

2.7 Relationships

These logics do not arise out of a historical vacuum. The systems DW, TW, EW and

C all arose from the study of relevant logics. The most important relevant logic is R,

which is given by adding W (or WI) to C. (Historically, C | more often called RW or

even R-W | was de�ned by removing contraction from R.) In R fusion is associative,

commutative and idempotent | it has all of the features of extensional conjunction

except for weakening. So in R, you have A^B ` B without also having A �B ` B for all
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A and B. This means that B ` A! B fails for many A and B | a crucial condition for

the logic to be relevant. If ` A! B in the fragment of R without t then A and B share

some predicate symbols. For A! B to be a theorem, A has to be somehow relevant to

B. (If we restore t to the logic, we add that t is relevant to everything, because if ` A
then ` t ! A.) This means that the paradoxes of implication, such as A ! B _ �B
and A^�A! B are not theorems of R. For more on relevant logics, see the Anderson,

Belnap and Dunn's Entailment [1, 5] and Dunn's \Relevance Logic and Entailment"

[30].

Other logics are similar to our favourites. Linear logic bears a striking resemblance

to C. The additive and multiplicative (extensional and intensional) fragment of linear

logic is given by taking the Hilbert axiomatisation of C and dropping the distribution of

^ over _ [51]. Equivalently, it can be given by dropping extensional bunching altogether

from the natural deduction system, and modelling conjunction and disjunction in a

structure-free way by adopting a di�erent conjunction introduction rule.

X `̀ A X `̀ B
variant ^I

X `̀ A ^ B

Then there is no way to prove distribution (because it essentially requires the contraction

and weakening properties of the extensional bunching operator).

Much is made of the `naturalness' of linear logic, as it is also given by removing

the structural rules of weakening and contraction from the standard Gentzen system for

classical logic. And as the system is very close to one we work with, we will not disagree

with this estimation too strongly. However, in what follows we will concentrate exclu-

sively on systems with distribution of extensional conjunction over disjunction, because

they are also very natural. We have argued before that our conjunction and disjunction

rules get the logic of conjunction and disjunction right. In the absence of any obvious use

for non-distributing conjunction and disjunction (the front-running candidate, quantum

logic, is too veri�cationist for my liking) we will continue to consider the systems with

orthodox extensional connectives. We shall see in Chapters 8{10 that our range of sys-

tems have many applications, each of which validate distribution. The arguments of this

thesis can be seen as not only endorsing contraction-free logics (against those who see

no use for them) but also as defending contraction-free logics with distribution against

those who see worth only in linear logic and its cousins.

The historically earliest contraction-free logics are the many-valued logics due to

 Lukasiewicz. It is simple to show that contraction fails in each of  Lukasiewicz's many

valued logics.

The most important theses of the two-valued calculus which do not hold true

for the three- and in�nite-valued systems concern certain apagogic inference

schemata that have been suspect from time immemorial. For example, the fol-

lowing theses do not hold true in many-valued systems: \CCNppp," \CCpNp

Np," \CCpqCCpNqNp," \CCpKqNqNp," \CCpEqNqNp" : : :
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There are modes of inference in mathematics, among others the so-called

\diagonal method" in set theory, which are founded on such theses not accepted

in the three- and in�nite-valued systems of propositional logic. It would be

interesting to inquire whether mathematical theorems based on the diagonal

method could be demonstrated without propositional theses such as these [71].

(For those that don't speak Polish logic, the theses mentioned are (�p ! p) ! p,

(p ! �p) ! �p, (p ! q) ! ((p ! �p) ! q), (p ! q ^ �q) ! �p and (p !
(q$ �q))! �p.) I agree with  Lukasiewicz in my estimation of the interest in inquiry

concerning diagonal arguments in set theories without `apagogic inference schemata' like

contraction. Unfortunately, we won't get as far as that in this thesis. Chapters 11 and

12 contain a little exploration into mathematics without contraction, but the bulk of the

work is still to come.

All of  Lukasiewicz's logics are stronger than CK. It is easy to show that each axiom

of CK is true in the in�nite-valued logic  L1. However,  Lukasiewicz's logics themselves

validate other strange inference schemata' which have escaped being suspect from time

immemorial only by being uninteresting in their own right, and so, unexamined. How-

ever, when shown out in the open, there is little reason to take as true theses such

as

(A! B) _ (B! A) and
�
(A! B)! B

�! �
(B! A)! A

�

These fail in CK and so, in all of our favourite logics.  Lukasiewicz's systems are useful

as approximations to our logics, and not as models of valid inference in their own right.

Their semantic structures | in terms of a linearly ordered set of truth values in [0; 1]

are overly simplistic, and they result in such odd theorems as those we just saw. We will

show that the worlds semantics of our logics are more `natural' and richer in terms of

possible applications than  Lukasiewicz's original proposals for many valued logics. For

example, in Chapter 8 we shall see that logics in the vicinity of CK model vagueness

better than  L1.

Before going on to study semantic structures associated with our logics, we can

prove a number of interesting facts about our systems, using the proof theory alone.

2.8 Deduction Theorems

A deduction theorem for a conditional helps us see the way that the conditional behaves.

For example, in classical logic we can prove that

� [ fAg ` B if and only if � ` A � B

and then it is easy to show that properties of set union transfer to properties of the

conditional. So, if � ` A � (B � C) we must have �[ fA;Bg ` C (applying the deduction

theorem twice) and then � ` B � (A � C) (applying the deduction theorem in the other

order). The permutability of the conditional is inherited from the commutativity of set

union. In just this way, the behaviour of intensional bunching a�ects the behaviour of

the conditional by the general deduction theorem
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Theorem 2.14 In any of our favourite logics, A;X `̀ B if and only if X `̀ A! B. for

each bunch X and formulae A and B.

This result is a simple corollary of the de�nition of the natural deduction systems

for our logics. However, the deduction theorem doesn't end there. We can prove similar

results for weak validity. For this we need a new concept.

De�nition 2.6 An arbitrary fusion of A is any way of fusing A together with itself

(including the trivial fusion which is A itself). So, A is an arbitrary fusion of A, and if

B and C are arbitrary fusions, then so is B �C.

For example, An for n � 1 is an arbitrary fusion of A, as is A � ((A �A) �A), and

so on.

Lemma 2.15 If � ` A and C is an arbitrary fusion of A then � ` C too.

Proof: By induction on the construction of C. If C = A then the proof is trivial.

Otherwise, suppose that the result holds for C1 and C2, so � ` C1 and � ` C2. Then

` C2 ! (C1 ! C1 � C2) gives � ` C1 � C2 by two applications of modus ponens. This

is su�cient for our result. /

Theorem 2.16 In any of our favourite logics, � [ fAg ` B if and only if � ` C! B for

some arbitrary fusion C of A ^ t.

Proof: If � ` C ! B then clearly � [ fAg ` B because � [ fAg ` C by the previous

lemma, and so modus ponens gives us the result.

The other direction is proved by induction on the length of the Hilbert proof from

�;A to B. If it is of length 1, then B is either in � or an axiom, or it is A itself. In the

�rst case, we have � ` B, giving � ` t! B and hence � ` A^ t! B In the second case,

we have � ` A! B, giving � ` A ^ t! B as desired.

Now assume that the proof is of length m, and that the result holds for proofs of

smaller length. Then B is either in � [ fAg or it follows from earlier statements in the

proof by modus ponens. If the former, we're home. Suppose the latter. Then we have

� [ fAg ` B0 and � [ fAg ` B0 ! B where these proofs are of shorter length than the

proof of B. So the induction hypothesis applies to these proofs, and we have

� ` C1 ! B0 � ` C2 ! (B0 ! B)

for some arbitrary confusions C1 and C2 of A ^ t. However, a little hacking with the

Hilbert system shows that

C1 ! B0; C2 ! (B0 ! B) ` C1 � C2 ! B

(As C1 ! B0 ` C1 �C2 ! B0 �C2, and C2 ! (B0 ! B) ` C1 �C2 ! B0 �C2.) This means

that � ` C1 � C2 ! B which completes the induction step. /
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Although this result is folklore for logics like R (where it holds as �[ fAg ` B if and

only if � ` A ^ t! B [86]) I have not seen it proved in this generality before.

This result simpli�es for stronger logics. In any logics in which fusion is associative,

such as C, L and LI, an arbitrary fusion of A ^ t is equivalent to (A ^ t)n for some n

(as we can associate to the right). In CK we can do better and eliminate the t, as A^ t
is equivalent to A, by Lemma 2.12.

This deduction theorem encodes the special properties of the contraction-free logics

we consider. Each logic keeps tabs on how many times the antecedent was used in the

proof. Logics up to C also keep tabs on whether an antecedent was used at all (and so,

they need to strengthen the antecedent with a t in case the deduction of B from �[ fAg
didn't use A). Logics below C keep a track of the order in which premises are used.

Note that the number of times that the premise A is used is not bounded by A or

B. Any bound on this number is a function of the length of the proof. Calculating the

length of a proof of B from some set is a notoriously di�cult problem. How di�cult it

is to calculate the prospective fusion of A ^ t, given �, A and B is unknown at the time

of writing.

2.9 Metacompleteness

Finally, we will generalise Meyer's method of metavaluations [87] to get some proof

theoretic control over our logics. This generalisation, due to Slaney [[]143] involves con-

structing a two-sorted metavaluation, which as we will show, generates the theorems of

the logics. As Meyer originally de�ned metavaluations, these are intended to encode the

way that connectives interact with theoremhood of our logics. We de�ne two predicates:

T for theorems, and P for `possibilities' (P(A) just when �A is not a theorem).

Firstly, we'll deal with EW, C and CK.

De�nition 2.7 The metavaluation pair hT;Pi of one of these logics is a pair of predi-

cates on formulae, de�ned recursively as follows:

:T(p) for all atomic p P(p) for all atomic p

T(t) :T(?) P(t) :P(?)
T(A^ B) i� T(A) and T(B) P(A ^ B) i� P(A) and P(B)

T(A_ B) i� T(A) or T(B) P(A _ B) i� P(A) or P(B)

T(�A) i� ` �A and :P(A) P(�A) i� :T(A)
T(A! B) i� ` A! B and P(A! B) i� if T(A) then P(B)

if T(A) then T(B) and P(A � B) i� 6` �(A � B) or

if P(A) then P(B) T(A) and (P(B) or 6` �B) or

T(A � B) i� ` A � B and T(A) and T(B) P(A) and T(B)

We can then prove four results about the metavaluation pairs.

Lemma 2.17 If T(A) then ` A.

Lemma 2.18 If :P(A) then ` �A.

Lemma 2.19 If T(A) then P(A).
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Lemma 2.20 If ` A then T(A).

It follows from these that T(A) i� ` A. This will give us more control over provability

in the logics, and we will be able to use this to learn more about the classes of theorems of

these logics. Before this, however, we'll prove the lemmas. (The asterisks in the margin

pick out places in the proof where restricted assertion features. These will be important

later, but you can ignore them for now.)

Proof: (Of Lemma 2.17) This proceeds by a simple induction on the complexity of A.

Clearly if A is p, t, F, �B, B! C or B�C we have the result by construction. Otherwise,

if A is B ^ C, then the result follows by the property holding for B and C. Similarly for

A = B _ C. /

Proof: (Of Lemma 2.18) Again, an induction on the complexity of A. The results for

p, t, F, and B � C are immediate. For A = B ^ C, if :P(B ^ C) then either :P(B) or

:P(C), so by hypothesis either ` �B or ` �C. In either case, ` �(B ^C). The case for

disjunction is dual.

For A = �B, :P(�B) only if T(B), and so by the previous lemma, ` B. This gives

` ��B by simple moves.

Similarly for A = B! C, :P(B! C) only if T(B) and :P(C). By hypothesis, ` �C
and by the previous lemma, ` B. However, in each of our logics under consideration, the

B ` (B! C)! C, so we have ` (B! C)! C. By ` �C we must have ` �(B! C) by *

contraposition. /

Proof: (Of Lemma 2.19) Yet again, we prove the claim by induction on the structure

of A. The cases for p, t, and F are trivial. The conjunction and disjunction steps are

immediate. For negation, suppose that T(�B) then by Lemma 2.17, ` �B and by the

consistency of the logics, 6` B. So, P(B).

If A = B! C and the result holds for C, suppose that T(B! C). Then P(B! C) *

because if T(B), we have T(C), and by the hypothesis holding for C, P(C) as desired.

Finally, if A = B � C then if T(B � C) we have ` B � C by construction, and by

consistency, 6` �(B � C), so P(B � C) as desired. /

Proof: (Of Lemma 2.20) Now the proof is by induction on the length of the proof in

the logic under consideration. It su�ces to show that each axiom is in the extension of

T, and that each rule is T-preserving. Given this, we will have the result by a simple

induction.

We'll tackle the rules �rst. Clearly modus ponens and conjunction introduction are

T-preserving. For restricted assertion assume T(A). We wish to show that T((A! B)! *

B). By Lemma 2.17, ` A, so ` (A! B)! B by restricted assertion. Assume T(A! B).

Then T(B) by T(A). Conversely, assume P(A! B). Then if P(B) because T(A). So, we

have T((A! B)! B) as desired.

For t-de�ning rules, assume that T(A). Then ` t! A, and if T(t) then T(A), and

if P(t) then T(A) which gives P(A) too, so T(t! A) as desired. The converse is just as

trivial.
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For �-de�ning rules, assume that T(B�A! C). We wish to show that T(A! (B!
C)). To this end, assume T(A). Then ` A gives ` B ! C (from ` B �A ! C). If T(B)

then ` B gives ` B � A and so, T(B � A), which gives T(C). Also, P(B) gives P(B � A)
and hence P(C) as desired. So, T(B ! C). Now assume P(A) to prove P(B ! C). For

this, note that if T(B) we have P(B �A) which gives P(C) as desired.

For the converse of the rule, assume that T(A! (B! C)), to prove T(B �A! C).

That ` B �A ! C follows from the usual considerations. Assume that T(B �A). Then

T(A), so T(B ! C), which from T(B) gives T(C). Now assume that P(B � A), to show

that P(C). There are three possible cases for how P(B �A) could be made true. Firstly,

6` �(B � A). Then it follows that 6` C (as ` B � A ! C), and hence P(C) by. Secondly,

T(B) and either P(A) or 6` �A. In either case, P(A) (by Lemma 2.18), so we have

P(B ! C). Then T(B) gives P(C). Finally, T(A) and P(B). In this case, T(B ! C) so

P(C) follows immediately.

The proof for the other �-de�ning rules (using backward implication, if present) is

similar, and is left as an exercise.

For the transitivity rule, assume that T(A ! B) and T(C ! D), to show that

T((B! C)! (A! D)). As usual, ` (B! C)! (A! D) is trivially provable. Assume

T(B! C). Then ` A ! D by the usual moves. To show that T(A! D), �rst assume

T(A). Then T(D) follows from T(A! B), T(B! C) and T(C! D). Secondly, assume

P(A). As before, T(A! B), T(B! C) and T(C! D) give P(D).

Now assume P(B! C), to show that P(A! D). If T(A) then T(B) (from T(A! B)) *

and P(B! C) gives P(C). Then we have P(D) (from T(C! D)) as desired. This shows

that transitivity is T-preserving.

Axioms are quite similar, if tedious. Every axiom is a conditional, so we need only

check that it is both T- and P-preserving. For conjunction elimination and disjunction

introduction this is immediate from the de�nitions. For conjunction introduction, assume

that T((A! B)^ (A! C)). Then to show that T(A! B^C), assume that T(A). Then

T(B) and T(C) give T(B ^ C) as desired. Now assume that P(A). Then P(B) and P(C)

give P(B ^ C) as desired. Similarly, assume that P((A ! B) ^ (A ! C)) to show that

P(A! B ^ C). Assume that T(A). Then P(B) and P(C) give P(B ^ C) as desired. The *

case for disjunction elimination is dual.

Distribution follows immediately from distribution in the metalanguage. For as-

sertion, and pre�xing or su�xing (if present), the T-preserving property follows from

the same considerations that showed that the corresponding rules were T-preserving.

So, we need only show that they are also P preserving (in the right logics). So, for

assertion, assume that P(A) to show that P((A ! B) ! B). For this, assume that *

T(A ! B). P(B) follows immediately. For pre�xing, assume that P(A ! B) to show

that P((B ! C)! (A! C)). For this, assume that T(B! C) to show that P(A! C), *

so assume T(A). Then P(B) from P(A! B), so P(C) as desired. Su�xing is similar.

For contraposition, assume that T(A ! �B) to show that T(B ! �A). If T(B)

then :P(�B), and so, :P(A), giving T(�A). If P(B) then :T(�B) so :T(A), giving
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P(�A). So, T(B! �A). Now assume that P(A ! �B) to show that P(B ! �A). If *

T(B) then :P(�B) so :T(A), giving P(�A) as desired.

For double negation, assume that T(��A). Then :P(�A) and so, T(A) as desired.

If P(��A) then :T(�A), so either 6` �A or P(A). In the second case we're done. In

the �rst, 6` �A gives :T(�A) and hence, P(A) as desired.

For fusion axioms (if present) the T-preservation part has already been proved.

Assume that P((B � A) ! C) in order to show that P(A ! (B ! C)). If T(A) then if

T(B) we have T(B�A), giving P(C) as desired. Conversely, assume that P(A! (B! C))

in order to show that P((B �A)! C). Here, if T(B �A) then T(A) and T(B) give P(C) *

as desired. The case for the converse implication axioms are left as an exercise.

For t-axioms we need only check P-preservation. If P(A) then if T(t) we have P(A), *

so P(t! A). Conversely, if P(t! A), then T(t) gives P(A) as desired. /

As Slaney has said [143] there ought to be a smoother way of doing this, but we

don't know it.

Recall that restricted assertion features only in EW, LI+, and stronger logics. To

modify this result to work with logics without restricted assertion, we need to modify

the way that P works for conditionals. Demand that P(A! B) always. Then the proof

goes through without appeal to restricted assertion. The reader is invited to reread the

proofs, modifying the places indicated by asterisks. With the modi�cation to the negated

conditional fact, the proof works for DW and TW.

It's even easier to extend the logics L+ and LI+. For this we cut out the conditions

for negation, the clauses for P and the P conditions in the clause for T(A ! B). Then

the proof of Lemma 2.17 and Lemma 2.20 go through as is, without any need for the

intervening lemmas. The details are left to the enthusiastic.

Given these results we have a pleasing theorem for all of our favourite logics.

Theorem 2.21 T(A) i� ` A, and P(A) i� 6` �A.

This has some nice corollaries.

Corollary In each of our favourite logics, ` A_B i� ` A or ` B. That is, each of our

logics are prime.

Corollary In our favourite logics that contain restricted assertion, ` �(A ! B) i�

` A and ` �B. So, a conditional is refutable in these logics just when the logic has an

explicit refutation.

Corollary In our favourite logics without restricted assertion, 6` �(A ! B) for each

A and B.

This is one consideration that indicates that logics with restricted assertion are

better than those without. If there is an explicit counterexample to a conditional A! B

as a matter of logic | that is, if ` A and ` �B | it is plausible that the conditional

is false, as a matter of logic. So, it is plausible that (A ! A) ! �(B ! B) is false, as

a matter of logic. But we have just shown that in systems such as TW and below, 6`
�
�
(A! A)! �(B! B)

�
. Logics like these are weak with respect to false conditionals.
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2.10 Validities

The two concepts of validity discussed in this chapter are not the only ones. Given

the choice between strong validity, for which modus ponens is not valid (because some

bunches are not closed under modus ponens) and weak validity, in which the premises

are hypothesised as a matter of logic (making �A follow from A) it makes sense to

search about for more options. After all, neither of these particularly match the way

we tend to reason. When reasoning from a bunch of premises, at least sometimes, we

suppose that the world is like that, and then apply our deductive machinery to see what

follows. Let's see how we can generalise our kinds of validity to pick out a `world-like'

notion of deduction suitable for our needs. Firstly, note our de�nition of � ` A.

If 0 `̀ B for each B 2 � then 0 `̀ A:

Now � `̀ A could be de�ned similarly (where � is still a set of assumptions). Let it

mean this:

If X `̀ B for each B 2 � then X `̀ A, for every bunch X.

Then � `̀ A if and only if the extensional bunch of each element of � supports A, in the

old sense. This de�nition brings out the obvious connection between strong and weak

validity. Strong validity amounts to preservation at every bunch. We simply assume

that some bunch supports all our premises (which amounts to assuming a bunch that

supports its extensional conjunction) and we then see whether that bunch supports the

conclusion. Weak validity is less ambitious. Instead of considering an arbitrary bunch

supporting all of the elements of �, it considers only the logic bunch 0.

There is an obvious generalisation. We could de�ne world validity, � `W A as

follows:

If X `̀ B for each B 2 � then X `̀ A, for every world bunch X.

provided that we have a class of world bunches to choose from. This would allow us the

freedom to specify more closely what the world is like, and to get more interesting valid

arguments. For example, it is plausible to suppose that the world is closed under modus

ponens. That is, if W `̀ A and W `̀ A! B then W `̀ B where W is a world bunch.

Then we simply guarantee that world bunches have this property. And that is easy |

we require that if W is a world, then W (=W;W. Other simple properties for worlds

might be that W `̀ t (worlds agree with logic) and perhaps, W `̀ A_�A (worlds are

complete). Then we will have world validities like A;A! B `W B, as you would expect,

without such oddities as A `W t ! A. This kind of validity is a way to allow limited

forms of modus ponens and contraction, without making the logic itself collapse into

admitting contraction.

This conception of world validity merits a good deal of further study. (The ques-

tions arise: How to provide a Hilbert-style axiomatisation for various notions of `W.

Presumably it will be similar to the Hilbert proofs in modal logics in which certain rules
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(such as necessity introduction) only apply to axioms and their consequences. Parallel

to this question, the issue arises: what are `natural' appropriate conditions on world

bunches? In logics like ours, `̀ is decidable (Chapter 7) but ` is not. What about `W?

Other questions will arise when we discuss world validity in connection with the semantic

structures associated with our logics.) However, this is not the place to answer questions

like this, because the concept became clear only in the very late stages of preparation of

the thesis. We will have to make do with small, periodic excursions to show how world

validity can be de�ned in the semantic structures of our logics, and how these can be

interpreted along with the semantics. Further work requires another time, and another

place.

2.11 Notes

1We will also add other connectives such as  , > or ? as the need arises. It is to

be hoped that the reader can cope with this addition to the language, or `progressive

revelation' of was already there.

2The names are standard in the literature. They are named for their obvious structural

similarity to the combinators of the same name [94].

3One way to see the interderivability at the level of theorems is this: If � satis�es

axiom contraposition (in that 0 `̀ (A ! B) $ (�B ! �A)) then from an instance of

su�xing, (A ! B) ! �
(B ! C) ! (A ! C)

�
you can deduce (�B ! �A) ! �

(�C !
�B) ! (�C ! �A)

�
, which is an instance of pre�xing. It follows that if we have

every instance of su�xing, we have every instance of pre�xing of negations. If every

proposition is equivalent to a negation (for example, if we have double negation) then

we have all instances of pre�xing. The same holds for the other direction.

4See Section 2.10 for an explanation of how these concepts of validity relate, and what

other notions of validity lurk in between weak and strong validity.

5But in C+ExMid the paradoxes emerge despite the absence of contraction in gen-

eral. The limited form of contraction given by ExMid is enough to push through the

paradoxical derivations [147].



Chapter 3
Propositional Structures

Propositions : : :
are divided into theorems

and problems.

| EUCLID The Elements [39]

The proof theory of the previous chapter is very useful. It gives us a handle on what

follows from what in each of our logics. But it has one practical shortcoming. The proof

theory gives us no simple way to show that an argument is invalid. For example the

formula something like

((A! B)! B)! A (�)

is classically unprovable. How would you demonstrate this using proof theory alone?

You can start by showing that classically ` C! D _�D for each D and that therefore

` (A ! D _ �D) ! D _ �D, which by modus ponens would give ` A if (�) were

provable. So, we can show that if (�) is provable, anything is. But how can we show

that classical logic is consistent, using proof theory alone? There is no simple way to

do this. The metacompleteness argument of the previous chapter gives us some kind of

control over provability in our logics, but that method isn't simple, and it doesn't give

us general results about arbitrary formulae.

However, there is a simple way to show that a formula is unprovable in the classical

propositional calculus, by truth tables. A simple assignment of truth values to terms

like this:
((A! B)! B)! A

0 1 1 1 1 0 0

shows that (�) is false when A is false and B is true, under the usual evaluation conditions

for classical truth tables. Once we are assured that the axioms of classical propositional

logic are true under any evaluation into truth tables, and that modus ponens preserves

truth under evaluation, then we know that (�) is not a theorem. For otherwise, it would

have no counterexample in truth tables. We will generalise this method to give us a way

to show non-theoremhood for the logics we're studying.

In this chapter we will generalise truth tables by de�ning classes of propositional

structures for our logics. Weak validity amounts to truth preservation in these structures

and there will be a lot in common with the traditional story from classical logic.

3.1 De�nitions

Consider propositions; whatever they are, they are ordered by the relation � of valid

deduction. That is, a � b just when b follows from a, when a gives at least as much

information as b, or any other equivalent condition. Clearly � is transitive and reexive.

Furthermore, propositions simply are their inferential force, so it is sensible to assume

that if a � b and b � a, then a = b: � is antisymmetric, and hence, we have a partial

order on propositions.
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As we saw in our discussion at the start of the previous chapter, there are two ways

taking propositions together. The �rst, extensional conjunction, is the greatest lower

bound of �. The proposition a \ b is the weakest proposition that entails both a and

b. For this to work, we need just ensure that � is a semilattice ordering with greatest

lower bound \. The second way of taking together, intensional conjunction, (written `�')
is harder to pin down. At the very least, it is monotonic with respect to �, in that if

a � b and c � d then a � c � b � d | this readily follows from the fact that it is a form

of taking together. Taking more than a together with more than b results in more than

just taking a and b together. This form of taking together also has a right identity e |

the `logic' proposition | so a � e = a for each a. A structure satisfying these minimal

conditions is a bare DW propositional structure.

We may be interested in more connectives that conjunction and fusion. If so, we

add more connectives to a bare DW propositional structure. For disjunction we add the

condition that � be a distributive lattice with least upper bound [. In addition, we ask

that [ respect �, so (a [ b) � c = (a � c) [ (b � c) and a � (b [ c) = (a � b) [ (a � c).
For implication we add a residual ) for fusion. We make ) a binary operation

satisfying the residuation condition

b � a) c if and only if ab � c

And for negation we add a unary operation satisfying the de Morgan identities and

the double negation postulate

a [ b = a \ b a \ b = a [ b a = a

as well as the contraposition law

a � b � c if and only if c � b � a

(Note that these de�nitions straightforwardly encode the insights of the natural deduc-

tion system of Chapter 2 into the context of propositions: we identify provably equivalent

statements, and consider the algebraic structure induced by the logical operations.)

Given all of this, we have a DW propositional structure.

De�nition 3.1 P = hP;�; �; ei is a bare DW propositional structure (or a bare DWps)

just when

� hP;�i is a semilattice.

� The binary operator `�' is monotone with respect to �, so a � b and c � d only if

a � c � b � d.

� The constant e is a right identity for fusion: a � e = a.

If P is a bare DWps and� is a lattice order with least upper bound [, which also satis�es

(a[b) �c = (a �c)[ (b �c) and a � (b[c) = (a �b)[ (a �c) and a\ (b[c) = (a\b)[ (a\c)
then P is a bare DWps with disjunction.

If P is a bare DWps and a unary operation such that a = a, a [ b = a \ b,

a \ b = a [ b and ab � c if and only if cb � a, then the resulting structure is a bare

DWps with negation.
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If P is a bare DWps and ) a binary operation that is a right residual for fusion

(so a � b � c i� b � a ) c), then the resulting structure is a bare DWps with a right

residual.

If P is a bare DWps and ( a binary operation that is a left residual for fusion (so

a �b � c i� a � c( b), then the resulting structure is a bare DWps with a left residual.

If P is a bare DWps and F a constant such that F � a for each a, then the resulting

structure is a bare DWps with a bottom.

Finally, a DW+ps is a bare DWps with disjunction and a right residual. A DWps

is DW+ps with negation.

If the propositional structure satis�es more conditions, it will model stronger logics.

We de�ne a few conditions and their corresponding logics here:

De�nition 3.2

� A TWps is a DWps in which a � (b �c) � (a �b) �c and a � (b �c) � (a �c) �b. (And a

bare TWps is a bare DWps in which a � (b � c) � (a �b) � c and a � (b � c) � (a � c) �b,

and so on.)

� An EWps is a TWps in which a � 0 � a.

� A Cps is a DWps in which b � (a � c) � a � (b � c).
� A CKps is a Cps in which a � b � b.

� An L+ps is a DW+ps in which a � (b � c) = (a � b) � c, together with a left residual.

� An LI+ps is an L+ps in which a = 0 � a.

The following results are easy to show

Lemma 3.1

� A structure is a TWps if and only if it is a DWps in which either a �(b �c) � (a �b) �c
or a � (b � c) � (a � c) � b.

� A structure is a Cps if and only if it is a TWps in which a � b = b � a.
� A structure is a CKps if and only if it is a Cps in which a � e for each a.

To tidy up notation, we call a DWps that models the connectives in the set C

(where ^; �; t 2 C) a DWCps. So, a bare DWps is also a DW^�tps, while a DWps is

a DW^_�!� tps and a Lps is a L^_�! tps, and so on.

Structures like these were introduced by Dunn [3, 27, 33] (who introduced R propo-

sitional structures (de Morgan monoids) to model the relevant logic R) and then gen-

eralised by Meyer and Routley [94] who used similar structures to model a very large

range of systems.

3.2 Soundness and Completeness

Given propositional structures it is a simple matter to model valid inference in the

propositional fragments of our logics. (We leave discussion of the quanti�ers to the next

chapter. For the moment assume we're working in the propositional fragments of our

logics.)
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De�nition 3.3 Given a propositional structure P = hP;�; �; ei an interpretation of a

propositional language L in P is a map I : L ! P that satis�es the following recursive

conditions:

I(A ^ B) = I(A) \ I(B) I(A � B) = I(A) � I(B) I(t) = e

and for each of the extra connectives that are given in the propositional structure, the

appropriate conditions from among

I(A _ B) = I(A) [ I(B) I(�A) = I(A) I(?) = F

I(A! B) = I(A)) I(B) I(A B) = I(B)( I(B)

also hold. Then a sentence A is true under I just when e � I(A). A sentence is true

in the structure P just when it is true under all interpretations in that structure. A

sentence is true in a class of structures just when it is true in all structures in that class.

Similarly, a deduction from � to A is weakly valid in the structure P just when for

each I under which every element of � is true, A is true under I as well. The deduction

from � to A is weakly valid in a class of structures just when it is type one valid in all

structures in that class.

Strong validity is also modellable. Extend I to map bunches and by adding the

conditions

I(X; Y) = I(X) \ I(Y) I(X;Y) = I(X) � I(Y)

A deduction X `̀ A is strongly valid under I when I(X) � I(A). It is strongly valid in

P (in a class of structures) just when it is strongly valid under each interpretation I in

P (in each P in the class).

Theorem 3.2 Soundness and Completeness. A deduction from � to A is weakly

valid in the class of all DWC propositional structures if and only if � ` A in DWC,

where C is a connective set including ^, � and t. Similarly for TW, EW, L+, LI+, C

and CK in the place of DW.

Proof: It is tedious but simple to show that if � ` A in DWC then the deduction

from � to A is valid in in the class of all DWC propositional structures. Take a DWC

propositional structure an interpretation I on that structure such that each element of �

is true under I. We will show that A is true under I too. Consider a natural deduction

proof of A under the hypothesis of �. We will show that each sequent mentioned in

this proof is strongly valid under I. Once this is done, the conclusion (which states that

0 `̀ A) shows that A is true under I.

Clearly each axiom and hypothesis in the proof is valid under I. We need just

show that each natural deduction rule preserves validity. The structural rules preserve

validity, as they mirror identities in the propositional structures. For the logical rules

we will sketch the proofs for some, and leave the rest for the reader. For ^E, note that

if I(X) � I(A ^ B) then I(A ^ B) = I(A) \ I(B) � I(A) gives the result that I(X) � I(A)
as desired. For CP, if I(A;X) � I(B) then I(A) � I(X) � I(B) so I(X) � I(A) ) I(B) =
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I(A! B) as desired. Finally, for MP, if I(X) � I(A) and I(Y)� I(A! B) = I(A)) I(B)

then I(X;Y) = I(X) � I(Y) � I(A) � I(A ! B) � I(B) as desired. (As a � (a ) b) � b by

residuating a) b � a) b.) The rest are left for the enthusiastic reader.

For the extensions of DW it su�ces to note that the structural rules mirror exactly

the extending conditions for the propositional structures.

For the other direction we wish to show that if � 6` A in one of our logics, there is

an appropriate propositional structure and interpretation in which � comes out as true,

but A does not. For this, take the propositions in the structure to be equivalence classes

of formulae, where A � B just when � ` A $ B. Then we set [A] � [B] just when

� ` A! B (this is well de�ned, as if � ` A1 $ A2, � ` B1 $ B2 and � ` A1 ! B1 then

� ` A2 ! B2 by a simple extension of Theorem 2.9). This is a semilattice ordered by \,

where [A] \ [B] = [A ^ B], and if disjunction is present, then [ where [A] [ [B] = [A _ B]
makes this a distributive lattice. The proofs are easy.

Then de�ne the other operations on classes in the obvious way: [A] � [B] = [A � B]
and e = [t], and if present, [A] ) [B] = [A ! B], [A] ( [B] = [A  B], [A] = [�A]
and F = [?]. It is not di�cult to show that the required conditions on a propositional

structure are satis�ed by this construction, if the relevant connectives are present. For

example, we will show that
�
[A] [ [B]

�
� [C] =

�
[A] � [C]

�
[
�
[B] � [C]

�
. For one direction,

note that ` C! �
A! (A � C) _ (B �C)

�
and similarly, ` C! �

B! (A � C) _ (B � C)
�

so ` C! �
A_B! (A �C)_ (B �C)

�
giving ` (A_B) �C! (A �C)_ (B �C) as desired.

Conversely, ` A! A _ B gives ` A �C! (A _ B) �C. Similarly ` B �C! (A _ B) �C,

so (A � C) _ (B � C)! (A _ B) �C.

It is also needed to show that if the logic is stronger than DW then the generated

propositional structure is of the right kind. Again, we do the case for C and leave the

rest. Now we wish to show that [B] �
�
[A] � [C]

�
� [A] �

�
[B] � [C]

�
. Firstly ` C ! �

B !
(A ! A � (B � C))

�
and pre�xing C onto the C-theorem `

�
B ! (A ! A � (B � C))

� !
�
A! (B! A� (B�C))

�
gives ` C! �

A! (B! A� (B�C))
�

which when unresiduated

gives ` B � (A � C)! A � (B �C) as desired.

The interpretation on this structure is simple: I(A) = [A] for each A. It trivially

satis�es the inductive de�nitions. In only remains to show that under I, � is true, and

A is not. But this is trivial, as if B 2 � then � ` B and hence � ` t! B, which means

that e � [B]. But e 6� [A] as � 6` A. So this is the countermodel we require. /

We will call the structure we have de�ned a � formula algebra. This structure gives

the next result too.

Theorem 3.3 Soundness and Completeness 2. A deduction from X `̀ A is

strongly valid in the class of all DWC propositional structures if and only if X `̀ A in

DWC, where C is a connective set including ^, � and t. Similarly for TW, EW, L+,

LI+, C and CK in the place of DW.

Proof: Simple. As before, if X `̀ A then we can show that I(X) � I(A) for each I

by examining the proof that X `̀ A. The axioms are all valid, and each step preserves
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validity under I, in the relevant structures (for the structural rules for the stronger logics).

So, the conclusion is valid.

For the converse, if X 6 `̀ A we use the ? formula algebra, (taking � to be empty)

and then note that as X 6 `̀ A, I(X) 6� I(A) as desired. /

These soundness and completeness proofs are rather trivial. This is because the

semantics is almost `read o�' the syntax. Later on we shall see semantic structures which

are less closely related to the syntax, and which give us more information about the logics.

However, we shall see that propositional structures still give us helpful information about

our logics.

3.3 Example Structures

Some of the oldest contraction-free logics are de�ned in terms of propositional structures.

These are due to Jan  Lukasiewicz [70].

 Lukasiewicz's Logics  Lukasiewicz's three valued logic  L3 is often useful in the study

of contraction-free logics. The three element algebra is a CKps.

st

sn

sf

) t n f

*t t n f *t f

n t t n n n

f t t t f t

The Hasse diagram on the left is read in the usual way: f < n < t. Implication is given

there, and a � b is de�ned as a) b. The true element t is the fusion identity e. It is

tedious but straightforward to check that this is, in fact, a CKps | you need just check

that the operations on the structure satisfy the CK conditions.

We can use this propositional structure to check that some things we thought

wouldn't be CK theorems (or valid rules) really aren't theorems (or valid rules). For

example, pseudo modus ponens fails, because n \ (n) f)) f = n \ n) f = n.

Similarly A ! (A ! B) 6` A! B because n ) (n ) f) = n ) n = t but n) f = n.

So, this structure invalidates both pseudo modus ponens and the contraction rule. We

have �nally shown that each of our favourite logics is free of contraction.

 Lukasiewicz's other systems are all sub-systems of  L3, in that they have fewer the-

orems. The most important of these is the in�nitely valued logic  L1. Here the domain

is the interval [0; 1], and the operations are given by setting

a) b = min(1; 1 - a+ b)

a = 1 - a = a) 0

a [ b = max(a; b) = (a) b)) b

a \ b = min(a; b) = a [ b
a � b = max(0; a+ b- 1) = a) b

with 1 being the true element e.
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BN4 Another interesting structure gives the logic BN4. Belnap [15], Meyer, Giambrone

and Brady [91] and Slaney [152] all extol its virtues. The structure is simple.

b s�
��

@
@@

t s

f s

n s

�
��

@
@@

) t b n f

*t t f n f *t f

*b t b n f *b b

n t n t n n n

f t t t t f t

Fusion is still de�ned by setting a � b = a) b, and t is e. It is a pleasing exercise to

show that BN4 properly contains C. That it contains C is simply a matter of axiom

chopping | which we unashamedly leave to the reader. To show this containment is

proper, we give the reader a hint. Consider the sentence:

(p! q) _ (q! r) _ (q$ �q)

It is not a theorem of C (as none of its disjuncts are | recall the �rst corollary to

Theorem 2.11) but it comes out designated in BN4 every time. (Due to a limited

number of places to put `q.' If (p ! q) _ (q ! r) is to fail, q must be either of b or

n | and it then makes q $ �q true.) BN4 is weaker than CK, because weakening

axiom p! (q! p) fails | send p to t and q to b. Contraction fails in BN4 because it

contains  L3 as a substructure.

Relation Algebras Relation algebras provide another independent source of proposi-

tional structures. These date to before the turn of the century, and they provide an

elegant generalisation of boolean algebras. Luminaries such as de Morgan, Peirce, Rus-

sell and Schr�oder all wrote about the calculus [98, 109, 135, 140]. However, work on

relation algebra went into a decline as the new century progressed and �rst-order logic

gained popularity. It was the ground breaking work of Tarski, J�onsson, Lyndon and oth-

ers that brought relation algebras back into view [59, 74, 158, 159]. Their relationship

with logic like ours is explained by Dunn [35].

These algebras are a generalisation of boolean algebras. Take a class of objects and

a collection of binary relations on this class. There are a number of ways to form new

relations from old: the boolean connectives are some, but there are also others. Pairs of

relations can be composed: a and b are related by the composition of � and � (written

�;�) just when for some c, a�c and c�b. So, parent-of; parent-of is the relation

grandparent-of. Composition is associative, but not symmetric or idempotent. The

identity relation 1' satis�es 1'; � = � = �; 1'. Any relation � has an inverse, written ��,

which satis�es ���= � and a number of other identities.

We can generalise this picture to form an abstract relation algebra, as a 7-tuple

hR;[;-; 1; ; ;�; 1'i, such that hR;[;-; 1i is a boolean algebra with top element 1 (the full

relation) ; (composition) is an associative binary operation on R with identity 1' (the

identity relation) and � (inverse) is a unary operation satisfying:

(x;y)�= y�; x� x��= x (x [ y)�= x�[ y�
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In addition, composition distributes over disjunction:

x; (y [ z) = (x;y) [ (x; z) (x [ y); z = (x; z) [ (y; z)

It is easy to see that each of these are true under the intended interpretation of relation

algebras. The variety of all algebras satisfying these conditions is called RA.

A signi�cant result in the theory of RA is that composition is left and right resid-

uated. Speci�cally, if we set:

x) y = -(x�;-y) y( x = -(-y; x�)

we have x;y � z if and only if y � x ) z if and only if y � z ( x (where a � b is

de�ned as a [ b = b).

It would be pleasing to show that every relation algebra is isomorphic to a concrete

relation algebra (a collection of relations, closed under each of the operations, given their

standard interpretation) but this is not the case, as Lyndon proved [74].

Despite this, the variety RA of relation algebras are interesting in themselves. Their

interest to us lies in the fact that they are closely related to LI+. In fact, it is simple to

show the LI+ propositional structures are exactly these RA+ algebras, where we take

an RA+ algebra to be a structure

R = hR;[;\; 1; ; ; 1';(;)i
that satis�es each of the axioms of RA in its vocabulary. That is, we keep the positive

(boolean negation and converse-free) part of the algebra, and admit the two residuals

de�ned by their residuation clauses. So, relation algebras provide a large class of models

for logics like LI+.

Is there any negation that can extend this to model one of our logics containing

negation? No. There are two natural contenders. The �rst is boolean negation. This

will be too strong, in that it will validate noxious theses such as A ^ -A ! B and

A! B_-B, which are not provable in any of our favourite logics. The other contender

is given by setting a = -(a�) = (-a)�. This comes closer to negation as modelled in

our favourite logics: It doesn't validate any noxious theses given by boolean negation.

However, both these candidates for negation fail with respect to contraposition. Here is

an example. Let R be the algebra of all relations on the set f~;}g. Then take a; b; c to

be given by their extensions

a ~ } b ~ } c ~ }
~ + + ~ - - ~ - +

} - - } + - } + +

Then we get a;b, -(c�), c;b, -a and -(a�) to be

a;b ~ } -(c�) ~ } c;b ~ } -a ~ } -(a�) ~ }
~ + - ~ + - ~ + - ~ - - ~ - +

} - - } - - } + - } + + } - +
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and it is clear that while a;b � -(c�), we don't have c;b � -(a�). Similarly, a;b � -c

(as -c = -(c�)) but c;b 6� -a. There doesn't seem to be any other natural candidate

for a contraposing negation on this system.

Propositional Structures by MaGIC It is also possible to get propositional structures

by sheer force of MaGIC. John Slaney has written a computer program which is a Matrix

Generator for Implication Connectives [154]. For many logics (including any of our

favourite logics) MaGIC will generate propositional structures up to 16 elements in size.

It also searches for propositional structures that invalidate formulae supplied by a user.

This can be very handy for quickly refuting non-theorems. Some MaGICal results are

used elsewhere in this thesis.1

3.4 Conservative Extensions

In this section we will show another conservative extension result, due to Meyer and

Slaney [80, 88]. We will prove that the positive parts of our logics are conservatively

extended by negation. To do this, we need a number of preparatory results.

Theorem 3.4 Every DWCps can be embedded in a complete DWCps of its ideals |

the power structure. If it is a TWCps, EWCps, LCps, LICps, a CCps or a CKCps to

start with, then so is the power structure.

Proof: The complete structure is made up of the ideals of the original structure P. So,

its elements are the sets X � P where x 2 X and y � x only if y 2 X. If disjunction is

present, we also require that x; y 2 X only if x _ y 2 X.

Conjunction on the complete structure is intersection, and if disjunction is present,

X [ Y is the set fz : 9x9y(x 2 X; y 2 Y and z � x [ y)g. We de�ne fusion similarly,

by requiring that X � Y = fz : 9x9y(x 2 X; y 2 Y and z � xyg. If present, the residual

is X ) Y = fz : 9x9y(x 2 X; y 2 Y and z � x ) y)g (and similarly for the converse).

Negation, if present X = fz : 9x(x 2 X and z � x)g. The e element of the complete

structure is the principal ideal fx : x � eg. It is trivial to show that this structure

satis�es the conditions required for a DWCps. It is also complete in that it is closed

under in�nite joints (which are just intersections) and meets (which are just down-closure

of arbitrary �nite meets).

The extended properties of the original structure then go over to the complete

structure. For example, if b � (a � c) � a � (b � c) for each a, b and c, then Y � (X �Z) = fw :

9x9y(x 2 X; y 2 Y; z 2 Z and w � y � (x � z)g = fz : 9x9y(x 2 X; y 2 Y; z 2 Z and w �
x � (y � z)g = X � (Y � Z). The original structure is embedded in the larger one in the guise

of its principal ideals. That is, the map f : x 7! fy : y � xg is an injection of the original

structure into its powerset. /

This construction helps us show that logics without!, or _ can be conservatively

extended to the logics that contain them.

Lemma 3.5 In any power structure without disjunction, the union of two ideals is an

ideal, and union satis�es the conditions for disjunction in a propositional structure.
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Proof: The union of any two downwardly closed sets is downwardly closed. As con-

junction is intersection and disjunction is union, the distributive lattice properties are

automatically satis�ed. It is only needed to verify that X � (Y [ Z) = X � Y [ X � Z. But

this is simple, because if w 2 X � (Y [ Z) then w � x � v where x 2 X and v 2 Y [ Z. So

either v 2 Y or v 2 Z. Suppose without loss of generality that v 2 Y. Then x � v 2 X � Y
and so w 2 X � Y � (X � Y)[ (X � Z) as desired. Conversely, if w 2 (X � Y)[ (X � Z) then

without loss of generality, w 2 X � Y, and easily, w 2 X � (Y [ Z). The other distribution

condition is just as simple to prove. /

So, if disjunction isn't present in the original structure, union will be its surrogate

in the power structure. If it was present in the original structure, then it is extended to

the in�nitary case in the power structure by setting for any condition C(-),

[

C(Y)

Y = fy : for some yi 2 Yi where C(Yi) for i = 1; : : : ; n; y � y1 [ � � � [ yng

So, a disjunction of a set is the union of �nite disjunctions of its members.

Lemma 3.6 In any power structure,
�S

C(Y)Y
�
� X =

S
C(Y)(Y � X), and similarly, X �

S
C(Y)Y =

S
C(Y)(X � Y).

Proof: Suppose that disjunction on the power structure is just union. Then if z 2
�S

C(Y)Y
�
� X, for some x and y, z � y � x where y 2 SC(Y)Y and x 2 X. Thus there is

some Y such that C(Y) where y 2 Y. Then y �x 2 Y �X and hence z � y �x 2 SC(Y)(Y �X)
as desired. And if z 2 SC(Y)(Y �X) then z 2 Y �X for some Y where C(Y), giving z � y �x
where y 2 Y and x 2 X. Then clearly z 2 SC(Y)Y � X.

If disjunction is not just union but the more complex construction given above, the

reasoning is trickier. If z 2
�S

C(Y)Y
�
� X we have for some x 2 X and y 2 S

C(Y)Y,

z � y � x. This means that for some Y1 to Yn where C(Yi) for each i, y � y1 [ � � � [ yn.

Then z � (y1 [ � � � [ yn) � x = (y1 � x) [ � � � [ (yn � x) 2
S
C(Y)(Y � X) as desired. The

converse argument is straightforward. This gives us the in�nitary distribution laws we

require. /

Lemma 3.7 In any power structure without left or right residuals, but with disjunction,

the functions

Y( X =
[

Z�X�Y

Z X) Y =
[

X�Z�Y

Z

of X and Y are the right and left residuals of � respectively.

Proof: These are de�ned to satisfy the residuation conditions. For left residuation, note

that if Z � X � Y then Z � Y ( X by de�nition. Conversely, note that (Y ( X) � X =

(
S
Z�X�Y Z) � X =

S
Z�X�Y Z � X � Y. So, if Z � Y( X then Z � X � Y as desired.

/

Corollary A logic without any of disjunction, standard or converse implication is

conservatively extended by adding disjunction and each implication.
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Proof: Consider something not provable in the original vocabulary, in the original logic.

There is some propositional structure that witnesses that fact. This structure can be

embedded in a power structure in which disjunction and the residuals are de�ned. This

is witness to the fact that the sequent is not provable in the extended logic either. /

The situation with negation is a little trickier. We need to ensure that each propo-

sition in our structure has an appropriate negation. There is no obvious way to cook up

a negation in a power structure, so we need a di�erent approach.

De�nition 3.4 A propositional structure is said to be rigorously compact if there are

elements T and F where for each a, F � a � T, F � a = F = a � F and if a 6= F then

T � a = T = a � T.

Theorem 3.8 Every DW+ps can be embedded in a rigorously compact DW+ps. Fur-

thermore, if it is a TW+ps, EW+ps, L+ps, LI+ps or C+ps, so is the rigorously compact

structure in which it is embedded.

Note that CK is not mentioned in this theorem. This is for the good reason that

the result does not hold for CK propositional structures. As the top element T of a

CKps is the identity element e, the only way we can have T � a = T for a 6= F is for a

to equal T. So, the two element boolean algebra is the only rigourously compact CKps.

Now to the proof of the theorem.

Proof: Simple. Add extra top and bottom elements, and de�ne fusion to satisfy the

required conditions. Clearly no special conditions have been upset. Fusion remains

associative or commutative or whatever under the new de�nition. For conditionals, take

F ) a = a ) T = a ( F = T ( a = T and T ) a = a ( T = F unless a = T and

a ! F = F ( a = F unless a = F. This will satisfy residuation. This is the required

structure. /

Lemma 3.9 Any C+ps can be embedded into a Cps. If the original structure is a

CK+ps, so the large structure is a CKps.

Proof: Take a C+ps on the set S (complete or rigourously compact, if necessary, to make

sure that the structure has a greatest element T and a least element F.) and take another

set T disjoint from S and of the same cardinality as S. Let - be a bijection from S to T

and back such that for any x 2 S[ T, -- x = x. Now we de�ne the other operations on

S [ T. Let a; b 2 S and x; y 2 S [ T.

a \0 b = a \ b a \0 -b = -b - a \0 b = -a - a \ -b = -(a [ b)

a [0 b = a [ b a [0 -b = a - a [0 b = b - a [ -b = -(a \ b)

a �0 b = a � b a �0 -b = -(a) b) - a �0 b = -(b) a) - a �0 -b = F

x)0 y = -(x �0 -y)

As Slaney and Martin report [80] it is tedious to check that the required postulates are

satis�ed. If the original structure was a CK+ps, then so is the new structure, as the top

element is still the fusion identity. /
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This strategy won't work for EW, TW or DW, because we don't have the in-

terderivability of fusion and implication. Instead, for DW, TW and EW we need a

di�erent strategy.

Lemma 3.10 Any DW+ps can be embedded into a DWps. If the original structure is

a TW+ps or an EW+ps, the large structure is also a TWps or an EWps.

Proof: Take a DW+ps and complete it and then rigourously compact it to result in a

complete rigorously compact structure on some set S. Take another set T disjoint from

S and of the same cardinality as S. Let - be a bijection from S to T and back such that

for any x 2 S[ T, -- x = x. Now we de�ne the other operations on S[ T. Let a; b 2 S.

a \0 b = a \ b a \0 -b = -b - a \0 b = -a - a \ -b = -(a [ b)

a [0 b = a [ b a [0 -b = a - a [0 b = b - a [ -b = -(a \ b)

a �0 b = a � b a �0 -b = F - a �0 b = -
[

c�b�a

c - a �0 -b = F

a)0 b = a) b a)0 -b = -b - a)0 b = -I - a)0 -b = b) a

It's trivial to check that this is a DWps. The residuation conditions work by �at, as do

the structure preserving conditions for fusion.

To show that the new structure is a TWps or an EWps is a little more tricky. For

the EW condition, note that e �-a = -a by design, so that condition is satis�ed in the

whole structure if it is in the original structure.

For the TW conditions we need to verify that x � (y � z) � (x � y) � z for each x; y; z,

and that contraposition holds. The latter is trivial (we have `wired in' the contraposition

rules). For the former, we consider the possibilities for each element being in S or T. If

each are in S the condition is satis�ed if satis�ed in the original structure. Then many of

these inequalities collapse into trivial identities. For example, a �(b �-c) = F = (a �b) �-c,
and a � (-b �-c) = F = (a �-b) �-c, -a � (-b �-c) = F = (-a �-b) �-c, -a � (-b � c) =
F = (-a � -b) � c. The only di�cult case is with to show that -a � (b � c) � (-a � b) � c.
Here, -a � (b � c) = -

S
d�(b�c)�a d and (-a � b) � c = (-

S
d0�b�a d

0) � c = -
T
d00�c�x d

00,

where x =
S
d0�b�a d

0. So we wish to show that -
S
d�(b�c)�a d � -

T
d00�c�x d

00, or

equivalently that
T
d00�c�x d

00 � S
d�(b�c)�a d. And for this it is enough to show that if

d00 � c � x then d00 � Sd�(b�c)�a d and the properties of meet will do the rest. But This

is simple, because if d00 � c � x = S
d0�b�a d

0, it means that (d00 � c) � b � a, and hence,

that d00 � (c � b) � a too. This means that d00 � Sd�(b�c)�a d as desired. This completes

our proof, the other TW condition follows from our inequality, by contraposition and

double negation. /

Excursus: Others who work in the area de�ne propositional structures without recourse

to � or e [17, 94]. Our reliance on these operations is only due to their fundamental

importance to the natural deduction system. It is possible to eliminate reference to � or

e if that is desired. For �, simply de�ne logics in terms of their implicational properties.

For e, work with a truth �lter of true elements instead of a principal �lter of elements
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fx : e � xg as we have de�ned it. Our way of doing things results in no loss of logical

generality because fusion and e can be reinstated in complete propositional structures.

If fusion is absent, it can be de�ned in a complete propositional structure by setting

X � Y =
S
Y�X)ZZ. If e is absent, take in a complete propositional structure it re-

emerges as the intersection of all elements in the truth �lter.

For those that are philosophically minded, the elements of the propositional struc-

tures we consider can be taken to be propositions. For example, the two-valued boolean

algebra can be thought of as containing two propositions, the True and the False. Of

course, we may not think that there only two propositions, so we may admit more lib-

eral propositional structures. Or, you can consider the elements of `small' propositional

structures to be equivalence classes of propositions, such that classes remain invariant

under the connectives. So, while we may not think that the True and the False are the

only propositions there are, we might think that conjunction and disjunction respect

the equivalence classes on propositions that they de�ne. Here we need not be particu-

larly fussed about what propositions Actually Are. This is an interesting debate, but

one which is independent of our present topic, which is to give an account of possible

structures of the class of propositions, according to the di�erent logics in view. ut

3.5 Validities

This section is another late addition, sketching how we could model world validity.

Corresponding to world bunches W are world propositions w. These are such that

w � w2, w � e, and perhaps w � a [ a for each a. Then it is simple to show that

� `W A if and only if for each interpretation I into a propositional structure, and for

each world proposition w in that structure, whenever w � I(B) for each B 2 �, then

w � I(A) too. The soundness and completeness proof for this equivalence is quite trivial,

using the methods we've already seen. Propositional structures so closely parallel the

proof theoretic apparatus of the last chapter that they do not add anything enlightening

to the account of world validity. For that, we must wait until the ternary relational

semantics of Chapters 5 and 6.

3.6 Note

1MaGIC is freely available from John Slaney at the Automated Reasoning Project, CISR,

Australian National University, Canberra 0200, Australia; email: jks@arp.anu.edu.au.

It is also publicly ftpable from arp.anu.edu.au (/ARP/MaGIC/magic.2.0.3.tar.Z).
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Chapter 4
Relational Structures

`Quanti�ers' assemble in conferences, workshops and symposia

to thrash out common problems

and share research methods and �ndings.

| ROBERT P. SWIERENGA `Clio and Computers' [156]

Propositional structures model valid inference by relating the syntax of an argument to

a �eld of propositions. This is su�cient for arguments using propositional connectives,

but it won't do to model the properties of quanti�cation. The value of 8xF(x) is related

to the values of each of the instances F(t) for terms t, but this isn't reected in an

unadorned propositional structure.

4.1 De�nitions

To remedy the de�ciency, we must add a domain of quanti�cation which contains the

objects over which the quanti�ers range, and an interpretation for each of the predicates

and function symbols. Once we have this structure, we can interpret our formulae of the

language.

However, we must be careful. Formulae can contain free variables. For example,

F(v0; v1)^ 9v0(G(v0)) has v0 and v1 free. This formula has an interpretation only when

we decide on the referents of its free variables. There are two policies for this: either free

variables are treated as implicitly universally quanti�ed, or they are treated as denoting

individuals, which are to be chosen by other means. The logics we've studied take the

latter approach. The former approach counts the inference from F(x) to 8xF(x) as valid,

but our logics take it to be invalid.

So, to interpret formulae with free variables we must decide what the free variables

denote. We do this with a list d = hd0; d1; d2; : : :i so that dn is the denotation of the

variable vn when it occurs freely in a formula. This list is called a valuation. Then we

can de�ne the interpretation of 8vnA under the valuation d to be the meet of the set of

interpretations of A under the each of the valuations given by replacing the nth element

of d by each element in the domain.

For this to work, the meets and joins of these sets must exist. It's well known that

not all lattices contain the meets and joins of arbitrary sets, so more work has to be done

to ensure that quanti�cation can be modelled.

One way to do this is to insist that the lattice be complete. Anything falsi�able

in a propositional structure can be falsi�ed in a complete propositional structure of the

appropriate kind. By demanding completeness of our structures we lose nothing at the

propositional level, and we gain the ability to model quanti�ers.

However, if we want to limit the size of a propositional structure, we may not want it

to be complete. For example, the structure given by the rational numbers in the interval

[0; 1], using  Lukasiewicz's interpretation of the propositional connectives, then forming

a complete lattice that contains [0; 1] as a sublattice means going from a structure of
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size @0 to one of size 2@0 . This is more extravagant than most applications need. In

a countable language, there are only a countable number of meets and joins that need

to be evaluated, and so, only a countable number of extra propositions (at most) will

need to be added to the propositional structure to ensure that the relevant meets and

joins are de�ned. This is because in a countable language there is no way to express

most of the o�ending meetless or joinless sets. The fact that they have no meet or join

doesn't become relevant, because they do not arise in the behaviour of any formula in

the language.

In this section we will demonstrate how we can get away without complete propo-

sitional structures, while still making sure that whenever we need a meet or a join of a

set, it is there, ready for us to use. This account borrows heavily from ideas due to Ross

Brady [17]. However, this work extends Brady's work to deal with languages with fusion

or function symbols, and it recasts his ideas in di�erent (and hopefully clear) notation.

We will de�ne a �eld of functions that represent the formulae in our language.

Then we only require generalised meets and joints to be de�ned for these functions. To

characterise the class of functions we need a fair bit of technical machinery. We will work

through the requirements one at a time.

Consider the interpretation of a formula A as a function taking a valuation as ar-

gument and giving an element of a propositional structure. This is a function from

D! ! P where D is the domain of the relational structure and P is the domain of the

propositional structure. We're interested in the class of all such functions: Call it R.

Consider the formula A represented by the function R. If we exchange the free

variables in A for other variables, the result is a di�erent function R0, which is also an

element of R. The exchange of free variables can be represented by a function � : !! !,

such that we can exchange vi for v�(i) for each i. This function gives us a way to construct

R0 from R. The function � lifts to a map � : D! ! D! by setting �(d0; d1; : : :) =

hd�(0); d�(1); : : :i. Then it is easy to see that R0 = R�, where R�(d) = R(�(d)).

Note that all exchanges like this must a�ect only a �nite number of variables (as

formulae only contain a �nite number of terms, and terms only contain a �nite number

of free variables). So, all exchanges can be represented by functions � : D! ! D! of

the form described above, which depend on only a �nite number of their arguments.

(Such functions are called constant almost everywhere.) Call these functions � exchange

functions. We have just shown that our set R must be closed under composition with

exchange functions. If R 2 R then R� 2 R too, for any exchange function �.

Related to this is the possibility of replacing a free variable in A by an arbitrary

term t. Consider a function r : Dn ! D that models an n-place function symbol f from

our language. Then replacing the variable vm in A by the term f(vm1; vm2; : : : ; vmn)

results in a new formula A0, and a new function representing that formula. Where the

old function depended on dm the new function will depend on r(dm1; dm2; : : : ; dmn).

To determine the function representing the new formula, we need to keep a track

of which variables occur within the new term. To do this, consider the function r+ :

D! ! D by setting r+(d) = r(d0; d1; : : : ; dn-1). (Note that the function r+ is also
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constant almost everywhere.) Then if R represents A, and R0 represents A0, R0(d) is

found by replacing the mth value of d by r(dm1; dm2; : : : ; dmn) and applying R to the

result. This behaviour can be replicated by the following map. Let � be the exchange

map that sends dmi to di-1 for i = 1 to n, and leaves every other dk constant. Then

de�ne [m; r+; �] : D! ! D! as follows.

[m; r+; �](d) = hd0; d1; : : : ; dm-1; r+(�(d)); dm+1; : : :i

The function [m; r+; �] takes a list d and replaces the mth element of the list by

r+(�(d)). To make this kind of construction easier to write, we take d(m=a) to be

the result of replacing dm in d by a. Then [m; r+; �](d) = d
�
m=r+(�(d))

�
. Then

R0(d) = R
�
[m; r+; �](d)

�
, or more simply, R0 = R[m; r+; �].

We call [m; r+; �] a function injection. We have shown that R is closed under

composition with function injections, provided that these are based on functions r+ that

arise from representing functions in our language.

If R and S represent A and B respectively, then A ! B, A ^ B, A _ B, �A, A � B
and A B must be represented by R) S, R\ S, R[ S, R, R � S and R( S each de�ned

componentwise in the obvious way. So, R is closed under componentwise composition

with respect to the functions on the propositional structure.

If R represents A, then
T
a2D R

�
d(n=a)

�
represents 8vnA and

S
a2D R

�
d(n=a)

�

represents 9vnA. For this to make sense we need to say what
T

and
S

mean in this

context. There are a number of conditions: they are partial functions from PP to P, such

that for any R 2 R,
T
a2D R

�
d(n=a)

�
� R(d) � S

a2D R
�
d(n=a)

�
. This means that

S

and
T

are partial lower and upper bounds respectively. To make them greatest lower and

least upper bounds on our domains is to say that for any R and S in R, if S is n-constant

and R(d) � S(d), Sa2D R
�
d(n=a)

�
� S(d) too. (S is n-constant when S

�
d(n=a)

�
= S(d)

for each a 2 D | if S(d) doesn't depend on the nth element of d.) Similarly, if R is

n-constant and R(d) � S(d) then R(d) � Ta2D S
�
d(n=a)

�
. For simplicity, we take

T
n R

to be the function given by setting
�T

n R
�
(d) =

T
a2D R

�
d(n=a)

�
. Similarly for

S
n R.

Then we have just shown that if R 2 R, so are
T
n R and

S
n R for each n.

Then we need
T

and
S

to interact with [ and � appropriately. If R is n-constant,

then a number of distribution facts hold. In�nitary meet distributes over �nitary join:
T
a2D

�
R(d(n=a))[S(d(n=a))

�
= R(d)[Ta2D S

�
d(n=a)

�
, and in�nitary join distributes

over fusion, on both sides:
S
a2D

�
R(d(n=a)

�
�S
�
d(n=a))

�
= R(d) �Sa2D S

�
d(n=a)

�
, and

S
a2D

�
S(d(n=a)

�
� R
�
d(n=a))

�
=
�S

a2D S(d(n=a))
�
� R(d).

This gives us a number of closure conditions for R. But this isn't enough to ensure

that R is populated: for this, we need a base condition.

If the n-ary predicate F is interpreted by the function R : Dn ! P in the relational

structure, then the formula F(v0; v1; : : : ; vn-1) gives us the function R+ : D! ! P by

setting R+(d) = R(d0; d1; : : : ; dn-1). These functions R+ are the ground elements in R

for our recursive construction. (Note that the functions R+ are, like the functions r+,

constant almost everywhere.) We have now done enough to motivate our de�nition.
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De�nition 4.1 Where P is a propositional structure with domain P; given a set R1

of functions D! ! P, constant almost everywhere, and a set R2 of functions D! ! D,

constant almost everywhere, then R is a �eld of functions based on R1 and closed under

R2 with generalised meet and join operators
S
;
T

if and only if the following conditions

hold:

� R1 � R.

� If R; S 2 R then each relevant function from among R\ S, R[ S, R) S, R( S, R � S
and R,

T
n R and

S
n R is in R.

� If � is an exchange function, then if R 2 R, so is R�.

� If r 2 R2 and � is an exchange function, and m 2 !, then R[m; r; �] 2 R whenever

R 2 R.

� T;S are partial functions from PP to P

� If R 2 R,
T
a2D R

�
d(n=a)

�
� R(d) � Sa2D R

�
d(n=a)

�
.

� If R 2 R, S 2 R is n-constant and R(d) � S(d), then
S
a2D R

�
d(n=a)

�
� S(d).

� If R 2 R is n-constant, S 2 R and R(d) � S(d) then R(d) � Ta2D S
�
d(n=a)

�
.

� If R is n-constant, then
T
a2D

�
R(d(n=a)) [ S(d(n=a))

�
= R(d) [ Ta2D S(d(n=a)),S

a2D

�
R(d(n=a)) � S(d(n=a))

�
= R(d) � Sa2D S(d(n=a)), and

S
a2D

�
S(d(n=a)) �

R(d(n=a))
�
=
�S

a2D S(d(n=a))
�
� R(d).

Given this, we can de�ne our models for the predicate calculus.

De�nition 4.2 A relational structure on a propositional structure P is a structure

A =


DA;

[
;
\
; R� (� < �1); r� (� < �2)

�

such that

� DA is non-empty.

� For each � < �1, R� : D
�2(�)

A
! P.

� For each � < �2, r� : D
�2(�)

A
! DA.

� T and
S

are generalised meet and join operators on a �eld of functions based on

fR+� : � < �1g and closed under fr+� : � < �2g.

These relational structures interpret the predicates in the propositional structure.

Each R� is a function that determines the proposition arising from the corresponding

predicate when applied to each part of the domain, and each r� is a function that

determines the denotation of the corresponding function symbol when applied to each

part of the domain.

De�nition 4.3 Each P-relational structure determines a Tarskian interpretation of

the language L in the following way: The interpretation is given by recursively de�ning

two functions A(-)- and At(-)- determined by the relational structure A, giving an

element of P for each formula and valuation, and a domain element from A for each term

and valuation, respectively. The clauses are as follows:

At(vn)d = dn; At
�
f�(t1; : : : ; t�2(�))

�
d
= r�

�
At(t1)d; : : : ;A

t(t�2(�))d
�
;
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A
�
F�(t1; : : : ; t�1(�))

�
d
= R�

�
At(t1)d; : : : ;A

t(t�1(�))d
�
:

For each of the connectives in the language the relevant condition holds.

A(A ^ B)d = A(A)d \ A(B)d; A(A _ B)d = A(A)d [ A(B)d;

A(A! B)d = A(A)d ) A(B)d; A(A B)d = A(A)d ( A(B)d;

A(�A)d = A(A)d; A(?)d = F; A(t)d = e;

A(8vnA)d =
\

a2DA

(A(A))d(n=a); A(9vnA)d =
[

a2DA

(A(A))d(n=a):

� Given the de�nition of an interpretation, we are free to de�ne the notion of satis-

faction: represented by �d, relativised to a valuation d. We take it that A �d A if

and only if e � A(A)d

� Clearly, if A is a sentence, the interpretation is independent of the valuation, and so

is whether or not the sentence is satis�ed in the relational structure. More generally,

if the free variables of A are in v0; : : : ; vn, the interpretation of A depends only on

the �rst n+ 1 elements of the valuation. In this case we will write A(A)[d0; : : : ; dn]

for A(A)d and A � A[d0; : : : ; dn] for A �d A.

For this de�nition of an evaluation to make sense, we need to prove that for each formula

A, the relevant meets and joins
S
A(A) and

T
A(A) exist. To do this, we need only show

that each function A(A)- appears in our �eld R, because this �eld is closed under the

required meets and joins. So, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1 Given a relational structure A = hDA;R; R� (� < �1); r� (� < �2)i, for
every formula A, A(A)- 2 R.

The proof of this lemma is almost contained within the conditions that R is required

to satisfy. We have constructed R to satisfy just this result. The only di�culty in the

proof is the base clause. But this is despatched by the following result.

Lemma 4.2 Take a relational structure A = hDA;R; R� (� < �1); r� (� < �2)i. If

ht0; : : : ; tni is a list of terms in the language, then there is a function s formed by

composing exchange functions and function injections [m; r+; �] such that for each d 2
D!,

At(t0)d; : : : ;A
t(tn)d

are the �rst n + 1 terms of s(d).

Proof: By induction on the complexity of the list ht0; : : : ; tni, where the complexity

is the number of occurrences of function symbols in the list. If there are no function

symbols, we have a list of variables, and hdi0 ; : : : dini are the �rst n + 1 terms of �(d)

for some appropriate exchange map �.

Now assume the hypothesis for all lists less complex than ht0; : : : ; tni. Consider

a complex term ti in that list. Either its outermost function symbol (say f�) is of

arity zero, or it is of greater arity. If it is of arity zero, consider the less complex list
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ht0; : : : ; ti-1; ti+1; : : : ; tni. By hypothesis, this is represented by some function s, made

of exchanges and function injections. This means that

s(d) = hAt(t0)d; : : : ;A
t(ti-1)d;A

t(ti+1)d; : : : ;A
t(tn)d; irrelevant junki

Then there is an exchange map � such that

(�s)(d) = hAt(t0)d; : : : ;A
t(ti-1)d; dk;A

t(ti+1)d; : : : ;A
t(tn)d; irrelevant junki

for some dk. Which dk is irrelevant for our purposes. Then [i; r+� ; id] will replace the ith

term of this list with r+� (d), the denotation of f� = ti. So

([i; r+� ; id]�s)(d) = hAt(t0)d; : : : ;A
t(tn)d; irrelevant junki

as desired. So, [i; r+� ; id]�s (which is composed of function injections and exchanges)

is the function we are looking for (which is also composed of function injections and

exchanges).

The other possibility is that f� is of arity one or greater. Suppose ti is the term

f�(ti0 ; : : : ; tim) of some arity m � 0. Then by hypothesis, the less complex list

ht0; : : : ; ti-1; ti0 ; : : : ; tim ; ti+1; : : : ; tni

is represented by some function s composed of exchanges and function injections. Then

consider �1 which sends j to ij for each j = 0; : : : ;m. Then [i; r+� ; �1] replaces the

ith element of d with r�(di0 ; : : : dim). This means that [i; r+� ; �1]s represents the list

ht0; : : : ; ti-1; f�(ti0 ; : : : tim); ti1 ; : : : ; tim ; ti+1; : : : ; tni. Finally we apply an exchange

that shifts out the irrelevant elements ti1 to tim . Take �2 to be an exchange func-

tion that keeps elements 0 to i constant, and shifts the next m elements in the list to

beyond the elements in the place of ti+1 to tn, and shifts these elements to the places

i+ 1 to n in the list. Then the function �2[i; r
+

� ; �1]s represents the original list.

This completes the proof by induction. /

Now the proof of the Lemma 4.1 is simple.

Proof: By induction on the complexity of A. If A is atomic, then it is of the form

F�(t1; : : : ; t�1(�)). Now A
�
F�(t1; : : : ; t�1(�))

�
d
= R�

�
At(t1)d; : : : ;A

t(t�1(�))d
�
. By the

previous lemma there is a function s composed of permutations and injections such that

the �rst �1(�) terms of s(d) are At(t1)d, up to At(t�1(�))d respectively. This means that

R+�

�
s(d)

�
= R�

�
At(t1)d; : : : ;A

t(t�1(�))d
�
, which then shows that A(A)- 2 R as desired.

Once we can model atomic sentences, then connectives and quanti�ers are dealt

with by the closure conditions on R. So, all functions A(A)- appear in our set R. /

Now that we've gone to all of this trouble in de�ning structures, we had better put

them to good use. We will show that relational structures actually extend propositional

structures to give a sound and complete semantics for each of our logics.
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Theorem 4.3 [Soundness] If � ` A in DW then for each relational structure A and

valuation d on A, if A �d B for each B 2 �, then A �d A also. Similarly, if � ` A in

any stronger logic then each relational structure A based on an appropriate propositional

structure, and for each valuation d on A, if for each B 2 �, A �d B, then A �d A also.

Proof: For soundness it is su�cient to prove that the Hilbert-style axioms of DW come

out as true under in each relational structure under each valuation, and that modus

ponens is truth preserving. The result for the non-quanti�cational axioms and modus

ponens follows from the result in the previous chapter, because the extra relational

machinery doesn't enter in any essential way. For quanti�cational axioms, we will work

through three, which give the avour of the result.

For 8 Elimination, suppose that t is free for vn in A(vn). Then A(A(t))d =

A(A(vn))d(n=At(t)d), so A(8vnA(vn))d =
T
a2DA

A(A(vn)d(n=a) � A(A(t))d. This

means that A �d 8vnA(vn)! A(t), as desired.

For 8_ Distribution, suppose that vn is not free in A. Then A(8vn(A _ B))d =
T
a2DA

A(A _ B)d(n=a) = A(A)d [
T
a2DA

A(B)d(n=a) = A(A _ 8vnB)d. So, A �d

8vn(A _ B)! A _ 8vnB.

For 9 Distribution, suppose that vn is not free in B. Then A(8vn(A ! B))d =
T
a2DA

A(A ! B)d(n=a). Similarly, A(9vnA ! B) =
S
a2DA

A(A)d(n=a) ) A(B)d.

Then A �d 8vn(A ! B) ! (9vnA ! B) only if
S
a2DA

A(A)d(n=a) �
T
a2DA

A(A !
B)d(n=a) � A(B). But A(A)d � A(A ! B)d � A(B)d and

S
a2DA

A(A ! B)d(n=a) �
A(A! B) gives A(A)d �

S
a2DA

A(A! B)d(n=a) � A(B)d, and as A(B)d is n-constant,
S
a2DA

(A(A)d �
S
a2DA

A(A ! B)d(n=a)) � A(B)d. But
S
a2DA

A(A ! B)d(n=a) is

also n-constant, so we can distribute the meet over the fusion, and get
S
a2DA

A(A)d �S
a2DA

A(A! B)d(n=a) � A(B)d.

Finally, if A is true in each model structure under each evaluation, so is 8xA, so the

metarule is preserved. /

Completeness will be proved by constructing a countermodel, just as in the previous

chapter. As before, we will construct a model out of the language itself.

De�nition 4.4 Given a set � of sentences, in one of the logics under discussion, the �

formula model is a structure

R� =


DR� ;

\
;
[
; R� (� < �1); r� (� < �2)

�

where each R� : D
�1(�)

R�
! P, and r� : D

�2(�)

R�
! DR� , and where P is the domain of the

� formula algebra given by the equivalence classes of �-equivalent formulae. DR� is the

set of all terms in the language, adding denumerably many constants c0; c1; : : : not in �,

and closing these under function application. The functions and predicates are given by

setting

r�(d1; : : : ; d�2(�)) = f�(d1; : : : ; d�2(�)) R�(d1; : : : ; d�1(�)) = [F�(d1; : : : ; d�1(�))]

We drop the use of subscripted � when the context is clear.
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The � formula evaluation is a map from formulae and lists of terms to elements of

the propositional algebra given by setting

R�(A)d = [Ajd ]

where Ajd is given by (simultaneously for each i) replacing the free occurrences of the

variable vi with di. The maps
S

and
T

are de�ned by setting

[

a2D

[A
��
d(n=a) ] = [9vnAjd ]

\

a2D

[A
��
d(n=a) ] = [8vnAjd ]

for any formula A. (This is independent of the choice of A in the equivalence class,

because of the substitution theorem.)

Lemma 4.4 For any �, R� is a relational structure, with evaluation R�(-)-.

Then completeness is an immediate corollary.

Corollary [Completeness] If � 6` A for some A, then there is a model R� and

evaluation d that satis�es each element of � but not A. If X 6 `̀ A for some A, then there

is a model R� and evaluation d such that R�(X)d 6� R�(A).

Proof: (Of the lemma.) We need to show that R�(-)- satis�es the inductive de�nitions

for an evaluation, that the base cases for the induction are satis�ed, and that
S

and
T

are generalised meet and join operators on the closed �eld of functions.

The � formula algebra satis�es the required conditions for formula structures, by

considerations from the previous chapter. For universal and existential quanti�ers, the

clauses are given by �at. Also, the base cases for the induction are trivial. By de�nition,

Rt(t)d = tjd and R(F�(t1; : : : ; t�1(�)))d = [F�(t1; : : : ; t�1(�))jd ].
So, we need just show that

T
and

S
satisfy the required conditions. But this is

simple. Firstly, \

a2D

[A
��
d(n=a) ] � [Ajd ] �

[

a2D

[A
��
d(n=a) ]

follow immediately from the theorems 8vnA(vn) ! A(t) and A(t) ! 9vnA (where t

free for vn in A). For the other conditions, suppose that [Aj- ] is n-constant. and that

[Ajd ] � [Bjd ]. We wish to show that [Ajd ] �
S
a2D�

[B
��
d(n=a) ] = [9vnBjd ]. But this

is simple. Indicate the free instances of vn in B by writing it B(vn). Then we have

� ` A ! B(t) for any t free for vn in B(vn). So, in particular � ` A ! B(cm) for

some cn not appearing in � or A. Take the Hilbert style proof of A ! B(cm) from

�. Replace all instances of cm with a variable vk not occurring freely in the premises

used in the proof (there must be some, as only a �nite number of premises are used in a

proof). We have a proof of � ` A ! B(vk). As a result, by applying conditional proof,

we have an arbitrary fusion F of � such that ` F ! (A ! B(vk)). But now this means

that ` 8vk(F ! (A ! B(vk)) and by 8 ! distribution, ` F ! (A ! 8vkB(vk)) giving

� ` A! 8vkB(vk) as desired. The other cases are dual.

For logics extending DW, the extra axioms are preserved in the appropriate model

structures, so the soundness proof is no more di�cult. /
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Now we have structures that model deduction in our logics. We are free to use

propositional structures to model quanti�cation in the obvious way. Our next task is to

prove some of the usual classical results that compare structures.

4.2 Comparing Structures

The L�owenheim-Skolem theorems concern relations between relational structures. In

order to prove extensions to the classical theorems to the context of our logics, we need

to extend the classical de�nitions of the relationships between relational structures. The

de�nition below gives some of the relations that may hold between relational structures.

In giving these de�nitions and proving theorems with them, we will follow the general

presentation of Bell and Slomson [14].

De�nition 4.5

� Given two relational structures A =


DA;

S
;
T
; R� (� < �1); r� (� < �2)

�
and

B =


DB;

S0
;
T0
; S� (� < �1); s� (� < �2)

�
of the same type and on the same

propositional structure, A is a substructure of B and B is an extension of A if

DA � DB, if
S
=
S0

and
T
=
T0

, and if each of the functions R� and r� are the

restrictions of the corresponding functions S� and s� to A. (Note that in the case

of the functions r� and s� we need to make sure that each r� is actually a function

into the domain A.) We write this relation as `A � B'.

� In particular, to each nonempty subset X of DB there corresponds the substructure


X; S� \ (X�1(�) � P) (� < �1); s� \ X�1(�)+1 (� < �2)

�
of B, given that each s� \

X�1(�)+1 is a total function. (In this construction, intersecting S� with X�1(�) � P
means reducing the functions from with domain D

�1(�)

B
and range P to functions

with domain X�1(�), and the same range.) We call this substructure the restriction

of B to X, and write this as `B � X'.

� An isomorphism between structures A and B is given by a one-one and onto map h :

DA ! DB such that for each �, R�(d1; : : : ; d�1(�)) = S�(h(d1); : : : ; h(d�1(�))) and

r�(d1; : : : ; d�2(�)) = s�(h(d1); : : : ; h(d�2(�))) If there is an isomorphism between A

and B we indicate this by writing `A ' B'.

� Clearly, if A ' B then for every sentence A, A(A) = B(A). Almost as clearly, the

converse of this does not hold, as in the classical case. As in the classical case, we

will say that if A and B give the same sentences the same values, then A and B are

elementarily equivalent. This is written `A � B'.

� As in the classical case, elementary equivalence is not so easy to work with, as

it deals with sentences alone, and not formulae, making proofs by induction on

the complexity of sentences quite di�cult. If A � B, and if for each d 2 D!
A

,

A(A)d = B(A)d, we say that B is an elementary extension of A and that A is an

elementary substructure of B. This is written A � B. An embedding h of A into

B is an elementary embedding of A into B if for each A(v0; : : : ; vn) and for any

a0; : : : ; an in A, A(A)[a0; : : : ; an] = B(A)[h(a0); : : : ; h(an)].
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The de�nition of elementary equivalence is not the immediately obvious one, which

would take two structures to be elementarily equivalent just when they make the same

formulae true (without requiring that they have the same values in the propositional

structure). This would make the next lemma quite di�cult to prove, as the induction

step for negation will fail. Whether or not A �d A is not enough information to prove

whether or not A �d �A in any of our logics. So a stricter de�nition of equivalence

is needed here. That's ok, as the upward/downward theorems show that models exist,

and if we have an elementary substructure of a model, in our strong sense, it will also

be an elementary substructure in the weaker sense.

Lemma 4.5 Suppose A � B. Then (i) A � B i� whenever A is a formula of L and

d 2 D!
A
, condition (�1) and (�2) holds

[

b2DB

B(A)d(n=b) =
[

a2DA

B(A)d(n=a) (�1)

\

b2DB

B(A)d(n=b) =
\

a2DA

B(A)d(n=a) (�2)

(ii) If negation is present, either of (�1) and (�2) clauses follows from the other.

Proof: For (i), assume that A � B and A is a formula of L with d 2 A!. Then we have
S
b2DB

B(A)d(n=b) = B
�
(9vn)A

�
d

by the interpretation of the existential quanti�er.

But B
�
(9vn)A

�
d
= A

�
(9vn)A

�
d

by the hypothesis that A � B, but A
�
(9vn)A

�
d
=

S
a2DA

A(A)d(n=a), which is equal to
S
a2DA

B(A)d(n=a) by the fact that A � B and

that d(n=a) 2 D!
A

. An identical argument gives the second condition.

Conversely, suppose that A � B, and that conditions (�1) and (�2) hold. We prove

that for each d 2 D!
A

, for every formula A in L

A(A)d = B(A)d (�)

by induction on the complexity of A. Firstly (�) holds for atomic formulae, and all of

the terms get the same denotations, as A � B. And for conjunctions, disjunctions and

implications (or any construction that receives a value that is a function of the values

of its subformulae) (�) follows from the hypothesis that it holds for its subformulae. It

remains to deal with the quanti�ers. For A = (9vn)B where the hypothesis holds for

B, we have A
�
(9vn)B

�
d
=
S
a2DA

A(B)d(n=a) =
S
a2DA

B(B)d(n=a) (by the induction

hypothesis for B) and by (�1),
S
a2DA

B(B)d(n=a) =
S
b2DB

B(B)d(n=b) , but this is

just B
�
(9vn)B

�
d

as desired. The case for the universal quanti�er is identical.

For (ii), if negation is present, the interde�nability of 9 and 8 show that (�1) gives

(�2) and vice versa. /

Corollary If A � B then A � B if for each formula A(v0; : : : ; vn) with free variables

in v0; : : : ; vn, and for each a0; : : : ; an-1 2 DA and each b 2 DB there is an a 2 DA such

that B(A)[a0; : : : ; an-1; b] = B(A)[a0; : : : ; an-1; a].

Proof: If the conditions hold, then clearly (�1) and (�2) must hold, so A � B. /
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4.3 Going Down

If you noticed the way that the model structures were de�ned for the completeness proof,

you will see that we have a pretty strong form of the downward L�owenheim-Skolem

theorem.

Theorem 4.6 The Downward L�owenheim-Skolem Theorem 1 Let � be a set of

sentences in a language L with � terms (for some cardinal �) and if in one of our logics,

for some A, � 6` A, then � has a model of size at most �, in that logic.

Proof: The proof of the completeness theorem constructs a model with a domain con-

sisting of all terms, together with a denumerable set of constants. There are at least

denumerably many terms (the variables are terms) so the domain of this model is also

of size �. This model satis�es � and not A as desired. /

However, there is more to a downward theorem than this. We can show when

relational structures have properly smaller elementary substructures. This will show that

such small models are not just syntactic constructs, but that large models of theories |

perhaps the `intended' model | contain elementary substructures that model the theory

just as well.

Theorem 4.7 Let A be an in�nite relational structure of cardinal � in a language of

cardinal � on a propositional structure P of cardinal �. Let C be a subset of DA of

cardinal . If � is a cardinal satisfying ; �; � � � � � then A � C has an extension B

of cardinal � which is an elementary substructure of A.

Proof: Well order A by some order <. De�ne a sequence hBn : n < !i of subsets of A

as follows. B0 is an arbitrary subset of DA containing C, and of cardinal �. Given Bn,

Bn+1 is found by adding new elements as follows: Take any formula A(v0; : : : ; vm) in L

with free variables in v0; : : : ; vm, and take a0; : : : ; am-1 in Bn. For each b 2 DA, we add

to Bn+1 the <-least a 2 DA such that A(A)[a0; : : : ; am-1; a] = A(A)[a0; : : : ; am-1; b].

Then, close this set under the functions in the structure A. As there are only � possible

values of A(A)[a0; : : : ; am-1; a], there are only � possible formulae A to consider and

only � possible functions to close under, each Bn is no bigger than max(�; ; �; �) = �.

Take DB =
S
n2! Bn, and let B = A � DB. As C � DB, B is an extension of A � C. It

remains to prove that B � A.

Suppose A(v0; : : : ; vn) is a formula of L, that a0; : : : ; an-1 2 DB, and that a 2 DA.

We want to show that for some b 2 DB, A(A)[a0; : : : ; an-1; a] = A(A)[a0; : : : ; an-1; b]

Then the corollary to Lemma 4.5 gives us the result. But for each 0 � i < n, ai 2 DB
so there is some m where each ai 2 Bm. In this case there is a b 2 Bm+1 where

A(A)[a0; : : : ; an-1; a] = A(A)[a0; : : : ; an-1; b]. As b 2 DB, we have our result. /

Corollary The Downward L�owenheim-Skolem Theorem 2 Let � be a set of

sentences of cardinal �, with an in�nite model A of cardinal � � in a propositional

structure of size �. If � is in�nite, � has a model of cardinal max(�; �), and otherwise, �

has a model of cardinal max(@0; �). The domain of this model is a subset of the domain

of A.
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Note here that the bound is not given by the size of the language, but by the size

of the language used in �.

Proof: Let � = max(@0; �) and  = max(@0; �; �). At most  predicate letters and

function symbols occur in � and so, we can regard � as a set of sentences of a language

L0 containing just these predicate letters and function symbols. It follows that the

cardinal of L0 is � (there are @0 variables regardless of whatever else is in L0). A is a

model of � of cardinal � �, which exists, by hypothesis. By disregarding the relations

corresponding to the predicate letters not occurring in L0 we have a structure A0 of L0

of cardinal �  which is a model of �. By the previous theorem A0 has an elementary

substructure B0 of size . As B0 � A0, B0 is also a model of �. By adding arbitrary

relations to B0 as values of the predicate letters of L not in �, we have a structure B in

language L of cardinal  which is a model of �. /

This result is tight, but it could be tighter. For example, the restriction to the size of

the propositional structure is enough to make this result useless for reducing the domain

of models with [0; 1] as a propositional structure down to countability, for example. There

is one way around this restriction, provided that the o�ending large structure is complete,

and
S

,
T

are the genuine total meet and join function. (This restriction to complete

propositional structures is not too bad. In the cases when we have a large propositional

structure in mind, it is more than likely [0; 1] or some other complete structure, so our

result applies.) We can use a dense substructure of the propositional structure in this

way:

De�nition 4.6 A set X is dense in a propositional structure P with domain P just

when X � P, and for each x; z 2 P where x < z there is a y 2 X where x � y � z.

For example, the rationals between 0 and 1 are dense in [0; 1]. And the rationals are

a countable dense subset of [0; 1]. This fact can be very helpful.

Lemma 4.8 Given a complete lattice L = hL;�i and a dense set X in L, of in�nite

cardinality �0, then for each set Y � P there is a Z � Y of cardinality no greater than �0

such that
S
Z =

S
Y and

T
Z =

T
Y.

Proof: Well order the set Y. Construct the set Z in stages. For Z0, let z0 be the �rst

element in Y under the well ordering, and set Z0 = fz0g. Given Z�, if
S
Z� 6= S

Y,

then let z+�+1 be the �rst element of Y such that z+�+1 6�
S
Z� (which must exist). If

T
Z� 6= T

Y, let z-�+1 be the �rst element of Y such that z-�+1 6�
T
Z� (which must

exist). If either of these cases obtain, continue the process up the ordinal hierarchy. For

limits, take the union of all previous stages. This process has a limit, as Y is a set. Take

the limit to be Z. Clearly it satis�es the meet and join conditions.

We prove that Z is at most of size �0. If the set fz0; z
+

1 ; : : : ; z
+

� ; : : :g is no larger than

�0 we are home. Take the elements u� to be de�ned in terms of the z+�s as follows. Firstly

u0 = z0, u�+1 = u� [ z+�+1, and for limit ordinals �, u� =
S
�<� u�. By the de�nition

of the z+�s, each u� is distinct. They also form a chain in the lattice. Therefore, between

any adjacent pair in the chain, there is an element of the dense subset X. That is, the
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set fu0; u1; : : :g is no larger than �0. So, the sets fz0; z
+

1 ; : : : ; z
+

� ; : : :g and Z are also no

larger than �0. /

Then we can tighten the result of Theorem 4.7.

Theorem 4.9 Let A be an in�nite relational structure of cardinal � in a language of

cardinal � on a complete propositional structure P of cardinal �, with a dense subset

X of cardinal �0. Let C be a subset of DA of cardinal . If � is a cardinal satisfying

; �0; � � � � � then A � C has an extension B of cardinal � which is an elementary

substructure of A.

Proof: Exactly as before, except for the additions to each Bn. The procedure for these

additions is as follows: for each formula A and elements a0; : : : ; an-1 2 Bn, consider the

set of all elements of P that feature as values A(A)[a0; : : : ; an-1; b] as b ranges over A.

Let this set be Y. We know that it has a subset Z of size at most �0 such that
S
Z =

S
Y

and
T
Z =

T
Y. For each element z of Z we add to Bn+1 the <-�rst element of the

domain a that satis�es A(A)[a0; : : : ; an-1; a] = z. The (�) condition holds for B � A

by the same argument, and by our de�nition of Z.

At each stage we only add at most � elements, so
S
n<! Bn is of size �, as desired. /

Corollary The Downward L�owenheim-Skolem Theorem 3 Let � be a set of

sentences of L of cardinal �, with an in�nite model of cardinal � � in a propositional

structure of size � with a dense subset of cardinal �0. If � is in�nite, � has a model of

cardinal max(�; �0), and otherwise, � has a model of cardinal max(@0; �
0).

Proof: Exactly as before, but making use of Theorem 4.9 instead of Theorem 4.7. /

There is another way to get by the restriction in terms of the cardinality of the

propositional structure involved. This relies on the possibility that not all of the propo-

sitional structure is used in evaluating truth in the relational structure. This de�nition

forms the kernel of the idea.

De�nition 4.7 The image of a relational structureA =


DA;

S
;
T
; R� (� < �1); r� (� <

�2)
�

in its propositional structure P is the set of all propositions that are used in

evaluating formulae from the relational structure. So, formally the image is the set

of propositions fx : for some formula A and some d 2 DA, x = A(A)dg.

The image of a relational structure is signi�cant. It is a substructure of the propo-

sitional structure | it is closed under each operation on the propositional structure.

Lemma 4.10 Images are closed under each operation in the propositional structure.

Thus, images are propositional structures in their own right, given that they inherit the

operations from their `parent.'

Proof: Let I be an image. If x = A(A)d1 2 I then x = A(�A)d1 2 I. If y = A(B)d2 2 I,
then consider the free variables in A and in B. Reletter A and B so that the free variables

in A are v0 to vm and those in B are vm+1 to vn for some m and n. Call the resulting

formulae A0 and B0. Then apply exchanges to the valuations d1 and d2 to mirror this

relettering, giving d01 and d02 where x = A(A0)d0
1

and y = A(B0)d0
2
. Now the value of
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x = A(A0)d0
1

depends only on the �rst m + 1 values of d01 and the value of y = A(B0)d0
2

depends only on the next n -m values of d02. Let d be another valuation which takes

the �rst m + 1 values d01, concatenates them with the next n - m values of d02 and

then adds whatever other junk you like. It is clear that x = A(A0)d and y = A(B0)d.

Then x \ y = A(A0 ^ B0)d 2 I, x [ y = A(A0 _ B0)d 2 I, x � y = A(A0 � B0)d 2 I,

x ) y = A(A0 ! B0)d 2 I and so on, for any other connective. Finally, e = A(t)d and

F = A(?)d (if present). /

So, any image is a propositional structure. It is also clear that a relational struc-

ture can be construed as being based on its image instead of the original propositional

structure. We have the following:

Lemma 4.11 A relational structure A =


DA;

S
;
T
; R� (� < �1); r� (� < �2)

�
on a

propositional structure P is also a structure based on its image.

Now we can tighten the conditions on the downward theorem.

Corollary The Downward L�owenheim-Skolem Theorem 4 Let � be a set of

sentences of cardinal �, with an in�nite model A of cardinal � � with an image of size

�. If � is in�nite, � has a model of cardinal max(�; �), and otherwise, � has a model of

cardinal max(@0; �). The domain of this model is a subset of the domain of A.

Proof: Simple. Apply the Downward Theorem number 2 to the relational structure

based on the image, to get the smaller model. This can be construed as based on either

the image or its parent. /

4.4 Identity

To prove the upward results, we have to give a de�nition of identity in our models.

Without this, proving an upward theorem is too easy. Take a relational structure of size

�, pick an element in the domain and clone it � times (for any � > �) such that the clones

enter into exactly the same relations as the original. Voila! An elementary extension of

the original structure, of size �. This is not a particularly perspicuous theorem. Each of

the cloned elements are equal as far as the language is concerned. They are indiscernible

from an external perspective. To give a more interesting result, then, we need to have a

look at identity in the language.

De�nition 4.8 Single out a predicate F0 in a language L, such that �1(0) = 2. We

will say that F0 is a weak identity predicate in the model A if the following conditions

obtain for each term t0 and t1, each formula A and each valuation d.

� A �d F0(t0; t0),

� If A �d F0(t0; t1) then A
�
A(t0)

�
d
= A

�
A(t1)

�
d
.

In other words, objects are self-identical, and the substitution theorem holds in the

strong sense.
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These conditions are not particularly neat to check. However, they seem to be the right

ones in our context. We do not wish to force that either a = b or a 6= b turn out

true because excluded middle fails in each of our favourite logics. There seems to be no

principled reason to endorse excluded middle for identities above and beyond endorsing it

for all propositions. In addition, we don't want it to turn out impossible that both a = b

and a 6= b be true in the context of logics like C which can admit contradiction without

embracing triviality. We also don't want to force fallacies of relevance on our friends who

are concerned about that kind of thing. If we demanded that ` a = b! �
A(a)! A(b)

�
,

it would mean that ` a = b! (A! A) for arbitrary formulaeA (like those not featuring

a or b) which seems a little unpalatable for logics that invalidate K0, B ! (A ! A).

(See recent work by J. Michael Dunn [34] and Edwin Mares [77] for an explanation of

some considerations motivated by relevant logics.)

Our conditions make the identity relation symmetric and transitive as we should

hope, in the form a = b ` b = a, and a = b; c = d ` a = c$ b = d.

They are equivalent to adding the axiom and rule

x = x x = y ` A(x)! A(y)

to our logics in the Hilbert system. In the natural deduction system identity is modelled

by the axiom and rule:

0 `̀ x = x =I
0 `̀ x = y

=E
A(x) `̀ A(y)

The next major result makes it more clear that our characterisation of identity is the

natural one.

De�nition 4.9 The predicate F0 in the language L where �1(0) = 2 is a strong identity

predicate in the model A if for each a; b 2 DA, A � F0(v0; v1)[a; b] if and only if a = b.

Theorem 4.12 If F0 is a weak identity predicate inA, then there is a relational structure

B on a domain DB � DA, where A � B and in which F0 is a strong identity predicate.

In addition, if the language has no function symbols, B is an elementary substructure of

A.

Proof: De�ne a relation � on A by setting a � b i� A � F0(v0; v1)[a; b]. By the

reexivity, symmetry and transitivity of F0, � is an equivalence relation. For each

equivalence class, select an arbitrary member to be its representative. For each a 2 DA,

let a� be the representative of the equivalence class of a. The domainDB of B is the set

of all representatives. Relations in B are the restrictions of the corresponding relations in

A and functions in B are de�ned by taking s�(a
�
1 ; : : : ; a

�

�2(�)
) to be r�(a1; : : : ; a�2(�))

�.

This makes sense by way of the easy-to-show rule to the e�ect that for each b; c 2 DA,

if a � b then r�(a1; : : : ; b; : : : ; a�2(�)) � r�(a1; : : : ; c; : : : ; a�2(�)). It remains to show

that B is elementarily equivalent to A.

Firstly, a bit of notation. For d 2 D!
A

, the sequence d� is just hd�0 ; d�1 ; : : :i. The

proof uses by two inductions. One on the complexity of terms, and the other on the
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complexity of formulae. Firstly, terms. We show that for each d 2 D!
A

and each term t,
�
At(t)d

��
= Bt(t)d� . The base case is given by the equations

�
At(vn)d

��
= d�n = Bt(vn)d�

and the induction step is simple:

�
At
�
f�(t1; : : : ; t�2(�))

�
d

��
= r�

�
At(t1)d; : : : ;A

t(t�2(�))d
��

= s�
��
At(t1)d

��
; : : : ;

�
At(t�2(�))d

���

= s�
�
Bt(t1)d� ; : : : ;Bt(t�2(�))d�

�

= Bt
�
f�(t1; : : : ; t�2(�))

�

For formulae, we wish to show that for each d 2 D!
A

and each formula A, A(A)d =

B(A)d� . By induction on the complexity of formulae, we can proceed as follows | the

base case:
A
�
F�(t1; : : : ; t�1(�))

�
d
= R�

�
At(t1)d; : : : ;A

t(t�1(�))d
�

= R�
�
At(t1)d

�
; : : : ;At(t�1(�))d

��

= R�
�
Bt(t1)d� ; : : : ;B

t(t�1(�))d�
�

The cases for the propositional connectives are trivial. For the universal quanti�er:

A(8vnA)d =
\

a2DA

A(A)d(n=a) =
\

a2DA

B(A)d�(n=a�)

=
\

b2DB

B(A)d(n=b)� = B(8vnA)d�

and the existential quanti�er case is identical. So, A � B as desired. If there are no

function symbols it is easy to see that B = A � DB, and that we have B � A. /

These considerations have shown us what seems to be the semantically natural

approach to identity in our favourite logics. Clearly the proof theoretical rules for identity

are not as strong as one might expect; but the semantics is clearly very natural. This

will come into play in Chapter 12, where we discuss identity in set theory and property

theory without contraction.

For the rest of the chapter, we assume that our models come equipped with a strong

identity relation. Both the predicate and the relation will be denoted by =, as the context

will always make clear what we mean.

4.5 Going Up

Now we can make a stab at proving an upward L�owenheim-Skolem theorem.

De�nition 4.10

� A relational structure is trivial if every sentenceA is true in that relational structure.

For many propositional structures P (like boolean algebras of size > 1, or any

of  Lukasiewicz's matrices) there are no trivial relational structures. However, for

structures like BN4, a structure with one object in the domain and every relation

evaluated at b is trivial.
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� A set of sentences in a language L is P-coherent if it has a non-trivial model in the

propositional structure P.

� For each cardinal �, a propositional structure is �-compact if for each set of sentences

� of size � or above, � is P-coherent i� any subset smaller than � is P-coherent.

So any boolean algebra is @0-compact.

� A propositional structure is �-explosive for a unary operator � just when the only

models such that A � A ^ �A for any sentence A are trivial. Logics that aren't

paraconsistent (like CK) are �-explosive. The rest of our favourite logics are --

explosive, where -A = (A! ?)

Theorem 4.13 The Upward L�owenheim-Skolem Theorem 1 Let � be a set of

sentences with a non-trivial model A, of cardinal �, in a language L of size � and in a

propositional structure P that is of size �, and is �-compact, where � � �. Further, let
P be �-explosive for some operator �, such that there is a set X of cardinal � of domain

elements such that A � �(v0 = v1)[a; b] for each a 6= b 2 X. Then, for each  greater

than �, � and �, � has a non-trivial model of size .

Proof: Consider the extended language L0 with new constants c� (� < ). In this

language, formulate the set of sentences � [ � where � = f�(c� = c�) : � 6= �; �; � < g.
Every subset of size � of �[� can be interpreted in A | with the parts of � interpreted

exactly as before, and each of the new constants sent to appropriate members of X. By

the fact that P is �-compact, the whole set has a non-trivial model. Clearly this model

must be at least of size , as the `inequations' come out true and the logic is �-explosive.

Then the downward theorem means we can cut this model down to one of size  if it is

too large. /

We can eliminate the restriction to models A in which A � �(v0 = v1)[a; b] for each

a 6= b 2 X, for some set X of size � in a reasonably interesting way. Firstly, take the

propositional structure P and extend it, if necessary, to contain maximal and minimal

elements T and F. For algebras of our favourite logics this can be done conservatively,

using the methods of Chapter 3. This does not alter the cardinality of the propositional

structure signi�cantly. Then take our language L and extend it to add a binary predicate

=bool of boolean identity . Then we extend A by adding the extension R of =bool in the

obvious way.

R(a; b) =

�
T if a = b,

F if a 6= b.

for each a; b 2 DA. This predicate is a truly boolean identity. it is a strong identity

predicate in the model A, although it may not be the identity relation we intend to

model, it is useful for certain formal purposes, like the upward theorem.

The upward theorem applies to the model A0, because for every distinct pair of

domain elements a; b, A � -(v0 =bool v1)[a; b] (as the value of v0 =bool v1 under this

interpretation is F, and - maps this value to T). The upward theorem delivers a larger

model B0 of the desired size (as every propositional structure is --explosive). Then we

can ignore =bool and all its works in this model to give B, in the original language. So,

we have proved
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Theorem 4.14 The Upward L�owenheim-Skolem Theorem 2 Let � be a set of

sentences with a non-trivial model A, of cardinal �, in a language L of size � and in a

propositional structure P that is of size �, and is �-compact, where � � �. Then, for

each  greater than �, � and �, � has a non-trivial model of size .

4.6 Conclusions

We have shown that there are direct analogues to the L�owenheim-Skolem theorems from

classical logic. To do this, we have had to introduce a number of new concepts, and to

adapt the proofs accordingly. Perhaps the greatest bene�t from this work has been the

discovery of a natural-looking presentation of identity in our family of logics. This has

been semantically driven, but as we will see in Chapter 12, it has some signi�cant proof

theoretic implications.

Much more work needs to be done in the area of modelling quanti�cation in our

logics. The compactness properties of arbitrary propositional structures need more study,

because these limit the application of the upward theorem as it has been stated. Also,

the classical results about ultraproducts need work, in order to see how results such as

 L�os's theorem generalise to our context, if in fact, they do. The classical de�nition of

an ultraproduct relies essentially on the fact that the two-element boolean algebra is the

propositional structure, and generalising it does not seem easy. So, there is plenty of

work for the future. Instead of going on with that work, which takes us further from

contraction-free logics, we will look at another way of modelling our logics.



Chapter 5
Simpli�ed Semantics 1

Their philosophic spirit had : : :
simpli�ed the forms of proceeding.

| EDWARD GIBBON The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire [50]

Almost any logic has an algebraic semantics | they are easy to cook up from the algebra

of provably equivalent formulae of the logic. As a result, that kind of semantics does not

give us a great deal of information about the logic. `Possible worlds' semantics can give

us much more. In the next few chapters we prove soundness and completeness results for

the ternary relational semantics for our favourite logics and others. In this chapter, we

deal with the positive fragment of the propositional logics and one way to model negation.

In the next, we consider other ways to model negation. The approach taken is basically

due to the work of Priest and Sylvan in their recent work \Simpli�ed Semantics for Basic

Relevant Logics" [118]. They produced a simpli�cation of the original ternary semantics

due to Routley and Meyer [128, 129, 130]. This work gave the simpli�cation for the

basic logic DW+ (B+ in their parlance) and a few negation extensions. In my paper

\Simpli�ed Semantics for Relevant Logics (and some of their rivals)" [124] I showed how

their simpli�cation can be extended to a wider class of logics. We will recount that work

here, making explicit the relationship between those results and the presentations we

have already seen, and showing how the semantics model each of our favourite logics

(and quite a few others).

5.1 The `d' Systems

In this work, we need to pay attention to the rules of inference warranted by a logic.

We've seen two ways that a logic can de�ne validity. The matter of interest to us at the

moment is the fact that two logics can share their account of strong validity (they can

share all of the same theorems) while di�ering about weak validity.1 We will show some

examples of logics that di�er in just this way.

De�nition 5.1 Given a Hilbert presentation of a logic X, the logic Xd is given by ad-

joining for each primitive rule from A1; A2; : : : ; An to B, the rule A1_C;A2_C; : : : ; An_
C ` B _ C which is called the disjunctive form of the original rule.

Lemma 5.1 In Xd, if A1; A2; : : : ; An ` B then A1_C;A2_C; : : : ; An_C ` B_C. That
is, in a disjunctive system, if a rule is weakly valid, its disjunctive form is also weakly

valid.

Proof: Take the proof of B from A1; A2; : : : ; An. Transform it by disjoining C to each

sentence in the proof. As the disjunctive forms of primitive rules are also weakly valid

rules in Xd, this is nearly a proof. All we need do is note that the axioms in the old

proof are transformed to formulae of the form A _ C, where A is an axiom. Simply add

the formulae A and A! A _ C somewhere earlier than A _ C in the transformed proof

to ensure that A _ C is proved from axioms. /
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Our interest in disjunctive systems is not purely academic. The simpli�ed semantics

that we will consider will only model disjunctive systems. We'll leave the explanation of

this for when we see the structures. For the moment, we'll see what this means for our

logics.

Theorem 5.2 If the logicX has a Hilbert-style axiomatisation with onlymodus ponens

and conjunction introduction as primitive rules, and X � DW+ + A ! (t ! A), then

Xd = X.

Proof: Clearly the disjunctive form of conjunction introduction is weakly valid in these

logics, because A _ C;B _ C ` (A _ C) ^ (B _ C) and from the DW+ fact that `
(A _ C) ^ (B _ C)! (A ^ B) _ C and modus ponens , we can derive (A ^ B) _ C.

To show that the disjunctive form of modus ponens is weakly valid, we proceed as

follows. In DW ` (A ! B) ^ (C ! C) ! (A _ C ! B _ C), and so ` (A ! B) ^ t !
((A _ C) ^ t! B _ C).

From ` C ! (t ! C) we can prove that ` C ! ((A _ C) ^ t ! B _ C) so by basic

DW+ twiddling we have

` ((A! B) _ C) ^ t! ((A _ C) ^ t! B _ C)

which gives us the weak validity of the disjunctive form of modus ponens. /

Corollary C = Cd, CK = CKd, LI+ = LI+
d
, and R = Rd.

Theorem 5.3 If the logic Xd is prime, then the theorems of X are identical to the

theorems of Xd.

Proof: Simple. If ` A in Xd then A has a proof all of the sentences in which are

theorems. In this proof, if we apply the disjunctive form of a rule to premises of the form

A1 _ C; : : : ; An _ C to get B _ C, then by the primeness of Xd, either C is a theorem or

A1; : : : ; An are theorems. In the �rst case, B _C follows from C by the usual steps; and

in the second, we use the non-disjunctive form of the original rule to derive B, and then

B _ C as before. /

Lemma 5.4 If X is proved to be prime by means of the metacompleteness argument of

Chapter 2, then Xd is prime too.

Proof: If a proof works for X then the only changes for Xd are in the clause that shows

that if ` A then T(A). For this, we need to show that the disjunctive form of any rule

is T-preserving too. Assume that the rule from Ai (for i = 1 to n) to B is T-preserving.

If T(Ai _ C) for each i, then either T(C) (and hence T(B _ C)) or T(Ai) for each i, and

hence T(B) (giving T(B_ C)). So, the disjunctive form is T-preserving too. /

Corollary The theorems of DW, TW, L+ and EW are identical to those of the

corresponding disjunctive systems.

This comes apart in contraction-added logics like E. Brady noted this result [16].

Theorem 5.5 �A _ ((A! B)! B) is a theorem of Ed, but not of E.
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Proof: For Ed note that ` �A_A and the disjunctive form of restricted assertion shows

that �A _ A ` �A _ ((A ! B) ! B). For E, MaGIC assures me that there is a four

element Eps that falsi�es �A _ ((A ! B)! B). The reader is invited to try his or her

hand at �nding it. /

5.2 Semantics for DW+

Priest and Sylvan's main construction is their semantics for DW+. Their semantics is

a simpli�ed version of the original ternary relational semantics for relevant logics. The

important de�nitions concerning the structure are collected here.

De�nition 5.2 An interpretation for the language is a quadruple hg;W; R; j=i, where

W is a set of indices, g 2 W is the base index, R is a ternary relation on W, and j= is

a relation de�ned �rstly between indices and atomic formulae, and then assigned to all

formulae inductively as follows:

� w j= A ^ B() w j= A and w j= B,

� w j= A _ B() w j= A or w j= B,

� g j= A! B() for all x 2W (x j= A) x j= B),
and for x 6= g,

� x j= A! B() for all y; z 2W (Ryxz) (y j= A) z j= B))2.

Then weak validity in the model is de�ned in terms of truth preservation at g, the

base index. In other words we have:

De�nition 5.3 � � A i� for all interpretations hg;W; R; j=i and for each B 2 �, if

g j= B then g j= A.

Excursus: Note that � and j= are two completely di�erent things. The relation � is

the model-theoretic analogue of the relation `. The relation j= is internal to models, and

quite di�erent. We will use these two very similar notations for di�erent notions because

their use is entrenched, and because we will very rarely use `�'. ut

This explains the why logics modelled by this scheme are always disjunctive systems. If

� � A, then consider �0 given by disjoining each element of � with C. Then if in an

interpretation for each B _ C 2 �0, g j= B _ C, we have two alternatives. Firstly, g j= C,

in which case g j= A_C. Otherwise, g j= B for each B_C 2 �0, or equivalently, for each

B 2 �. This means that g j= A, and hence g j= A _ C. So, either way, g j= A _ C. This

means that if � � A, then �0 ` A_C. If a rule is weakly valid, so is its disjunctive form.

It follows immediately from the de�nition of weak validity in terms of truth preservation

at the base index.

The soundness and completeness result for DW+can then be concisely stated as

follows.

Theorem 5.6 If � [ fAg is a set of sentences, then

� ` A() � � A;

where ` is weak validity in DW+.
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In this chapter we will make a cosmetic alteration to the above de�nition of an

interpretation. It is easily seen that the truth conditions for `!' can be made univocal

if we de�ne R to satisfy Rxgy() x = y. From now, we will use the following de�nition

of an interpretation.

De�nition 5.4 An interpretation for the language is now a quadruple hg;W; R; j=i,
where W is a set of indices, g 2 W is the base index, R is a ternary relation on W

satisfying Rxgy () x = y, and j= is a relation de�ned �rstly on W� AProp and then

assigned to all formulae inductively as follows:

� w j= A ^ B() w j= A and w j= B,

� w j= A _ B() w j= A or w j= B,

� x j= A! B() for all y; z 2W (Ryxz) (y j= A) z j= B)).
And to model fusion we add the clause:

� x j= A � B() for some y; z 2W (Ryzx; y j= A and z j= B).

Semantic consequence is still de�ned in terms of truth preservation at g, the base

index. It is clear how one can translate between the two notions of an interpretation.

The reason we use this altered de�nition is in the phrasing of conditions on R which

give extensions of the logic DW+. It is much less tedious to write `Rabc) Rbac' than

it is to write `Rabc ) Rbac for a 6= g and Rgbb for each b, but these are equivalent

de�nitions under each variety of interpretation.

Excursus: Priest and Sylvan do not give the modelling condition for fusion in their

paper. Its presence makes the proofs no more di�cult. ut

5.3 Soundness

The soundness theorem for DW+ and its extensions is simple (but tedious) to prove.

We state it and prove it in part, leaving the rest to the interested reader.

Theorem 5.7 For each row in the table below, the logic DW+ with the axiom (or rule)

added is sound with respect to the class of DW+ interpretations hg;W; R; j=i where R
satis�es the corresponding condition.

PMP A ^ (A! B)! B Raaa

CSyll (A! B) ^ (B! C)! (A! C) Rabc) R2(ab)bc

B (A! B)! ((C! A)! (C! B)) R2a(bc)d) R2(ab)cd

B0 (A! B)! ((B! C)! (A! C)) R2a(bc)d) R2(ac)bd

W (A! (A! B))! (A! B) Rabc) R2a(ab)c

CI A! ((A! B)! B) Rabc) Rbac

C (A! (B! C))! (B! (A! C)) R2a(bc)d) R2b(ac)d

S (A! (B! C))! ((A! B)! (A! C)) R2a(bc)d) R3(ab)(ac)d

CS (A! B)! ((A! (B! C))! (A! C)) R2a(bc)d) R3(ac)(ab)d

C00
A

(A! B)! B
and its disjunctive forms Rgaa

Table 5.1
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Where we have de�ned: R2(ab)cd = (9x)(Rabx^Rxcd), R2a(bc)d = (9x)(Rbcx^Raxd)
and R3(ab)(cd)e = (9x)(R2abxe ^ Rcdx).

Proof: To prove this, we take an arbitrary DW+ interpretation hg;W; R; j=i and assume

that the relation R satis�es one of the conditions. Then it su�ces to demonstrate that

any instance of the corresponding axiom is supported at g. (Or that the corresponding

rules are always truth preserving at g.) The soundness results are simple and mechanical.

For those who like a quick proof, it su�ces to note that any DW+ interpretation

hg;W; R; j=i is also an old-style interpretation | with the proviso that Rxgy() x = y.

Hence, we can shamelessly appropriate the soundness proofs from Routley's work using

the unsimpli�ed semantics [134], pages 304{305. The only thing necessary to add to

this proof are the rules for fusion. We will show that g j= A � B ! C if and only if

g j= B ! (A ! C). Firstly, suppose that g j= A � B ! C and that g 6j= B ! (A ! C).

Then for some x, x j= B and x 6j= A! C. This latter fact means that for some y; z where

Ryxz, y j= A and z 6j= C. However, Ryxz, y j= A and x j= B give z j= B � C and this

together with g j= A � B! C gives z j= C, contradicting what we have already seen.

This style of argument is very common in soundness proofs, and in using the se-

mantics for checking validity. Instead of using twisted prose like that to explain why

the requisite models cannot be found, we use a standard tableaux formalism. The proof

then goes like this.

1 g j= A � B! C

2 g 6j= B! (A! C)

3 x j= B [2]

4 x 6j= A! C [2]

5 Ryxz [4]

6 y j= A [4]

7 z 6j= C [4]

8 z j= A � B [3,5,6]

9 z j= C [1,8]

10 � [7,9]

As usual in tableaux systems, we start by assuming what we wish to disprove | here

by writing it on two lines | that g j= A � B ! C and g 6j= B ! (A ! C). Then each

line is justi�ed by the previous lines mentioned in the brackets on the right. These all

follow from the evaluation clauses of the semantics. We need just be careful that when

interpreting existential claims (there exists a world such that : : :) the world we introduce

is new to the branch. We have introduced worlds at lines 3 and 4 (from line 2) and 5, 6

and 7 (from line 4). Then closure occurs when the resulting system of worlds contradicts

a modelling condition | this shows that the assumptions made at the start cannot hold.
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Now we will show that the converse fusion rule holds too, using the tableaux system.

1 g j= B! (A! C)

2 g 6j= A � B! C

3 x j= A � B [2]

4 x 6j= C [2]

5 Ryzx [3]

6 y j= A [3]

7 z j= B [3]

8 z j= A! C [1,7]

9 x j= C [5,6,8]

10 � [4,9]

We can work the proofs of the other axioms independently too. We give two examples

to show how they go

PMP. Suppose that Raaa for each a 2W. Then g j= A ^ (A! B)! B.

1 g 6j= A ^ (A! B)! B

2 x j= A ^ (A! B) [1]

3 x 6j= B [1]

4 x j= A [2]

5 x j= A! B [2]

6 Rxxx [PMP]

7 x j= B [4,5,6]

8 � [4,7]

C00. Assume that Rgaa for each a. Then g j= A _ C only if g j= ((A! B)! B) _ C.

1 g j= A _ C
2 g 6j= ((A! B)! B) _ C
3 g 6j= (A! B)! B [2]

4 g 6j= C [2]

5 x j= A! B [3]

6 x 6j= B [3]

7 g j= A [1,4]

8 Rgxx [C"]

9 x j= B [5,7,8]

10 � [6,9]

/

5.4 Results Concerning Prime Theories

The completeness result for DW+ relies on a standard model construction, where the

indices are prime theories. We will need certain de�nitions and facts about prime theories

to prove this result for logics extending DW+.
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De�nition 5.5

� � `� A() � [ � ` A.

� � is a �-theory ()
� A;B 2 �) A ^ B 2 �,

� `� A! B) (A 2 �) B 2 �).
� � is prime () (A _ B 2 �) A 2 � or B 2 �).
� If X is any set of sets of formulae, the ternary relation R on X is de�ned thus:

R���() (C! D 2 �) (C 2 �) D 2 �)):

� � `� �() for some D1; : : : ; Dn 2 �, we have � `� D1 _ : : : _Dn.

� `� �! �() for some S1; : : : ; Sn 2 � and D1; : : : ; Dn 2 � we have `� S1 ^ : : : ^
Sn ! D1 _ : : : _Dn.

� � is �-deductively closed () (� `� A) A 2 �).
� Where L is the set of all L-sentences, h�;�i is a �-partition if and only if :

� � [ � = L,

� 6`� �! �.

Excursus: Priest and Sylvan de�ne `� slightly di�erently. They take it that � `� A
just when � [ �! ` A where �! is the set of all conditionals in �. We need slightly

more for this in order to model t (which we meet in Section 5.6). The di�erent de�nition

makes no di�erence to any of the proofs. ut

In all of the above de�nitions, if � is the empty set, the pre�x `�-' is omitted; so a

?-theory is simply a theory, and so on. The following results are proved by Priest and

Sylvan, so the proofs will not be repeated here.

Lemma 5.8

� If h�;�i is a �-partition then � is a prime �-theory.

� If 6`� �! � then there are �0 � � and �0 � � such that h�0; �0i is a �-partition.
� If � is a �-theory, and � is closed under disjunction, with � \ � = ?, then there is

a �0 � � such that �0 \ � = ? and �0 is a prime �-theory.

� If � is a prime �-theory, is �-deductively closed, and A ! B 62 �, then there is a

prime �-theory, �, such that A 2 � and B 62 �.
� If � is a prime �-theory with C! D 62 �, then there are prime �-theories, � and �

such that R���, C 2 � and D 62 �.

Given some �-theory � with various properties, we are interested in �nding a prime

�-theory �0 � � that retains those properties, because our canonical model structures

require the indices to be prime. The following lemmas do this, and hence they are called

priming lemmas. The content of these is contained in either Priest and Sylvan's paper

[118] or Routley's book [134], but not in the form we need; we repeat them here for

completeness' sake.

Lemma 5.9 If �, � and � are �-theories, such that R��� and � is prime, then there is

a prime �0 � � where R�0��.
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Proof: We construct �0 by de�ning � = fA : (9B 62 �)(A ! B 2 �)g. � is closed

under disjunction, for suppose A1; A2 2 �. Then there are B1; B2 62 � such that

A1 ! B1; A2 ! B2 2 �. As � is prime, B1 _ B2 62 �. It is easy to show that A1 _A2 !
B1 _ B2 2 �, as � is a �-theory. So we have A1 _ A2 2 �. Moreover, � \ � = ?. For,

suppose that A 2 � \ �. Then there is some B 62 � where A ! B 2 �, contradicting

R���.

Thus, applying a part of Lemma 5.8 there is a prime �-theory �0 � � where �0\� =

?. To see that R�0��, let A! B 2 � and A 2 �0. Then A 62 �, so we have B 2 �. /

Lemma 5.10 If �, � and � are �-theories, such that R��� and � is prime, then there

is a prime �0 � � where R��0�.

Proof: This time let � = fA : (9B;C) where `� A ! (B ! C); B 2 � and C 62 �g. �
is closed under disjunction, for if A1; A2 2 �, then for some B1; B2 2 � and C1; C2 62 �,

`� A1 ! (B1 ! C1) and `� A2 ! (B2 ! C2). Hence B1 ^ B2 2 � (as � is a �-theory)

and C1 _C2 62 � (as � is prime). It is straightforward to show that then `� A1 _A2 !
(B1 ^ B2 ! C1 _ C2), because we have `� A1 _A2 ! ((B1 ! C1) _ (B2 ! C2)). So we

have A1 _A2 2 �.

�\�= ?. For ifD 2 �\�, then there are B 2 � and C 62 � where `� D! (B! C).

Then as D 2 �, and as � is a �-theory we have B! C 2 �, contradicting R���.

Lemma 5.8 then gives a prime �0 � �, disjoint from �. R�0�� obtains, as if B !
C 2 �, B ! C 62 �, so for all B0 and C0 where `� (B ! C)! (B0 ! C0), if B0 2 �, then

C0 2 �. But `� (B! C)! (B! C), so we have our result. /

Lemma 5.11 If �, � and � are �-theories, such that R��� and � is prime, then there

are prime �0 � � and �0 � � where R�0� 0�.

Proof: Apply the previous two lemmas. /

Lemma 5.12 If �, � and � are �-theories, such that R��� and D 62 �, then there are

prime �-theories �0 and �0 such that R�0��0, � � �0, D 62 �0, and � � �0.

Proof: First construct �0. Take �1 to be the closure of fDg under disjunction. As

`� D_ : : :_D! D and � is a �-theory, �\�1 = ?. By a part of Lemma 5.8, there is a

prime �-theory �0 � � where �0 \�1 = ?, and it follows that R���0, and that D 62 �0.
To construct �0, take �2 to be fA : 9B 62 �0 where A! B 2 �g. �2 is closed under

disjunction and � \ �2 = ?. (See Priest and Sylvan [118] for a proof, or take it as an

exercise.) Lemma 5.8 shows that there is a prime �-theory �0 � � where �0 \ �2 = ?.

To show that R�0��0, take A! B 2 � and A 2 �0. Then A 62 �2, and hence B 2 �0. /

This gives us the completeness of the semantics for DW+. Given a set of formulae

� [ fAg, such that � 6` A, we construct an interpretation in which � holds at the base

index, but A doesn't. Firstly, note that there is a prime theory � such that � � �, but

A 62 �, by Lemma 5.8. The indices of the interpretation are the �-theories, g is � itself

and R is as de�ned above, except that R��� if and only if � = �.3 Then we determine

j=, by assigning � j= p () p 2 � for each propositional variable p and �-theory �. It
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can then be proved that B j= �() B 2 � for each formula B, so we have that � holds

at �, the base index, and A does not.

5.5 Completeness

To show completeness for the extensions, it is usual to show that any canonical model of

the logic in question satis�es the conditions corresponding to the logic. So for PMP, we

show that any canonical model formed from the logic DW++PMP satis�es the condition

Raaa for each a. The completeness result then follows immediately as described in the

last section.

Unfortunately for us, the results of this form appear to break down when we extend

the logic too far beyond DW+. A simple example is given by the logic DW++W. It

is not at all clear that the canonical interpretation of this logic satis�es the condition

Rabc ) R2a(ab)c. The reason is as follows: Suppose that �; � and � are prime �-

theories such that R���. We wish to �nd a prime �-theory
 such that R��
 and R�
�.

The general approach is to let 
 be the smallest set satisfying the �rst condition | it

will turn out to be a �-theory, and a priming lemma gives us a corresponding prime

theory 
0 | and then we demonstrate that 
 satis�es the second condition. (And a

priming lemma ensures that 
0 will also. The details are given when we get to the proof.

They are sketched here to motivate what follows.) This proof goes through, except for

the case when 
 turns out to be �. In that case R�
� if and only if � = �, and this

does not seem to follow from what we have assumed. It is at this step that many of the

completeness arguments fail.

So instead of using the original canonical interpretation, we will use another, in

which the standard arguments work. We note that the di�culty with the standard

argument arises when a �-theory (say 
) constructed to satisfy R�
�, turns out to be

� itself. What would solve the problem is some other �-theory which has exactly the

same truths as �, but which has `orthodox' R-relations with other �-theories. In other

words, we wish to have a �-theory �0, which satis�es R��0� if and only if A! B 2 �0 )
(A 2 � ) B 2 �), instead of the more restrictive condition of � = �. Then this index

will take the place of �, whenever we need it in the second place of an R-relation. This

is only by way of motivation, and does not constitute a proof. We will formally explicate

this model structure, and prove the completeness theorems with it.

De�nition 5.6 Given that � is a prime �-theory of a logic X extending DW+, an

almost-canonical interpretation for X is a 4-tuple hh�; 1i;W; R; j=i, where

� W = fh�; 0i:� is a prime �-theoryg [ fh�; 1ig,
� R is de�ned on W3 to satisfy:

� Rxh�; 1iy if and only if x = y,

� Rh�; iih�; 0ih�; ji if and only if for each A and B, A! B 2 �) (A 2 �) B 2
�), for i; j 2 f0; 1g,

� h�; ii j= A if and only if A 2 �, for i 2 f0; 1g.
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In a moment, we will demonstrate that this actually is an interpretation (by showing

that j= satis�es the inductive properties needed for an interpretation), but �rst, we will

simplify our notation. It is clear that the almost-canonical interpretation is simply the

canonical interpretation with another index with the same truths as the base index, but

entering into di�erent R-relations (when it appears in the second place of R). Other than

that it is identical, so we will ignore the ordered-pair notation, and simply write � for

what was h�; 1i, the base index; �0 for h�; 0i, its double; and for each other index h�; 0i,
we will simply use �. Further, instead of writing A 2 h�; ii, we simply write A 2 �. In

this way, we cut down on notation, and the parallel with the canonical interpretation is

made clear. In fact, you can ignore the whole business with ordered-pairs, and simply

imagine W to be the set of all prime �-theories, each of which is painted blue, and a

single set with the same elements as �, which is painted red. The red one is the base

index, and has R de�ned on it in its own peculiar way, and the blue ones have R de�ned

on them as normal. However you think of it, seeing it in use will (hopefully) make it

clear. The �rst proof demonstrates that it is actually an interpretation.

Theorem 5.13 The almost-canonical interpretation is worthy of its name; that is, it is

an interpretation.

Proof: De�ne j= by requiring that:

� j= p if and only if p 2 �; for p a propositional parameter,

and that it satisfy the usual inductive de�nitions of an interpretation. We simply need

to show that � j= A if and only if A 2 � for every formula A. We do this by induction

on the complexity of the formulae.

� It works by stipulation on the base case.

� � j= A^B if and only if � j= A and � j= B (by the inductive de�nition of j=), if and

only if A 2 � and B 2 � (by the inductive hypothesis), if and only if A ^ B 2 � (as

� is a �-theory).

� � j= A _ B if and only if � j= A or � j= B (by the inductive de�nition of j=), if and

only if A 2 � or B 2 � (by the inductive hypothesis), if and only if A_ B 2 � (as �

is a prime �-theory).

� � j= A! B if and only if for each �, � where R��� (� j= A) � j= B), if and only

if for each �, � where R��� (A 2 �) B 2 �).

We desire to show that this last condition obtains if and only if A ! B 2 �. We

take this in two cases | �rstly when � is the base index.

Then, � j= A ! B if and only if for each �, (A 2 � ) B 2 �), if and only if

A! B 2 �, as � is a �-theory, and by the fourth part of Lemma 5.8.

If � is not the base index, then R��� if and only if R0���, where R0 is the relation on

�-theories de�ned univocally as R0��� if and only if (8A! B 2 �)(A 2 �) B 2 �).
Then we have: � j= A! B, if and only if for each �; �where R���, (A 2 �) B 2 �),

if and only if A! B 2 �, by the de�nition of R, and by the �fth part of Lemma 5.8.
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� � j= A � B if and only if for some �; � where R���, A 2 � and B 2 �. Now if this

holds, `� B! (A! A � B) gives A! A � B 2 � and hence, A � B 2 �, as desired.

Conversely, if A � B 2 �, we construct suitable � and � as follows. Let � 0 = fA0 :

`� A ! A0g and �0 = fB0 :`� B ! B0g. If C ! D 2 �0 and C 2 � 0, we have

`� B ! (C ! D) and `� A 2 C, so `� C � B ! D and `� A � B ! C � B give

D 2 �. So, unless �0 = �, R�0�0�, and an application of Lemma 5.11 produces

prime �-theories � � �0, � � � 0 such that R���. If �0 = �, then `� t $ B. Then

A 2 � (as `� A � B$ A) and R��� gives us the result.

So for any index �, � j= A! B if and only if A! B 2 �. This completes the inductive

proof. /

We now have enough results to prove completeness.

Theorem 5.14 For each row in Table 5.1 the logic DW+ with the axiom (or rule)

added is complete with respect to the class of DW+ interpretations hg;W; R; j=i where
R satis�es the corresponding condition.

Proof: We will demonstrate these individually, showing that the canonical model of any

logic satisfying DW+ and an axiom (or rule) must satisfy the corresponding condition.

PMP. We wish to show that R��� for each prime �-theory �, under the assumption

of PMP. Consider A ! B 2 �, and A 2 �. Thus A ^ (A ! B) 2 �, and `� A ^ (A !
B)! B gives B 2 �, and so, if � 6= �, R���. If � = �, the result follows immediately.

CSyll. We wish to show that for all prime �-theories �, � and � where R���, there is a

prime �-theory �0 where R���0 and R�0��. Let � = fB : (9A)(A ! B 2 �)^ (A 2 �)g.
� is a �-theory because:

� B1; B2 2 � means that there are A1; A2 2 � where A1 ! B1; A2 ! B2 2 �. So,

A1^A2 2 � and (A1 ! B1)^(A2 ! B2) 2 �. But this gives A1^A2 ! B1^B2 2 �.

(Because `� (A1 ! B1) ^ (A2 ! B2) ! (A1 ^ A2 ! B1 ^ B2).) This ensures that

B1 ^ B2 2 �.

� If `� A ! B and A 2 �, there is a C 2 � where C ! A 2 �, and because we have

`� (C ! A) ! (C ! B) by pre�xing, we then have C ! B 2 �. This gives B 2 �,

as desired.

Now R��� is true by de�nition (even if � = �, in which case � = � = �, and we

have our result immediately). To show that R���, if A ! B 2 � and A 2 �, there is a

C 2 � where C ! A 2 �, so (C ! A) ^ (A ! B) 2 �. CSyll ensures that C ! B 2 �,

and hence B 2 � as R���.

By Lemma 5.9 there is a prime �0 � � where R�0��, and R���0 is ensured by

�0 � �. If as sets �0 = �, then we select it can be either � or �0 for this case | in other

cases the choice is important. Whatever we take �0 to be, we have our result.

Before we go on to the next case, we would do well to note some features of this

one. �, as we de�ned it, is the smallest set satisfying R���, and fortunately for us, it is

a �-theory. We will use this construction often, and we will not rewrite the proof that

the set so formed is a �-theory.
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B0. Assume that B0 holds, and consider arbitrary prime �-theories �, �, �, � and

�, where R��� and R���. We wish to �nd a prime �-theory 
0 where R��
0 and

R
0��. To this end, let 
 = fB : (9A)(A ! B 2 �) ^ (A 2 �)g; this is a �-theory

as before. R��
 is immediate (even when � = �, in which case � = �, and � = 
,

yielding the result). To show that R
��, let A ! B 2 � and A 2 
. Then there is

a C 2 � where C ! A 2 �, and as `� (C ! A) ! ((A ! B) ! (C ! B)), we have

(A ! B) ! (C ! B) 2 �. R��� then ensures that C ! B 2 �, and R��� then gives

B 2 �. This means that R
��, if � 6= �. In this case a priming lemma then ensures the

existence of a prime 
0 � 
 where R
0�� and R��
0, and hence our result. Again, if

as sets 
0 = �, then it is unimportant whether we take 
0 to be � or �0. (For other

cases, if it is unimportant, we will fail to mention that fact.)

If, on the other hand � = �, set 
0 = �. Then R���, as A ! B 2 � and A 2 �
gives (B ! B) ! (A ! B) 2 �, by B0. As B ! B 2 � and R���, we have A ! B 2 �.

This, along with R��� and A 2 � gives B 2 � = 
0, as we desired.

B. Assume that B holds, and that �, �, �, � and � are prime �-theories such that R���

and R���. Set 
 to be fB : (9A)(A! B 2 �)^ (A 2 �)g, and then it is clear that R��
.

(Even in the case where � = �, in which case 
 = �, and we have our result.) To show

that R
��, consider A! B 2 � and A 2 
; there must be a C 2 � where C! A 2 �.

So as `� (A ! B) ! ((C ! A) ! (C ! B)), we have (C ! A) ! (C ! B) 2 �.

R��� then gives (C! B) 2 �, and R��� with C 2 � gives B 2 �, as we wished. 
 is a

�-theory, and can be primed by a priming lemma, in the usual manner.

W. Assume that W holds, and let �, � and � be arbitrary �-theories where R���. Let


 = fB : (9A)(A ! B 2 �) ^ (A 2 �)g, so R��
 is immediate. (Except if � = �, in

which case � = �, and we simply set 
 = � as well. It follows that R�
�, as R���,

because WI is a consequence of W. This gives the result in this case.) To show that

R�
� let A ! B 2 
 and A 2 �, so there is a C 2 � where C ! (A ! B) 2 �. Thus,

A ^ C 2 �, and A ^ C! B 2 �, as the following derivation shows.

`� A ^ C! A; A ^ C! C;

`� (A! B)! (A ^ C! B); by su�xing,

`� (C! (A! B))! (C! (A ^ C! B)); by pre�xing,

`� (C! (A ^ C! B))! (A ^ C! (A ^ C! B)); by su�xing,

`� (C! (A! B))! (A ^ C! (A ^ C! B)); by transitivity.

This ensures that A^C! (A^C ! B) 2 �, and W gives A^C ! B 2 �. So R��� gives

B 2 � as desired. The usual application of the priming lemma gives a prime �-theory


0 with the desired properties, except if 
0 = � as sets, and it is taken to be �. In that

case, R�
0� is not assured, for it is not clear that � = �. However, if this is the case, we

can take 
0 to be �0 and all is well.

CI. Assume that CI holds. We wish to show that in an almost canonical model structure,

R��� ) R���. However, in the case of � = � this will not hold in general. We have

R��� whenever � � � (as is easy to check, using CI) but R��� only when � = �.
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We will work in the almost-canonical model of �-theories as usual, but with a di�erent

relation R0 de�ned to meet this objection: R0��� if and only if for each A ! B 2 �, if

A 2 � then B 2 � for �; � 6= �. Otherwise, R0��� and R0��� if and only if � = �. We

need to show that in this model of �-theories that � j= A if and only if A 2 �, and that

it satis�es R0���) R0���. The latter part is simpler.

If either of � or � is �, then the condition is satis�ed by �at. If � and � are both

not �, then let A ! B 2 �, A 2 � and R0���. CI gives (A ! B) ! B 2 �, and R0���

then gives B 2 �, and so we have R0���, as desired.

To show that the model structure satis�es � j= A if and only if A 2 �, we need only

consider the case where A is C ! D, and where � is not �. The rest of the proof is

unaltered from the almost-canonical structure. We need to show that � j= C! D if and

only if C! D 2 �. From right to left, it is enough to note that C! D 2 � ensures that

for all prime �-theories � and � where R���, if C 2 �, then D 2 �, by the de�nition of

R. As R���) R0���, we have that all prime �-theories � and � where R0���, if C 2 �,

then D 2 �.

And in the other direction, if � j= C ! D, then for each �;� where R0���, if

C 2 � then D 2 �. If C ! D 62 �, then by Lemma 5.12 there are prime �-theories

� and � where R���, C 2 � and D 62 �. In this case, R0��� unless � = � (the case

where we've been mucking about with R0). In this case, if R���, and A 2 �, then

`� A ! ((A ! A) ! A) gives (A ! A) ! A 2 �, which with R��� and A ! A 2 �
gives A 2 �. So � � �, which means that D 62 �, and as R0���, we have our result, that

not all �-theories � and � where R0��� satisfy C 2 �) D 2 �. Contraposing gives us

the desired result.

C. C is a stronger version of CI, so we need R0 in this case too. Assume that C

holds, and let �, �, �, � and � be �-theories such that R0��� and R0���. De�ne


 = fB : (9A)(A! B 2 �) ^ (A 2 �)g; this satis�es R��
 by de�nition.

If � = �, then � = 
 and all is well. If � = �, then 
 = �, because if B 2 �, then

(B! B)! B 2 � too, by C (Derive CI from C, and this is enough.), so as B! B 2 �,

� � 
. Conversely, if B 2 
, then B 2 �, as � is a �-theory. So, we have R0��
 in

any case.

To show that R0�
�, let A ! B 2 
 and A 2 �. There is a C 2 � where

C ! (A ! B) 2 �. This gives A ! (C ! B) 2 � by C, and hence C ! B 2 �

as R���. This, with R��� and C 2 � gives B 2 �, and hence R�
�, as desired. We

want R0�
�. If 
 = � as sets, then take 
 = �0, and so R0�
�. If � = �, then � = �,

and as R0���, we have R0���, and we are safe to take � for 
. In this case R0���,

as � � 
, and R0��� A priming lemma gives a prime �-theory 
0, with the desired

properties.

S. We're back to R. Let �, �, �, � and � be arbitrary prime �-theories such that R���

and R���. Let 	 = fB : (9A)(A ! B 2 �) ^ (A 2 �)g and � = fB : (9A)(A ! B 2
�)^ (A 2 �)g. Then it is immediate that R��	 and R���. (Even when � = �, for in

that case 	 = �, and if � = �, � = �).
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It remains for us to see that R�	�. To see this, let A! B 2 	 (so there is a C 2 �
where C ! (A ! B) 2 � ) and A 2 � (so there is a D 2 � where D ! A 2 �). We

then see that C ^ D 2 �, C ^ D ! (A ! B) 2 � (by pre�xing), and C ^ D ! A 2 �
(also by pre�xing). But S gives (D^C! A)! (D^C! B) 2 �, and so R��� ensures

that D ^ C ! B 2 �. This, in turn gives B 2 �, as R���. The result follows from an

application Lemma 5.11 to 	 and �. If �0 = � as sets, then take �0 to be �0, and the

result that R�0	0� is then preserved.

CS. Assume CS, and let �, �, �, � and � be arbitrary �-theories such that R��� and

R���. Let � = fB : (9A)(A! B 2 �)^ (A 2 �)g and 	 = fB : (9A)(A! B 2 �)^ (A 2
�)g, so R��	 and R��� are immediate. (If � = �, 	 = �, and if � = �, � = �.)

We have only to demonstrate that R�	� (as priming lemmas give us the rest of

the result). To show this, let A! B 2 	 (so there is a C 2 � where C! (A! B) 2 �)

and A 2 � (so there is a D 2 � where D ! A 2 �). This ensures that C ^ D 2 �,

and that, by pre�xing, C ^ D ! (A ! B) 2 � and C ^ D ! A 2 �. CS then gives

(C ^D ! (A ! B)) ! (C ^D ! B) 2 �, and R��� gives C ^D ! B 2 �, and R���

gives B 2 �, as we set out to show. Lemma 5.11 completes the proof. Again, if �0 = �

as sets, then set �0 = �0, and the result that R�0	0� is preserved.

C00. Assume that C00 holds, and let � be a prime �-theory. We wish to show that R���,

so let A ! B 2 � and A 2 �. By C00, (A ! B) ! B 2 �, and R��� gives B 2 � as we

desired.

This completes the list, and our equivalences have been shown. /

5.6 An Ordering on Indices

Routley gives more axioms to extend DW+ along with their corresponding restriction

on the relation R [132, 133]. As an example, B ! (A ! B) is shown to correspond

to the condition Rabc ) b v c. The relation v on indices needs some explanation,

as we have not introduced it yet. Simply put, in the unsimpli�ed semantics a v b if

and only if Ragb, where g is the base index. (Or in the case of more than one base

index, a v b() Raxb for some base index x.) In that semantics, this has the pleasing

property of ensuring that if A is true in a, then A is true in b. Its corresponding

condition in the canonical model structure is represented by the relation of containment,

that is, � v �() � � �. Unfortunately, in the simpli�ed semantics such a connection

does not exist, for we have Ragb if and only if a = b, so the de�nition of v collapses

into identity. You may think that the occurrences of v in modelling conditions could be

replaced by=, but this fails in general. For example, the class of simpli�ed interpretations

satisfying Rabc ) b = c is certainly sound with respect to the axiom B ! (A ! B),

but completeness fails. We would need to show that in the almost-canonical model,

R���) � = �, which, when � = �, ensures that � = � for each �-theory �, and thus

there is only one index. The condition on R is too strict, and we need to �nd another

way to model the relation v.
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The way to proceed seems to be as follows. We can de�ne v as a primitive binary

relation on indices, with conditions that are relatively simple to check practically. Then

we can show that this relation has the desired properties (namely that a v b ) (a j=
A ) b j= A) for each formula A), and de�ne an extended interpretation to be an

interpretation with such an additional binary relation. Then the extra modelling results

hold for extended interpretations. This is what we shall do.

De�nition 5.7 Given an interpretation hg;W; R; j=i, if binary relation v on W satis�es

a v b)
8<
:
a j= p ) b j= p for every propositional variable p,

Rcbd) Rcad if a 6= g,

Rcbd) c v d if a = g.

it is said to be a containment relation on hg;W; R; j=i.

We can then prove the following result:

Theorem 5.15 Given a containment relation v on hg;W; R; j=i, a v b ) (a j= A )
b j= A) for every formula A.

Proof: We will prove this by induction on the complexity of formulae. The result holds

(for all indices a and b where a v b) for propositional variables, and the inductive cases

for ^ and _ are immediate. Now assume that the result holds for A and B, that a v b,

and a j= A! B.

If a 6= g then we have that for all c and d where Rcad, c j= A ) d j= B, and as

Rcbd ) Rcad, we have that for all c and d where Rcbd, c j= A ) d j= B, and hence

b j= A! B.

If a = g, then for each c, c j= A ) c j= B. We wish to show that b j= A ! B.

We have by the condition on v that Rcbd) c v d, so for each c and d where Rcbd, if

c j= A then c j= B (as g j= A ! B), which gives d j= B (as Rcbd gives c v d). Hence

b j= A! B. This completes the proof. /

Now that we have v, we are able to model t. It has the obvious condition

� x j= t() g v x.

It it simple to show that this soundly models the t rules. If g j= A then for all x � g,

x j= A too. So, for each x where x j= t, x j= A; which means that g j= t! A as desired.

Conversely, if g j= t! A, g j= t gives g j= A. We leave completeness for this rule until

the completeness proofs for other logics.

We can also use this relation to prove soundness of further extensions of DW+.

These are catalogued in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.16 For each row in the list below, the logic DW+ with an axiom added is

sound with respect to the class of extended DW+ interpretations hg;W; R; j=;vi where
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R satis�es the corresponding condition.

K B! (A! B) Rabc) b v c
K0 A! (B! B) Rabc) a v c
K2 A! (B! (C! A)) R2a(bc)d) c v d

Exp (A ^ B! C)! (A! (B! C)) R2a(bc)d) for some x

a v x, b v x & Rxcd

Ord (A! B) _ (B! A) a v b or b v a
Mingle A! (A! A) Rabc) a v c or b v c
StOrd (A ^ B! C)! ((A! C) _ (B! C)) Rabc & Ra0bc0 ) for some x

a v x, a0 v x & (Rxbc or Rxbc0)

Table 5.2

Proof: We proceed exactly as in the previous collection of soundness results, except for

using the fact that a v b gives a j= A ) b j= A for any formula A. The proofs are in

tableau form.

K. Assume that R satis�es Rabc) b v c.

1 g 6j= B! (A! B)

2 x j= B [1]

3 x 6j= A! B [1]

4 Ryxz [3]

5 y j= A [3]

6 z 6j= B [3]

7 x v z [4,K]

8 z j= B [2,7]

� [6,8]

K0. Assume that R satis�es Rabc) a v c for each a; b; c 2W. Then,

1 g j= A! (B! B)

2 x! A [1]

3 x 6j= B! B [1]

4 Ryxz [3]

5 y j= B [3]

6 z 6j= B [3]

7 y v z [4,K']

8 z j= B [6,7]

� [6,8]
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K2. Assume that R2a(bc)d) c v d.

1 g 6j= A! (B! (C! A))

2 w j= A [1]

3 w 6j= B! (C! A) [1]

4 Rxwy [3]

5 x j= B [3]

6 y 6j= C! A [3]

7 Rzyu [6]

8 z j= C [6]

9 u 6j= A [6]

10 w v u [4,7,K
2
]

11 u j= A [2,10]

� [9,11]

Exp. Assume that R2a(bc)d) for some x, a v x, b v x and Rxcd.

1 g 6j= (A ^ B! C)! (A! (B! C))

2 x j= A ^ B! C [1]

3 x 6j= A! (B! C) [1]

4 Ryxz [3]

5 y j= A [3]

6 z 6j= B! C [3]

7 Ruzv [6]

8 u j= B [6]

9 v 6j= C [6]

10 u v w; y v w; Rwxv [4,7,Exp]

11 w j= A ^ B [5,8,9]

12 v j= C [2,10,11]

� [9,12]

Ord. Assume that for each a and b either a v b or b v a. Then

1g 6j= (A! B) _ (B! A)

2 g 6j= A! B [1]

3 g 6j= B! A [1]

4 x j= A [2]

5 x 6j= B [2]

6 y j= B [3]

7 y 6j= A [3]

z }| {
8 x v y 9 y v x [Ord]

10 y j= A [4,8] 11 x j= B [6,9]

� [4,10] � [6,11]
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Mingle. Assume that Rabc) a v c or b v c.

1 g 6j= A! (A! A)

2 x j= A [1]

3 x 6j= A! A [1]

4 Ryxz [3]

5 y j= A [3]

6 z 6j= A [3]

z }| {
7 x v z 8 y v z [4,Mingle]

9 z j= A[2,7] 10 z j= A [5,8]

� [6,9] � [6,10]

StOrd. Assume that Rabc and Ra0bc0 ) for some x, a v x, a0 v x and Rxbc or Rxbc0.

1g 6j= (A ^ B! C)! (A! C) _ (B! C)

2 x j= A ^ B! C [1]

3 x 6j= (A! C) _ (B! C) [1]

4 x 6j= A! C [3]

5 x 6j= B! C [3]

6 Ryxz Ry0xz0 [4,5]

7 y j= A y0 j= B [4,5]

8 z 6j= C z0 6j= C [4,5]

9 y v u y0 v u [6,StOrd]

z }| {
10 Ruxz 11 Ruxz0 [6,StOrd]

12 u j= A ^ B [7,9] 13 u j= A ^ B [7,9]

14 z j= C [2,10,12] 15 z0 j= C [2,10,13]

� [8,14] � [8,15]

/

For the completeness proof we need a containment relation in the canonical models.

Thankfully the obvious candidate works.

Theorem 5.17 In the canonical model, and in the almost canonical model, � is a

containment relation. In this model, the t-condition is satis�ed if the logic includes t.

Proof: That � � � ) (p 2 � ) p 2 �) is immediate. If � � � and � 6= � then

R��� ) R��� by the de�nition of R, and if R���, and � � �, then each formula

A! A 2 �, and hence � � �.

Clearly `� t, so t 2 �, and moreover, for any � � �, t 2 �. Conversely, if t 2 �,

take A 2 �. Then `� t! A ensures that A 2 �, and hence, � � � as desired. /

One further result we need is that for certain extensions of DW+, we can do without

the empty and full �-theories, and still have an interpretation. (The collection of all

formulae is the full �-theory.) These two rather excessive theories are appropriately

called degenerate theories, and this result is called a non-degeneracy theorem.
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Theorem 5.18 Provided thatA! A 2 � for each formulaA and each non-empty prime

�-theory �, then the canonical (or almost-canonical) interpretation, which is limited to

non-degenerate prime �-theories is an interpretation of DW+.

Proof: To show that this structure is an interpretation, it is su�cient to show that the

assignment � j= A i� A 2 � satis�es the inductive characterisation of an interpretation.

Because the structure is a reduction of the earlier structure, inductive cases are exactly

the same, except for showing that when A ! B 62 � (for non-degenerate �), there are

non-degenerate prime � and � where R���, A 2 � and B 62 �. To this end, de�ne

�0 = fC : `� A ! Cg and �0 = fD : (9C)(C 2 �0 and C ! D 2 �)g. We will show that

A 2 � 0 \ �0 and B 62 � 0[ �0, so that these theories are non-degenerate.

First note that 6`� A ! B. For otherwise we have `� (A ! A) ! (A ! B) by

pre�xing, and A ! A 2 � gives A ! B 2 �, which we know does not obtain. So it

follows that B 62 � 0. That A ! A 2 � and A 2 � 0 gives A 2 �0, as we desired. Noting

that B 62 �0 completes the �rst part of the result | � 0 and �0 are non-degenerate.

We only need to �nd non-degenerate prime � and � to complete the theorem. This

is done by applying Lemma 5.9 | we need just show that the � and � so obtained are

non-degenerate. As � 0 � �, � is non-empty. To see that A 62 �, note that in the proof �

is disjoint with �2, and as A! A 2 �, A 2 �2, giving A 62 �. The result of the lemma

ensures that B 62 � and that �0 � �, so � is also non-degenerate.

If � = �, then �0 = �0, and noting that R��� (where � was constructed by

Lemma 5.9), A 2 � and B 62 � is su�cient to complete the proof. /

We now give some example conditions which enable us to use non-degenerate models.

Theorem 5.19 Conditions K, K0 and K2 ensure that A! A 2 � for each non-empty

prime �-theory �.

Proof: K0 is obvious. For K, note that `� (A ! A) ! (B ! (A ! A)) is an instance

of K, and hence `� B ! (A ! A). For K2, note that `� (A ! A) ! ((A ! A) !
(B! (A! A))) is an instance of K2, and hence `� B! (A! A). /

This gives us enough machinery to prove completeness for the rest of the positive

extensions of DW+. They are of the same form as the other completeness proofs, except

that they use the fact that � is a containment relation in the canonical model and in

the almost canonical model.

Theorem 5.20 For each row in Table 5.2 the logic DW+ with an axiom added is

complete with respect to the class of extendedDW+ interpretations hg;W; R; j=;viwhere
R satis�es the corresponding condition.

Proof: We take these individually as before, using the almost canonical model:

K. Assume that K holds. We can use the non-degenerate model, by Theorem 5.19.

Assume that R���. Take some A 2 � and some B 2 �, then K gives A ! B 2 � and

hence B 2 �. This means that � � � as desired. The result holds, even if � = �.
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K0. Assume that K0 holds. We can use the non-degenerate model, by Theorem 5.19.

Assume also that �; �; � are non-degenerate �-theories satisfying R���. We wish to

show that � � �. This is immediate for the case � = �, and otherwise, note that for

some A, A 2 �, and hence B! B 2 � for each B, so B 2 � gives B 2 �, as we desired.

K2. Assume K2. We can use the non-degenerate model, by Theorem 5.19. Then take

R��� and R���. Take A 2 �, B 2 � and C 2 �. K2 ensures that B ! (C ! A) 2 �,

and hence A 2 �, as desired (even if � = �).

Exp. Assume Exp, and that R��� and R���. We wish to �nd a prime �-theory �0

where R�0�� and both �;� � �0. To this end, set � = fA : (9C 2 �;D 2 �) `�
C ^D ! Ag [ � [ �. It is clear that �;� � �, and to show that � is a �-theory, note

that if � and � are both non-empty, then � = fA : (9C 2 �;D 2 �) `� C ^ D ! Ag,

and this is clearly a �-theory, as �, � are both �-theories, and ! is transitive (in that

if `� A ! B and `� B ! C then `� A ! C). So if both � and � are non-empty, � is

a �-theory. Otherwise (if one of � and � are empty), � is the union of � and �, which

is then also a �-theory.

To show that R���, let A! B 2 � and A 2 �. By de�nition, there are C 2 � and

D 2 � where `� C^D! A. Hence, `� (A! B)! (C^D! B) and so C^D! B 2 �,

which by Exp gives C! (D! B) 2 �. R��� and R��� then give us B 2 � as desired,

so R���, if � 6= �.

A priming lemma then completes the proof except for the case where � = �. In that

case, instead of using �, we simply need to show that �;� � �. Note that � = � gives

� = �, and hence we have R��� For this it is su�cient to note that as `� (A ^ B !
A) ! (A ! (B ! A)) and `� (A ^ B ! B) ! (A ! (B ! B)), Exp gives both K and

K0, which in turn ensures that R��� gives �;� � � by our results from before.

Ord. Assume Ord and take �-theories � and � where � 6� �. Hence there is some B

where B 2 � and B 62 �. Given A 2 �, it is su�cient to show that A 2 �. As A! B 62 �
(since A 2 � and B 62 �), and (A! B) _ (B! A) 2 � we must have B! A 2 �, which

with B 2 � gives us our result.

Mingle. Assume Mingle, and that R���. We wish to show that either � � � or � � �.

To show that this obtains, take A 2 � where A 62 � and B 2 � where B 62 �. Then

A _ B 62 �, but A _ B 2 �; �. Mingle gives A _ B ! A _ B 2 �, and R��� gives us

A _ B 2 �. Hence our result.

StOrd. Assume StOrd, and that R��� and R�0��0. We wish to �nd a prime �-theory

�0 where �; �0 � �0, and either R�0�� or R�0��0. Routley recommends [134] that to

this end we de�ne a set � = fA : (9C 2 �;C0 2 �0) `� C^C0 ! Ag and show that either

R��� or R���0. To do this you take A ! B 2 � and A 2 �. Then `� C ^ C0 ! A

for some C;C0 in �; �0 respectively. So as `� (A ! B) ! (C ^ C0 ! B) we see that

C ^ C0 ! B 2 �, and hence (C ! B) _ (C0 ! B) 2 �, giving either C! B or C0 ! B in

�. R��� and R�0��0 then gives either B 2 � or B 2 �0. And the text leaves us there.

The astute will note that this is not enough to give us the result, as for a range of values

B, there is nothing to ensure that they land in the same place. Some might end up in
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�, and some in �0. All we have shown is that R��0(� [ �0). Fortunately, all is not

lost, as StOrd gives Ord, as `� (A ^ B ! A ^ B) ! (A ! A ^ B) _ (B ! A ^ B), so

`� (A! A^B)_ (B ! A^B) which easily yields `� (A! B)_ (B ! A), as we wished.

So, by the proof for Ord, it follows that either �0 � �, or � � �0, so � [ �0 is one of

them, giving the result.

For those who prefer a smoother proof, abandon all thoughts of �, and take the

larger of � and � 0 as our required prime �-theory. The result follows immediately. /

Routley suggests a few more extensions | such as A _ (A ! B) | these to seem

require the non-degenerate model structure to push through the completeness proofs,

but it seems that Theorem 5.19 cannot be proved for these extensions, despite what is

said in Relevant Logics and their Rivals [131]. There, on page 314, non-degeneracy is

assumed for this axiom, but on page 317, it is only shown to work for axioms like our

K.4

Despite this setback, it is possible to extend the structure of an interpretation yet

again, by adding an explicit empty index e, satisfying certain obvious conditions. Then

a phrase like a 6= e is used in a modelling condition whenever it is needed that a be non-

empty. The details of this approach can be found on page 380 [131], and the interested

reader is referred there. We will extend the semantics to deal with a more pressing need,

and that is to add negation.

5.7 Adding Negation

The addition of negation to the story complicates things somewhat. Priest and Sylvan

show that there are (at least) two di�erent ways of expanding the simpli�ed semantics

to deal with negation [118]. In this section we will show that the semantics using the

Routley `�' operation can model common negation extensions of B, the `basic' logic

modelled in Priest and Sylvan's work. BM is a weak logic extending DW+ is obtained

by adding the rule:

A! B ` �B! �A CPR

along with the de Morgan laws

�(A _ B)$ �A ^�B DM1

�(A ^ B)$ �A _�B DM2

to DW+. Priest and Sylvan show that if we extend interpretations to contain a function

�:W!W, and de�ne the truth conditions for negation as

w j= �A () w� 6j= A

the logic BM is sound with respect to these conditions. To show completeness, de�ne �
on the set of prime �-theories by setting �� = fA : �A 62 �g.

This is shown to send prime �-theories to prime �-theories, and to give the desired

results. The details of the completeness proof are not di�cult, and the interested reader

is referred to Priest and Sylvan for the details.
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The system B can be obtained from BM by adding the axiom:

A$ ��A DN

(Or alternatively, add to DW+ ��A ! A and the rule A ! �B ` B ! �A.) To

obtain semantics for B we simply require that � satisfy w�� = w in each interpretation.

Soundness and completeness are simple to show. The only other construction we need to

consider is the containment relation v on indices. It no longer follows that containment

relations as they stand satisfy the condition a v b ) (a j= A ) b j= A), for another

condition must be added to deal with negation. This is dealt with in the following

de�nition and theorem.

De�nition 5.8 Given an interpretation hg;W; R; j=; �i, if binary relation v on W sat-

is�es

a v b)
8><
>:
a j= p ) b j= p for every propositional variable p,

Rcbd) Rcad if a 6= g,

Rcbd) c v d if a = g,

b� v a�,

it is said to be a containment relation on hg;W; R; j=; �i.

Theorem 5.21 Let hg;W; R; j=; �i be an interpretation, and let v be a containment

relation on W. Then a v b) (a j= A ) b j= A) for every formula A.

Proof: We add a clause for � to the induction on the complexity of formulae. If a v b
and the result holds for A, then if a j= �A it follows that a� 6j= A, and as b� v a� it

must be that b� 6j= A and hence that b j= �A as desired. /

The extension results in the previous sections carry over to the logic B with no

modi�cation. What we are interested in is the possibility of extending B with axioms

or rules that use negation. This way we can model logics like DW which validate more

negation principles, like contraposition in axiom form. This can be done, as the following

theorem shows.

Theorem 5.22 For each row in Table 5.3 the logic B with an axiom added is sound and

complete with respect to the class of B interpretations hg;W; R; j=; �i where R satis�es

the corresponding condition, and for the last axiom, the interpretations are assumed to

be extended with a containment relation v.

Red (A! �A)! �A Ra�aa for a 6= g, and g� v g
CPA (A! �B)! (B! �A) Rabc) Rc�ba�

ExMid A _�A g� v g
Table 5.3

Proof: These are proved in exactly the same way as the other extensions.
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Red. Assume that Raa�a for each a.

1 g 6j= A! (A! A)

z }| {
2 x 6= g [1] 5 g j= A! �A [1]

3 x j= A! �A [1] 6 g 6j= �A [1]

4 x 6j= �A [1] 10 g� j= A [6]

7 x� j= A [4] 11 g� v g [Red]

8 Rx�xx [2,Red] 12 g j= A [10,11]

9 x j= �A [3,7,8] 13 g j= �A [5,12]

� [4,9] � [6,13]

Now assume that Red holds and that � is a prime �-theory, distinct from �. We wish

to show that R����, so let A ! B 2 � and A 2 ��. The thing to note is that if Red

holds, so must (A! B)! (�A _ B). To see this, consider the following derivation:

`� A ^ �B! A; `� B! �A _ B;
`� �A _ B! �(A ^ �B); by DM2 and DN,

`� B! �(A ^�B); by transitivity,

`� (A! B)! ((A ^ �B)! �(A ^ �B)); by pre�xing and su�xing,

`� ((A ^�B)! �(A ^ �B))! �(A ^�B); by Red,

`� (A! B)! �(A ^ �B); by transitivity,

`� �(A _ �B)! (�A _ B); by DM2, DN,

`� (A! B)! (�A _ B); by transitivity.

So we have �A _ B 2 �, and �A 62 �, giving B 2 �, as we wanted.

To show that �� � �, note that A _ �A is a theorem. Take A 2 ��, so �A 62 �.

But A _ �A 2 �, so A 2 � as desired.

CPA. Assume that Rabc) Rc�ba�

1 g 6j= (A! B)! (�B! �A)
2 x j= A! B [1]

3 x 6j= �B! �A [1]

4 Ryxz [3]

5 y j= �B [3]

6 z 6j= �A [3]

7 z� j= A [6]

8 Rz�xy� [4,CPA]

9 y� j= B [2,7,8]

10 y 6j= �B [9]

� [3,9]

Now assume that CPA holds and that �, � and � are prime � theories such that R���.

Let A ! B 2 � and A 2 ��, i.e., �A 62 �. By CPA we must have �B ! �A 2 �,

so we must have �B 62 �, lest �A 2 �. This then gives B 2 ��, which ensures that

R�����. (If � = �, the result is even easier to prove.)
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ExMid. Assume that g� v g.

1 g 6j= A _�A
2 g 6j= A [1]

3 g 6j= �A [1]

4 g� j= A [3]

5 g j= A [4,ExMid]

� [2,5]

Now assume that ExMid holds. We want to show that �� � � | to this end, note that

if A 2 ��, �A 62 � and so A _ �A 2 � ensures that A 2 � as desired. /

5.8 The Logics we have Covered

It is time to take stock and consider what logics have a semantics as the result of these

investigations. It is clear that we have covered DWd+, BMd and Bd, and any logic

that can be obtained by adding the axioms we considered.

Firstly, we have modelled our favourite logics (or some close cousins of them),

DWd = Bd + CPA, TWd = DWd + B + B0, EWd = TW + C00, C = DWd + C,

CK = C + K. We have also modelled some logics given by extending our favourites

with some more untoward principles. For example, Ed = EW + W, R = C + W, and

K = CK +W.

5.9 Boolean Negation

As a formal construction, it is possible to add to these logics a `negation' commonly

called \Boolean Negation," which we will write as `-.' It is characterised by the following

axioms. (See Giambrone and Meyer's \Completeness and Conservative Extension Results

for Some Boolean Relevant Logics" [49] for this characterisation.)

A! (B! C _ -C) BA1

-(A! B) _ (-A _ B) BA2

A ^ -A! B BA3

If a logic X is without Boolean negation, the logic resulting from adding such a negation is

called `CX.' It is well-known that Boolean negation satis�es ` --A$ A, ` A^-A! B

and ` A ! B _ -B, and I will not prove that here. To model Boolean negation in the

simpli�ed semantics, we add the obvious condition that:

w j= -A () w 6j= A

It is trivial to show that the semantics for X with this extension is sound and complete

for CX, using well-known properties of Boolean negation. However, this gives us a

conservative extension result, which is a corollary of the following lemma.

Theorem 5.23 Given any BM or DW+ interpretation, not using a containment rela-

tion, the structure given by adding the rule for Boolean negation has exactly the same

evaluation as the original on formulae that do not contain `-.'
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Proof: By inspection. The reason a containment relation is not permitted is that the

hereditary condition on the relation fails in general, given the presence of `-.' (See

endnote 3). /

As a simple corollary we have:

Corollary If X is a logic which has a sound and complete simpli�ed semantics, not

using a containment relation, then CX is a conservative extension of X.

It follows that CR, CC, CTWd, CDWd, CEWd and CEd are conservative ex-

tensions of R, C, TWd, DWd and EWd and Ed respectively | and other less known

logics are also conservatively extended. The results for R, C, TW and E were known,

but those for DW and EWd are new.

Other logics such as CCK are not proved to conservatively extend CK | as their

semantics use the inclusion relation. For CK, there is a good reason why the extension

result cannot be proved.

Theorem 5.24 CCK is not a conservative extension of CK

Proof: Firstly, A _ �A is not a theorem of CK. We will show that it is a theorem

of CCK. To do this, note that A _ -A holds in CCK, so it is enough to show that

-A! �A.

In CK, it is simple to show that ` �A $ (A ! ?) for some contradiction `?.'

For example, ` �A $ (A ! �(A ! A)) in CK, and hence in CCK. Now we have

` A ! (-A ! A ^ -A) and ` A ^ -A ! �(-A ! -A), so we have ` A ! (-A !
�(-A ! -A)). But this gives ` A ! �-A, which contraposed is ` -A ! �A, as

desired. /

5.10 Validities

It is simple to model world validity in these structures. Weak validity is modelled as

preservation at g in all structures. The index g does the job of `logic'. Strong validity

is modelled as preservation at all indices in the structures. (As a conditional is true at

g (logically true) just when it is truth preserving at all indices.) The way is open to

de�ne world validity in our structures too. This can be de�ned as truth preservation at

a limited class of indices, which do the job of worlds. These will satisfy a number of

conditions, as they have to be su�ciently worldlike. Taking worlds to validate logic, and

to be detached, we would like g v w and Rwww for each world w. For excluded middle

for worlds (completeness) we require w� v w, and for consistency, we want w v w�.

Proving soundness and completeness for these notions is a trivial exercise. The methods

of these chapters will su�ce. We must leave the eshing out of the details for another

occasion, and instead, move on to consider an alternative approach to negation.

5.11 Notes

An earlier version of this chapter appeared in the Journal of Philosophical Logic [124].

I would like to thank the anonymous referee, who rescued me from a number of errors,

and gave suggestions pointing to the Boolean negation results.
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1This is obvious when you think about it. Take the logic C for example. De�ne another

logic C0 has as axioms the theorems of C, but has no rules. Then it has the strongly valid

arguments of C (as these are read o� the theorems: X `̀ A if and only if ` I(X) ! A)

while having very few weakly valid arguments. (The argument from � to A is weakly

valid if and only if A is either an axiom or in A.)

2We're deviating from the standard notation here, in that Rxyz means that x and z

are related together by y (or are compossible with respect to y). This is to follow our

suggestive notation that has ` A � (A ! B) ! B, and so on. We follow Dunn's later

work [35], instead of his earlier work [30] and almost everything and everyone else.

3If Boolean negation is present, it can be used to show that R��� if and only if � = �

(given that � is non-empty and � is not full). It is quite simple to do: Boolean negation

(written as `-') satis�es ` A ! B _ -B and ` A ^ -A ! B. It follows that for any

non-empty, non-full �-theories �, A _ -A 2 �, and A ^ -A 62 �, so exactly one of A

and -A are in �. If R���, then it is clear that � � � (as � contains all identities), and

so, as � is non-empty, it contains exactly one element of each fA;-Ag pair, for each A.

So, � contains at least this element for each pair. However, it cannot contain both, for

any pair (being non-full), so � contains exactly the same elements of each pair as does

�. Hence, � = �. The other direction of the biconditional is obvious, given that � and

� are �-theories.

The behaviour of Boolean negation is important, when we come to the last section,

where we show that Boolean negation conservatively extends a large class of logics.

4For completeness' sake, the candidates given by Routley [134] that seem to need non-

degeneracy, but for which the current results will not hold (and Routley's proofs do not

seem to work) are A_ (A! B) (Routley's B16), (A! B)! ((A! C)! (A! B^C))
(B14) and A _ B! ((A! B)! B) (B19).
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Simpli�ed Semantics 2

When we are young we are a jungle of complications.
We simplify as we get older.

| GRAHAM GREENE The Quiet American [53]

We will learn in Chapters 8 and 9 that there are plenty of uses for a ternary relational

semantics. However, none of them �nd a decent interpretation for the dualising operator

�. So, it is important to consider di�erent possibilities for modelling negation. That is

the task for this chapter.

6.1 De�nitions

In their `Simpli�ed Semantics for Basic Relevant Logics' [118], Priest and Sylvan also

used a four-valued evaluation to model some weak logics. Their results deal with BD,

a weak relevant propositional logic that extends DW+ by adding a negation satisfying

the three axioms:

�(A _ B)$ �A ^�B DM1

�(A ^ B)$ �A _�B DM2

A$ ��A DN

So, BD licences intuitionistically unacceptable principles such as double negation elim-

ination, but it doesn't validate some rather basic principles, such as any form of contra-

position.

Their semantics is de�ned as follows: an interpretation for the language is a 5-tuple

hg;W; R; j=;=ji, where W is a set of indices, g 2 W is the base index, R is a ternary

relation on W such that Rxgy if and only if x = y, and j= and =j are binary relations

between indices and formulae. The relations are restricted to satisfying the following

conditions:

� w j= A ^ B() w j= A and w j= B,

� w =j A ^ B() w =j A or w =j B,

� w j= A _ B() w j= A or w j= B,

� w =j A ^ B() w =j A and w =j B,

� w j= �A() w =j A,

� w =j �A() w j= A,

� w j= A! B() for all y; z 2W (Rywz) (y j= A) z j= B)),
� w j= A � B() for some y; z 2W, Rxyw, x j= A and y j= B.

This evaluation is now explicitly four-valued at each world. Any proposition can be

supported at a world, undermined at a world, both, or neither. We are up-front about this

in the evaluation. This makes the four-valued approach to ternary relational semantics

part of the tradition started by Dunn in his semantics for �rst-degree entailment [29].

The � operator kept this feature hidden, but in the � semantics, there are also four
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possibilities for the truth and falsity of formulae at an index. Either A is true at w and

not at w� (so �A is not true at w) or A is not true at w and true at w� (so �A is true

at w) or A is true at both w and w� (so both A and �A are true at w) or A is not true

at either w or w� (so neither of A or �A are true at w). The four-valued interpretation

eschews all mention of �, and evaluates formulae in terms of their being supported or

undermined at indices.

Note that the falsity of conditionals and fusions are arbitrary according to this

de�nition of an evaluation. The trouble that this causes will be made obvious later.

Then weak validity is de�ned in terms of truth preservation at g, the base index. In

other words,

� � A() for all interpretations hg;W; R; j=;=ji (g j= B for all B 2 �) g � A):

The soundness and completeness result for BD can then be concisely stated as follows.

Theorem 6.1 If � [ fAg is a set of formulae, then

� ` A() � � A;

where ` is weak validity in BD.

The proof here is totally standard, and we omit it. Some of the positive extensions

of this semantics in Table 5.1 trivially extend to the four-valued interpretation | the

proofs in the previous chapter are proofs in the four-valued context.

In that chapter, we de�ned the notion of a containment relation on an interpretation

to deal with more extensions to the basic logics (those in Table 5.2). To have an analogous

relation in the four-valued context, we need both that a v b ) (a j= A ) b j= A),

and a v b ) (a =j A ) b =j A), to ensure that the induction step for negation goes

through. Unfortunately, as the falsity condition for a conditional is arbitrary, there is no

way of ensuring that the latter condition is satis�ed in the case where A is a conditional.

So, the extensions that need a containment relation cannot be modelled in this way.

Extensions involving negation are likewise ruled out, for they explicitly use the dualising

`�' operator, which is unavailable here. So, we are left in a sorry state. There are

two alternatives available. Firstly, we will unashamedly steal from the �-semantics to

give a four-valued interpretation for (almost) anything that has a �-interpretation, and

secondly, we will add negation conditions for implication, to give a smoother semantics

for a number of systems.

6.2 Theft

The matter of �nding a four-valued semantics for DW or its weaker cousin B is not as

simple as giving it a �-semantics. We will show that such a semantics does exist, and

demonstrate soundness and completeness. First, however, we need a preliminary result,

and some terminology. A two-valued interpretation with a `�' operator will henceforth

be called a �-interpretation. The �rst result establishes the connection between these

�-interpretations and four-valued interpretations.1
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Theorem 6.2 For any �-interpretation that models B there is a four-valued interpre-

tation on the same set of worlds, with exactly the same truths in each world.

Proof: Let the �-interpretation be hg;W; R; j=�; �i. We de�ne a four-valued interpreta-

tion hg;w; R; j=4;=j4i by requiring

w j=4 p if and only if w j=� p

w =j4 p if and only if w� 6j=� p

for each world w and atomic formula p, where � is the world `inversion' map of the

�-system.

We will show that the four-valued interpretation has exactly the same truths in each

world as the �-interpretation.

w j=4 A ^ B() w j=4 A and w j=4 B
() w j=� A and w j=� B

() w j=� A ^ B
w =j4 A ^ B() w =j4 A or w =j4 B

() w� 6j=� A or w� 6j=� B

() w� 6j=� A ^ B

w j=4 A _ B() w j=4 A or w j=4 B
() w j=� A or w j=� B

() w j=� A _ B
w =j4 A _ B() w =j4 A and w =j4 B

() w� 6j=� A and w� 6j=� B

() w� 6j=� A _ B

w j=4 �A() w =j4 A
() w� 6j=� A

() w j=� �A
w =j4 �A() w j=4 A

() w j=� A

() w� 6j=� �A

w j=4 A! B() 8x; y(Rxwy) x j=4 A ) y j=4 B)
() 8x; y(Rxwy) x j=� A ) y j=� B)

() w j=� A! B

w j=4 A � B() 9x; y(Rxyw; x j=4 A; y j=4 B)
() 9x; y(Rxyw; x j=� A; y j=� B)

() w j=� A � B
So, every �-interpretation that models B gives a four-valued interpretation on the same

set of worlds and with the same truths in the same worlds. /
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We say that a four-valued interpretation with a corresponding �-interpretation is

closed under duality , because it is easy to show that a four-valued interpretation has a

corresponding �-interpretation if and only if for every world w, there is another world

w� such that
w j= A and w 6=j A() w� 6=j A and w� j= A
w 6j= A and w =j A() w� =j A and w� 6j= A
w j= A and w =j A() w� 6=j A and w� 6j= A
w 6j= A and w 6=j A() w� =j A and w� j= A

for each sentence A. The world w� is said to be the dual of the world w. The presence

of duals for each world is enough to model the � operator from a �-interpretation. A

four-valued interpretation is closed under duality if and only if the dual of every world in

the interpretation is also a world in the interpretation. This condition is too di�cult to

check when presented with a four-valued model. An equivalent condition that is simpler

to check is provided in the following theorem.

Theorem 6.3 A four-valued interpretation hg;W; R; j=;=ji that models B is closed

under duality if and only if there is an involution � : W!W such that

w =j p if and only if w� 6j= p
w =j A! B if and only if w� 6j= A! B

for each world w, propositional parameter p, and formulae A and B.

Proof: The `only if' part is immediate, as these conditions are a subset of the conditions

we have closure under duality. The `if' part is a matter of proving that w =j A if and

only if w� 6j= A for each w and A.

To show that w =j A if and only if w� 6j= A, we use induction on the complexity of

formulae. The base case, and the case for ! are given. The case for conjunction is as

follows: w =j A ^ B if and only if w =j A or w =j B if and only if w� 6j= A or w� 6j= B if

and only if w� 6j= (A ^ B). The cases for disjunction and negation are similar, and are

left as an exercise. /

This condition is simple enough to check at the level of propositional parameters,

and the remaining portion of the condition deals with falsity conditions for entailments,

which have to be explicitly speci�ed in a four-valued model, in any case. While this

is saving the four-valued interpretation by an explicit use of `�,' which the four-valued

interpretation is designed to avoid, there does not seem to be any way of avoiding it, if

the truth conditions of entailments are to be kept as they are, as some kind of duality

operator is the natural way to model rule-contraposition, which is the characteristic rule

of B. In any case the construction we have just given is enough to prove the following

theorem.

Theorem 6.4 B is sound and complete with respect to the collection of four-valued

interpretations closed under duality.
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Proof: It is an immediate corollary of the fact that B is sound and complete with respect

to the �-interpretations that satisfy w�� = w, but an independent proof is possible. We

need to show that CPR holds in all four-valued models closed under duality. To see

that this is the case, assume that for all w, w j= A) w j= B. So, if w j= �B , we must

have w =j B, and so, w� 6j= B. This means that w� 6j= A by our assumption, and hence

w =j A. This results in w j= �A, which is what we wanted. This gives us soundness.

Completeness can be obtained by the standard canonical model construction; it

su�ces to show that in the interpretation consisting of the prime �-theories, every world

has a dual. The choice of �� = fA : �A 62 �g works. It is simple to show that this is

satis�es the conditions for duality, under the assumption of CPR. /

In this way, any four-valued model of B can be converted to a two-valued model, and

conversely. So the results for axioms and rules extending B also hold for the four-valued

semantics, when an appropriate dualising operation � is made explicit. This means that

we can use the former de�nition of the containment relation:

a v b)
8><
>:
a j= p ) b j= p for every propositional variable p,

Rcbd) Rcad if a 6= g,

Rcbd) c v d if a = g.

b� v a�

and it will satisfy the condition that for all A, if a v b, then a j= A ) a j= B. So, the

results of the previous chapter show us that we can extend B by adding any axiom from

among those in Table 5.2, and the semantics resulting from adding the corresponding

modelling condition is sound and complete with respect to it.

The four-valued semantics given here is not particularly exciting | the reason for

the four-valued semantics is to get away from dualising operators, and to give negation a

more pleasing modelling. One way of doing this is to introduce another ternary relation

S, to deal with false conditionals. This is the original American plan, and could be

followed in the simpli�ed case. However, there is a smoother possibility that uses neither

� nor a ternary S, and which will capture the relevant logic C (but not much else, it

seems).

6.3 Natural Four-Valued Semantics

Priest and Sylvan note [118] that the thing that makes the four-valued semantics di�cult

is contraposition. One way to address this is to rewrite the truth conditions for the

conditional as follows, `wiring in' the validity of contraposition:

w j= A! B if and only if for each x; y where Rxwy,

if x j= A then y j= B and if x =j B then y =j A.

In this case, the rule form of contraposition (CPR) follows, but some of the theorems

and rules of B+ fail. For example, ^-introduction:

(A! B) ^ (A! C)! (A! B ^ C)
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is falsi�ed in a structure with a world w where

w =j (A! B ^ C) and w 6=j (A! B) ^ (A! C)

and as the falsity conditions of conditionals is purely arbitrary, such structures exist. To

make sense of these axioms in the context of an evaluation which validates contraposition,

we need a policy for the falsity of conditionals. One policy for the falsity of conditionals

is motivated by the result from strong relevant logics, to the e�ect that where A �B (the

`fusion' of A and B) is de�ned as �(A! �B), we have that:

` (A � B! C)$ (B! (A! C))

This gives a connection between a negated conditional | A �B | and a purely positive

formula. The corresponding condition on the conditional would then be:

w =j A! B if and only if there are x; y where Rxyw, x j= A and y =j B

And the falsity condition for fusion becomes:

w =j A � B if and only if for each x; y where Rxwy,

if x j= A then y =j B and if x j= B then y =j A.

Given this, the contraposition axiom becomes logically true, so the semantics is sound for

DW but is not complete. If we add the condition CI (recall Table 5.1) that Rabc) Rbac

for each a; b; c, we have completeness for DW+CI, which we will call DWCI. It is

important that CI hold, for it is only in its presence that the biconditional connecting

the fusion and the nested implication. We call this kind of semantics a natural four-

valued semantics.

Theorem 6.5 The natural four-valued semantics is sound with respect to DWCI.

Proof: We need to show that if hg;W; R; j=;=ji is an interpretation, then the axioms

of DWCI hold at g, and the rules are truth-preserving at g. It is not entirely trivial

because of the double entry bookkeeping of four-valuedness, so we will work the details

for disjunction elimination, modus ponens, transitivity, CI and one of the fusion rules,

and leave the rest for the reader. The �rst is large, and it's split into three parts.

1 g 6j= (A! C) ^ (B! C)! (A _ B! C)

z }| {
2 w j= (A! C) ^ (B! C) [1] 4 w =j A _ B! C [1]

3 w 6j= A _ B! C [1] 5 w 6=j (A! C) ^ (B! C) [1]
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The left branch is this:

2 w j= (A! B) ^ (B! C) [1]

3 w 6j= A _ B! C [1]

z }| {
6 x j= A _ B [3] 9 x =j C [3]

7 y 6j= C [3] 10 y 6=j A _ B [3]

8 Rxwy [3] 11 Rxwy [3]

z }| { z }| {
12 x j= A [6] 13 x j= B [6] 18 y 6=j A [10] 19 y 6=j B [10]

14 w j= A! C [2] 16 w j= B! C [2] 20 w j= A! C [2] 22 w j= B! C [2]

15 y j= C [8,12,14] 17 y j= C [8,13,16] 21 x 6=j C [11,18,20] 23 x 6=j C [10,19,22]

� [7,15] � [7,17] � [9,21] � [9,23]

and the right branch is this:

4 w =j A _ B! C [1]

5 w 6=j (A! B) ^ (B! C) [1]

24 w 6=j A! C [5]

25 w 6=j B! C [5]

26 Rxyw [4]

27 x j= A _ B [4]

28 y =j C [4]

z }| {
29 x j= A [26,28,29] 30 x j= B [27]

31 w 6=j A! C [26,28,29] 32 w 6=j B! C [36,28,30]

� [24,31] � [25,37]

For rules we need only validate the non-disjunctive forms.

1 g j= A! B

2 g j= C! D

3 g 6j= (B! C)! (A! D)

z }| {
4 x j= B! C [3] 6 x =j A! D [3]

5 x 6j= A! D [3] 7 x 6=j B! C [3]

8 Ryxz [5] 14 Ryzx [6]

9 y j= A [5] 15 y j= A [6]

10 z 6j= D [5] 16 z =j D [6]

11 y j= B [1,9] 17 y j= B [1,15]

12 z j= C [4,8,11] 18 z =j C [2,16]

13 z j= D [2,12] 19 x =j B! C [14,18,17]

� [10,13] � [7,19]
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Assertion is simple:

1 g 6j= A! ((A! B)! B)

z }| {
2 w j= A [1] 4 w =j (A! B)! B [1]

3 w 6j= (A! B)! B [1] 5 w 6=j A [1]

z }| { 16 Rxyw [4]

6 Rxwy [3] 9 Rxwy [3] 17 x j= A! B [4]

7 x j= A! B [3] 10 x =j B [3] 18 y =j B [4]

8 y 6j= B [3] 11 y 6=j A! B [3] 19 Ryxw [16,CI]

12 Rwxy [6,CI] 14 Rwxy [9,CI] 20 w =j A [17,18,19]

13 y j= B [2,7,12] 15 y =j A! B[2,11,14] � [5,20]

� [8,13] � [11,15]

Finally, for fusion we have

1 g j= A � B! C

2 g 6j= B! (A! C)

z }| {
3 w j= B [2] 5 w =j A! C [2]

4 w 6=j A! B [2] 6 w 6=j B [2]

z }| { 18 Rxyw [5]

7 Rxwy [4] 10 Rxwy [4] 19 x j= A [5]

8 x j= A [4] 11 x =j C [4] 20 y =j C [5]

9 y 6j= C [4] 12 y 6=j A [4] 21 y =j A � B [1,20]

13 y j= A � B[3,7,18] 15 x =j A � B [1,11] 22 w =j B [18,19,21]

14 y j= C [1,13] 16 Rwxy [10,CI] � [6,22]

� [9,14] 17 y =j A [3,15,16]

� [12,17]

/

Theorem 6.6 The natural four-valued semantics is complete with respect to DWCI.

Proof: As in the previous chapter, we will use the almost canonical model, modi�ed

to satisfy permutation. In other words, we will show that the collection of all prime

�-theories (with � duplicated in the usual fashion), with R de�ned by demanding R���

if and only if 8A;B, A! B 2 �) (A 2 �) B 2 �) for �; � 6= �, and R��� if and only

if R��� if and only if � = �.

Note that if R���, and A ! B 2 �, then �B ! �A 2 � by contraposition,

and hence, if �B 2 �, �A 2 �, so our de�nition parallels the truth-conditions for

conditionals, albeit, not explicitly.

De�ne j= and =j by setting � j= p i� p 2 � and � =j p i� �p 2 �, and let it satisfy

the usual inductive de�nitions of an interpretation. We just need to show that � j= A if

and only if A 2 �, and � =j A if and only if �A 2 � for every formula A. We do this
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by the usual induction on the complexity of the formulae. The only di�cult case is that

for implication, so we leave the rest for the reader.

Firstly, � j= A ! B if and only if for each �, � where R��� (� j= A ) � j= B). If

A! B 2 �, then we have for each �, � where R��� (� j= A) � j= B) by the de�nition

of R, given the induction hypothesis.

Conversely, if A! B 62 �, then we have �, � where R���, A 2 � and B 62 �, (even

in the case � = �) by Lemma 5.8. To show that R���, note that if � = �, we can take

� = �0.

For the other case, � =j A! B if and only if there are � and � where R���, A 2 �
and �B 2 �.

Firstly, if R���, A 2 � and �B 2 �, then we have that (A ! B) ! B 2 � by CI,

which contraposed gives �B! �(A! B) 2 �, so R��� gives �(A! B) 2 �.

Conversely, if �(A ! B) 2 �, set � = fC : `� A ! Cg and � = fC : `� �B ! Cg.

Then A 2 � and �B 2 �. To show that R���, assume that C 2 � and C ! D 2 �.

Then `� A ! C and `� �B ! (C ! D). Then `� �D ! (C ! B) (permuting and

contraposing) and `� (C ! B) ! (A ! B) (by transitivity) give `� �D ! (A ! B)

which then gives `� �(A ! B) ! D, and so, D 2 �. Applying Lemma 5.11 this gives

prime theories �0 � � and �0 � � where R�0�0�. To ensure that R�0�0�, if either of �0

or �0 are equal to � when considered as sets, identify them with �0. Cases for fusion are

similar, and are left as an exercise. This gives us the result, and completes the proof. /

Now DWCI is not particularly interesting. Some of its extensions are. One of the

usual extensions still works with this semantics, and this will give us a natural semantics

for C which is DWCI +B

Theorem 6.7 The pre�xing condition is sound and complete with respect to the axiom

of pre�xing, in the natural four-valued semantics.

Proof: Completeness is easy | it involves showing that R in the almost canonical struc-

ture satis�es the pre�xing condition under the assumption of pre�xing. The proof in the

previous chapter can be used for this, and the reader is referred there.

Soundness is an order of magnitude more di�cult, and so we will work the details.

Suppose that R2a(bc)d) R2(ab)cd and that

g 6j= (A! B)! ((C! A)! (C! B))
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Then using our standard tree construction we can see that this is not satis�able.

1 g 6j= (A! B)! ((C! A)! (C! B))

z }| {
2 w j= A! B [1] 4 w =j (C! A)! (C! B) [1]

3 w 6j= (C! A)! (C! B) [1] 5 w 6=j A! B [1]

6 Rwxy [3] 34 Rxyw [4]

z }| { 35 x j= C! A [4]

7 x j= C! A [3] 9 x =j C! B [3] 36 y =j C! B [4]

8 y 6j= C! B [3] 10y 6=j C! A [3] 37 Ruvy [36]

11 Ruyv [8] 25 Ruvx [9] 38 u j= C [36]

z }| { 26 u j= C [9] 39 v =j B [36]

12u j= C [8] 14u =j B [8] 27 v =j B [9] 40 Rxut [34,

13 v 6j= B [8] 15 v 6=j C [8] 28 Rvux [25,CI] 41 Rtvw 37,B]

16 Rxwy [6,CI] 21 Ruwt [6, 29 Rwvt [6, 42 Ruxt [41,CI]

17 Ruxt [6, 22 Rtxv 11,B] 30 Ruty 28,B] 43 t j= A [35,38,42]

18 Rtwv 16,B] 23 t =j A [2,14,22] 31 Rvwt [30,CI] 44 v 6=j B [4,15,43]

19 t j= A [7,12,18] 24 v =j C [7,22,23] 32 t =j A [2,27,31] � [39,44]

20 v j= B [2,18,19] � [15,24] 33 t =j A [10,30,32]

� [13,20] � [32,33]

/

CK and R are interestingly dual systems (see John Slaney's `Finite Models for Non-

Classical Logics' [150] to see some examples of the duality between them). The natural

semantics gives another setting in which their duality can be exposed | for the expected

way of restricting R to model these systems both fail, for `dual' reasons.

To perform the extension to CK, we would need to expand the de�nition of a

containment relation:

a v b)
8>>><
>>>:

a j= p ) b j= p for every propositional variable p,

a =j b ) b j= p for every propositional variable p,

Rcbd) Rcad if a 6= g,

Rcbd) c v d if a = g.

Rcda) Rcdb

and then show that it did what we wished of it. An easy induction on the length of

formulae shows that if v is a containment relation on hg;W; R; j=;=ji then a v b gives

a j= A) b j= A) and a =j A) b =j A for every formula A.

Then, to extend using K, note what happens when you attempt to show soundness

using the standard condition. Assume that the condition Rabc ) b v c holds in an

interpretation. We wish to show that g j= B ! (A ! B). To do that, we need to show

that (among other things) if w j= B, then w j= A! B, and to do that, we need to show

that if Rxwy and x =j B, we have y =j A. This does not seem to be ensured. We have

that Rwxy by the condition for assertion, and so, x v y gives y =j B. But Rxwy gives

w v y and so y j= B. So, if we are sure that y is consistent (that is, for no B is y j= B
and y =j B), we can ensure that our condition holds (if vacuously). What we would need
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to do is show that in the presence of K, a consistency assumption on worlds could be

made. However, once this is done, more than CK is captured. So it seems that CK

escapes this modelling.

Dual problems beset the extension of C to its contraction-added (and more famous)

cousin R. The obvious candidate to add to C to get R is W. In the context of DWCI, W

is equivalent to (A �A! B)! (A! B) which in turn is equivalent to A! A �A. Now

the truth and falsity conditions for fusion can be deduced from those for implication.

We wish to show that A! A �A hold at g, under the condition that Rabc) Ra(ab)c

(Which gives, when b = g, that Raaa.)

To get the conditional to hold, we need that for all w, if w =j A �A, then w =j A.

Now w =j A � A i� w j= A ! �A, which is simply that for all x; y where Rxwy, if

x j= A, y =j A. In the context of W, all we have to go on is that Rwww, so we have

that if w j= A, w =j A. This is not enough to show that w =j A per say, for w may

neither support nor undermine A. The soundness proof grinds to a halt at this point. Of

course, if the completeness of each world is ensured, the soundness proof goes through,

but again, more than R is captured if this line is followed.

So, the natural four-valued semantics is incredibly discerning | it will only brook

a modi�cation to give C, and none of the other standard deviant systems (like R) can

be modelled in this way. Clearly, other possibilities ought to be examined.

6.4 Another Possibility?

As we promised in Chapter 2, the semantics gives rise to alternate modellings of nega-

tion. Here, the four-valued semantics shows that the negation given by � and the proof

theoretical rules of Chapter 2 is not the only possible negation for our logics. Another

possibility for the negation conditions for a conditional comes from considering the con-

ditions for the truth of a conditional. If for A ! B to be true at w we need for each

x; y where Rxwy, if A is true in x then B is true in y, and if B is false in x then A is

false in y, then for A ! B to be false at w we should have a counterexample to this.

Provided that we construe a counterexample as a situation in which the antecedent is

true and the consequent false, then this is indeed a counterexample. A natural way of

formulating this is as follows.

w =j A! B i� for some x; y where Rxwyx j= A and y =j B

The semantics with this condition gives more than DW. One thing we get is the rule

A ^ �B ` �(A! B):

Another extra is the axiom

�(A! C) ^ (A! �B)! �(A! B)

which holds in all of the model structures. This is a theorem of classical logic, but

it is not a theorem of R or of CK,2 and so, it is not a theorem of any systems weaker
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than these. It follows that again, systems like R and CK cannot be modelled along these

lines | furthermore, nothing weaker than R or CK can be modelled with this semantics.

Whatever they capture, the systems will be a new family, outside the standard relevant

systems.

If we add ? to the language, our axiom can be recast as

�-A ^ (A! �B)! �(A! B)

or dually, as

(A! B)! -A _ �(A! �B)

This has a certain plausibility about it. If you read `-A' as \A is absurd" (which makes

sense on the de�nition) then the axiom reads \If A is not absurd, and if A implies �B,

then it is not the case that if A then B" or dually, \If (if A then B), then either A is

absurd, or it is not the case that if A then �B."

The new axiom and rule seem to characterise the new conditions in the semantics,

but completeness has not been proved. We will sketch the di�culty in proving it, so

others can have a crack at it. Taking the almost canonical model structure as before, we

must ensure that if R���, then C 2 � and �D 2 � ensure that �(C ! D) 2 �. This

does not seem to follow from our original de�nition of R, so we must add it as another

restriction on R. This is no problem in itself. The di�culty arises with the proofs of the

priming lemmas. We must have that if A! B 62 �, then there are � and � where A 2 �
and B 62 � and R���. Proving that the modi�ed R relation holds between the theories

constructed with the old method seems impossible. The usual completeness proof does

not work, and as none have yet been found, completeness for the new semantics must be

left as an open problem.

6.5 Notes

1The connection between the two- and four-valued systems has a long history, as can be

seen in section 3.2 of Relevant Logics and their Rivals [131]. I make no claim to originality

for that in this section. Instead, I take the work in new directions by sketching out other

possibilities for future research.

2It is simple to check its failure in the matrices RM3 and  L3. (RM3 is given by the t,

b and f fragment of BN4, and it is a well known model of R.)



Chapter 7
Decidability

Time was when contributors to philosophical logic

needed to do no more

than demonstrate the appropriateness of a logic

for the abstract description of validity

across a chosen range.

In those days it su�ced

that language suitably regimented

had indeed the structure of the presented system.

Now, though, correctness is not enough.

In the terms of the new electronic pragmatism,

the truth may not be pure

but it had better be simple.

For \simple" read \computationally tractable."

| JOHN SLANEY \Vagueness Revisited" [146]

Decidability is often an interesting issue for non-classical logics. Once we distinguish

between intensional and extensional bunching, checking sequents for provability becomes

complex. Whether or not X;Y `̀ A is a di�erent question to whether or not X; Y `̀
A. This leads to some interesting problems for logics with contraction, but without

other intensional rules (like weakening). In these logics, to check whether X `̀ A, you

have to check whether X;X `̀ A or X; (X;X) `̀ A or X; (X; (X;X)) `̀ A and so on.

Because each of these sequents gives the original sequent by applications of contraction,

but in the absence of weakening (or mingle) they are not necessarily equivalent as

sequents. In logics like R, X and X;X di�er in force for many values of X. If your

method of proof-search involves backtracking from a sequent to consider possible proofs

of that sequent, this endless chain of non-equivalent sequents can become a problem. In

certain contraction-added logics like R, this problem is serious. Strong validity in R is

undecidable.1

In the absence of W this phenomenon does not worry us. In sequent-checking there

is no need to go back in the search space checking in�nite collections of sequents. Strong

validity from each of our favourite logics is decidable. This result for DW, TW, C and

CK was demonstrated by Ross Brady in 1991 [18, 19], and we will use his method in

this chapter. We will also expand his method to show that strong validity from EW, L+

and LI+ are all decidable. This is a new result.

However, decidability vanishes once we move to weak validity. Urquhart has shown

that weak validity in all logics between TW+ and KR is undecidable [7, 164]. (KR

extends R by adding A^�A! B as an axiom.) In weak validity there is no restriction

on the number of uses of premises, so decidability fails in these contexts. It is still

unknown whether or not weak validity in DW and CK is decidable.

We will examine Gentzen-style sequent calculi for each of our favourite logics. These

calculi will give us a handle on proof search and yield the available decidability results.
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7.1 The Positive Gentzenisation

The Gentzen system is reasonably tricky, as negation is di�cult to model. For ease

of presentation, we will de�ne the positive system for our logics without negation (or

quanti�cation), and prove the decidability results for these systems. Then the tinkering

to add negation will be relatively straightforward. This also makes sense, as we wish to

prove decidability results for positive-only systems like L+ and LI+.

As always, the work hinges on proving cut elimination, and we will follow the proof

procedure used originally by Dunn [4, 28] and Minc [171], and then by Meyer [85],

Brady [18, 19] and Slaney [144, 148].

Let X+ be the logic we have in mind. This can by any of our favourite logics, without

negation or quanti�cation. The Gentzen system GX+ uses a number of structural rules,

just like X+. Firstly, for all logics we have

X(Y; Y) `̀ A
eW

X(Y) `̀ A

X(W; (Y; Z)) `̀ A
eB

X((W;Y); Z) `̀ A

X(Y; Z) `̀ A
eC

X(Z; Y) `̀ A

X(Y) `̀ A
eK

X(Y; Z) `̀ A

X(Y) `̀ A
0I

X(Y; 0) `̀ A

X(Y; 0) `̀ A
0E

X(Y) `̀ A

Then there are the intensional structural rules:

X(0;Y) `̀ A
0-swap right

X(Y; 0) `̀ A

X(Y; 0) `̀ A
0-swap left

X(0;Y) `̀ A

X((W;Y);Z) `̀ A
B

X(W; (Y;Z)) `̀ A

X(W; (Y;Z)) `̀ A

Bdual

X((W;Y);Z) `̀ A

X((W;Z);Y) `̀ A

B0

X(W; (Y;Z)) `̀ A

X(W; (Y;Z)) `̀ A

B0dual

X((W;Z);Y) `̀ A

X(W; (Y;Z)) `̀ A
C

X(Y; (W;Z)) `̀ A

X(Y) `̀ A
K

X(Z;Y) `̀ A

We can add as many or as few of the structural rules as we like to get the usual range of

logical systems.

As usual there is a single axiom scheme.

A `̀ A Ax

The logical rules are all the ones you would expect, given the di�erence between in-

tensional and extensional bunching, and the move to a Gentzen calculus, which uses
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introduction rules on the left and right, instead of introduction and elimination rules on

the right.

A;X `̀ B
`̀ !

X `̀ A! B

X `̀ A Y(B) `̀ C ! `̀
Y(X;A! B) `̀ C

X;A `̀ B
`̀  

X `̀ B A

X `̀ A Y(B) `̀ C  `̀
Y(B A;X) `̀ C

X `̀ A Y `̀ B
`̀ �

X;Y `̀ A � B

X(A;B) `̀ C
� `̀

X(A � B) `̀ C

X `̀ A Y `̀ B
`̀ ^

X; Y `̀ A ^ B

X(A;B) `̀ C
^ `̀

X(A ^ B) `̀ C

X `̀ A

X `̀ A _ B

X `̀ B
`̀ _

X `̀ A _ B

X(A) `̀ C X(B) `̀ C
_ `̀

X(A _ B) `̀ C

X(0) `̀ A
t `̀

X(t) `̀ A
`̀ t

0 `̀ t

Call the Gentzen system GX+ (for X any of our usual logics). We'll say that a formula

A is provable in GX+ just when t `̀ A. We write this as ` A, as before. For example,

` (A! C) ^ (B! C)! (A _ B! C).

A `̀ A C `̀ C B `̀ B C `̀ C

A;A! C `̀ C B;B! C `̀ C

A; (A! C;B! C) `̀ C B; (A! C;B! C) `̀ C

A; (A! C) ^ (B! C) `̀ C B; (A! C) ^ (B! C) `̀ C

A _ B; (A! C) ^ (B! C) `̀ C

(A! C) ^ (B! C) `̀ A _ B! C

(A! C) ^ (B! C); 0 `̀ A _ B! C

(A! C) ^ (B! C); t `̀ A _ B! C

t `̀ (A! C) ^ (B! C)! (A _ B! C)

We use 0-swap right and left to prove (t! A)! A and A! (t! A) respectively.

A `̀ A

A; 0 `̀ A

0 `̀ t A `̀ A 0;A `̀ A

0; t! A `̀ A t;A `̀ A

t! A; 0 `̀ A A `̀ t! A

t! A; t `̀ A A; 0 `̀ t! A

t `̀ (t! A)! A A; t `̀ t! A

t `̀ A! (t! A)
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Finally, as another example of an axiom that uses an additional structural rule, we prove

that ` (A! (B! C))! (B! (A! C)), using C.

B `̀ B C `̀ C

A `̀ A B;B! C `̀ C

B; (A;A! (B! C)) `̀ C

A; (B;A! (B! C)) `̀ C

B;A! (B! C) `̀ A! C

A! (B! C) `̀ B! (A! C)

A! (B! C); 0 `̀ B! (A! C)

A! (B! C); t `̀ B! (A! C)

t `̀ (A! (B! C))! (B! (A! C))

In order to prove that GX+ can derive any theorem of X+ it is helpful to use the cut

rule:
t `̀ A A `̀ B

Cut
t `̀ B

Then it is easy to prove the following theorem.

Lemma 7.1 If X `̀ A in X+, then X `̀ A in GX+ + Cut.

Proof: The details of proof are left as an exercise for the interested reader. One way

to do it is to show that the axioms of the Hilbert system are all provable (and we have

just done some of this) and that the rules preserve provability. You need cut for modus

ponens. /

The next thing to do is to show that if something is provable in the Gentzen system,

we could do it in our other presentations of X+.

Lemma 7.2 If X `̀ A in GX+, then X `̀ A in X+.

Proof: This involves showing that the Gentzen rules are weakly valid. It is simple, but

tedious. The methods used for the interpretation of the natural deduction systems in

the Hilbert systems su�ces. /

7.2 Cut Elimination, Part 1

The signi�cant result involves showing that if X `̀ A in GX+ + Cut, then X `̀ A in

GX+ alone. To prove this, we use a more liberal rule, called `mix,' and we show that

if X `̀ A in GX+ + Mix, then X `̀ A in GX+. This will then give us the equivalence

between GX+, and our other presentations of X+. To explain the mix rule, we need a

de�nition.

De�nition 7.1 If X is a bunch, and A is a (possibly empty) set of occurrences of the

formula A in X, then X(YjA) is the bunch given by replacing those occurrences of A

by the bunch Y. (To give a rigourous de�nition of this, we need to de�ne `occurrence.'

Anderson, Belnap and Dunn palm this o� to Quine [4], but I recommend Wetzel's more

recent de�nition as a formalisation of the concept [165].)
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The mix rule is then:
X `̀ A Y `̀ B

Mix
Y(XjA) `̀ B

where A is a set of of occurrences of A in Y. Every instance of cut is an instance of mix.

In order to show that GX+ + Mix gives us no more than GX+, we need to show

that proofs with mixes in them can be rewritten without them. To do this, we will show

that a proof with a mix in it can always have the mix rule either `pushed back' to earlier

in the proof, or done away with altogether. To aid us in our proof, we will show that

the rules in GX+ allow us to push mixes past them. This requires a rather detailed

analysis of what inferences and rules really are. (This analysis is lifted from Entailment

volume 1 [4].)

De�nition 7.2

� An inference is an ordered pair consisting of a set of sequents (the premises) and

another sequent (the conclusion).

� A rule is a set of inferences. An inference is an instance of any rule of which it's a

member.

� Let Inf be an inference which is an instance of the rule Ru. A conclusion parameter

is a formula occurrence in the conclusion of Inf which is not the newly introduced

\principal formula" of one of the rules, nor in the bunch Z that is introduced by

eK or K (if present). A premise parameter is a formula occurrence in a premise of

Inf which \matches" (spend a leisurely afternoon rigorously de�ning this notion) a

conclusion parameter in Inf.

An example is illustrative. Take the inference

D;B `̀ A D; (B;C) `̀ C

D; (((D;B);A! B); C) `̀ C

It is an instance of (! `̀ ). The conclusion parameters are all the formula occurrences

in the conclusion apart from A! B. The �rst D in the conclusion matches the D in the

second premise, the bunch D;B in the conclusion matches the D;B in the antecedent

of the �rst premise, the C in the antecedent of the conclusion matches the C in the

antecedent of the second premise, and the C in the consequent of the conclusion matches

the C in the consequent of the second premise. There are no other matches.

To eliminate mixes we need to `push' them above occurrences of other rules. For

this purpose it is helpful to know when formulae can be replaced by bunches in rules.

To explain when this is possible, we need some more de�nitions.

De�nition 7.3 Let Inf be an inference. For example,

X1 `̀ A1 � � � Xn `̀ An

Xn+1 `̀ An+1
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and let B be a set of conclusion parameters, all of which occur in Xn+1. For each i, let

Bi be the set of premise or conclusion parameters in Xi matching at least one of those

in B. For any bunch Y, de�ne Inf(YjB) as

X1(YjB1) `̀ A1 � � � Xn(YjBn) `̀ An

Xn+1(YjBn+1) `̀ An+1

So, Inf(YjB) is given by replacing each of the parameters matching those in B by Y. The

rule Ru is said to be left regular if for every inference Inf and every set B of conclusion

parameters occurring in the antecedent of Inf, if Inf is an instance of Ru, so is Inf(YjB).
To de�ne \right regularity," we need a little more subtlety. Let Inf be as given above.

Let C be a formula, and Y a bunch. Let B be the unit set of some formula occurrence in

Y. If Ai matches the conclusion parameter An+1 then Si is Y(XijB) `̀ C. If not, Si is

X `̀ Ai. (Note that An+1 is taken to match itself, so Sn+1 is Y(Xn+1jB) `̀ C.) Then

Inf(C; Y;B) is de�ned as

S1 � � � Sn
Sn+1

So, Inf(C; Y;B) is given by systematically replacing parameters matching those in the

consequent of the conclusion by C, and simultaneously embedding the antecedents of

these sequents in a larger context, represented by the occurrence of a formula occurrence

in Y.

A rule Ru is right regular if whenever it has Inf as an instance, it has Inf(C; Y;B)

as an instance, for all C; Y and B a unit set of a formula occurrence in Y.

Now given that this is out of the way, we can prove the following lemma:

Lemma 7.3 Every rule of GX+ is both left and right regular.

Proof: The proof is by inspection. Each of the 0-rules are left regular because we do

not allow 0 to be replaced by a bunch. In this way we can encode the special properties

of t (like those given by 0-swap rules) without worrying whether we can replace t by a

bunch or not.

As one part of the proof we show that (! `̀ ) is both left and right regular. Take

an instance
X `̀ A Y(B) `̀ C

Y(X;A! B) `̀ C

For left regularity note that the conclusion parameters in the antecedent must occur in

Y(-) and X. Let the substitution of bunches for conclusion parameters transform these

to Y�(-) and X�. Then it is clear that

X� `̀ A Y�(B) `̀ C

Y�(X�;A! B) `̀ C

is also an instance of (! `̀ ). Similarly, for right regularity, the right premise Y(B) `̀ C

has the matching consequent, so it is this and the conclusion that gets embedded in the

larger context | say Z(-). Then it is clear that

X `̀ A Z(Y(B)) `̀ D

Z(Y(X;A! B)) `̀ D
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is also an instance of (! `̀ ) as desired. Checking the other rules is merely tedious, so

we assume it is done. /

To prove that mix can be eliminated from our proofs, we need to de�ne give a

rigorous de�nition of what it is to `push' a mix backward in a proof. To do this, we need

some kind of handle on how far down a mix comes in a proof. This means de�ning the

concept of rank.

De�nition 7.4 Let Der be a derivation, with S as its �nal sequent. Unless S is an

axiom, take Inf to be the inference of which S is the conclusion, and take A to be a set

of formula occurrences in S. We de�ne the rank of A in Der as follows:

� If A is empty, its rank is 0.

� If A is non-empty, and contains only formula occurrences that are introduced by

eK, K (if present) or a logical rule, or if S is an axiom, the rank of A is 1.

� Otherwise, let S1; : : : ; Sn be the premises of Inf, for each i let Deri be the subproof

terminating Si, and let Ai be the (possibly empty) set of premise parameters in Si

that match at least one member of A (at least one Ai will be non-empty, granted

that we are in this case). Let ri be the rank of Ai in Deri. Take the rank of A in

Der to be 1 + max1�i�n ri.

In words, the rank of a set of formula occurrences in the de�nition is the length of the

longest path upward in the derivation of matching formulae in that set, plus one. (And

it's zero if the set is empty).

This gives us enough to prove our theorem.

Theorem 7.4 If X `̀ A in GX+ + Mix then X `̀ A in GX+.

Proof: It su�ces to show that if a sequent can be proved in GX+ + Mix with a proof

ending in a mix, then this sequent can be proved without that mix. Take the �nal mix

and label the premises and the conclusion as follows:

[L] X `̀ A [R] Y `̀ B
Mix

[C] Y(XjA) `̀ B

Let k be the rank of the consequent occurrence of A in the subproof ending in L, and let

j be the rank of the occurrences A in the subproof ending with R. The rank of the mix

is k+ j.

In the proof, we will use a double induction. The outer induction hypothesis is that

all mixes of formulae less complex than A are eliminable. The inner induction is that

given A, all mixes of rank less than the mix we are considering are eliminable.

Given the mix displayed above, these cases exhaust the options:

Case 1. Either k = 1 and L is an axiom, or j = 0 or j = 1, with R an axiom. In this

case, either C = R or C = L, so the mix is unnecessary. So, it can be eliminated.

Case 2a. R is given by eK, and j = 1. It follows that all occurrences of A in A have

been weakened in, and so, we can derive C from R by eK. Again, the mix is unnecessary.
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Case 2b. R is given by K, and j = 1. It follows that all occurrences of A in A have been

weakened in, and so, we can derive C from R by K. Again, the mix is unnecessary.

Case 3. j � 2. Suppose the derivation to R ends in the inference Inf, an instance of Ru

Y1 `̀ B1 � � � Yn `̀ Bn

Y `̀ B

Let A0 be the set of occurrences of A that are conclusion parameters in Inf. So AnA0 are

introduced by Inf. Every premise of Inf(XjA0) is provable by a mix with L as the minor

premise (the rank of the these mixes will be less than k + j, so they are eliminable), or

without a mix, if A0 has no occurrences in that premise. As Ru is left regular, Inf(XjA0)

is also an instance of Ru, so Y(XjA0) `̀ B is provable without a mix. If AnA0 = ?, we are

done. If not, let A0 be the occurrences of A in Y(XjA0) that correspond to those in A0.

These are introduced by Inf(XjA0), so the rank of A0 in this proof is 1. As k+ 1 < k+ j,

this mix can also be eliminated.

Case 4. k � 2 and j = 1, with R not an axiom, and R not given by eK or K. It follows

that R is given by a logical rule (not a structural rule), and A is the unit set of the

formula occurrence newly introduced into Y. Let Inf (an instance of Ru) be the rule

that gives L. By the hypothesis applied to the premises of Inf containing a parameter

matching the A displayed in L, we get the provability of every premise of Inf(B; Y;A).

But this is an instance of Ru by right regularity, so we get the provability of C, which is

its conclusion.

Case 5. k = 1, j = 1, R is not an axiom, and it is not given by E-weakening or K. So, R

is given by a logical rule, and A is the unit set containing the formula occurrence newly

introduced into Y, and the displayed A in L is also given by a logical rule. These logical

rules must introduce the same connective.

5.1 A = A1 �A2 or A = A1 ^A2. Then L and R are given as follows:

X1 `̀ A1 X2 `̀ A2

X1 � X2 `̀ A1 ?A2

Y(A1 �A2) `̀ B

Y(A1 ?A2) `̀ B

Where ? is one of � or ^ and � is either ; or ; as appropriate. The hypothesis gives

the provability of Y(X1 � A2) `̀ B (eliminating a mix with premises X1 `̀ A1 and

Y(A1 �A2) `̀ B) and then the provability of Y(X1 �X2) `̀ B (eliminating the mix with

premises X2 `̀ A2 and Y(X1 �A2) `̀ B).

5.2 A = A1 _ A2. In this case the proofs inferences giving L and R are (without loss of

generality):

X `̀ A1

X `̀ A1 _A2
Y(A1) `̀ B Y(A2) `̀ B

Y(A1 _A2) `̀ B

Then the hypothesis shows us that the mix that delivers Y(X) `̀ B from X `̀ A1 and

Y(A1) `̀ B can be eliminated, so we replace the old mix with that proof.
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5.3 A = A1 ! A2. (The case for A = A1  A2 is similar, and is left to the reader.)

The inferences to L and R are:

A1;X `̀ A2

X `̀ A1 ! A2

Z `̀ A1 Y(A2) `̀ B

Y(Z;A1! A2) `̀ B

By hypothesis, the proof of Z;X `̀ A2 (which is mixed from A1;X `̀ A2 and Z `̀ A1)

is eliminable, and we can then eliminate the mix that uses this and Y(A2) `̀ B to give

Y(Z;X) `̀ B, as we desired.

5.4 A = t. Then the left sequent is 0 `̀ t, and the right is Y(t) `̀ B, which was deduced

from Y(0) `̀ B. The conclusion of the mix is Y(0) `̀ B, which we have already shown.

So, the mix is eliminated.

So, each possible mix can be eliminated. So, our theorem is proved. /

7.3 Decidability, Part 1

The Cut Elimination Theorem is a Good Thing, because it enables us to prove lots more.

For example, we can show that the positive parts of our proof theory conservatively

extend the parts containing only the intensional connectives. In addition, we get the

decidability result. For this, we need to understand the structure of proofs, and this

means introducing a number of concepts.

De�nition 7.5

� A sequent X `̀ A is an i-only-sequent if it is free of e-bunches and the extensional

connectives ^ and _.

� The e-equivalents of a bunch (or sequent) are those bunches (or sequents) to which

it can be converted by means using the rules eB and eC.

� A bunch can be eW-reduced if it contains a sub-bunch of the form X;X (at some

depth). It is eW-reduced if it cannot be eW-reduced any further.

� An e-bunch is typically boring if it is of the form (X; (X; (X; : : : ; X))), where X is not

an e-bunch. An e-bunch is boring if it is e-equivalent to a typically boring e-bunch.

An e-bunch is interesting if it not boring.

� A proof of an i-only-sequent is confused if it contains an e-bunch as a sub-bunch at

some depth.

� A proof of an i-only-sequent is insane if it contains an interesting e-bunch as a

sub-bunch at some depth.

� A tree of sequents has the subformula property if for every sequent in the tree, the

formulae in sequents above it are all subformulae of the formulae in that sequent.

Lemma 7.5 All proofs in GX+ have the subformula property.

Proof: A simple inspection of the rules shows that the formulae in each premise are

subformulae of formulae in the conclusion. By the transitivity of subformulahood, the

proof is done. /

It is this that makes Gentzen systems valuable; it gives us a measure of control over

proofs. For example, we can prove the following.
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Lemma 7.6 No proof of an i-only-sequent is insane.

Proof: Firstly, by the subformula property, the proof will not make use of the rules for

extensional connectives.

The conclusion of the proof is free of e-bunches, so it cannot contain an e-bunch.

Suppose that the conclusion of an inference in the proof contains no interesting e-bunches.

The only rules in this proof that change e-bunches are the e-structural rules, and inspect-

ing them shows that the premises of these cannot contain interesting e-bunches if their

conclusions contain only boring e-bunches. So, there is no way that interesting e-bunches

can appear in a proof of an i-only-sequent. /

Lemma 7.7 If an i-only-sequent has a confused proof, it also has a proof that is not

confused.

Proof: The proof cannot be insane (by the previous lemma) so the only e-bunches it

contains are boring. Every boring e-bunch X is e-equivalent to some (Y; (Y; (Y; : : : ; Y)))

where Y is not an e-bunch. Transform the proof as follows: replace each such X in the

proof by Y. The result is a proof that is not confused. (In the old proof e-bunches must

be introduced by eK. The corresponding step in the new proof has the same conclusion

as its premise. In the old proof, e-bunches are removed by eW, the corresponding step

in the new proof is valid; again its premise is its conclusion. The other rules that change

e-bunches in the old proof simply have no e�ect in the new proof, and all other steps in

the new proof are instances of the same rules that are used in the old proof.) This proof

has the same conclusion as the old one, so this is the proof we are looking for. /

So, we have a new conservative extension result.

Corollary Each sequent in the intensional vocabulary is provable in a purely inten-

sional vocabulary in GX+. So, GX+ conservatively extends GX!� t

There is another simple corollary of the conservative extension result. We have a

di�erent proof of our primeness result.

Theorem 7.8 ` A _ B if and only if ` A or ` B.

Proof: A simple inspection of the rules of GX+ su�ces. Any proof that t `̀ A _ B
must use _ `̀ to put A _ B in the consequent of the sequent. So, it must have come

from either t `̀ A, t `̀ B, 0 `̀ A or 0 `̀ B. /

To show whether or not X `̀ A we search for sequents that it could have been

derived from. Most of the rules at most increase the amount of material in a sequent,

so running them backwards does not increase the amount of material. These rules do

not cause the search space to balloon out uncontrollably. The only o�ending exceptions

are eW and 0E. To prove decidability we need to get some amount of control over the

number of times these rules must be used in a proof.
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De�nition 7.6

� A bunch X is said to be eW semi-reduced if none of its e-equivalents contain sub-

bunches of the form Y; (Y; Y).

� A bunch X is said to be 0 reduced if it contains no sub-bunches of the form Y; 0.

� A bunch X is said to be 0 semi-reduced if it contains no sub-bunches of the form

(Y; 0); 0.

� A bunch is said to be reduced (semi-reduced) if it is both eW and 0 reduced (or

semi-reduced).

� A sequent is reduced or semi-reduced i� its antecedent is, and a proof is reduced or

semi-reduced i� each of its sequents are.

Clearly, given a sequent S, there is a corresponding reduced sequent r(S) (found

by performing as many e-contractions and 0-eliminations on S and its e-equivalents as

possible) that is provable i� S is provable.

Lemma 7.9 Any provable reduced sequent has a semi-reduced proof.

Proof: By induction on the construction of proofs. A quick inspection will show that

for any instance of a rule, with premises S1 and S2 and conclusion S3, there is another

proof from r(S1) and r(S2) to r(S3) (or r(S1) = r(S3)) where the intermediate steps are

all structural rules, with at most semi-reduced sequents. Given this, it is clear that any

proof of a reduced sequent can be `reduced' step by step to ensure that each step is at

worst semi-reduced. /

This result gives us some kind of control over the search space of possible proofs of

a reduced sequent. We now know that we only need search through semi-reduced proofs.

De�nition 7.7 The loose equivalents of a semi-reduced sequent are those semi-reduced

sequents from which the original sequent can be obtained by any of the structural rules

available in the logic.

Lemma 7.10 Every semi-reduced sequent has only a �nite number of semi-reduced

loose equivalents, and these can be e�ectively listed.

Proof: By inspection of the structural rules. None of them adds new material apart

from eW and 0E, and the endless application of eW or 0E (backwards) soon leads to

the loss of semi-reduction. As sequents are �nite, and structural rules give only di�erent

ways of arranging the �nite material, there is only a �nite number of semi-reduced

sequents loosely equivalent to our original sequent. To list them, take the converse of

each structural rule, apply it to the original sequent, and if the resulting sequent is semi-

reduced, record that sequent. Continue this process with each listed sequent. After a

�nite number of stages, the possibilities will be exhausted. /

Note that in this proof, had W been present as a structural rule, this argument

would not have gone through, because running W backwards inde�nitely leads to an

in�nite number of distinct sequents. Adding W to our logics can lead to undecidability.

Thankfully for us, in the absence of W decidability is simple to prove. We need just one

more de�nition.
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De�nition 7.8 The complexity of a sequent S is the number of times connectives or t

appears in its reduced bunch r(S).

Lemma 7.11 If S is of complexity n and S0 is equivalent to S, then S0 is of complexity

at most n.

Proof: None of the structural rules listed decrease complexity. The extensional con-

traction rule eW may be thought to, but if S comes from S0 by eW, then r(S) and r(S0)

contain the same number of logical constants, and so, S and S0 have the same complexity.

/

Theorem 7.12 X+ is decidable.

Proof: By induction on the complexity of sequents. Clearly all sequents of complexity

0 are decidable. Now assume that all sequents of complexity less than n are decidable.

Given that S is of complexity n, consider r(S). If the complexity of r(S) is less than n,

then by hypothesis, whether or not it is provable is decidable, and we are done. If not,

consider the �nite number of loose equivalents of r(S). S is provable if and only if at

least one of these will be provable. Now each of these sequents S0 are no more complex

than S, only a �nite number of logical rules could have been used to derive them. For

each S0 consider the possibilities. The premises of these rules all have complexity less

than that of S0, so they are decidable. It is then a matter of inspection to see whether

or not any S0 is derivable. Hence, we have a decision procedure for S. /

7.4 The Whole Gentzenization

The last set of results were nice, but not enough. To model our logics, we need to have

a handle on negation. Thankfully, this is tedious, but not di�cult, given the material

we have covered. The di�culty comes from not being able to use the traditional rules

for negation because these would yield only an intuitionistic negation, in the absence of

bunches on the right. And we are stuck with asymmetric systems, because there seems

to be no way to state the mix rule in a right-bunched system in a way that is both valid

and eliminable [18, 19]. So, we need another way to model negation. Ross Brady has

given us one way to do this. We need to extend the system to involved signed formulae

instead of just formulae. Instead of treating negation like any other connective, we can

`wire it in' to the statements of the other rules by signing formulae with T or F to denote

truth and falsity, to ensure that it has the desired properties (such as the de Morgan

identities, contraposition and double negation). So, we end up with these rules:

X `̀ TA Y `̀ TB
`̀ T^

X; Y `̀ T(A^ B)

X(TA; TB) `̀ SC
T^ `̀

X(TA^ TB) `̀ SC

X(FA) `̀ SC X(FB) `̀ SC
F^ `̀

X(F(A ^ B)) `̀ SC

X `̀ FA

X `̀ F(A ^ B)

X `̀ FB
`̀ F^

X `̀ F(A ^ B)

where SC denotes an arbitrary formula, C, with an arbitrary sign, S. We're nearly done,

but there's another subtlety to deal with. The intensional connectives need more work.
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For example, how can a false conditional arise in the consequent of a sequent? If this is

our rule
X `̀ TA Y `̀ FB

X;Y `̀ F(A! B)

we could show that A0 ! A; B0 ! �B ` A0 � B0 ! �(A ! B), which is not valid

in logics like TW or EW. To model negated conditionals, and fusion, we need to

introduce another structural connective `:' which will mimic the behaviour of a negated

conditional. In particular,A:B will represent�(A! �B) (which we write now as A�B)

and so, we will be able to model negated conditionals and negated fusions in our Gentzen

system. We revise the de�nitions of bunches to constitute structures of signed formulae

and 0 bunched together using any of the three bunching operators, `,' (extensional) and

`;' and `:' (both intensional). To give us contraposition for the conditional we admit

another structural rule.
X(Y:Z) `̀ A

jC
X(Z:Y) `̀ A

Then we expand our logical rules to deal with the positive and negative cases.

TA;X `̀ TB FB;X `̀ FA
`̀ T!

X `̀ T(A! B)

X `̀ TA Y `̀ FB
`̀ F!

X:Y `̀ F(A! B)

X `̀ TA Y(TB) `̀ SC

Y(X;T(A! B)) `̀ SC

X `̀ FB Y(FA) `̀ SC
T! `̀

Y(X;T(A! B)) `̀ SC

X(TA: FB) `̀ SC
F! `̀

X(F(A! B)) `̀ SC

X `̀ TA Y `̀ TB
`̀ T�

X;Y `̀ T(A � B)

X:TA `̀ FB
`̀ F�

X `̀ F(A � B)

X(TA;TB) `̀ SC
T� `̀

X(T(A � B)) `̀ SC

Y(FB) `̀ SC X `̀ TA
F� `̀

Y(X: F(A � B)) `̀ SC

X `̀ TA Y `̀ TB
`̀ T^

X; Y `̀ T(A^ B)

X(FA) `̀ SC X(FB) `̀ SC
F^ `̀

X(F(A ^ B)) `̀ SC

X(TA; TB) `̀ SC
T^ `̀

X(T(A^ B)) `̀ SC

X `̀ FA

X `̀ F(A ^ B)

X `̀ FB
`̀ F^

X `̀ F(A ^ B)

X `̀ TA

X `̀ T(A_ B)

X `̀ TB
`̀ T_

X `̀ T(A_ B)

X `̀ FA Y `̀ FB
`̀ F_

X; Y `̀ F(A _ B)

X(TA) `̀ C X(TB) `̀ SC
T_ `̀

X(T(A_ B)) `̀ SC

X(FA; FB) `̀ SC
F_ `̀

X(F(A _ B)) `̀ SC

X(FA) `̀ SC
T� `̀

X(T�A) `̀ SC

X(TA) `̀ SC
F� `̀

X(F�A) `̀ SC

X `̀ FA
`̀ T�

X `̀ T�A

X `̀ TA
`̀ F�

X `̀ F�A

X(0) `̀ SA
Tt `̀

X(Tt) `̀ SA
`̀ Tt

0 `̀ Tt
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Proofs in the system get to be rather complex rather quickly. The ( `̀ T!) rule has two

premises (which are necessary for the proof of cut elimination, because a true conditional

on the left could have come in two ways), and this makes proofs of nested conditionals

rather long and involved.

To strengthen the logic to TW we need to add not just B and B0 but also two new

structural rules governing the interaction between the two kinds of intensional bunching:

X(Y: (Z;W)) `̀ SA
Bij

X((Y:Z);W) `̀ SA

X((Z;Y):W) `̀ SA

B0ij
X(Y: (Z:W)) `̀ SA

These rules are valid in TW. For the �rst, we need just show that ` (A � B) � C !
A � (B � C). Here we argue as follows. Su�xing in TW gives ` (B ! B � C) !
�
(B � C ! �A) ! (B ! �A)

�
, and the fusion de�nition gives ` C ! (B ! B � C). So

transitivity gives ` C! �
(B �C! �A)! (B! �A)

�
. Contraposing three times leads

to ` C ! �
�(A ! �B) ! �(A ! �(B � C))

�
, which when residuated and rewritten

gives ` (A� B) � C! A� (B � C) as desired.

For the second, we need to show that ` A� (B�C)! (B �A)�C or equivalently,

that `
�
B �A! �C

�! �
A! (B! �C)

�
. But this is easy:

1 (1) B �A! �C A

2 (2) A A

3 (3) B A

3; 2 (4) B �A 2; 3 �I
(3; 2); 1 (5) �C 1; 4MP

3; (2; 1) (6) �C 5B

1 (7) A! (B! �C) 2; 3; 6CP twice

In the other direction, we utilise B0ij and both B and B0 to prove pre�xing. Because

the proof is long, we will divide it into pieces. Here is the root:

F((C! A)! (C! B)) `̀ F(A! B) T(A! B) `̀ T((C! A)! (C! B))

0; F((C! A)! (C! B)) `̀ F(A! B) 0;T(A! B) `̀ T((C! A)! (C! B))

Tt; F((C! A)! (C! B)) `̀ F(A! B) Tt;T(A! B) `̀ T((C! A)! (C! B))

Tt `̀ T((A! B)! ((C! A)! (C! B)))

Then the left branch of the proof proceeds upward to axioms like this.

TA `̀ TA FB `̀ FB

TC `̀ TC TA: FB `̀ F(A! B)

(TC;T(C! A)): FB `̀ F(A! B)

T(C! A): (TC: FB) `̀ F(A! B)

T(C! A): F(C ! B) `̀ F(A! B)

F((C ! A)! (C! B)) `̀ F(A! B)

And the right branch goes up to

T(C! A);T(A! B) `̀ T(C! B) F(C! B);T(A! B) `̀ F(C! A)

T(A! B) `̀ T((C! A)! (C! B))
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This, in turn, goes up on the left to

TA `̀ TA TB `̀ TB FA `̀ FA FC `̀ FC

TC `̀ TC TA;T(A! B) `̀ TB FB `̀ FB FA;T(C! A) `̀ FC

(TC;T(C! A));T(A! B) `̀ TB (FB;T(A! B));T(C! A) `̀ FC

TC; (T(C! A);T(A! B)) `̀ TB FB; (T(C! A);T(A! B)) `̀ FC

T(C! A);T(A! B) `̀ T(C! B)

and on the right to

TC `̀ TC FA `̀ FA

FB `̀ FB TC: FA `̀ F(C ! A)

TC: (FB;T(A! B) `̀ F(C! A)

(TC: FB);T(A! B) `̀ F(C! A)

F(C! B);T(A! B) `̀ F(C! A)

which completes the proof. As you can see, proofs in this Gentzen system can be rather

long. However, the system has some pleasing properties which can help us prove impor-

tant things about the logics with negation.

To go up to EW, in addition to adding 0-swap right, we need to add its colon

analogue

X(0:Y) `̀ SA
0ij

X(Y; 0) `̀ SA

With this structural rule we can then prove that Tt `̀ T((t! A)! A) as follows

0 `̀ Tt TA `̀ TA 0 `̀ Tt FA `̀ FA

0;T(t! A) `̀ TA 0: FA `̀ F(t! A)

T(t! A); 0 `̀ TA FA; 0 `̀ F(t! A)

T(t! A);Tt `̀ TA FA;Tt `̀ F(t! A)

Tt `̀ T((t! A)! A)

The rule 0ij is valid in EW because of the validity of A � t! t�A (as ` A$ A � t and

` A! �(t! �A)).
To model C and CK, we add the appropriate structural rules, and identify `:' and `;'

because they collapse in the logic, by having exactly the same combinatorial properties.

So, we have managed to sketch the proof of the following lemma.

Lemma 7.13 If X `̀ A in X, then X `̀ A in GX +Cut.

Given this, we prove cut elimination just as before. Nothing much is made more

di�cult | it just becomes more tedious, because of the extra rules. We will give the

changes in the de�nitions, and sketch the di�erences in the proofs, in order to prove cut

elimination in the extended case.

7.5 Cut Elimination, Part 2

In the de�nitions we replace references to formulae to refer to signed formulae. So, we

have
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De�nition 7.9 If X is a bunch, and A is a (possibly empty) set of occurrences of the

signed formula SA in X, then X(YjA) is the bunch given by replacing those occurrences

of SA by the bunch Y.

The mix rule is now:

X `̀ S1A Y `̀ S2B
Mix

Y(XjA) `̀ S2B

where A is a set of of occurrences of S1A in Y. As before, the cut rule is given by the

mix rule.

In order to show that GX+Mix gives us no more than GX, we need to show that

proofs with mixes in them can be rewritten without them. Again, we will show that a

proof with a mix in it can always have the mix rule either `pushed back' to earlier in

the proof, or done away with altogether. Recall De�nition 7.2 concerning inferences and

rules.

De�nition 7.10

� Let Inf be an inference which is an instance of the rule Ru. A conclusion parameter

is a signed formula occurrence in the conclusion of Inf which is not the newly

introduced \principal signed formula" of one of the rules, nor the bunch Z that is

introduced by eK or K. A premise parameter is a signed formula occurrence in a

premise of Inf which \matches" a conclusion parameter in Inf.

De�nition 7.11 Let Inf be an inference. For example,

X1 `̀ S1A1 � � � Xn `̀ SnAn

Xn+1 `̀ Sn+1An+1

and let B be a set of conclusion parameters, all of which occur in Xn+1. For each i, let

Bi be the set of premise or conclusion parameters in Xi matching at least one of those

in B. For any bunch Y, de�ne Inf(YjB) as

X1(YjB1) `̀ S1A1 � � � Xn(YjBn) `̀ SnAn

Xn+1(YjBn+1) `̀ Sn+1An+1

So, Inf(YjB) is given by replacing each of the parameters matching those in B by Y. The

rule Ru is said to be left regular if for every inference Inf and every set B of conclusion

parameters occurring in the antecedent of Inf, if Inf is an instance of Ru, so is Inf(YjB).
To de�ne \right regularity," we need a little more subtlety. Let Inf be as given

above. Let SC be a signed formula, and Y a bunch. Let B be the unit set of some signed

formula occurrence in Y. Set Si to be either Y(XijB) `̀ SC or Xi `̀ SiAi according as

SiAi does or does not match the conclusion parameter Sn+1An+1. Then Inf(SC; Y;B)

is de�ned as
S1 � � � Sn
Sn+1
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So, Inf(SC; Y;B) is given by systematically replacing parameters matching those in the

consequent of the conclusion by SC, and simultaneously embedding the antecedents of

these sequents in a larger context, represented by the occurrence of a formula occurrence

in Y.

A rule Ru is right regular if whenever it has Inf as an instance, it has Inf(C; Y;B)

as an instance, for all C; Y and B a unit set of a signed formula occurrence in Y.

As before, we can check each instance.

Lemma 7.14 Every rule of GX is both left and right regular.

Proof: By inspection. Each 0-rule (including 0ij) is left regular as we are not substituting

for 0, which is a bunch, and not a formula. /

To prove that mix can be eliminated from our proofs, we need to de�ne give a

rigorous de�nition of what it is to `push' a mix backward in a proof. To do this, we need

some kind of handle on how far down a mix comes in a proof. This means de�ning the

concept of rank for signed formulae.

De�nition 7.12 Let Der be a derivation, with S as its �nal sequent. Unless S is an

axiom, take Inf to be the inference of which S is the conclusion, and take A to be a set

of signed formula occurrences in S. We de�ne the rank of A in Der as follows:

� If A is empty, its rank is 0.

� If A is non-empty, and contains only formula occurrences that are introduced by

e-weakening, K, or a logical rule, or if S is an axiom, the rank of A is 1.

� Otherwise, let S1; : : : ; Sn be the premises of Inf, for each i let Deri be the subproof

terminating Si, and let Ai be the (possibly empty) set of premise parameters in Si

that match at least one member of A (at least one Ai will be non-empty, granted

that we are in this case). Let ri be the rank of Ai in Deri. Take the rank of A in

Der to be 1 + max1�i�n ri.

In words, the rank of a set of signed formula occurrences in the de�nition is the length of

the longest path upward in the derivation of matching signed formulae in that set, plus

one. (And it's zero if the set is empty).

We need just de�ne the complexity of a signed formula, as we will be performing an

induction on just this complexity. The new notion is parasitic on the old. The complexity

of the signed formula SA is the complexity of the formula A. In other words, SA is more

complex than S0B just when A is more complex than B.

Now we can proceed to the mix elimination proof. The general procedure is the

same as before, and some of the details are unchanged. In this proof we will see only the

wrinkles introduced by negation.

Theorem 7.15 If X `̀ SA in GX +Mix then X `̀ SA in GX.
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Proof: Take sequent that can be proved in GX+Mix with a proof ending in a mix. We

show that this sequent can be proved without that mix. Take the �nal mix and label

the premises and the conclusion as follows:

[L] X `̀ S1A [R] Y `̀ S2B
Mix

[C] Y(XjA) `̀ S2B

Let k be the rank of the consequent occurrence of S1A in the subproof ending in L, and

let j be the rank of the occurrences A in the subproof ending with R. The rank of the

mix is k+ j.

As before, we use the double induction from before. The outer induction hypothesis

is that all mixes of signed formulae less complex than SA are eliminable. The inner

induction is that given SA, all mixes of rank less than the mix we are considering are

eliminable.

Given the mix displayed above, �ve cases exhaust the options, as before.

Cases 1 to 4. Exactly as in the proof for decidability of the positive systems.

Case 5. k = 1, j = 1, R is not an axiom, and it is not given by eK. So, R is given

by a logical rule, and A is the unit set containing the signed formula occurrence newly

introduced into Y, and the displayed A in L is also given by a logical rule. These logical

rules must introduce the same connective. We will rehearse each case, because they are

di�erent enough from the positive cases to merit attention.

5.1a SA = T(A1 � A2) or SA = T(A1 ^ A2). The proof is as before, the rules are no

di�erent to those in the positive system.

5.1b SA = F(A1 ^A2). Then L is either of the following

X `̀ FA1

X `̀ F(A1 ^A2)
X `̀ FA2

X `̀ F(A1 ^A2)

Whichever it is, R must be

X(FA1) `̀ SB X(FA2) `̀ SB

X(F(A1 ^A2)) `̀ SB

Given this, we can push the mix back beyond the left inference, reducing the complexity

of the mix signed formula.

5.1c SA = F(A1 �A2). Then L and R must be

X:TA1 `̀ FA2

X `̀ F(A1 �A2)
Y(FA2) `̀ SB Z `̀ TA1

Y(Z: F(A1 �A2)) `̀ SB

5.2a SA = T(A1 _A2). Proof as in the positive systems.

5.2b SA = F(A1 _ A2). Dual to the case for T(A1 _ A2). We leave this case for the

reader.
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5.3a SA = T(A1! A2). Then L is

TA1;X `̀ TA2 FA2;X `̀ FA1

X `̀ T(A1! A2)

and R is either one of the following two inferences.

Z `̀ TA1 Y(TA2) `̀ SB

Y(Z;T(A1! A2)) `̀ SB

Z `̀ FA2 Y(FA1) `̀ SB

Y(Z;T(A1! A2)) `̀ SB

The case where R is the �rst of the two is just as before. If it is the second, then by

hypothesis, the proof of Z;X `̀ FA1 (which is mixed from FA2;X `̀ FA1 and Z `̀ FA2)

is eliminable, and we can then eliminate the mix that uses this and Y(FA1) `̀ SB to

give Y(Z;X) `̀ SB, as we desired.

5.3b SA = F(A1 ! A2). Then L and R are

X1 `̀ TA1 X2 `̀ FA2

X1:X2 `̀ F(A1 ! A2)

Y(TA1: FA2) `̀ SB

Y(F(A1! A2)) `̀ SB

Then as before, this mix is eliminable by replacing it with two. One mixing X1 into TA1,

and another mixing X2 into TA2.

5.4 SA = Tt. Then the left sequent is 0 `̀ Tt, and the right is Y(Tt) `̀ SB, which

was deduced from Y(0) `̀ SB. The conclusion of the mix is Y(0) `̀ SB, which we have

already shown. So, the mix is eliminated. (There is no introduction rule for Ft, so this

case doesn't appear.)

5.5 The mix formula is S�A. Then L and R are

X `̀ SA

X `̀ S�A
Y(SA) `̀ SB

Y(S�A) `̀ SB

where S is the opposite sign to S. Then clearly the mix can be pushed back to SA, a

formula of lower complexity.

As before, each possible mix can be eliminated. So, our theorem is proved. /

7.6 Decidability, Part 2

We can use this cut elimination result to prove the conservative extension results for

the negation systems too. Recall De�nition 7.5 | this still holds in the negation-added

systems.

Lemma 7.16 All proofs in GX have the subformula property.

Proof: By inspection, as before. /

Lemma 7.17 No proof of an i-only-sequent is insane.

Proof: As before. /
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Lemma 7.18 If an i-only-sequent has a confused proof, it also has a proof that is not

confused.

Proof: As before. /

So, as before, we have our conservative extension result.

Corollary Each sequent in the intensional vocabulary is provable in a purely inten-

sional vocabulary in GX. So, GX conservatively extends GX!� t

We also have the primeness result, by way of cut elimination.

Theorem 7.19 ` A _ B if and only if ` A or ` B.

Recall De�nition 7.6, about reduced and semi-reduced bunches. We can use these

de�nitions in our expanded context.

Lemma 7.20 Any provable reduced sequent has a semi-reduced proof.

Proof: As before. /

The loose equivalents of a semi-reduced sequent are still those semi-reduced sequents

from which the original sequent can be obtained by any of the structural rules available

in the logic. We can the prove the following results, just as before.

Lemma 7.21 Every semi-reduced sequent has only a �nite number of semi-reduced

loose equivalents, and these can be e�ectively listed.

Lemma 7.22 If S is of complexity n and S0 is equivalent to S, then S0 is of complexity

at most n.

Proof: The new structural rules keep complexity constant. They make no di�erence to

the result. /

Theorem 7.23 Any of our logics X are decidable.

Proof: The proof has exactly the same structure. By induction on the complexity of

sequents. The base case is still valid. Working back in the proof, there are only a �nite

number of equivalents of any sequent we wish to prove. Once we've exhausted all of

these, we only have less complex sequents to derive from, which are all decidable by

hypothesis. /

We've shown that though adding negation certainly increases complexity (look at

the size of the proofs!) it doesn't lead to undecidability. In that sense, the propositional

systems are tractable.

The results work for EW, L+ and LI+ because of the way we have distinguished

between 0 and t. On our account, 0 is a bunch, and so, substituting for 0 is not allowed

for left and right regularity. So, we can add special properties of t to our logics by

adding rules for 0 | like the 0-swap rules. These are not extra connective rules for t,

but structural rules governing the behaviour of our structural `connective' 0. In this way,

the logics have identical rules for the connectives, and they only vary with respect to

structural rules.
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7.7 Validities

How do you model world validity in a Gentzen system? The method in not di�cult | it

is just like the case for natural deduction. We introduce a new bunch symbol W, which

stands for an arbitrary world-like bunch. W will satisfy a number of structural rules,

depending on what properties we like worlds to have. Then to show that � `W A, we

look for a Gentzen proof of W `̀ A, for which the axioms are among the identities, and

the sequents W `̀ B for any B 2 �. That is all. Does a Gentzenisation give us a handle

on the decidability status of various kinds of world validity? Quite possibly. But this

will have to be a matter for future work.

7.8 Note

1However, not all contraction-added systems that take X;X to be di�erent from X are

undecidable. The distribution-rejecting system LR (given by taking away the distribu-

tion axiom from the Hilbert axiomatisation of R) is decidable [62, 160]. However, recent

work by Urquhart shows that practically speaking, it is only barely decidable [164]. The

decision procedure is unspeakably complex in general. For the conjunction, implication

and fusion fragment of LR (which is the same as that fragment of R) the decision prob-

lem is at least exponential space hard with respect to log-lin reducibility. The only

upper bound is given by Kripke's decision procedure, which is primitive recursive in the

Ackermann function.
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Chapter 8
Contraction-Free Applications

: : : the rest have worn me out

with several applications : : :

| WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE All's Well that Ends Well [141]

8.1 Contraction and Indices

As we've seen, the ternary relational semantics for conditionals is formally powerful; it

can be used to give a formal analysis of a wide range of formal systems. This is useful

in and of itself. However, it does not amount to a semantics for our systems in a sense

of assigning real meanings or interpretations to terms. For this we need to provide some

kind of interpretation of the formal structures themselves. This is the task of the two

chapters ahead of us. However, we must keep track of the direction of the work as a whole:

we are not primarily interested in interpreting the simpli�ed semantics as a whole. We

are studying systems without contraction. Our aim is to consider interpretations of the

ternary relational semantics which will allow contraction to fail.

Excursus: For the current discussion, we don't care to pin down a preferred inter-

pretation of the indices in the semantics. Of course this is an important task in some

contexts. To establish how to best give a reductive account of indicative or subjunc-

tive conditionals involves deciding whether this in best done terms of possible worlds,

situations or something else. However, there is a wide range of conditional-like connec-

tives modelled by the semantic structures of Chapters 5 and 6. Were these to turn out

not to be useful in modelling natural language conditionals, they are certainly useful in

modelling something. We shall see a number of applications of the semantic structures

in this chapter and the next, where the indices are not worlds, but degrees of stretch,

theories, actions, and situations. The things we learn in examining these structures will

be useful in the study of natural language conditionals (which could do with a libera-

tion from an approach that only considers `possible worlds' as the indices of semantic

evaluation) if only as an alternative against which to compare standard accounts, and

an opportunity to see a wider range of semantic structures that can be used to model

similar phenomena. This can only be helpful when confronted with a kind of conditional

to model. The broader the range of tools available, the better. ut

Consider how the absence of contraction shapes the semantics. Firstly, if WI is absent

in our logics, we must have the possibility that A ^ (A! B)! B fail at the base index

g. So, we have to allow the presence of an index x where x j= A^ (A! B) while x 6j= B.

So, x must fail to be closed under modus ponens ; x must fail to be detached.

For our structures this means that Rxxx must fail. For were it to succeed, x j= A

and x j= A ! B would deliver x j= B by the evaluation clause for the conditional. So,

the failure of WI brings with it the possibility of undetached indices, and the failure of

Rxxx (in general).
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We have also seen that other postulates are contraction-related. In particular, W,

CSyll and S. For the semantics, these postulates are delivered by the following rules:

W Rabc) R2a(ab)c

CSyll Rabc) R2(ab)bc

S R2a(bc)d) R3(ab)(ac)d

W and S are properly stronger than WI in that adding them to a logic as strong as

DW+ brings WI along with it. The case for W we have seen in Chapter 2, section 5.

For S we note that

�
A ^ (A! B)! (A! B)

�! �
(A ^ (A! B)! A)! (A ^ (A! B)! B)

�

is a substitution instance of the S axiom, and the theoremhood of A^ (A! B)! (A!
B) and A ^ (A! B)! A gives the WI axiom as desired.

On the other hand, CSyll gives WI only in the presence of stronger axioms like C00

and its dual. If ` A$ (t! A) we have

(t! A) ^ (A! B)! (t! B)

as a substitution instance of CSyll so the biconditional gives us A ^ (A! B) ! B, the

WI axiom.

Given this caveat, we have seen that WI is the lowest common denominator of

contraction related moves. So for there to be a thoroughly contraction-free logic with a

ternary relational semantics we must ask ourselves this question: why would there be

undetached indices? How can we interpret the semantic structures in such a way as to

make undetached indices feature? Once we answer this, we will have demonstrated a use

for contraction-free logics, and speci�cally, for logics without contraction in any form

(without W, CSyll or S as well as without WI). Thankfully for us there are a number

of good answers to this question. We will consider four: three in this chapter, and the

fourth in the next.

8.2 Vagueness1

Slaney has sketched out a case for the connection between contraction-free logics and a

decent account of vagueness [144]. In this section we'll draw upon his work to motivate

one interpretation of the semantics that gives rise to undetached indices.

However vagueness is to be dealt with, it is clear that the phenomenon gives rise

to something like `degrees of truth'. Almost as clearly, this idea has been abused badly,

making many jump to the conclusion that truth comes linearly ordered in degrees be-

tween zero (the truly, precisely and determinately False) and one (the truly, precisely

and determinately True), giving rise to something very much like  Lukasiewicz's in�nitely

valued logic. This motivation seems to drive the fuzzy logic industry. Instead of jumping

to this conclusion, we will examine the real cash value inherent in the idea of `degrees of

truth'.
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What can we make of this idea? It seems to be motivated as follows: take a classic

borderline case of a vague predicate. Standard examples are predicates like `bald', `old',

`heap', or even `chicken',2 but for the moment we will stick to an old favourite like `red'.

Take a borderline case of red, like a shirt I wear. The statement `that shirt is red' may not

be true, but it doesn't get things wrong in quite the same way (to the same degree) that

the statement `the surface of the moon is red' gets things wrong. You are not stretching

the truth as far to count that shirt as red as you would be if you took the surface of the

moon to be red.

Slaney himself gives a prima facie case for degrees of truth. It goes like this:

`Grass is green' is true if and only if grass is green. That is, the truth of `Grass is

green' marches together with the greenness of grass. But greenness is a matter

of degree; so truth is a matter of degree. [145]

However, as Slaney notes, this argument needs a lot of eshing out to deliver its validity.

Richard Sylvan has noted that there are plenty of invalid arguments of the same form:

The rich and the poor march together in this life : : : The rich are well o�,

therefore so are the poor. Correlation is not in general a su�cient basis for

property transfer. [157]

Instead of arguing further for the claim that there's something to the conception of

`stretching' the truth, we assume that something like that conception is right, and then

see how far we can develop the idea, and what follows from it.

It is perhaps best to spend a little more time dispelling myths about a `degrees of

truth' approach to vagueness. The approach su�ers from an exceedingly na��ve treatment

at the hands of almost all of its practitioners. Speci�cally, people often jump from the

premise that truth has something to do with degrees to the conclusion that the degrees

come neatly ordered in the interval [0; 1]. This is a large and unwarranted jump. Is it

seriously contended that any statement is true to degree 0:9060939428 : : :? Why this and

not 0:9060939429 : : :? Much more work would have to be done to conclude that every

statement can be assigned a single determinate degree from the interval [0; 1].

Determinate values are not the only problem for this approach. It is also a strong

claim that these values can be totally ordered. This means that the degree to which

\The grass on the out�eld of the mcg is green" is true can be compared with the degree

to which \Greg's Mazda 1300 is rather old" is true. Both seem reasonably true, but

there is nothing to say that one is truer than the other. Yet this is what the standard

brands of fuzzy logic dictate. Truth values are totally ordered, so the truth values of any

two statements can be compared. This results in the rather odd looking

(A! B) _ (B! A) Ord

ending up as a theorem. There is no rhyme nor reason for this. It is much more realistic

to have a semantics in which truth is not only stretched, but in which the degrees of

truth are only partially ordered. The degree to which you stretch the truth to take \The

grass on the out�eld of the mcg is green" to be true is more likely to be incomparable
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to the degree to which you stretch the truth to take \Greg's Mazda 1300 is rather old"

to be true. Di�erent statements can stretch the truth in di�erent directions.

The `degrees of truth' approach can be sanitised even further. To say that something

is true to a certain degree does not have to be seen as saying that truth itself actually

comes in degrees. Rather, it can be seen as endorsing the sensible view that vague

predicates come with a certain degree of slack. For something to be a borderline case

of red is only to say that you are not stretching the extension of red very far to include

it. The degrees of truth can be seen as varying ways of stretching out the extensions of

predicates. This preserves the point that truth can be stretched in di�erent (orthogonal)

ways. It also avoids the criticism that there has to be a precise, quantitative degree of

truth for each statement. To see how this works, we must develop the account of degrees

of stretch.

Consider a collection of degrees of stretch of the truth. For a degree x, and a claim

A, x j= A means that by stretching the truth (or extensions of predicates) out to x we

make A true. It is important to understand what this symbolism means. The `degree' x

denotes a particular precise degree to which we might stretch the truth. A degree x will

determine a precise extension for each predicate (and perhaps a precise anti-extension

too, if we wish to model negation using the four-valued semantics). Given this view of

degrees of stretch, the semantics of conjunction and disjunction are simple. It seems

clear that x j= A ^ B if and only if x j= A and x j= B. A degree of stretch will support

a conjunction if and only if it supports both conjuncts. Dually, x j= A _ B if and only

if x j= A or x j= B. This is perhaps not so obvious, because you may wish to hold

that a degree of stretch could support a disjunction without deciding which disjunct

is true. For example, if degrees of stretch are analogous to epistemic states, then it is

plausible to say that a disjunct `takes you further' than its disjunction. However, in

many of the traditional analyses of vagueness, such as the supervaluational account or

even the epistemic account, degrees of stretch are truly prime. That is, they evaluate

disjunctions in the usual manner. A degree in the supervaluational account is simply a

classical evaluation | these have prime evaluations for disjunction. On the epistemic

account, degrees are simply possible worlds which are epistemically accessible. These too

treat disjunction in the standard fashion. So, it seems that we are not pushing things

too far to take degrees of stretch to evaluate disjunction in the classical manner.

The heart of my proposal concerns the interaction of degrees of stretch with impli-

cation. For this, it is helpful to consider a typical case of the sorites paradox, with a strip

of colour shading from canary yellow to scarlet red. Divide the strip into 10 000 pieces,

so that each piece is indiscernible in colour from its immediate neighbours. Let Yi be the

claim \piece i appears yellow (under normal lighting conditions)." Then, Y1 is true by

the way things are set up, and each conditional Yi ! Yi+1, if not true, is certainly not

stretching the truth very far at all. So far, there is nothing too odd about the proposal.

The novelty comes with the next thought.

The thought is this: It is quite plausible to suppose that there is a degree of stretch

x that satis�es x j= Y1 and x j= Yi! Yi+1 for each i. After all, we are inclined to believe
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such things. When presented with such a colour strip, I may say that if a colour patch

appears yellow, then so does its immediate successor, given that I cannot discern any

di�erence between them. However, it is stretching the truth a great deal further than

this to suppose that Y10000 is true, and so, we won't have x j= Y10000.

What does this mean for this degree of stretch? An obvious implication is that the

degree of stretch is undetached. For we have x j= Y1, x j= Y1 ! Y2, x j= Y2 ! Y3, : : : ,

x j= Y9999 ! Y10000 while x 6j= Y10000. The chain of inference by modus ponens must

break down somewhere, so x is undetached. It is not closed under modus ponens.

This gives us a motivation for the failure of contraction in this context. In the

presence of vagueness, the conclusion of some application of modus ponens may stretch

the truth further than both of the premises do. If x j= A ! B and x j= A, it may take

more than x to stretch the truth out to get B. So, using conditionals at degrees of stretch

may result in the truth being stretched. Applying the information at x to x itself results

in another degree of stretch. Quite plausibly, one which stretches the truth more.

We can generalise this to arbitrary pairs of degrees, in order to get the semantics of

conditionals in terms of degrees of stretch. Take Rxyz to mean applying y to x stretches

the truth out no further than z. From our example it follows that Rxxx will sometimes

fail.

Given such an account of the interactions of the degrees of stretch, how are condi-

tionals modelled? If y j= A ! B, then if x j= A and Rxyz we have z j= B. Because

the result of applying y to x (which must include B, at least) is contained in z. But

conversely, if for each x where x j= A and Rxyz we have z j= B, then it's clear that y

must support A! B; because whatever x we choose, provided it supports A, the result

of applying y to it supports B. The degree y is applied to A-supporting-indices results

in B-supporting-indices. The degree y licences the transition from A to B, and so, it

supports A ! B. So, we have the standard modelling clause for conditionals in the

ternary-relational semantics, and it makes sense on our interpretation: y j= A ! B i�

x j= A and Rxyz then z j= B.

Given all of this, a semantic structure will be a �eld of degrees of stretches of the

truth, together with an evaluation that tells us which predicates are true of which objects

at which degrees of stretch and a ternary relation which tells us how the degrees of stretch

interact.

Once we are faced with a relation like R in a semantics, we must ask ourselves what

it means. A number of answers are possible. If we were more speci�c about the nature of

the degrees of stretch, an interpretation of R may arise naturally from that conception.

However, another way of interpreting R is possible. This interpretation takes our intuitive

claim that R denotes `application of conditional information' at face value. At base, Rxyz

just means `for each A and B where x j= A and y j= A! B then z j= B.' Fundamentally,

R gets its properties from the truths of conditionals, and not vice versa. This means

that the semantics of conditionals is not a reductive semantics, explaining the semantic

content of sentences in terms of primitives that do not use concepts such as conditionality.

An example from elsewhere in the literature will be helpful at this point.
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Consider Lewis' semantics for counterfactual conditionals. This semantics uses a

notion of `closeness' of possible worlds. Clearly, Lewis must give some kind of account

of what it means for possible worlds to be close or far apart. And this he does. After

considering various puzzle cases, which show that various intuitive notions of similarity

will not do, the fundamental answer is this: Similarity of possible worlds is fundamen-

tally a matter of which counterfactuals are true. Does this mean that his semantics is

useless? Of course not. It suggests a connection between the semantic evaluation of

counterfactuals and a relation between possible worlds. It provides a regimentation of

our intuitions about counterfactuals. Counterfactuals can now be treated uniformly by

means of a nearness relation between possible worlds. This gives us some purchase on

the valid arguments involving counterfactuals.

This semantics for conditionals in the presence of vagueness can be seen as providing

a similar connection, this time between conditionals, and a relation between degrees of

stretch of the truth. Now the relation is ternary, and the degrees of stretch are not all

closed under modus ponens, for reasons we have seen. Our analysis codi�es the truth

of conditionals in terms of the relation of application between degrees of stretch of the

truth. This notion, to be sure, is in turn to be cashed out in terms of conditionality, so

the account does not give the semantics for conditionals in a purely conditional-free form.

(Unless some reductive account of the application relation is later given.) But this is no

surprise, and no fault of a semantic scheme. The clauses for conjunction and disjunction

in our semantics (and in any other widely used semantics) are not problematic. But they

are not reductive. They give an account of the behaviour of conjunction and disjunction

in terms of conjunction and disjunction. Our formal semantics can be interpreted without

giving a reductive account of the ternary relation R of application. Just as there is a

vague intuitive idea of `closeness' of possible worlds which gives the Lewis style semantics

for counterfactuals its usefulness, I submit that there is an intuitive idea of `application'

between degrees of stretch, which does the same for this semantics. Perhaps there can

be a reductive account of application, but the present point is that there need not be

such an account for the semantics to be interpreted in the intended fashion.

To get the logic of conditionals in the presence of vagueness we must determine the

properties of R. All we know for sure is that Rxxx will fail on occasions. To determine the

other properties of R there seems to be no other route than considering the connections

between vagueness and conditionals. However we decide to make these choices (and

there is no reason to say that there is a unique choice to be made, given the variety of

ways conditionals are used) we have a sensible account of conditionality and the degrees

to which the truth can be stretched, without falling into the problems of the na��ve

approach to degrees of truth. If we opt with Slaney to make R commutative, associative

and hereditary (that, satisfying B, C and K) we end up with the logic CK (in at least

the positive part). This is appealing for a number of reasons. Firstly, we have kept the

logic as strong as possible while still retaining our intuitions about some indices being

undetached. Secondly, it as it is very close to  L1, which is favoured by the fuzzy logic
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community. CK has all of the advantages of lacking the unmotivated `theorems'

(A! B) _ (B! A)
�
(A! B)! B)! ((B! A)! A

�

Thus we get quite near the work of the fuzzy logic industry, without having to make any

strange commitments concerning the precise degree of truth of each statement.3

For a more complete semantics we also need to consider the behaviour of conjunction,

disjunction and negation. The �rst two seem unproblematic. The standard clauses from

Chapter 5 make sense under this interpretation. Negation is more di�cult. Unless a

meaningful interpretation can be made of the Routley-Meyer � in this context, it appears

that some kind of three-valued or four-valued account of negation is more plausible.

Clearly we do not want to give negation a Boolean modelling (demanding that x j= -A

if and only if x 6j= A for each degree x) because this would collapse any notion of indices

being stretched and supporting more as the truth is stretched more. There would be no

`gaps' to be �lled as the `truth' gets expanded. However, as negation is not the central

topic of this chapter, let alone this thesis, we must leave this discussion for another time.

So, we have an intuitively pleasing picture motivating contraction-freedom and un-

detached indices. Before we leave the matter, we had better work through some of the

implications of such a semantic account.

In our semantic story, strong validity amounts to truth preservation at all indices.

As indices in our structure are precise objects (whether or not x j= A has a precise answer

for any �xed x and A) strong validity is a precise notion. This is good, because it seems

that logical validity is not a vague notion. Similarly the notions of weak validity ` and

worldly validity `W are also precise (at least, given that the set W of worlds is a precise

set). So, we are not faced with problems in interpreting validity.

However, despite the precise nature of the model structures, we have not excised

vagueness from the realm of truth. This is also a good thing, because to do so would be

to get rid of the very thing we were trying to account for. Rather, vagueness is preserved

in that the matter of which degree of stretch is the actual one is vague.

To elaborate, we have a model in which the degrees are all the possible degrees of

stretch. These are all precise objects. Each degree determines the extensions (and per-

haps the anti-extensions, depending on your account of negation) of predicates exactly.

In other words, the model structure is determinate. But this does not mean that truth

is not vague. Instead, the question of which degree of stretch reects the truth is vague.

It is not determined by the model structure itself. A degree x is the actual degree of

stretch just in case

For each A, x j= A if and only if A is true

If there is vagueness with respect to the truth of A, for some range of xs, whether or not

it is the actual degree will be vague too. Of course, there are other restrictions on the

actual degree of stretch. We know that any degree of stretch which has a hope of being
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the actual degree will be worldlike: It must be closed under modus ponens, because

modus ponens is valid (in the sense of being truth preserving in the actual world.4)

This a pleasing phenomenon, because it reects a respected semantic account of

vagueness, using supervaluations. Our degrees of stretch are similar to supervaluations,

in that the (vague) truth is modelled as being indeterminate among a set of (precise)

valuations. However, our account di�ers from the standard supervaluational account by

having a di�erent way of evaluating the conditional. Here we take the conditional to tell

us something of relationships between degrees of stretch. Something that is impossible

on the standard supervaluational approach. This is a helpful distinction, because it can

pay its way in explanation. Consider the example from before. The conditional

Y1 ^ (Y1! Y2) ^ (Y2! Y3) ^ � � � ^ (Y9999 ! Y10000)! Y10000

fails to be logically true on our account, as not every degree of stretch that satis�es the

antecedent also satis�es the consequent. This makes sense, as it doesn't stretch the truth

very far at all to admit the antecedent, but it does to admit the consequent. However,

the related argument from Y1, and each Yi! Yi+1 is truth preserving at worlds, because

if Y1 and each Yi! Yi+1 is true at the actual degree of stretch (whatever that might be)

then so is Y10000. Thus, we must say along with other accounts of the sorites paradox

that not all of the conditionals Yi! Yi+1 are true. However, we can retain the intuition

that they are very close to being true, and that Y10000 is very far from being true,

by means of degrees of stretch and their interaction with conditionals. So, vagueness

motivates the rejection of contraction on one interpretation of the semantics.

The next two applications for undetached indices are more sketchy, and they do

not use the simpli�ed semantics of this thesis, but rather, the operational semantics for

relevant logics due to Fine [42]. For this we need to take a little detour to introduce

Fine's work.

8.3 Fine Semantics

We need not go into this kind of semantic structure in any depth. For that, the reader

is referred to Fine's paper [42]. For us, all we really need know is that it is a close

cousin of the ternary relational semantics. Instead of a ternary relation, however, Fine

uses a binary operation (which we write as concatenation) and the inclusion relation v.

Where we had Rxyz, Fine has xy v z. The index xy can be thought of as y applied

to x. (Though beware! For Fine, xy is x applied to y. Recall that we are reversing

the order of R and fusion (and Fine's application operation). Keep this in mind when

reading Fine's work.) So, we have y j= A ! B if and only if for each x where x j= A,

xy j= B. For stronger logics, you add conditions to the application operation, just as you

add conditions to R in the ternary relational semantics.

This is a smooth presentation of the semantics in many respects. Generally, a binary

operation is nicer than a ternary relation. The di�culty comes in the interpretation of

disjunction. To see the problem, consider indices x and y where x j= A, and y j= A !
B _ C. In many of our logics, we may have y j= A ! B _ C without y j= A ! B or
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y j= A ! C. Let this be one of those occasions. Now xy j= B _ C by the interaction of

application and the conditional. Now, does xy j= B or does xy j= C? There seems to be

no way to decide. In fact, there is no reason that either must hold. If xy is in some sense

a minimal index, containing just what you get from x by applying to it the conditionals

given by y, then there is no reason that either B hold at x or that C hold at x. For this

reason, disjunction cannot be evaluated classically in the Fine semantics. We must be

more subtle. It turns out to be fairly simple in practice. Some indices are taken to be

prime. These are the indices at which disjunction works classically. Then a disjunction

is true at an index just when at each prime index that contains the original index, one

of the disjuncts is true. In other words, a disjunction is true at an index if for any way

of �lling the index out to a prime index, one of the disjuncts must be made true.

Other than this modi�cation, the Fine semantics is just like the ternary relational

semantics. There is a logic index g such that xg = x for each x, and strong validity is

preservation at g. Contraction fails if there is an index x where xx 6v x. This is enough

of the Fine semantics for us to consider two possible applications.

8.4 Theory Commitment

Contraction-free logics also arise in the context of Lance and Kremer's work on theory

commitment. We use the Fine operational semantics to model theories and commitment.

We read x j= A as `x is committed to A,' where x is a theory. Then it is plausible to

have

x j= A ^ B i� x j= A and x j= B

To interpret the conditional Kremer and Lance urge us to, read A! B as

a theory's commitment to A is [amongst other things] commitment to B [64]

Then it is most plausible to have x j= A ! B i� for each y, if y j= A then x j= (y j= B)
(thinking of j= as a connective for a moment). In other words, if some theory is committed

to A, then x is committed to that theory being committed to B, because x holds that

commitment to A is in part, commitment to B. To make the converse plausible, we

need that class of theories be large enough | that if x isn't committed to A ! B then

there must be a theory y that is committed to A but x is not committed to y being

committed to B. It seems that if we consider the class of all theories (over a limited

domain, perhaps) then this will be satis�ed.

Now, the crucial part of this analysis of commitment and the way they are combined

by the conditional ! is the following jump: the collection of facts that x is committed

to y being committed to is itself a theory. We'll call this theory yx. Then the evaluation

clause for conditionals is simply the clause from Fine's operational semantics.

This simpli�cation of the analysis makes a great deal of sense. One theory's commit-

ments about another theory's commitments is bound to have the right kind of coherence

to be a theory itself. It may not be a particularly rich theory, but it will be a theory
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nonetheless. Once this is admitted, and if we admit a special theory 1 | the true the-

ory | and we add a relationv of theory containment, we can quickly establish a number

of plausible conditions on how theories relate to each other:

x(yz) = (xy)z 1x = x = x1 if x1 v x2 and y1 v y2 then x1y1 v x2y2

For the �rst, x(yz) j= A i� (yz) j= (x j= A) i� z j= (y j= (x j= A)) i� z j= (xy j= A) i�

(xy)z j= A. So, x(yz) and (xy)z are indiscernible with respect to their commitments,

and so, are identical for the purposes of our semantics. For the second, if x is committed

to the truth being committed to A, then x is committed to A, and so, the truth is

committed to x being committed to A; and vice versa. The �nal condition is a simple

fact about monotonicity.

Now, on this interpretation, WI amounts to the condition that xx v x. That is, if

x is committed to x being committed to A, then x is committed to A. Clearly, this is a

desirable situation. A theory ought to be right about its own commitments. However,

theories being the fallible things that they are, we have no assurance that this is the

case. A theory may be committed to it being committed to A, without being in fact

committed to A. It could be wrong about its own commitments | because of a faulty

account of what commitment amounts to, or for some other reason. Whatever it is, if

our account of theories is to be general, it is plausible to reject the postulate that xx v x.
This motivates the rejection of A ^ (A ! B) ! B too. For 1 6j= A ^ (A ! B) ! B

we must have some x such that x j= A, x j= A ! B and x 6j= B. This is quite possible,

for x may be committed to A ! B, and committed to A without thereby acquiring

commitment to B. The most that x accrues is commitment to commitment to B, as it

is committed to `commitment to A is in part, commitment to B' and it is committed to

A. It may in fact be false that commitment to A is in part, commitment to B, so x's

commitment to A may not bring with it commitment to B. Here we see another place

in which undetached indices have a place in a semantic structure. Possibly.

There is a deep objection to this claim that xx v x fails. Consider the case in which

you are arguing with a friend. She shows you that you are committed to A, and that

you are committed to A ! B. It is very hard to resist the deduction to the conclusion

that you are thereby committed to B. She has shown how your commitments lead to B,

and it does seem that you are thereby committed to B, at least until you reject one of

your commitments to A ! B and A. In contexts of reasoning about theories, we seem

to use modus ponens with equanimity.

So, we leave our appeal to logics of commitment here. Lance leans towards systems

without contraction5, but as we have seen, there are some objections to their use in this

context. It is up to the reader to see whether there is a use for undetached theories, and

so, whether this account of the conditional has a use for contraction-free logics.

Excursus: Although Lance and Kremer do not do this, it is possible to use the Fine

interpretation of disjunction to model disjunction in the case of theory commitment.

Take a limited class of theories to be the special prime theories. For theories x in this

class, x j= A_B i� x j= A or x j= B. These are particularly rich theories which are able to
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ground each disjunction in a disjunct. The truth is one such theory; any other possible

world provides a prime theory, and the empty theory is also (trivially) prime. But not

all theories are so blessed to this extent. The theorems of classical logic form a theory,

and this class certainly isn't prime. For non-prime theories, we can evaluate disjunction

as Fine does. For such a theory x, it is committed to A_B just when each prime theory

containing x is either committed to A or committed to B. That is, there is no way of

�lling x out to a prime theory avoiding both A and B. While this is not particularly

enlightening about the nature of disjunction, it seems to be an adequate analysis. (But

then, this is about as much as one would hope for. Is the clause for conjunction any

more enlightening? Extensional conjunction and disjunction are so basic that we can't

expect much enlightenment from their respective clauses in a formal logic.) ut

8.5 Actions

For a brief sketch of another application of the semantic structures we've seen, consider

actions. As I perform actions of di�erent types, I change the world around me. Consider

a �eld of possible action types, and a binary operation of composition on action types.

If x and y are actions types, then xy is the action type: x and then y. Composition is

associative, and has the empty action as the left and right identity. It is not idempotent.

Giving away $50 and then giving away $50 is not the same action as giving away $50.

We can interpret the ternary relational semantics appropriately. The clause x j= A
becomes: as a result of x, A. Then the conditional clause:

x j= A! B i� for each y where y j= A, yx j= B

has an interesting interpretation. It indicates a kind of transition from one state to

another, by means of an action. For example, `if I have $50, I'll give away half of it'6 is

supported by an action if for each action that results in me having $50, performing both

of these actions will result in my giving away half of that $50.

The two conjunctions have sensible interpretations in this context. Extensional

conjunction is standard. An action x supports A ^ B if and only if it supports both A

and B. Intensional conjunction is di�erent. `A � B' is `A and then B.' This follows from

the modelling condition for fusion.

x j= A � B i� there are y; z where yz v x, y j= A and z j= B

Then we can expect modus ponens to come out in the form

A � (A! B)! B

since if x j= A � (A ! B) then for some y and z, y j= A, z j= A ! B and yz v x. This

means that yz j= B, and as yz v x, x j= B too, as desired. (This raises an interesting

question: what does something like `w v v' mean? There is a simple answer: w v v if

and only if every action of type v is also an action of type w. Then if w j= A we must

have v j= A too.)
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However pseudo modus ponens fails. That is, we can have actions x where x j=
A ^ (A ! B) while x 6j= B. The reason for this is that to use the conditional A ! B

supported by x, we need another action that supports A and then their composition will

support B. This is perhaps hard to imagine, but there are concrete examples. Firstly,

let's see what the semantics dictates. If x j= A^ (A! B), then by construction, xx j= B.

So, this is one way to get the conclusion B from the action x. Just repeat the action:

once to get the antecedent, and the next to get the conclusion. How does this work

in practice? Consider my example conditional: \If I have $50, I give away half of it."

Perhaps an action of mine involves the giving away of $25 of each $50 I have. And also,

as a result of this someone else gives me $50. My action is still one which supports

the conditional \If I have $50, I give away half of it," because conjoined with the prior

actions which resulted in my having $50, I gave away the required amounts. (And by

hypothesis, it would have resulted in me giving away $25 of each other $50 I would have

had, in other circumstances, had other antecedent actions occurred.) However, another

consequence of my action was my getting another $50. It would be another action to

give away half of this $50. Clearly, if I were to perform an action of that type again, I

would give away half of this $50. However, I need not do this for my original action to

be one which supports \If I have $50, I give away half of it." Actions too may fail to be

closed under modus ponens.

The conditional indicates a state-transition; it models the result of action compo-

sition, not conditionality within a single action. (This could be modelled by an intu-

itionistic clause: x j= A � B i� for each y w x, if y j= A then y j= B, or some such

thing.)

We will leave the task of eshing out this interpretation, and �tting it into the rest

of the literature on the topic of actions and state transition, for another occasion. We'll

end this section by pointing out the similarity between this and some programmatic

remarks by Girard on interpretations of linear logic.

Classical and intuitionistic logics deal with stable truths:

If A and A) B, then B, but A still holds.

This is perfect in mathematics, but wrong in real life, since real implication

is causal. A causal implication cannot be iterated since the conditions are

modi�ed after its use : : : For instance, if A is to spend $1 on a pack of cigarettes

and B is to get them, you lose $1 in the process, and you cannot do it a second

time. [52]

The semantic structures we have seen show us a way of modelling the kind of phenomena

that Girard is concerned with in the natural setting of our semantic structures.7

8.6 Coda

From all of this we have three interpretations which give rise to undetached indices. The

contraction-free perspective is fruitful, and can shed light on a wide range of problems,
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over and above the paradoxes of self reference (which were, after all, the initial motiva-

tions for this work). These applications do not explicitly lend credence to the project of

giving an account of the paradoxes with contraction-free logics, unless vagueness, theory

commitment or action are somehow implicated in the paradoxes. As far as I can see,

they are not. These considerations do not give direct backing to the contraction-free

account of the paradoxes. Instead, their backing is more subtle. The examples in this

chapter have shown us that contraction-freedom naturally arises in a number of places.

Once we open our eyes to the possibility that decent conditional operators might reject

pseudo modus ponens, we see that there are many possibilities. There is room for much

more study of these interpretations and the logics to which they give rise. We'll go on

to examine the connections between situation semantics and contraction-free logics.

8.7 Notes

1This section owes much to Slaney's paper on the subject [144], which alerted me to

the connection between vagueness and contraction-free logics. This section is attempt to

esh out some of the insights in that paper, and to see how far they can go.

2Consider the history of chickens. Given current evolutionary biology, it seems that

their development was reasonably gradual. Given a particular chicken, if you trace back

its ancestry, you will not �nd a sharp borderline between chicken and non-chicken. So,

unless chickens were spontaneously generated, or there have always been chickens, there

must have been borderline cases of chickens somewhere in history.

3It has been reported to the author that in Japan, vacuum cleaners are now advertised

as coming \with fuzzy logic." It can only be hoped that soon there will be a range of

vacuum cleaners released that \won't do contraction," or \will deduce relevantly."

4Graham Priest and I have discussed the consequences of denying the validity of modus

ponens and I must admit I �nd it very hard to comprehend what it means to abandon

modus ponens in this sense. Of course, it is quite easy to model it in the semantics. We

just abandon the requirement that Rwww for all world-like indicesw. The trouble comes

from the motivation to abandon modus ponens. The only reason for this seems to be

to escape the conclusion of the sorites paradox. However, you must be careful if you go

down this route. For you do not just abandonmodus ponens for a particular conditional.

You must abandon modus ponens for every conditional for which the premises of the

sorites argument as true. Take ) to be an entailment connective. Let A) B mean `the

argument from A to B is valid'. In the sorites case, get enough true antecedent conditions

A to make Yi ^A) Yi+1 true (or perhaps A) (Yi) Yi+1), if you're concerned about

the di�erence). A will contain things like truths about the meanings of the terms, the

background lighting conditions, and the observer. You can pack enough in to make the

conditional true. Then modus ponens for ) (and the truth of A) is enough to get the

sorites argument up and running again. It is possible to dispute modus ponens for ),

but then it is not clear what is meant by validity if it is not truth preserving.

5Mentioned in conversation in July 1992.
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6Using the quite natural `if : : : then : : :' to stand for the transition conditional.

7And in fact, it's better than a na��ve application of linear logic, because in our semantic

structures we won't have xy = yx for all actions x and y. This means that we don't have

A�B! B�A, which is exactly how we want it, under this interpretation. Commutative

linear logic is inappropriate here.



Chapter 9
Information Flow

We may say that all `information'

is conveyed in the nervous system
in the form of coded arrangements of nerve impulses.

| JOHN CAREW ECCLES The Neurophysiological Basis of Mind [38]

9.1 Introduction

John Perry, one of the two founders of the �eld of situation semantics, indicated in

an interview in 1986 that there is some kind of connection between relevant logic and

situation semantics.

I do know that a lot of ideas that seemed o� the wall when I �rst encountered

them years ago now seem pretty sensible. One example that our commentators

don't mention is relevance logic; there are a lot of themes in that literature that

bear on the themes we mention. [13]

In 1992, in Entailment volume 2, Nuel Belnap and J. Michael Dunn hinted at similar

ideas. Referring to situation semantics, they wrote

: : : we do not mean to claim too much here. The Barwise-Perry semantics is

clearly independent and its application to natural-language constructions is rich

and novel. But we like to think that at least �rst degree (relevant) entailments

have a home there. [6]

In this chapter I show that these hints and gestures are true. And perhaps truer than

those who made them thought at the time. I will elaborate some of Jon Barwise's recent

work [9] in which he sketches a new account of conditionals and the ow of information,

based on situation semantics. Then, I argue that doing this naturally motivates the

ternary relational semantics of one of our favourite logics.

This is a worthwhile task, for many have found the semantics for relevant logics

unclear and ill motivated. (Merely a \formal semantics" as opposed to a \real semantics,"

as some have said.) By showing that this semantics has a natural home within an

independently motivated account of information ow, we blunt this objection. On the

other hand, the arguments here can be seen as motivating distinctions Barwise wants to

draw, such as serial and parallel composition of channels (getting ahead of ourselves a

little), because these have notions been at home in the work on relevant logics for the

last thirty years or so, as intensional and extensional conjunction.

At the very least, this work gives an account of the harmonies between two very

di�erent research programs. A stronger thesis (to which I'm sympathetic) is that when

situation semanticists give an account of conditionals they ought to be doing contraction-

free relevant logic (of a particular kind), and that relevant logicians can escape the \not a

real semantics" criticism (sustained by B. J. Copeland [23] among others) by appealing

to situation semantics.
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9.2 The Phenomenon to Model

Before going further, it is important to pause and get a `feel' for the parts of situation

semantics relevant to us. It is grounded in the Austinian account of truth [8]. Accord-

ing to (the situation semantics interpretation of) this account, a felicitous declarative

utterance of a sentence S makes a claim about a situation, s. That is, about a particular

piece of the world. It claims that the situation s is of a particular kind, or type, say '.

The situation that the utterance is about is called the demonstrative content of the ut-

terance. It is typically determined by particular conventions of the language in use, and

other relevant facts. What these conventions and other facts are is an interesting issue,

but one that won't detain us. The type that the utterance describes the situation to be

(correctly or incorrectly) is the descriptive content of the utterance. This is determined

by other conventions of the language in use, and other relevant facts. Again, what these

are will not be dealt with here.

Barwise intends to give an account of how information can ow from one situation

to another. How can the fact that s1 is of type ' tell us that s2 is of type  ? How is it

that information about one situation can give us information about another? (Or even

di�erent information about the same situation?) This, in a nutshell, is the phenomenon

Barwise seeks to model.

In setting out his story of how this happens Barwise has a number of plausible facts

about information ow in mind. He intends to show that his account explains how these

facts come to be true. To state these facts we need a little notation and a little more on

types. We write `s : '' to denote the fact that the situation s is of type '. So, `s : ''

is a noun phrase. If you like, it may be helpful to treat s : ' as a piece of information,

provided that you keep in mind that information may well be misinformation. This

contrasts with `s j= '' which is the statement that s is of type '. So, `s j= '' is a

sentence, and it occurs in sentence contexts. Secondly we help ourselves to some ways

for getting types out of other types. Type conjunction can be de�ned in the obvious

way. If s j= ' and s j=  , then s j= ' ^  and vice versa. Similarly, s j= ' _  if and

only if s j= ' or s j=  .

Excursus: This is not quite so clear as the case for conjunction. Perhaps there is a

situation in which either '_ obtains, but in which neither ' or  obtains. Of course, if

this situation is actual, then either ' or  will obtain in a larger situation that includes

our original one; disjunction isn't truly odd. For example, take the situation (or course of

events) of the �rst half of a chess game. It may be that in this situation, either black will

win or she will lose, or she will draw, or the game will be �nished without result. This

may immediately follow from the rules of chess, and the other elements of the situation

at hand. It would be odd to say that the �rst half of the chess game is truly classi�ed by

any of the disjuncts. (Even if determinism is true.) At this point in time, one disjunct

will be true (we suppose), but the situation that supports it will be a larger one than

just the �rst half of the game. Despite this, at this point we may remain undecided as

to whether situations are prime, as nothing much hangs on the issue (yet). ut
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Now we can consider some principles of information ow. Barwise takes these to be the

facts any theory of the ow of information must deliver.

1. Xerox Principle If s1 : ' carries the information of s2 :  and s2 :  carries the

information of s3 : �, then s1 : ' carries the information of s3 : �.

This is so called by Dretske [26]. This principle seems sound, and we wish our

formal systems of information ow to give some kind of account as to why this principle

works.

2. Logic as Information Flow If the type ' entails  (in some sense) then s : '

carries the information of s :  .

This principle states that logical entailment is a variety of information ow. It seems

worthwhile, and ought to drop out of a sensible account.

The next two principles make use of conjunction and disjunction.

3. Addition of Information If s1 : ' carries the information of s2 :  and s1 : '0

carries the information of s2 :  0, then s1 : (' ^ '0) carries the information of s2 :

( ^  0).

4. Exhaustive Cases If s1 : ' carries the information of s2 : ( _ 0), s2 :  carries

the information of s3 : � and s2 :  0 carries the information of s3 : �, then s1 : '

carries the information of s3 : �.

Barwise takes another principle to be axiomatic, involving a notion of negation on

types.

5. Contraposition If s1 : ' carries the information of s2 :  , then s2 : � carries

the information of s1 : �'.

This condition is plausible only under the assumption that s j= �' if and only if

s 6j= '. Then we can reason as follows: s2 : � tells us that it's not the case that s2

is  and so, it's not the case that s1 is ' (by the information link) and so, s1 is �'.

This reasoning is clear. However, the intuitions that ground this reasoning are unsound.

For the kinds of negation we wish to model, situations are incomplete. For example, the

situation of the Battle of Hastings ought neither be classi�ed as supporting Queensland's

losing the 1992 She�eld Shield campaign, or as supporting Queensland's not losing that

campaign. This situation tells us nothing about the She�eld Shield.

Furthermore, in Situations and Attitudes [12] situations are allowed to be incon-

sistent (though Barwise and Perry take it that no actual situation is inconsistent). So,

in any sense of `not' that matters to us,1 we can't perform the reasoning above.

For most of this chapter we'll consider the negation-free part of the formalism pro-

posed by Barwise, and only near the end will we consider a more plausible way to deal

with negation.

These are some largely pretheoretic facts about information ow and situations. We

will now sketch Barwise's formalism, which is intended to give us an account of these

facts, and which will model the behaviour of information ow in general.
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9.3 Channels and Constraints

Clearly conditionals have something to do with the ow of information from one situ-

ation to another. Many conditionals indicate some kind of `information link' between

situations. So, giving an account of conditionals in terms of situations is a plausible way

of giving an account of information ow. The �rst thing to do to incorporate conditionals

in this framework is to �nd the descriptive and declarative contents of a typical utterance

of a sentence if S1 then S2, where S1 and S2 are sentence fragments. Barwise's account

is that the descriptive content is some kind of constraint of the kind ' !  , where '

is the descriptive content of the statement S1 and  is the descriptive content of the

statement S2. This constraint relates situations classi�ed by ' to situations classi�ed by

 . Note that these need not be the same situation. In the presence of a chess game, I

may utter

If white exchanges knights on d5 she will lose a pawn

This has the constraint ' !  as its descriptive content, where ' is the situation-type

in which white exchanges knights on d5, and  is the type of situation-type in which

she loses a pawn. These may be di�erent situations, because the �rst may only be the

next few moves, and the loss of a pawn may be further along in the game.

Note that this conditional is plausibly true even if we don't have for every situation

of kind ' a corresponding situation of kind  . The game could have been very di�erent

(it could end after white's exchange because of some unforeseen circumstance) but this

possibility does not defeat the conditional in itself. It is merely one of the background

conditions of the conditional that this possibility does not obtain. This will become

important soon.

The rest of the answer of the question of interpreting the conditional is less easy.

What is the demonstrative content of an utterance if S1 then S2? What bit of the world

is the speaker talking about when making this claim? What does the speaker classify

as being of type ' !  ? One answer to this is immediate. Whatever it is, it must be

a situation, if utterances of conditionals are to be modelled in the same way as other

declarative utterances. In our case, the situation is the chess game (or a part of it). We

are talking about the player white, and what will happen if she exchanges knights on d5.

So much is common sense. The demonstrative content of the utterance is a situation.

However, Barwise does not explicitly follow this approach. Barwise takes the line

that the demonstrative content is an information channel, grounding a relationship be-

tween situations. These channels might be due to physical law, convention, or logical

necessity. However they come about, they are classi�ed by constraints. So, for every

channel c there is a binary relation
c7! between situations, so that s1

c7! s2 means that c

relates s1 to s2 as antecedent situation to consequent situation. In our example, if c is

the channel classi�ed by the utterance of the conditional about the chess game, then the

antecedent situations will be next move situations, and the for each antecedent situation

the related consequent situations will be the situations of further progress in the game

after that move chosen by white. Then a channel c is classi�ed by the constraint '!  

just when for each s1 and s2 where s1
c7! s2 and s1 is classi�ed by ' then s2 is classi�ed
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by  . (There are no prizes for guessing where you've seen that kind of relationship

before.) Note that a channel may not relate every situation to another situation, as in

our example of the chess game. Our channel classi�ed may relate only situations that

are a part of a normal continuing chess game, without giving us any information about

situations that are not a part of abortive games. This will be important in what follows.

Barwise uses this notion of an information channel as the ground of all information

ow. All information ow is mediated by (or relative to) an information channel, in the

same way that for Barwise, all truth is supported by (or relative to) some situation.

For now we have enough to begin de�ning structures of situations and channels. We

will formalise the notion of classi�cation, and the information structures we will study

in what follows.

De�nition 9.1 An information structure hS; T; C; j=; 7!i is a structure made up of a

set S of situations, T of types, C of channels, a binary relation j= which relates both pairs

of situations and types and pairs of channels and constraints and a ternary relation 7!
relating channels to pairs of situations. This structure must satisfy a number of further

conditions:

� Types are closed under binary operations ^ and _. Furthermore, for each s 2 S and

each '; 2 T, s j= ' ^  if and only if s j= ' and s j=  , and s j= ' _  if and

only if s j= ' or s j=  .

� For every '; 2 T, the object ' !  is a constraint. The relation j= is extended

to channels and constraints in the way indicated: c j= '!  if and only if for each

s1; s2 2 S where s1
c7! s2, if s1 j= ' then s2 j=  .

In the rest of this section we will extend this de�nition in order to model the princi-

ples of information ow. So, we will have a complete picture of an information structure

as Barwise describes it only at the end of this section, where we will see the complete

de�nition in all its glory.

Excursus: The condition dictating which channels support which constraints is fun-

damental to the theory of constraints and channels. The left-to-right part of the bicon-

ditional in the condition is clear. If a channel relates s1 to s2, (for example, white's

move in this chess game, related to the next few moves) then the fact that the channel

is of type '!  (for example, the type `if white exchanges knights at d5, she will lose

a pawn') is enough to tell us that if s1 j= ' (In s1 white exchanges knights), s2 j=  

(In s2 white loses a pawn). This is how we classify constraints. The right-to-left part

of the biconditional raises more interesting issues. Barwise notes that we capture too

much if we take the quanti�er as ranging over only actual situations. Then \Humean

constant conjunctions of real events" [9] count, when we would rather model only lawlike

constraints. How the theory can capture this without buying into modal realism is an

interesting question. We will consider this in Section 9.8. ut

Now for some more terminological matters.
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De�nition 9.2

� If s1
c7! s2, then s1 is a signal for s2, and s2 is a target of s1 relative to channel c.

� The ternary relation 7! restricted to c is called the signalling relation of c. A pair

like hs1; s2i is called a signal/target pair for c.

� If c j= ' !  and s1 j= ' but there is no s2 such that s1
c7! s2, then we say that

s1 is a pseudo-signal for c : '!  .

� If c j= '!  and there are no pseudo-signals for c : '!  , then the constraint is

absolute on c. This is written c j= ' !!  . Otherwise the constraint is conditional

on c.

As an example, suppose that a channel c supports the constraint \if white exchanges

knights at d5, she will lose a pawn." Because the channel supports the constraint, its

only signal/target pairs where the signal is a knight-exchanging-at-d5 situation must

have white-losing-pawn situations as the target. This is merely what it means for the

channel to support the constraint. Now consider the possibility where the game ends

due to some unforeseen circumstance after the next move, and that this next move was

white exchanging knights at d5. Then this move situation (call it s1) does support the

antecedent type, but it must be a pseudo-signal for the channel, because there is no

next move and no pawn capture. Clearly this constraint is not absolute; when we utter

conditionals they rarely classify absolute constraints.

Now we can use the machinery we have so far to begin to model the �rst of our

principles. First some more terminology, to state the principle clearly.

De�nition 9.3 Now we can de�ne a notion of information transfer, mediated by an

information channel.

� s1 : '
c
--! s2 :  i� c j= ' !  and s1

c7! s2. This is read: s1 being ' would

carry the information that s2 is  relative to channel c.2

Now consider the Xerox principle. Why would it be true? Consider the channel c1

of type ' !  and c2 of type  ! �. We would like there to be a channel c of type

' ! �. This would enable us to prove the Xerox principle in channel-mediated terms.

This is what such a channel would have to be like:

De�nition 9.4 Channel c is a sequential composition of c1 followed by c2 just when

for all situations s1 and s2, s1
c7! s2 i� there is an s where s1

c17! s and s
c27! s2.

Given this, it is simple to prove the following:

Lemma 9.1 If c is a sequential composition of c1 and c2 and c1 j= ' !  and

c2 j=  ! � then c j= '! �.

Intuitively, the serial composition of two channels is what you get when you lay the

channels end to end. We assume that every two channels compose sequentially. In addi-

tion, composition is associative. This is an addition to our de�nition of an information

structure.

De�nition 9.5 In each information structure every pair of channels c1 and c2 has a

unique sequential composition, c1; c2. In addition, c1; (c2; c3) = (c1; c2); c3.
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Given this, we can prove the Xerox principle in channel-mediated terms:

Lemma 9.2 In any information structure, if s1 : '
c1
--! s2 :  and s2 :  

c2
--! s3 : �

then s1 : '
c1;c2
--! s3 : �.

Proof: A simple matter of writing out de�nitions and applying the previous lemma. /

This result explains the validity of the Xerox principle in terms of channels. If

s1 : ' carries the information s2 :  (relative to some channel) and s2 :  carries the

information s3 : � (relative to a channel), then it is their composition which grounds

the information transfer from s1 : ' to s3 : �.

To prove the next principle, we need to associate a particular channel to logical

validity. The �rst step is to consider logical validity in terms of situations.

De�nition 9.6 Given types ' and  , ' entails  , or is a subtype of  i� every

situation of type ' is also of type  . This is written ' v  .

From here, Barwise identi�es a particular \logic channel," which relates every sit-

uation to itself, and to no other. In my opinion, this is restrictive. There seems to be

no reason to choose between the identity relation and the sub-situation relation (where

s1 v s2 i� s1 j= ') s2 j= ' for each ') to be modelled by the logic channel. We de�ne

the logic channel as follows:

De�nition 9.7 Each information structure contains a logic channel, channel 1. It

relates each situation s to all situations that contain it. In other words, s
17! s0 if and

only if s v s0.

Excursus: We are diverging from Barwise's account here, primarily because of the

treatment of channels in Section 9.3. Barwise takes it that s
17! s0 if and only if s = s0.

However, the di�erence is not important. All we need for 1 to work sensibly (in that

1 j= '!  if and only if every situation that supports ' also supports  ) is that s
17! s

and that if s
17! s0 then s v s0. The cases where

17! is the identity (as in Barwise) and

where
17! is v (as here) are the two extremes within which the behaviour of 1 can sensibly

vary. ut

Given this de�nition we may prove the following:

Lemma 9.3 Logic as Information Flow Given types ' and  , then ' v  if and

only if 1 j= '!  , if and only if 1 j= ' !!  

Proof: By de�nition, ' v  if and only if 1 j= '!  . We need just show that 1 never

has any pseudo-signals for '!  . But this is simple. If s j= ' then s
17! s ensures that

1 has no pseudo-signals. /

It remains to prove our results about conjunction, disjunction and negation. To

prove the principle of addition we need a new way of putting channels together. For

example, if s1 : '
c
--! s2 :  and s1 : '0 c0

--! s2 :  0, what channel c? would

satisfy s1 : (' ^ '0)
c?

--! s2 : ( ^  0)? Clearly some channel would support the type

(' ^ '0) ! ( ^  0) | it is the channel found by taking c and c0 together in parallel.

Barwise gives a clear example:
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Television o�ers a natural example. Here we have two channels, the video and

the audio. So let's think of a person watching and listening to the broadcast of

a speech. For signals we will take the person's full mental state. For targets,

we will take the speech situation. It seems quite natural to think of the former

as being linked to the latter by two channels, the audio and the visual. But

then it also seems quite natural to put these two together into a third channel,

what we could call the parallel composition of the two channels [9].

Formally, we have the following:

De�nition 9.8 The channel c is a parallel composition of channels c1 and c2 provided

that for all situations s1 and s2, s1
c7! s2 i� s1

c17! s2 and s1
c27! s2

We expand our de�nition of information structures appropriately:

De�nition 9.9 Every information structure has a total binary operation k of parallel

composition of channels. Parallel composition is commutative, associative, and idempo-

tent, i.e. c k c = c.

Given this, we can prove the principles of addition of information and exhaustive

cases.

Lemma 9.4 In every information structure the following principles hold:

� Addition of Information If s1 : '
c
--! s2 :  and s1 : '0 c0

--! s2 :  0 then

s1 : (' ^ '0)
c
--! s2 : ( ^ '0) where c = c1 k c2.

� Exhaustive Cases Suppose that s1 : '
c1
--! s2 : ( _ 0), s2 :  

c2
--! s3 : �, and

s2 :  0 c3
--! s3 : �. Then s1 : '

c
--! s3 : �, where c = c1; (c2 k c3).

Proof: Again, a simple case of writing out the de�nitions. We leave this to the reader. /

We ought to give some account of how the two compositions interact. First de�ne

a relationship between channels:

De�nition 9.10 Channel c1 is a re�nement of channel c2, written c1 � c2 i� c1 =

c1 k c2.

This c1 � c2 means that using c1 and c2 in parallel gives no more information that

c2 alone. So, if c1 is a re�nement of c2, if s1
c17! s2 then s1

c27! s2.

Lemma 9.5 If c2 j= '!  and c1 � c2 then c1 j= '!  , and � partially orders the

channels. Furthermore, parallel composition preserves re�nement. That is, if c1 � c2

then c1 kd � c2 kd and d k c1 � d k c2.

Analogously to this we take the corresponding claim in terms of sequential compo-

sition as a condition on information structures.

De�nition 9.11 In our information structures, sequential composition preserves re-

�nement. That is, if c1 � c2 then c1;d � c2;d and d; c1 � d; c2.
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The last thing we ought to consider is negation. Here Barwise's account is unclear,

for he doesn't give a gloss on what it is for a situation to support a negation. The

way he wishes to prove the contraposition principle is by way of converses of channels.

The channel c-1 is a converse of c i� for each s1 and s2, s1
c-17--! s2 i� s2

c7! s1. The

inversion axiom states that each channel has a unique converse, such that 1-1 = 1,

(c1; c2)
-1 = (c-12 ; c-11 ) and (c1 k c2)-1 = c-11 k c-12 .

Barwise claims that it follows from this that if s1 : '
c
--! s2 :  , then s2 : �' c-1

--!
s1 : �'. The only way we could conceive of proving this is as follows: suppose that

s1 : '
c
--! s2 :  . So s1

c7! s2, and s2
c-17--! s1 by the inversion axiom. We want that

if s2 j= � then s1 j= �'. Suppose that s2 j= � . Then we have s2 6j=  and so,

s1 6j= '. Thus, s1 j= �'.

This is satisfactory reasoning, provided we have the assumption that s j= �' i� s 6j=
'. But this is unwarranted if situations are sometimes �-incomplete or �-inconsistent,

and we have every reason to believe this. (Otherwise they look too much like possible

worlds to be comfortable.) Because of this, we must conclude that Barwise's account of

negation is in need of reform.

Before going on, we will reiterate the de�nition of an information structure, with all

of the relevant bells and whistles.

De�nition 9.12 An information structure hS; T; C; j=; 7!; k; ; i is a structure made up

of a set S of situations, T of types, C of channels, a binary relation j= which relates

both pairs of situations and types and pairs of channels and constraints and a ternary

relation 7! relating channels to pairs of situations. This structure must satisfy a number

of further conditions:

� Types are closed under binary operations ^ and _. Furthermore, for each s 2 S and

each '; 2 T, s j= ' ^  if and only if s j= ' and s j=  , and s j= ' _  if and

only if s j= ' or s j=  .

� For every '; 2 T, the object ' !  is a constraint. The relation j= is extended

to channels and constraints in the way indicated: c j= '!  if and only if for each

s1; s2 2 S where s1
c7! s2, if s1 j= ' then s2 j=  .

� There is a logic channel, channel 1. It relates each situation s to all situations that

contain it. In other words, s
17! s0 if and only if s v s0, where s v s0 if and only if

whenever s j= ', s0 j= ' too.

� Every pair of channels c1 and c2 has a unique sequential composition c1; c2 (such

that s1
c1;c27--! s2 if and only if there is a situation s such that s1

c17! s and s
c27! s2).

In addition, c1; (c2; c3) = (c1; c2); c3.

� Every pair of channels c1 and c2 has a unique parallel composition c1 k c2 (such that

s1
c1 k c27--! s2 if and only if s1

c17! s2 and s1
c27! s2). In addition, parallel composition

is commutative, associative, and idempotent.

� Channel c1 is a re�nement of channel c2, written c1 � c2 i� c1 = c1 k c2.

� Sequential composition preserves re�nement. That is, if c1 � c2 then c1;d � c2;d

and d; c1 � d; c2.
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In Barwise's initial account of information ow, he shows how a range of model

structures in logic, computer science and information theory can each be seen as models

of information ow. We'll show that a large class of Routley-Meyer frames also count as

models of information ow.

9.4 Frames Model Information Flow

Recall the condition for a channel to support a conditional type.

The channel c j= ' !  if and only if for all situations s1, s2, if s1
c7! s2 and

s1 j= ' then s2 j=  .

Clearly this is reminiscent of the modelling condition of conditionals in frame semantics.

If we take it that channels are situations, then the condition is that of the conditional

in the frame semantics, where 7! is R.

In frame semantics x
y7! z means that the conditional information given by y applied

to x results in no more than z. This results in the plausible monotonicity condition

If x0 v x, y0 v y and z v z0 and x
y7! z then x0

y07! z0.

It is natural to take the serial composition x;y to be contained in situation z just when

x
y7! z. This is because x

y7! z is read as \applying y to x keeps you in z." But serially

composing x and y is just applying the information from y to that in x in order to get a

new channel. So, if the application of y to x is bounded above by z, we must have x;y

contained in z. And vice versa. So, from now we will read x
y7! z as x;y v z and vice

versa.

What would associativity of channels mean in this context? We simply require that

(x;y); z v u if and only if x; (y; z) v u for each u. But this comes out as follows.

(x;y); z v u if and only if for some v, x;y v v and v; z v u. In other words, for some

v, x
y7! v and v

z7! u. Conversely, x; (y; z) v u if and only if for some w, x;w v u and

y; z v w, which can be rephrased as x
w7! u and y

z7! w. Given our rewriting of sequential

channel composition in terms of the channel relation 7! we have an associativity condition

in terms of 7! alone.

Some situations are special, in that they contain logic. That is, these situations act

as channels from situations to themselves. Let I be the class of these situations. Clearly

then, if for some z 2 I, we have x
z7! y, then x v y. Also, for each situation x, there is a

z 2 I where x
z7! x. (To get LI+ we would also take dual versions of these | that if for

some z 2 I, z x7! y then x v y and for each x there is a z 2 I where z
x7! x, in order to

model the backwards  of LI+.)

This will be enough to start our de�nition of a frame modelling information ow.

De�nition 9.13 A bare frame is a quadruple hS; 7!; I;vi, where S is a set of situations,

7! is a ternary relation on S, I is a subset of S, the logic cone and v is a partial order

on S. The objects satisfy the following further conditions.

� If x0 v x, y0 v y and z v z0 and x
y7! z then x0

y07! z0

� If z 2 I and z v z0, then z0 2 I.
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� If for some z 2 I, x z7! y, then x v y.

� For each x, there is a z 2 I where x
z7! x.

� (9v)(x y7! v and v
z7! u) if and only if (9w)(x w7! u and y

z7! w).3

Now that we have the structures de�ned, we need to see that these structures really

model the axioms, by de�ning parallel and serial composition.

Take situations a and b. Their serial composition ought to be the `smallest' situation

x (under v) such that a
b7! x given our motivation of identifying a

b7! c with a;b v c.
However, nothing assures us that such a minimal situation exists. For there may be two

candidate situations which agree with regard to all conditionals, but disagree with regard

to a disjunction p _ q. As situations are prime, neither of these is minimal. Instead of

requiring that such a situation exist, we will model the serial composition of these two

situations as the set fx : a
b7! xg. If we take a set to support the type A just when each

of its elements supports A, the set fx : a
b7! xg will work as the serial composition of a

and b. It may be considered to be a `non-prime situation,' or merely as the information

shared by a collection of situations. From now on we take our channels to be sets of

situations like this. A channel can be taken to be part of a situation just when the

situation is an element of the channel. Let's make things formal with a few de�nitions.

De�nition 9.14 Given a bare frame hS; 7!; I;vi
� X � S is a cone i� for each x 2 X, if x v y then y 2 X. (So I is a cone, the logic

cone).

� If X is a cone, X j= A i� x j= A for each x 2 X.

� If X, Y and Z are cones, X
Y7! Z if and only if for every z 2 Z there are x 2 X and

y 2 Y where x
y7! z.

� If X and Y are cones, X v Y if and only if Y � X. In addition, X;Y = fz : X
Y7! zg,

X k Y = fz : X v z and Y v zg:
� Given an evaluation j= on our frame, X j= A i� for each x 2 X, x j= A.

� For each situation x, "x is the principal cone on x. In other words, "x = fx0 : x v x0g.

Given these de�nitions, it is not di�cult to prove the following results.

Lemma 9.6 Given a bare frame hS; 7!; I;vi with an evaluation j=
� X j= A! B i� for each pair of cones Y; Z, where Y

X7! Z, if Y j= A then Z j= B.
� X j= A! B i� for each pair of situations y; z, where "y X7! "z, if y j= A then z j= B.
� X j= A ^ B i� X j= A and X j= B.
� X j= A _ B i� for each x 2 X, either x j= A or x j= B.
� "x v Y i� for each y 2 Y, x v y.
� X v "y i� y 2 X.
� (9v)(X Y7! v and v

Z7! U) i� (9w)(X w7! U and Y
Z7! w).

� "x v "y i� x v y.
� "x "y7! "z i� x y7! z.

� "x j= A if and only if x j= A.

Proof: Straight from the de�nitions. We leave them as an exercise. /
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Because of the last three results in that lemma, principal cones will do for situations

whenever they occur. From now, we will slip between a principal cone and its situation

without mentioning it.

The signi�cant result is that X;Y really is the serial composition of X and Y. In

other words, we can prove the following:

Lemma 9.7 For all cones X and Y, and for all situations a and c, a
X;Y7--! c i� there is a

situation b such that a
X7! b and b

Y7! c.

Proof: Suppose that a
X;Y7--! c. Then for some d 2 X;Y, a

d7! c. However, if d 2 X;Y we

must have an x 2 X and a y 2 Y where x
y7! d. So, x

y7! d and a
d7! c. This means that

for some b, a
x7! b and b

y7! c by one half of the associativity condition. This means that

a
X7! b and b

Y7! c as desired.

The converse merely runs this proof backwards and we leave it as an exercise. /

Then serial composition is associative because of our transitivity condition on mod-

elling conditions.

Lemma 9.8 In any bare frame, for any cones X; Y and Z, X; (Y;Z) = (X;Y);Z.

Proof: If w 2 X; (Y;Z) then X
Y;Z7--! w, which means that for some x 2 X and v 2 Y;Z,

x
v7! w. Similarly, v 2 Y;Z means that for some y 2 Y and z 2 Z, y

z7! v. But this

means that for some u, x
y7! u and u

z7! w, which gives u 2 X;Y and so, w 2 (X;Y);Z as

desired. The converse proof is the proof run backwards, as usual. /

The logic cone I then satis�es the condition for the logic channel.

Lemma 9.9 In any bare frame, x
I7! y if and only if x v y.

Proof: Trivial. If x
I7! y then x

z7! y for some z 2 I, which merely means that x v y.

Conversely, there is some z 2 I where x
z7! x, which gives x

z7! y by monotonicity, and

so, x
I7! z as desired. /

As things stand, parallel composition may not work as we intend. We may have

cones X and Y for which the parallel composition is empty (that is, there is no z where

X v z and Y v z), but this means that a
XkY7--! b does not hold (look at the clauses).

However, we may still have a
X7! b and a

Y7! b. We need an extra modelling condition.

De�nition 9.15 A bare frame hS; 7!; I;vi is an information frame if and only if for

each a; b; x; y where a
x7! b and a

y7! b, there is a z where x v z and y v z and

a
z7! b. Parallel composition in an information frame is de�ned as you would expect.

X kY = fz : X v z and Y v zg.

Lemma 9.10 In any information frame, for all cones X and Y, and for all situations

a and b, a
X7! b and a

Y7! b i� a
X kY7--! b. Furthermore, parallel composition then does

what we would expect of it: X kX = X, X kY = Y kX and X k(Y kZ) = (X kY) kZ. In fact

X kY = X \ Y.
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Proof: Trivial. Clearly, if a
X kY7--! b then a

X7! b and a
Y7! b by monotonicity. The

converse holds by the de�nition of an information frame. The properties of information

frames follow from the fact that v is a partial order. The fact that parallel composition

turns out to be intersection follows from the fact that it is de�ned on cones on the partial

order. /

The relation � of re�nement is simply w; X � Y i� X kY = X, i� X\Y = X i� X � Y
i� X w Y.

The last thing to show is that serial composition preserves re�nement. We need to

show the following:

Lemma 9.11 In any information frame, if X1 v X2 and Y1 v Y2 then X1;Y1 v X2;Y2.

Proof: This follows immediately from the hereditary conditions on 7!. /

So, our frame structures are models of information ow. The corresponding logic

is a weak one. We don't need to assume contraction, weakening or permutation. The

only conditions above DW are pre�xing and its converse. So, we have shown that the

semantics underlying a wide class of our logics have a home within Barwise's account of

information ow.

9.5 Frames Are the Best Model of Information Flow

As we said before, Barwise's original paper [9] shows that model structures like those

of classical logic and intuitionistic logic also model information ow. If we were only

able to put our logics into this class, this would not say very much for our logics or

for the cause of contraction-freedom. Why favour systems without contraction? Why

favour the distinctions that frame semantics can draw (such as contraction failing) and

the identi�cations it makes (such as identifying channels with situations)?

Why Frames? Firstly, frames are the sensible model of information ow, because they

remain faithful to the original intuitions about the meanings of conditional utterances.

If we say that situations and channels are totally distinct, then we have a problem.

We decided that a conditional statement \if S1 then S2" has the constraint ' !  

as descriptive content, and a particular channel c as demonstrative content. But we

already decided that other statements have situations as their demonstrative content.

Why are conditional statements any di�erent? To avoid such an arbitrary distinction,

we must admit a relationship between situations and channels. If the conditional \if S1

then S2" has a situation s as its demonstrative content, then we may take s itself to be

a channel between situations. This is admitted in the frame semantics. Each situation

is a channel and arbitrary cones of situations are also channels | chiey to deal with

composition.

Excursus: If you are prepared to take composition as a relation between situations

and not as a function, we could abandon cones completely. We could just say z is a

serial composition of x and y if x
y7! z (i.e. x;y v z) and z is a parallel composition of x

and y if x v z and y v z. Then, given axioms such as: each pair of situations has both a
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serial and a parallel composition, all of Barwise's principles of information ow will still

hold, without requiring recourse to cones or explicit operations on situations. ut

In other words, once we recall a major motivating application of information ow

(modelling conditionals in situation semantics in terms of regularities grounded in the

world) the frame semantics identi�cation of channels with situations is the natural con-

clusion.

Why No Contraction? We know that frames model information ow. It doesn't

follow that contraction-freedom is thereby justi�ed. Even though Barwise speci�ed that

serial composition be associative, leaving open whether it was symmetric, idempotent or

whatever, this only leaves the way open for contraction-freedom, it doesn't motivate it.

To motivate contraction-freedom we need to �nd a counterexample to x; x v x.

But this is simple. For many channels, you may eke out more information by repeated

application. For a number of examples, consider the information theoretic aspects of

the applications in the previous chapters. The conditionals de�ned in the context of

vagueness are an example. Take the degrees of stretch to be situations. Then a channel

may support a conditional and its antecedent without supporting its consequent, as we

reasoned before. But there are many more reasons to reject contraction. We need only

�nd a domain in which using a channel twice (serially) yields more information than

using it once. We'll just sketch one such application, and leave the reader to think of

more.

Take situations to be mathematical proofs, and we will take the information content

to be the explicit content of the proof.4 That is, the things that are stated in the proof.

We can model the information ow from a proof to another proof (which may contain the

�rst proof as a part) by way of information links that relate proof-situations by means

of the deductive principles of mathematics. For example, one such rule dictates that

If n is even, so is n + 2.

This may be warranted by a channel x, so that if y and z are proof situations where

y
x7! z, and y supports the claim `6 is even,' then z supports the claim `8 is even.' The

proof z may have been produced from the proof y by applying the rule of inference we've

seen, and the channel x indicates (or warrants) that application.

Now a proof may have `8 is even' as a part of its explicit content without `10 is

even' also being a part of its content. To get that from the initial proof situation y, we

need to apply the rule twice, and so, use the channel x twice. The channel x; x therefore

warrants more than x. We may have y
x7! z without y

x;x7--! z.

9.6 Interpreting Conditional Sentences

Now that we have the formalism in place, we can describe the relationship between

channels (or situations) and conditionals. This will also give the wherewithal to give an

account of some seemingly paradoxical arguments using conditionals.
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In what we have seen, all declarative utterances have a demonstrative content (a

situation) and a descriptive content (a type). This is no di�erent for conditional utter-

ances, which have a situation as demonstrative content, and a type of the form ' !  

as descriptive content. The truth or otherwise of the conditional depends on whether

the situation described is of the type or not. This situation relativity gives us the means

to give an account of odd-sounding arguments.

The �rst is a putative counterexample to the Xerox principle. Consider the two

conditionals:

If an election is held on December the 25th, it will be held in December.

If an election is held in December, it will not be held on December the 25th.

By a na��ve application of Xerox principle we could argue from these two claims that if an

election is held on December the 25th, it will not be held on December the 25th. This is

an odd conclusion to draw. The analysis in terms of channels and constraints can help

explain the puzzle without rejecting the Xerox principle.

Firstly, consider the situation described by the �rst conditional. This situation |

in its job as a channel | pairs election-on-December-the-25th situations with election-

in-December situations. Presumably this channel arises by means of logical truth, or our

conventions regarding dates and months. Quite probably, it pairs each election situation

with itself. If the antecedent situation has the election on December the 25th, then the

consequent situation (the same one) has the election in December. There is little odd

with this scenario.

The second situation is di�erent. It pairs antecedent election-in-December situations

with consequent election-not-on-December-the-25th situations. Given the plausible as-

sumption that it pairs antecedent situations only with identical consequent situations

(or at least, consequent situations not incompatible with the antecedent situations | so

it will not pair an antecedent situation with a consequent situation in which the election

occurs at a di�erent date) it will `�lter out' antecedent situations in which the election

is held on Christmas Day. In our parlance, these situations are pseudo-signals for the

constraint. These aberrant situations are not related (by our channel) with any other

situation at all. The channel only relates `reasonably likely' election situations with

themselves, and so, it supports the constraint that elections in December are not held

on Christmas Day just because it doesn't relate those (unlikely) situations in which an

election is held on that day.

Given these two channels, it is clear that their composition supports the constraint

`if there is an election on December the 25th, then the election is not on December the

25th' simply because there are no signal/target pairs for that channel in which the signal

is a situation in which the election is on December the 25th. The composition of the

channels �lters out these antecedent situations by construction. That channel supports

other odd constraints like `if there is an election on December the 25th, then Queensland

has won the She�eld Shield for the last twenty years.' This does not tell us anything

enlightening about what would happen were an election to actually occur on December

the 25th | it only tells us that this particular channel has ruled that possibility out.
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Composition of channels may `�lter out' possibilities (like elections held on Christ-

mas day) that will later become relevant. Then we typically broaden the channels to

admit more possibilities. (This is akin to expanding the set of `nearby possible worlds'

used to evaluate counterfactuals on the Lewis-Stalnaker accounts.) Typically when we

utter a counterfactual conditional we mean that situations classi�ed by the antecedent

will feature in signal/target pairs of the channel being utilised. (Otherwise, why utter

the conditional?) In cases like this argument, the composed channel is not like this.

The antecedent situations being described do not feature as in signal-target pairs of the

channel being classi�ed. So, the conditional given by the Xerox principle is not the same

as the conditional you would typically be expressing had you said

If an election is held on December the 25th, it will not be held on December the 25th.

Had you said that (and it is a strange thing to say) then most likely, the channel being

classi�ed would have as signal/target pairs some situations in which the election is held

on December the 25th. (Otherwise, why call attention to their possibility?) And if this

is so, the conditional you express by asserting the sentence will di�er from that arising

from the Xerox principle but this only points out the channel relativity of conditionals.

This is parallel to the situation-theoretic fact that propositions are situation relative. So,

the principle itself is sound, but di�culties like these must keep us alert to the way it is

used.

As was the case with the Xerox principle, we can use the channel-theoretic account

to explain the oddity of certain `deductions' using conjunction. For example, given a

number of background conditions

If it snows, I won't be surprised.

If it hails, I won't be surprised.

could be both true. It may be quite cold, and both snow and hail could be possible

given the current weather conditions. Furthermore, my expectations are attuned to the

relevant facts about the weather, and so, I won't be surprised under either of those

conditions. However, in this situation, there is no guarantee that

If it both snows and hails, I won't be surprised.

because the combination of snow and hail is a very rare thing indeed | and I may

be aware of this. This appears to be a counterexample to the principle of addition of

information (collapsing the two conjuncts in the consequent to one). Yet, as with the

Xerox principle, this is not a real counterexample. What's more, the account in terms

of channels can help us explain the surprising nature of the `deduction.'

Consider the channels supporting the original two claims. Obviously they do not

relate all snowing or hailing signal-target pairs with consequent mental states, because

for some snowing or hailing situations (ones that are combined) I am surprised. So, the

channels supporting these claims must ignore the possible (but rare) situations in which

snow and hail coincides. In other words, snow-and-hail situations are pseudo-signals for

this constraint. This is understandable, because it is a rare situation to encounter. Now
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when we consider the parallel composition of the two channels, it is simple to see that it

has no signal-target pairs where it is snowing and hailing in the signal situation. In each

of the original channels, these possibilities were �ltered out, so they cannot re-emerge in

their parallel composition. The third conditional is supported by the parallel composition

of channels only vacuously. The composed channel does not relate any snowy-and-haily

situations.

Were we to say `if it both snows and hails, I won't be surprised' the channel classi�ed

would (usually) not be one that �lters out odd snowy-and-haily situations, because we

have explicitly mentioned that situation as a possibility. Again, we must be careful to

not identify the conclusion of the addition of information principle with a claim we may

express ourselves. For each declarative utterance, there is a corresponding situation or

channel that is classi�ed. Di�erent utterances could well classify di�erent situations or

channels.

In this way we can use the formalism to explain the oddity in certain conditional

argument forms. They are sensitive to the situations being described, which can vary

from premise to conclusion, without this fact being explicit.

9.7 Negation

As we've commented before, Barwise's account of negation has to be wrong, if we are

concerned to model a useful negation (for which situations could be incomplete or in-

consistent). Boolean negation isn't the kind of negation that you would want to use as a

situation-theoretic analysis of our natural language `not.' Rather more plausible is to say

that situations can both support and undermine situation-types. We have the clauses

we've seen in Chapter 6 for conjunction, disjunction and negation:

� x j= A ^ B i� x j= A and x j= B,

� x =j A ^ B i� x =j A or x =j B,

� x j= A _ B i� x j= A or x j= B,

� x =j A _ B i� x =j A and x =j B,

� x j= �A i� x =j A,

� x =j �A i� x j= A.

For the conditional we use the standard positive condition:

� x j= A! B i� for all y; z 2W if y
x7! z and y j= A then z j= B.

As a result, contraposition will fail, but we have no qualms about that, given the examples

we have seen.

The issue to address is the negative condition for a conditional. We may think that

the plausible condition is:

� x =j A! B i� there are y; z where y
x7! z, y j= A and z =j B.

This is because we may think that a situation undermines a conditional just when there

is a concrete counterexample to it. This is one possibility, but it conicts with plausible

intuitions about containment relations among situations. It is desirable that if x =j A!
B and x v x0 then x0 =j A! B too. However, this is not guaranteed under the condition

given. The reason is as follows: we may have x =j A ! B by way of a counterexample

pair hy; zi where y
x7! z, y j= A and z =j B. However, as we expand the situation out
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to a larger x0 w x, x0 may no longer act as a channel from y to z, so the pair hy; zi will

no longer act as a counterexample. Situations which relate many pairs of situations by

and large have few true conditionals and vice versa, because to get a true conditional

you need to check every pair that are related by the appropriate situation. There will

be more opportunities to get a pair of situations related by the original situation, such

that the antecedent of the conditional is supported by the �rst, and the consequent

not supported by the second. But then all the same, there are more opportunities to

falsify conditionals in just the same kinds of situations. So, on this suggestion, situations

that are weak on true conditionals tend to be strong on falsifying conditionals, and vice

versa. This seems strange. It is odd to say that a pair hy; zi where y
x7! z, provides a

counterexample to '!  at x on its own. It is quite possible that when we �ll x out to

a larger situation x0, the counterexample disappears because the expanded channel may

not relate y to z. This motivates a di�erent condition for undermining conditionals:

� x =j A! B i� for each x0 w x there are y; z where y
x07! z, y j= A and z =j B.

Now it is pretty clear that if x j= A and x v y then y j= A (and similarly for =j). We

retain monotonicity.

The resulting logic will di�er from standard ones we have considered. We will retain

double negation laws, and de Morgan laws, but all forms of contraposition are lost. Given

the counterexamples to contraposition that apply in many �elds of information ow, this

is not a loss. However, I don't have an axiomatisation of the logic that results. This is

an open problem.

9.8 Issues to Ponder

There are a number of important issues to consider, the answers to which will be impor-

tant for the resulting logic.

� What are situations?

The obvious answer is \bits of the world," and for many applications this may

be su�cient. However, for conditionals, it isn't. Consider false conditionals with false

antecedents. To make

If Queensland win the She�eld Shield, grass will be blue

false at a situation x we need to have a situation pair hy; zi where y
x7! z where y j=

Queensland win the She�eld Shield and z =j grass will be blue. This requires the existence

of a situation y that supports the claim that Queensland win the She�eld Shield. As

we all know, this is patently false, so no actual situation supports it. It follows that

the conditional is true (which is an unsavoury conclusion) or there are some non-actual

situations.

It follows that a decent account of conditionals in this formalisation must involve

non-actual situations | so these don't qualify as bits of the world (in the same way

that actual situations do, anyway). Barwise agrees. His answer to the question is that

situations ought to be seen as

mathematical objects for modelling possibilities, and not as real but not actual

situations. [9]
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But this won't su�ce as an explanation | at least if this semantics is to work as an

account of anything. Because if a model is to have any explanatory force, the things in

the model must correspond to something real. If we have a mathematical model for a

possibility, then if it does any explanatory work (which it does) there must be something

real that corresponds to it, and that grounds the explanation in the Way Things Are. If

these things are not \real but not actual situations" it would be interesting to hear what

they are. Giving an account of these that doesn't amount to realism about (particular)

non-actual situations is exactly parallel to the task of giving a non-realist account of

possible worlds. Calling them \mathematical models" is honest, but it only pushes the

question back to those who want to know what the model actually models.

For this approach to have any chance of working without committing us to modal

realism, you must explicate the notion of \modelling possibilities." At face value this does

seem to involve a relationship between models and the possibilities they purport to model.

However, there may be another way to cash out the conception: we can say that xmodels

a possibility (or represents a possibility) if x would model (or represent) a situation,

were things di�erent in some relevant respect. To make this work we need to spell out

what way things are allowed to vary, and be more speci�c about the representation

relation. However, it is plausible that some explanation like this might work. Chris

Menzel has done this for possible worlds semantics [83], and a broader account, giving

an analysis of conditionals in terms of situations, might also work.

Taking this line would result in the analysis being circular in one sense. Cashing

out the notion of representation requires using conditionality or possibility | so we

will not be giving a reductive account of conditionals. On this semantics, possibility

or conditionality will be primitives. However, they will be primitives that are closely

associated with other concepts such as the channeling relation between situations, and

this, as in all formal semantics, will give us a helpful regimentation of our intuitions

about conditionals, and it will give us a new way to analyse their semantic content.

� Are there inconsistent situations? Are there actual inconsistent situations?

Clearly for modelling the doxastic states of agents in terms of situations, inconsistent

situations are important. Are there others? Are any of these situations actual? (This is

the question of true contradictions.) To answer this swiftly would be to beg too many

important questions. So we will ag the issue here, and not come back to it.

� Are there worlds?

Do we take all situations to be small, or are there some which correspond to possible

worlds? If there are worlds, then we will have a good grounding of world validity in situ-

ation semantics. We can explain world validity, as truth preservation across all possible

worlds without sacri�cing the logic we already have. We can go further and posit that

worlds are complete | excluded middle holds for them. This doesn't mean that excluded

middle holds in all situations in the logic cone. Whether assuming excluded middle for

worlds (and not `logic') results in a di�erent logic than otherwise is a question for fur-

ther investigation. Su�ce to say here that this conception of the relationship between

logic and truth gives more grounding to Slaney's comment in his `Metacompleteness'
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paper [143] in which he comments that though excluded middle may be true (and true

of necessity) this does not mean that it ought to be accounted as a theorem of logic.

Logic is about valid inference, and excluded middle does not record an inference. On

our picture, excluded middle may be true of worlds, without being among the claims

supported by the logic channel.

� What grounds the channelling relation?

This is a very hard question. To answer it well requires a considered view of the

metaphysics of modality and conditionality. Let me only sketch the possibilities here.

There seem to be at least three. One is to be a realist about non-actual situations

(as Lewis is) and to give an account of a natural relationship between these situations,

which is a candidate for the channelling relationship. This is going to be hard, because

in many cases, the channelling relationship seems to be grounded in our conventions.

(How else might a knocking sound indicate that someone is at the door?) A second

approach is to still be a realist about non-actual situations, but consider the channelling

relationship as one that arises out of the truths of conditionals at situations. This

seems to be similar to Lewis' account of counterfactual conditionals, and we have already

discussed it. Thirdly, you could abandon realism about non-actual situations, and take

the channelling relationship (now in a model, since there are not enough real situations

out there to relate to one another) to again arise out of the truths of conditionals in

situations. This approach, as the one before it, will not be reductive, but it will be a

structural account of the truth conditions for conditionals in situations. There are clearly

more issues to discuss here, but they must be left for another occasion.

� Are all worlds consistent? Or are they complete?

It is standard to assume that the world is consistent and complete (and that this is a

requirement for all possible worlds). There are alternative analyses of the paradoxes that

still admit worlds, but deny that they are consistent and complete. These possibilities

are clearly compatible with situation semantics as we've described it. So, our structure

provides a home for both the classical approach of Barwise and Etchemendy and the

non-classical approaches we've considered in earlier chapters. Further work will have to

be done to see what di�erences there are between the two accounts in terms of modelling

conditionals.

� How do we model quanti�cation?

The only `o�cial' modelling of quanti�cation in ternary frames is quite baroque [43].

Perhaps the alternative modelling in terms of situation semantics can do better. In

situation semantics, it is possible to model quanti�ed claims at a situation in terms

of relations that hold between types (or universals) at that situation. An interesting

question for further discussion is how this works out in practice. What inferences that

involve quanti�cation and the conditional are actually valid?

9.9 Notes

This chapter was presented to the Automated Reasoning Project at the Australian Na-

tional University in April 1993. I'm grateful for comments and criticism from those
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present. Especially Frank Jackson and Peter Menzies who asked me about elections in

December, and the coincidence of snow and hail.

1Clearly, you could introduce a negation-like operator `-' and require that s j= -' i�

s 6j= ', but then you have to put up with things like almost every situation will support

both

-(Queensland won the She�eld Shield) and

-(Queensland has not won the She�eld Shield)

by virtue of not containing any (positive) information about the She�eld Shield at all.

But this is just boolean negation again. If you're happy with such an account, and the

fact that you lose the hereditary nature of situations (there is no case where a situation

supports a proper subset of the things supported by another) then you're free to use

boolean negation: if you can �nd a use for it.

2Barwise de�nes another notion of information ow, by setting: s1 : '
c
=) s2 :  i�

s1 : '
c
--! s2 :  and s1 j= '. This is read: s1 being ' does carry the information

that s2 is  relative to channel c. This notion does little work of its own, and we will

not mention it again.

3These are clauses for unsimpli�ed ternary relational semantics. This seems necessary

because of the connection between 7!, v and the logic channel. It would be unmotivated

in what follows to assume that there is a situation g such that x
g7! y if and only if x = y,

because of the monotonicity condition.

4And its real logical consequences, as de�ned in the situation-theoretic account. So, if

A ^ B is a part of the information content of a proof, so are A, B and A _ C.
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Chapter 10
The Lambek Calculus Extended

I cannot yet reduce my Observations

to a calculus.

| Monsieur HEVELIUS from DANTZICK

Letter in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London [167]

10.1 Introduction

Contraction-free logics appear in an application to theoretical linguistics. Consider a

sentence. It is made up of a number of words, each of which have di�erent types. Some

are nouns, others are adjectives others are verbs, and so on. In addition, di�erent parts of

sentences have di�erent types. For example, some are noun phrases, others are adverbial

phrases, and so on. It is possible to mathematically analyse these parts of speech by

means of a formal system. For example, given a basic categorisation of some words:

Kim, Whitney NP

documentary, cartoon N

it is possible to give an account of other words in terms of what parts of speech they

result in when combined with these. For example: jumps is of type NP ! S, because

when combined with a part of speech of type NP on the left, it results in something of

type S (a sentence). So, Kim jumps, and Whitney jumps are sentences. The word jumps

is not of type S  NP, as jumps Kim is not a sentence. So jump, when combined with

something of type NP on the right, does not yield a sentence. Instead, jumps Kim is of

type (NP! S) �NP. That is, it is something of type (NP! S) juxtaposed to the left of

something of type NP. So, there are three binary operations on types: �,! and . The

Lambek Associative Calculus1 is given by a Gentzen calculus with antecedents of rules

bunched in lists. Then x1; x2; : : : ; xn . y is read as \the juxtaposition of something of

type x1 with something of type x2 with : : : something of type xn is also of type y."

x . x

X . x Y . y

X; Y . x � y
X; x; y; Y . z

X; x � y; Y . z

X . x Y; y; Z . z

Y; X; x! y; Z . z

x; X . y

X . x! y

X . x Y; y; Z . z

Y; y x; X; Z . z

X; x . y

X . y x

The standard cut-elimination proof applies, to show that cut is admissible in this system.

This system is L!� , given the conservative extension result from Chapter 7 (provided

that you note that `;' has been exchanged for `;'.)
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Given this type calculus, it is possible to give an account of the way di�erent parts

of a sentence �t together. For example, here is a type analysis of a sentence:

Kim showed Whitney a documentary

NP NP! ((S NP) NP)

(S NP) NP NP NP N N

S NP NP

S

A step in the analysis of the form:

A B

C

means that the part of the sentence (say X) above A is of type A, and the part of the

sentence (say Y) above B is of type B, and that as a result of this, the part XY is of type

C.

Any complex sentence has more than one analysis, corresponding to di�erent `brack-

etings' of the sentence. For example:

Kim showed Whitney a documentary

NP NP! ((S NP) NP) NP N N

(S NP) NP NP NP

S NP �NP NP �NP
S

This analysis shows that the fragment Whitney a documentary has type NP �NP, so it is

the sort of thing that can be concatenated to the right of Kim showed to get a sentence.

Under this interpretation, the failure of contraction is immediately obvious. A verb

concatenated with a verb is rarely another verb. So, this account gives us another use

for contraction-free logics.

We can show that the formalism �ts the interpretation nicely by formalising the

notion of a typing scheme for a language.

De�nition 10.1 A language model is a pair (V; L) where V is a �nite set of basic

elements of vocabulary, and L : T ! V+ is a function from the class T of all types to

the powerset of the set of all �nite (non-empty) strings of elements from V inductively

de�ned to satisfy the following postulates:

L(x! y) = fa : 8b 2 L(x); ba 2 L(y)g L(x y) = fb : 8a 2 L(y); ba 2 L(x)g

L(x � y) = fab : a 2 L(x) and b 2 L(y)g

Where L(x) represents the class of all language units of type x. Clearly this de�nition

respects the interpretation.

We can then prove the following theorem which shows that the Gentzen calculus

`gets it right.'
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De�nition 10.2 Expand the de�nition of L to take lists of types as well as types by

setting L(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) = L(x1 � x2 � � � � � xn). A sequent X . x is said to be valid in

the model (V; L) if L(X) � L(x).

Theorem 10.1 The sequent X . x is provable if and only if it is valid in each language

model.

Proof: The proof, �rst given by Buszkowski [21] uses standard techniques, and we only

sketch it here.

For soundness, it su�ces to note that each axiom is valid in each language model

(trivial) and that the rules of the Gentzen calculus preserve validity in a language model

(easy).

For completeness, we show that if X 6 . x then there is a language model (V; L)

in which it is not valid. This is reasonably simple. Take as elementary vocabulary

a �nite set T 0 of types such that X � T 0+, x 2 T0, and T 0 is closed under subtypes.

We take this set of types to be the basic vocabulary V of the language model (and we

identify concatenation of basic vocabulary with the list formation in the antecedents of

the sequents). We then take L to be de�ned by setting L(x) = fY 2 T 0+ : Y . xg and

show that this satis�es the inductive postulates on L. For example, consider L(x ! y).

Y 2 L(x! y) i� Y 2 T0+ and Y . x! y. If Z 2 L(x) we have Z 2 T 0+ and Z . x. This

gives ZY 2 T 0+ and ZY . y, giving ZY 2 L(y) as desired. Conversely, suppose that for

all Z 2 L(x), ZY 2 L(y). This means that xY 2 L(y) (as x 2 L(x)), giving xY . y and so

Y . x! y and Y 2 L(x! y) as desired. /

10.2 Conjunction and Disjunction

One problem in the analysis of sentence structure is the account given of parts of speech

such as and, or and but. Assigning types to these words is di�cult. In the sentence Jack

and Jill walked and talked the two occurrences of and have types NP ! NP  NP and

(NP ! S) ! (NP ! S)  (NP ! S) respectively. (It is a simple exercise in L to show

that (A! B) C and A! (B C) are weakly equivalent to A �C! B, so bracketing

is unnecessary here.) In fact, while and always seems to have type X ! X  X, there

seems to be no limit to the number of di�erent types that can be substituted for X.

Oehrle gives some examples [104]

Kim gave and Hilary o�ered Whitney a documentary. (S NP) NP

Kim gave Hilary and Sal o�ered Whitney a documentary. S NP

Kim gave Whitney a documentary and Hilary a cartoon. NP �NP
Kim gave Whitney and o�ered Hilary a documentary. NP! S NP

Operators such as and have caused di�culty for those seeking to give a uni�ed account

of syntactic types. One way to proceed is to take and to have the polymorphic type

X ! X  X, where X ranges over the class of all \conjoinable types." Another way to

proceed is by taking and, or and but to be operators on a par with �, ! and  , and to

create new rules for them. This seems to be a category mistake, as the type operators
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!,  and � don't appear in our language. They are operations on types. Our study

of L opens up another way, closely associated to both of these methods, but perhaps,

better motivated. Given that a piece of syntax is of type A and of type B, it is sensible

to take it to be of type A ^ B. Similarly, if it is either of type A or of type B, then it is

also of type A _ B. Then, we can take and to be of type

^

X2CT

X! X X

where CT is the set of all conjoinable types. Of course, if CT is in�nite (as it may be),

we need to introduce in�nitary conjunction (over only countable sets, thankfully) which

is not di�cult to de�ne. So, we can extend language models as follows:

De�nition 10.3 An extended languagemodel is a language model (V; L) as before where

L now maps the larger T of all types (including conjunctive and disjunctive types) to the

powerset of the set V+ of all �nite (non-empty) strings of elements from V inductively

de�ned to satisfy the following postulates:

L(x! y) = fa : 8b 2 L(x); ba 2 L(y)g L(x y) = fb : 8a 2 L(y); ba 2 L(x)g

L(x � y) = fab : a 2 L(x) and b 2 L(y)g

L(x ^ y) = L(x) \ L(y) L(x _ y) = L(x) [ L(y)

Where L(x) represents the class of all language units of type x. Again, this de�nition

respects the interpretation.

The choice of the rule of disjunction has reected a design consideration. We are

not allowing the case where a vocabulary unit is assigned the type x _ y without it

also being assigned either x or y. There may be certain applications in which such an

assignment is useful. For example, in encoding partial type-assignments. We'll leave this

consideration for another time, and only examine language models in which disjunction

is really disjunction.

Independently of this work, Makoto Kanazawa [61] examined a way of extending

the Lambek calculus to incorporate conjunction and disjunction. His proposal is to add

the following rules to the Gentzen calculus

X . x X . y

X . x ^ y
X; x; Y . z

X; x ^ y; Y . z

X; x; Y . z

X; y ^ x; Y . z

X; x; Y . z X; y; Y . z

X; x _ y; Y . z

X . x

X . x _ y
X . x

X . y _ x

We'll call this system L-!� ^_ (and similarly L-!� ^, etc. for fragments). In his paper,

Kanazawa proves some very interesting things about this extension of the Lambek calcu-

lus. Some of which we will reiterate later. However, it must be said that this extension

is at best, a useful approximation to a true account of conjunctive and disjunctive types.

This is because the distributive law

x ^ (y _ z) . (x ^ y) _ (x ^ z)
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is not provable in the system. This is a shortcoming, because under the interpretation of

the system (given by extended language models) the law comes out as valid. This is not

a strange feature of the way in which extended models were de�ned, either. Rather, it

is a feature of the way that conjunction and disjunction of types interact. If something

is both of type x and either of type y or z, then it's either of type x and of y, or of type

x and of type z.

So, a more faithful way to extend the Gentzen calculus to deal with conjunction and

disjunction is by expanding the bunching operation to admit extensional (conjunctive)

bunching as well as intensional (concatenating) bunching, in the manner of Chapter 2.

In this way, we get a Gentzen system we've already studied, and it is one in which

distribution is provable. As well, when we read X; Y as \something which is both of type

X and of type Y" and X;Y as \something of type X concatenated with something of type

Y" then the axioms and rules of the usual Gentzen system (and requiring that intensional

bunching be associative) are all true. Call the resulting system the distributive extended

Lambek calculus, or L!� ^_

Whether they are the whole truth about extended language models is an open

question. I have not been able to prove that if X 6. x (in the new Gentzen system) then

there is an extended language model (V; L) in which X . x is not valid. Disjunction adds

a level of di�culty to the completeness proof. The class L(x _ y) may contain things

that are not in either L(x) or L(y) as de�ned. Some way has to be found that can `beef

up' the classes while respecting the invalidity of the sequent in question. This looks

rather di�cult, and none of the priming lemmas from previous chapters seem to crack

the problem. So, we leave it open, for further research. So, we have the following result:

Theorem 10.2 Kanazawa's extended calculus is sound, but not complete with respect

to extended language models. It fails to validate the distributive law x ^ (y _ z) . (x ^
y) _ (x ^ z), which is valid in all language models. The distributive extended calculus is

also sound with respect to extended language models.

It is a reasonably simple task to show the following:

Theorem 10.3 L-!� ^ is the same as L!� ^. Similarly for any fragments. That is,

if we ignore disjunction, the distributive and non-distributive extended Lambek calculi

are identical.

Proof: It is su�cient to show that both calculi are the same given by the same Hilbert

proof theory. This is given by adding the conjunction axioms

A ^ B! A A ^ B! B (A! B) ^ (A! C)! (A! B ^ C)

on top of the usual implication axioms. The result follows by methods used in earlier

chapters. /

10.3 Recognising Power

The major result that Kanazawa proves about his extended calculus is that it improves

recognizing power. Speci�cally, a language L is an arbitrary set of strings of symbols. A
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language model (V; L) is said to recognize the language L just when there is a type t such

that L = L(t). As Kanazawa explains [61], the original Lambek calculus can recognize

all context free languages. Whether this is all that can be recognized is a famous open

problem in this area.

Kanazawa's major result is that his extended Lambek calculus has a strictly greater

recognizing power. He proves the following result:

Theorem 10.4 L-! ^ recognises any �nite intersection of L! recognizable lan-

guages.

And as a corollary, since context-free languages are not closed under intersection,

we have

Theorem 10.5 L-! ^ recognizes some non-context-free languages.

We can shamelessly appropriate this result for our own systems, because L-! ^ and

L! ^ are identical. So, we �nish this chapter with the following result.

Corollary L! ^ recognises any �nite intersection of L! recognizable languages,

and so, it recognizes some non-context-free languages.

It is clear that L+ is more reasonable than L- on interpretation, because the dis-

tribution law is true when applied to linguistic types. Kanazawa's approach, which is

certainly formally interesting and proof theoretically rich, does not correctly model the

logic of conjunction and disjunction when applied to types. So, linguistic types are an-

other application for contraction-free logics with distribution. L+ has all of the good

things of its distribution-lacking counterpart L- (such as recognising power) together

with one thing more. It is correct.

10.4 Note

1Refer to the bibliography of Oherle's paper [104] for references to the extensive literature

on the Lambek calculus.



Chapter 11
Contraction-Free Arithmetic

One, Two, Three!
I love to count!

| THE COUNT Sesame Street [24]

11.1 Motivation

There's something suspicious about arithmetic in classical logic. G�odel's machinery, by

coding formulae into the terms of the language, reveals something quite strange. G�odel

has shown that it is possible to represent provability in the system in the language of

the system. That is, if pAq is the G�odel numeral of the formula A, there is a predicate

Prv expressible in the language such that

` PrvpAq i� ` A
` PrvpA! Bq! (PrvpAq! PrvpBq)

` PrvpAq! PrvpPrvpAqq

So, Prv contains as its provable extension all of the provable sentences in arithmetic, and

it interacts with implication in a standard way. It would be rational to expect that in a

decent theory of provability, it would be possible to show that ` PrvpAq! A. That is,

we could show that if something is provable, it is true. This is impossible because of a

result due to L�ob [69]. In classical arithmetics,

If ` PrvpAq! A then ` A

This rather limits the possibility for the theoremhood of PrvpAq ! A. The proof is

rather simple, and we sketch it here.

Suppose that ` PrvpAq ! A. The diagonal lemma (see below) ensures that there

is a sentence C such that

` C$ (PrvpCq! A)

So by the properties of provability and the biconditional,

` PrvpC! (PrvpCq! A)q

and so,

` PrvpCq! PrvpPrvpCq! Aq

by the distribution of Prv over implication. Distributing again, and by applying the fact

that ` PrvpPrvpCqq! PrvpCq we have

` PrvpCq! (PrvpCq! PrvpAq)

Classically speaking, we may infer that

` PrvpCq! PrvpAq
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though the reader will be forgiven for suspecting that there is something �shy about this

step. By our assumption that ` PrvpAq! A we have

` PrvpCq! A

which with our fact that ` C$ (PrvpCq! A) yields

` C

and hence, ` PrvpCq, which by modus ponens gives

` A

as required. From a fact about provability (that if A is provable, it is true) we are able

to prove anything we like. A handy ability to have.

The problems do not stop with provability. The inferential moves of classical logic

dictate that we cannot add a predicate `T' into the language to represent truth in that

language, if we wish the system to remain nontrivial. If we add as an axiom

` TpAq$ A

(where pAq is the G�odel numeral of the sentence A), we can prove anything we like. The

diagonal lemma ensures that we have sentences L and C in the language that satisfy

` �TpLq$ L ` (TpCq! A)$ C

The standard deductions (which we saw way back in the introduction) will yield a con-

tradiction in the �rst case, and A in the second case. Neither is a good thing to prove

in the context of classical logic.

Perhaps one might defer to something mystic such as the `unde�nability' of truth,

and so accept this result as a limitation on our ability to model truth in our formal

systems. But this is profoundly unsatisfying, because there is such a thing as truth

about arithmetic, and we can talk about it in the same language that we use to talk

about arithmetic. Talk of truth and arithmetic ought to have a semantics given that we

aren't talking nonsense.

So, classical arithmetic has a number of shortcomings. There is a lot of scope for

the study of systems that don't have these shortcomings.

Clearly, contraction-free logics provide one way ahead. In each of the paradoxi-

cal deductions, a contraction related move was used. So, the way is open to consider

arithmetics based on contraction-free logics. We will formulate a range of arithmetics as

theories in each of our favourite logics. This will show us how going without contraction

a�ects standard mathematical theories.

11.2 De�nitions and Basic Results

Our language is �rst order, with function symbols

0 0 + �

where the �rst is nullary, the second unary, and the others binary.

In this language, we will add Peano's axioms to the logics CK, R, C, EW, TW

and DW to give the arithmetics CK#, R#, C#, EW#, TW# and DW#.
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De�nition 11.1 The arithmetics X# are given by adding axioms and rules to the

predicate logic X. These axioms and rules take two forms. Some (those that are free of

conditionals) express arithmetic facts. The others (containing conditionals) express valid

arithmetic deductions. In the context of contraction-free logics, these encode legitimate

deductions, keeping track of the number of times premises are used. So, the axioms and

one rule of arithmetic are

Identity 0 = 0 [Ident], 8x8y(x = y! y = x) [Sym=],

8x8y8z
�
y = z! (x = y! x = z)

�
[Trans=],

8x8y(x0 = y0 ! x = y) [0E],

Successor 8x8y(x = y! x0 = y0) [0I], 8x(0 6= x0) [� f+],

Addition 8x(x+ 0 = x) [+0], 8x8y
�
x+ y0 = (x+ y)0

�
[+0],

Multiplication 8x(x0 = 0) [�0], 8x8y(xy0 = xy + x) [�0],

Induction A(0); 8x
�
A(x)! A(x0)

�
` 8xA(x) [PMI].

where as usual, multiplication is abbreviated by juxtaposition. A question immediately

arises: why this set of axioms? Clearly the addition and multiplication axioms are

unproblematic as they stand. The induction axiom is weak, because it only holds in

rule form. We will discuss this below. The other concern is with the implications in

the successor axioms and the identity axioms. In these we have followed Bob Meyer's

choice of axioms for his relevant arithmetic R#. We take 0 = 0 as an identity axiom

because from it [0I] and induction, we can prove 8x(x = x) anyway. The symmetry of

identity follows from the intuition that x = y and y = x are exactly the same claim.

For the transitivity of identity, note that our conditional records the fact that to deduce

x = z from y = z and x = y we had to use both of the identities once each. To claim

it in the form x = y ^ y = z ! x = z would be to record something di�erent, and in

a context where (A ! B) ^ (B ! C) ! (A ! C) fails in general, there is no reason to

think that the identity form will succeed. Note too that [Trans=] is one instance of the

strong form of substitutivity of identities: x = y ! �
A(x) ! A(y)

�
which we argued in

Chapter 4, need not hold in general in our logics. For this reason, we do not take strong

substitutivity as an axiom | rather, we assume it in the atomic case, to see what form

it takes in general.

And in general, from these axioms substitutivity is simple to prove in the rule form

x = y ` A(x) $ A(y) by induction on the base case where A(x) is an identity. This is

as one would expect, given the ruminations of Chapter 4.

The only things left to consider are the successor axioms. These indicate that from

x = y you can validly deduce x0 = y0, and vice versa. In each case, using the antecedent

only once. This seems quite straightforward. In this work we will consciously follow the

policy of assuming as little as we need to get by. If, after future investigation we decide

that stronger forms of the axioms are desirable, then well and good. None of this work

is wasted, because it will follow under the stronger assumptions.

In natural deduction form the identity and induction rules can be expressed as

X `̀ a = b [Sym=]
X `̀ b = a

X `̀ a = b
[0I,0E]

X `̀ a0 = b0
X `̀ a = b Y `̀ b = c [Trans=]

X;Y `̀ a = c
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0 `̀ A(0) 0 `̀ 8x
�
A(x)! A(x0)

�
[PMI]

0 `̀ 8xA(x)

These axioms tell us the arithmetic facts, and they licence some basic arithmetic

inferences dealing with identity and the successor function. We will see how much can

be derived from these simple facts and rules, even in the absence of contraction, and

even in very weak logic like DW.

Firstly, some helpful notation.

De�nition 11.2 For each number n, the term n is the standard representation of n.

De�ned recursively, 0 = 0 (surprise!) and n + 1 = n0.

In an e�ort to situate our work with respect to the existing literature on relevant

arithmetic, note that our de�nition of R# di�ers from Meyer's R# by using a weaker

induction rule [89,90]. The reason for this departure from the norm is that the stronger

induction principle used there

A(0) ^ 8x
�
A(x)! A(x0)

�! 8xA(x) [pseudo PMI]

looks too much like an extended case of pseudo modus ponens and conjunctive syllogism

to be comfortable. Cashing out the quanti�ers as extended conjunctions it the strong

induction principle becomes.

A(0) ^ (A(0)! A(1)) ^ (A(1)! A(2)) ^ � � � ! A(0) ^A(1) ^ � � �

At the very least, to get the consequent from the antecedent, we must use the antecedent

much more than once. It is used once for A(0), then another time to get A(1) from

A(0), and another to get A(2) from A(1), and so on. The strong axiom does not encode

this information at all, so it doesn't seem an appropriate way to formalise induction in

a contraction-free context. We settle for the weaker principle PMI, which is to pseudo

PMI as the real modus ponens is to pseudo modus ponens.

However, in the context of R, and contraction-added logics in its vicinity, pseudo

PMI is provable from PMI, so our R# coincides with Meyer's.

Theorem 11.1 If the logic X satis�es the structural rule (X;Y);X (= X;Y (as R does)

then the axiomatic form of induction is provable in X#.

Proof: Given this structural rule, the deduction from A ! (B ! C) to (A ! B) !
(A ! C) (the rule form of self distribution) is admissible (as is easily veri�ed by the

reader.) Given this, and abbreviating A(0) ^ 8x
�
A(x)! A(x0)

�
as � we can proceed as

follows:
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1 (1) � A

1 (2) A(0) 1^E

0 (3) �! A(0) 1; 2CP

1 (4) A(a)! A(a0) 1^E;8E

0 (5) �! �
A(a)! A(a0)

�
1; 4CP

0 (6)
�
�! A(a)

�! �
�! A(a0)

�
5 Self Distribution

0 (7) 8x
��
�! A(x)

�! �
�! A(x0)

��
68I

0 (8) 8x
�
�! A(x)

�
3; 7PMI

0 (9) �! 8xA(x) 8Con�nement /

Now we'll begin to see what is provable in these arithmetics. It will soon be seen that it's

a surprising amount, and that even arithmetics as weak as DW# do not seem appreciably

weaker than C#, or even R#. (Although, as we will also see, the case di�ers with CK#.)

Firstly we will show that addition and multiplication are commutative, associative,

and that they distribute in the usual way. The proofs are in a Lemmon-style natural

deduction system. Each of our results will hold in each arithmetic, unless speci�ed

otherwise. The methods used in this chapter follow Slaney's work in contraction-free

relevant arithmetic [149] (in which he shows that
p
2 is irrational, in even TW#).

First, note that the order of composing identities when using Trans= is unimportant.

In other words, if we can prove A;B ` a = c from A ` a = b and B ` b = c, we could

just as well have proved B ` c = b and A ` b = a, using Sym= and then deduced

B;A ` a = c using Trans= and Sym=. Now we may proceed with our proofs.

Lemma 11.2 ` 8x8y(x+ y0 = x0 + y)
Proof:

0 (1) (a + 0)0 = a+ 00 +0

0 (2) a+ 0 = a +0

0 (3) (a + 0)0 = a0 2 0I

0 (4) a0 + 0 = a0 +0

0 (5) a+ 00 = a0 + 0 1; 3; 4Trans=; Sym=

0 (6) 8x(x+ 00 = x0 + 0) 58I

7 (7) 8x(x+ b0 = x0 + b) A

7 (8) a+ b0 = a0 + b 78E

7 (9) (a + b0)0 = (a0 + b)0 8 0I

7 (10) a+ b00 = a0 + b0 9+0;Trans=

7 (11) 8x(x+ b00 = x0 + b0) 108I

0 (12) 8x8y(x+ y0 = x0 + y) 6; 7; 11PMI /

This is a typical proof of an !-free formula in our system. To prove a statement

like this, you rarely need to use the machinery for nested conditionality. The equational

axioms and rules are enough. The only conditionals you use, like Trans= and Sym=,

are �rst degree, and so, nesting them doesn't enter the picture | and so, the absence of

contraction is irrelevant.

Another fact to notice is the way the proof uses induction. Typically a proof of a

result like this �rst shows the result for one variable equal zero, then the induction step
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is proved, and PMI applied. Another example of this structure is the commutativity of

addition.

Lemma 11.3 ` 8x8y(x+ y = y + x)
Proof:

0 (1) 8x(x+ 0 = x) +0

0 (2) 0 + 0 = 0 18E

3 (3) 0 + a = a A

3 (4) (0 + a)0 = a0 3 0I

0 (5) (0 + a)0 = 0 + a0 +0

3 (6) 0 + a0 = a0 4; 5Trans=

0 (7) 8x(0+ x = x) 2; 3; 6PMI

0 (8) 8x(0+ x = x+ 0) 1; 7Fiddle

9 (9) 8x(a+ x = x+ a) A

9 (10) a+ b = b + a 98E

0 (11) a0 + b = a+ b0 Lemma 11.2

0 (12) a+ b0 = (a+ b)0 +0

9 (13) (a + b)0 = (b + a)0 10 0I

0 (14) (b + a)0 = b + a0 +0

9 (15) a0 + b = b+ a0 11{15Trans=

9 (16) 8x(a0 + x = x+ a0) 158I

0 (17) 8x8y(x+ y = y+ x) 8; 9; 16PMI /

We'll use this fact in other natural deduction proofs. When we do, we'll annotate it

`Com+.' /

Associativity of addition is another famous equational result. It is retained in each

of our arithmetics.

Lemma 11.4 ` 8x8y8z
�
x+ (y + z) = (x + y) + z

�

Proof:

0 (1) b + 0 = b +0

0 (2) a+ (b+ 0) = a+ b 1+I

0 (3) a+ b = (a + b) + 0 +0

0 (4) a+ (b+ 0) = (a+ b) + 0 2; 3Trans=

0 (5) 8x8y
�
x+ (y + 0) = (x+ y) + 0

�
48I

6 (6) 8x8y
�
x+ (y + c) = (x+ y) + c

�
A

6 (7) a+ (b+ c) = (a+ b) + c 68E

0 (8) (a + b) + c0 =
�
(a + b) + c

�0
+0

6 (9)
�
(a+ b) + c

�0
=
�
a+ (b+ c)

�0
7Trans=; 0I

0 (10)
�
a+ (b+ c)

�0
= a+ (b+ c)0 +0

0 (11) a+ (b+ c)0 = a+ (b+ c0) +0;+I

6 (12) (a + b) + c0 = a+ (b+ c0) 8; 9; 10; 11Trans=

6 (13) 8x8y
�
x+ (y + c0) = (x + y) + c0

�
12Trans=;8I

0 (14) 8x8y8z
�
x+ (y + z) = (x+ y) + z

�
5; 6; 13PMI

/
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Not all interesting results are quanti�ed equations like these. Given that we have a

conditional that records facts about deductions, we may be interested in seeing exactly

what kinds of inferences are validated in our arithmetics. One example is a generalisation

of the rule 0I.

Lemma 11.5 ` 8x8y8z(y = z! y + x = z+ x)

Proof:

1 (1) a = b A

0 (2) a+ 0 = a +0

0 (3) b + 0 = b +0

1 (4) a+ 0 = b+ 0 1; 2; 3Trans=

0 (5) a = b! a+ 0 = b+ 0 1; 4CP

6 (6) a = b! a+ c = b+ c A

1; 6 (7) a+ c = b+ c 1; 6MP

1; 6 (8) (a + c)0 = (b+ c)0 7 0I

1; 6 (9) a+ c0 = b + c0 8+0;Trans=

6 (10) a = b! a+ c0 = b+ c0 1; 9CP

0 (11) 8x(a = b! a+ x = b+ x) 5; 6; 10PMI

0 (12) 8x8y8z(y = z! y+ x = z + x) 118I /

The form of this proof is instructive. Firstly, the base case of the induction is simple.

It is simple to prove that

` a = b! a+ 0 = b+ 0

rather trivially. Next is the induction step. We need to show that

`
�
a = b! a+ c = b+ c

�! �
a = b! a+ c0 = b+ c0

�

which is given on line 10. But given the fact that (a+ c)0 = a+ c0 and (b+ c)0 = b+ c0

this is just rule pre�xing on the instance

` a+ c = b+ c! (a+ c)0 = (b + c)0

of 0I. The nesting of conditionals here works in very weak logics because at the crucial

step (applying pre�xing) only the rule version is necessary | because the result pre�xed,

0I, is a theorem, and not merely an assumption. Otherwise, we may not have had the

resources (in DW# at least) to apply pre�xing in axiom form.

Or in other words, since 0I is a logical deduction according to our axioms, the result

of iterating it is still a logical deduction, by rule transitivity. We have

` a = b! a0 = b0

` a0 = b0 ! a00 = b00

` a00 = b00 ! a000 = b000

...
...

Composing the right number of these conditionals will give us the desired instance of

the universal claim. (Given some easily provable facts about the relationship between

successor and addition.)

Commutativity of addition gives us the obvious corollary to this result.
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Corollary ` a = b! c + a = c + b

Proof:

1 (1) a = b A

1 (2) a+ c = b+ c 1+I

0 (3) a+ c = c + a Com+

0 (4) b + c = c + b Com+

1 (5) c + a = c + b 2; 3; 4Trans=

0 (6) a = b! c + a = c+ b 1; 5CP /

This result and the one before are called `+I' when used in natural deduction proofs,

because they introduce an addition. The next result begins to show the di�erences

between contraction-free arithmetics and their contraction added cousins.

Corollary ` (a = b) � (c = d)! a+ c = b+ d

Proof:

1 (1) a = b A

1 (2) a+ c = b+ c 1+I

3 (3) c = d A

3 (4) b + c = b + d 3+I

1; 3 (5) a+ c = b+ d 2; 4Trans=

0 (6) (a = b) � (c = d)! a+ c = b + d 1; 3; 5CP /

This result is called +I2. Here we have the �rst inklings of how contraction-freedom

enters the picture. We have used both a = b and c = d to infer a+ c = b + d, and our

conditional has to record that fact. We couldn't prove (in this way) (a = b)^ (c = d)!
a + c = b + d, because this would not respect the fact that both a = b and c = d are

used in the deduction.

Just as +I generalises 0I, it is simple to generalise 0E to get +E.

Lemma 11.6 ` 8x8y8z(y+ x = z + x! y = z)

Proof:

1 (1) a+ 0 = b+ 0 A

0 (2) a+ 0 = a +0

0 (3) b + 0 = b +0

1 (4) a = b 1; 2; 3Trans=

0 (5) a+ 0 = b+ 0! a = b 1; 4CP

6 (6) a+ c = b+ c! a = b A

7 (7) a+ c0 = b + c0 A

0 (8) a+ c0 = (a + c)0 +0

0 (9) b + c0 = (b+ c)0 +0

7 (10) (a + c)0 = (b+ c)0 7; 8; 9Trans=

7 (11) a+ c = b+ c 0E

7; 6 (12) a = b 11; 6MP

6 (13) a+ c0 = b + c0 ! a = b 7; 12CP

0 (14) 8x(a+ x = b + x! a = b) 5; 6; 13PMI

0 (15) 8x8y8z(y+ x = z+ x! y = z) 148I /
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This result has the obvious commuted version, which we leave to the reader to prove.

Let's go on to consider multiplication. Commutativity is but a simple 16 steps

away. Note that these proofs don't use conditionality to any great extent | so they are

straightforward in any of our systems.

Lemma 11.7 ` 8x8y(xy = yx)

Proof:

0 (1) 8x(x0 = 0) �0
0 (2) 0 0 = 0 18E

3 (3) 0a = 0 A

0 (4) 0a0 = 0a+ 0 �0

3 (5) 0a+ 0 = 0 + 0 3+I

3 (6) 0a0 = 0 4; 5Trans=;+0

0 (7) 8x(0x = 0) 2; 3; 6PMI

0 (8) 8x(0x = x0) 1; 7Fiddle

9 (9) 8x(ax = xa) A

9 (10) ab = ba 98E

0 (11) a0b = ab+ b +0

9 (12) ab+ b = ba+ b 10+I

0 (13) ba+ b = ba0 �0

9 (14) a0b = ba0 11; 12; 13Trans=

9 (15) 8x(a0x = xa0) 148I

0 (16) 8x8y(xy = yx) 8; 9; 15PMI /

Then proving the distribution of multiplication over addition is relatively simple.

Lemma 11.8 ` 8x8y8z
�
(x + y)z = xz+ yz

�

Proof:

0 (1) 8x8y
�
(x+ y)0 = x0 + y0

�
Fiddle

2 (2) 8x8y
�
(x+ y)c = xc + yc

�
A

2 (3) (a + b)c = ac + bc 28E

0 (4) (a + b)c0 = (a+ b)c + (a + b) +0

0 (5) ac0 = ac+ a �0

0 (6) bc0 = bc + b �0

0 (7) ac0 + bc0 = (ac + a) + (bc + b) 5; 6+I2

0 (8) (ac + a) + (bc + b) = (ac + bc) + (a + b) Additive Fiddle

2 (9) (a + b)c + (a+ b) = (ac+ bc) + (a+ b) 3+I

2 (10) (a + b)c0 = ac0 + bc0 4; 7; 8; 9Trans=

2 (11) 8x8y
�
(x+ y)c0 = xc0 + yc0

�
108I

0 (12) 8x8y8z
�
(x+ y)z = xz+ yz

�
1; 2; 11PMI

/

We call this `Right Distribution.'

Corollary ` 8x8y8z
�
x(y + z) = xy + xz

�
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Proof:

0 (1) a(b + c) = (b + c)a Com+

0 (2) ab = ba Com�
0 (3) ac = ca Com�
0 (4) ab+ ac = ba+ ca 2; 3+I2

0 (5) (b + c)a = ba+ ca Right Distribution

0 (6) a(b + c) = ab+ ac 1; 4; 5Trans=

0 (7) 8x8y8z
�
x(y + z) = xy + xz

�
68I

/

And this is `Left Distribution.'

This brings with it the associativity of multiplication. Getting the proof is a little

tricky, in that we have to use the distribution of addition over multiplication to get the

induction step going. We present the proof for completeness sake.

Lemma 11.9 ` 8x8y8z
�
x(yz) = (xy)z

�

Proof:

0 (1) b0 = 0 �0
0 (2) a(b0) = a0 1�I

0 (3) a0 = 0 �0
0 (4) (ab)0 = 0 �0
0 (5) a(b0) = (ab)0 2; 3; 4Trans=

0 (6) 8x8y
�
x(y0) = (xy)0

�
58I

7 (7) 8x8y
�
x(yc) = (xy)c

�
A

7 (8) a(bc) = (ab)c 78E

0 (9) bc0 = bc + b �0

0 (10) a(bc0) = a(bc + b) 9�I

0 (11) a(bc + b) = a(bc) + ab 10Left Distribution

7 (12) a(bc) + ab = (ab)c + ab 8+I

0 (13) (ab)c0 = (ab)c + ab �0

7 (14) a(bc0) = (ab)c0 10; 11; 12; 13Trans=

7 (15) 8x8y
�
x(yc0) = (xy)c0

�
148I

0 (16) 8x8y8z
�
x(yz) = (xy)z

�
6; 7; 15PMI

/

Now consider the possibilities for a multiplication introduction rule akin to the

addition introduction rule +I. At the very least we can prove the rule form given below.

Lemma 11.10 a = b ` 8x(ax = bx).
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Proof:

0 (1) a = b Hyp

0 (2) 0 = 0 Identity

0 (3) a0 = 0 �0
0 (4) b0 = 0 �0
0 (5) a0 = b0 2; 3; 4Trans=

6 (6) ac = bc A

0 (7) ac0 = ac+ a �0

6 (8) ac + a = bc+ b 1; 6+I

0 (9) bc0 = bc + b �0

6 (10) ac0 = bc0 7; 8; 9Trans=

0 (11) 8x(ax = bx) 5; 6; 10PMI /

This result gives us a = b ` f(a) = f(b) for arbitrary functions f. The result is a

simple induction on the construction of f.

Lemma 11.11 a = b ` f(a) = f(b) for any function f.

Proof: By induction on the construction of f. Clearly the atomic cases all hold. For

the induction step, note that if a = b ` f1(a) = f1(b) and a = b ` f2(a) = f2(b), then

f1(a) = f1(b) ` f1(a)0 = f2(b)0, f1(a) = f1(b); f2(a) = f2(b) ` f1(a) + f2(a) = f1(b) +
f2(b) and f1(a) = f1(b); f2(a) = f2(b) ` f1(a)f2(a) = f1(b)f2(b), so the transitivity of

weak validity gives us the result. /

Is there any better than weak validity for recording the facts about multiplication?

The di�culty is in recording the number of times a = b is used. If a = b is hypothesised,

as in the proof given above, you can use it as many times as you please without recording

it | provided that you're happy with the resulting rule being only weakly valid. To get

a strongly valid conditional we need to examine how many times a = b is used in a proof

of ac = bc. But this is simple. It is used c times. Firstly, we can prove this:

Lemma 11.12 ` (a = b) � (ac = bc)! ac0 = bc0

Proof:

1 (1) a = b A

2 (2) ac = bc A

0 (3) ac0 = ac+ a �0

0 (4) bc0 = bc + b �0

1; 2 (5) ac + a = bc+ b 1; 2+I2

1; 2 (6) ac0 = bc0 3; 4; 5Trans=

0 (7) a = b � ac = bc! ac0 = bc0 1; 2; 6CP /

Then we get ` (a = b) � (a = b) ! a2 = a2. So ` (a = b) � (a2 = a2) ! a3 = a3

gives ` (a = b)�
�
(a = b)� (a = b)

�! a3 = a3, or more simply, ` (a = b)3 ! a3 = a3.

(Recall the notation introduced in De�nition 2.5 in Chapter 2, for multiple fusions.)

More generally, it is easy to show that

Theorem 11.13 For each n, ` (a = b)n ! an = bn.
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Proof: Apply Lemma 11.12 repeatedly. /

Now we move to consider how many arithmetic facts are proved by each of our

arithmetics.

Lemma 11.14 All arithmetics prove n +m = n+m and n�m = n�m.

Proof: Induction on m. In DW# we can prove: n + 0 = n + 0 = n. Also, if we have

n +m = n +m, then we can prove: n + m+ 1 = n +m0 = (n + m)0 = (n +m)0 =

n+m + 1. The case for multiplication is similar. /

Theorem 11.15 All of our arithmetics prove all of the true numerical equations and

inequations.

Proof: Given an equation t1 = t2, we have the moves to reduce the terms t1 and t2 to

their standard representations. If the equation is true under interpretation, the standard

representations are identical, and the equation is provable. Otherwise, the standard

representations of t1 and t2 will di�er, and so, successive applications of 0E will prove

an equation of the form 0 = a0 or a0 = 0, which is false. Modus tollens gives the falsity

of the original equation. So, a true inequation will be provable. /

De�nition 11.3 f+ is the sentence 9x(x0 = 0). We will often be able to use A ! f+

as a `positive' surrogate for �A, because of the following result:

Lemma 11.16 ` (A! f+)! (t! �A)

Proof: ` � f+, so ` t ! � f+, and ` (A ! f+) ! (� f+ ! �A) with ` (� f+ !
�A)! (t! �A) gives ` (A! f+)! (t! �A). /

Now in EW#, C#, R# and CK# this gives ` (A! f+)! �A (as in these systems

` (t! �A)! �A, but in weaker systems this doesn't always hold).

De�nition 11.4 a < b is shorthand for 9x(b = a+ x0).

Lemma 11.17 ` a < b! (a = b! f+), and ` a = b! (a < b! f+).

Proof:

1 (1) a < b A

2 (2) a = b A

1 (3) b = a+ c0 1 9E

2 (4) b + c0 = a+ c0 2+I

2; 1 (5) b = b + c0 3; 4Trans=

2; 1 (6) b + 0 = b + c0 b = b+ 0 5; Trans=

2; 1 (7) 0 = c0 6+E

2; 1 (8) f+ 7 9I

1 (9) a = b! f+ 2; 8CP

0 (10) a < b! (a = b! f+) 1; 9CP /

To show that ` a = b ! (a < b ! f+) use exactly the same proof, but on line 5,

perform the Trans= move with the assumptions 1 and 2 permuted to give a < b;a =

b `̀ b = b + c0. Then conditional proof applied on line 8 will discharge a < b instead

of a = b, giving the appropriate conclusion. /
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We can prove a number of strong facts about ordering. For example, here we prove

that every number is either zero or a successor.

Lemma 11.18 ` 8y
�
0 = y _ 9x(y = x0)

�

Proof:

0 (1) 0 = 0 _ 9x(a = x0) Identity;_I

0 (2) 9x(a0 = x0) a0 = a0; 9I

0 (3) 0 = a0 _ 9x(a0 = x0) 2 9I

0 (4) 0 = a _ 9x(a = x0) � 0 = a0 _ 9x(a0 = x0) 3�I

0 (5) 8y
�
0 = y _ 9x(y = x0)

�
1; 4PMI

/

This can then be used to show that the only way for a to be less than b0 is for a to

be either b or strictly less than b | as one would expect.

Lemma 11.19 ` a < b0 $ (a = b _ a < b)
Proof:

1 (1) a < b0 A

1 (2) a+ c0 = b0 1 9E

1 (3) (a + c)0 = b0 2+0

1 (4) a+ c = b 3 0E

0 (5) 0 = c _ 9x(c = x0) Theorem

6 (6) 0 = c A

6 (7) a+ c = a+ 0 6+I

1; 6 (8) a = b 4; 7Trans=;+0

1; 6 (9) a = b _ a < b 8_I

10 (10) 9x(c = x0) A

10 (11) c = d0 10 9E

10 (12) a+ c = a+ d0 11+I

1; 10 (13) b = a+ d0 4; 12Trans=

1; 10 (14) a < b 13 9I

1; 10 (15) a = b _ a < b 14_I

1; 0 (16) a = b _ a < b 5; 6; 9; 10; 15_E

0 (17) a < b0 ! (a = b _ a < b) 1; 16CP

1 (1) a = b _ a < b A

2 (2) a = b A

0 (3) b0 = b+ 00 Fact

2 (4) b0 = a+ 00 2; 3Fiddle

2 (5) a < b0 4 9I

6 (6) a < b A

6 (7) b = a+ c0 6 9E

6 (8) b0 = a+ c00 7Fiddle

6 (9) a < b0 8 9I

1 (10) a < b0 1; 2; 5; 6; 9_E

0 (11) (a = b _ a < b)! a < b0 1; 10CP /
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Lemma 11.20 ` a < b$ a0 < b0.

Proof:

1 (1) a < b A

1 (2) b = a+ c0 1 9E

1 (3) b0 = (a+ c0)0 0I

1 (4) b0 = a0 + c0 3Com+;+0

1 (5) a0 < b0 4 9I

1 (1) a0 < b0 A

1 (2) b0 = a0 + c0 1 9E

1 (3) b0 = (a+ c0)0 2Com+;+0

1 (4) b = a+ c0 0E

1 (5) a < b 4 9I /

Sometimes it is useful to implement a kind of double induction. For this we use the

enthymematic �, de�ned by taking A � B to be A^t! B. This means that A ` B � A.

Lemma 11.21 A(0; 0);8xA(0; x0);8xA(x0; 0);8x8y
�
A(x; y) � A(x0; y0)

�
` 8x8yA(x; y).

Proof:

0 (1) A(0; 0) Hyp

0 (2) A(0; a0) Hyp

0 (3) A(0; a) � A(0; a0) 2�I

0 (4) 8yA(0; y) 1; 3PMI

0 (5) A(a0; 0) Hyp

0 (6) 8yA(a; y) � A(a0; 0) 5�I

0 (7) 8yA(a; y) � A(a0; b0) Hyp

0 (8)
�
8yA(a; y) � A(a0; b)

�
�
�
8yA(a; y) � A(a0; b0)

�
7�I

0 (9) 8y
�
8yA(a; y) � A(a0; y)

�
6; 8PMI

0 (10) 8yA(a; y) � 8yA(a0; y) 9Con�nem't

0 (11) 8x8yA(x; y) 4; 10PMI /

Using double induction we can prove that < is a total order on integers in this strong

sense:

Theorem 11.22 Trichotomy: ` (a < b) _ (a = b) _ (a > b)

This theorem sets our arithmetics apart from intuitionistic or constructive arith-

metics | any two numbers are comparable, as you would expect.

Proof: The proof proceeds by a double induction.
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0 (1) 0 < a0 Fact

0 (2) (0 < a) _ (0 = a) 1Lemma 11.19

0 (3) (0 < a) _ (0 = a) _ (0 > a) 2_I

4 (4) (a < b) _ (a = b) _ (a > b) A

5 (5) a < b A

5 (6) a0 < b0 5Lemma 11.20

5 (7) (a0 < b0) _ (a0 = b0) _ (a0 > b0) 6_I

8 (8) a = b A

8 (9) a0 = b0 8 0I

8 (10) (a0 < b0) _ (a0 = b0) _ (a0 > b0) 9_I

11 (11) a > b A

11 (12) a0 > b0 11Lemma 11.20

11 (13) (a0 < b0) _ (a0 = b0) _ (a0 > b0) 12_I

4 (14) (a0 < b0) _ (a0 = b0) _ (a0 > b0) 4; 5; 7; 8; 10; 11; 13_E

0 (14) (a < b) _ (a = b) _ (a > b) 4; 14Double Induction /

We'll now head for another result that sets contraction-free arithmetics apart from

intuitionistic arithmetic. We will prove excluded middle for all !-free formulae. First a

quick lemma.

Lemma 11.23 ` 8y8z9x(y = z$ 0 = x)

Proof:

0 (1) 0 = a$ 0 = a Theorem of logic

0 (2) a = 0$ 0 = a Sym=

0 (3) 9x(0 = a$ 0 = x) 1 9I

0 (4) 9x(a = 0$ 0 = x) 2 9I

0 (5) 8y9x(0 = y$ 0 = x) 38I

0 (6) 8y9x(y = 0$ 0 = x) 48I

7 (7) 9x(a = b$ 0 = x) A

0 (8) a = b$ a0 = b0 0I; 0E

7 (9) 9x(a0 = b0 $ 0 = x) 7; 8 SE

0 (10) 8y8z9x(y = z$ 0 = x) 5; 6; 7; 9Double Induction /

Lemma 11.24 ` 8x(0 = x _ 0 6= x)
Proof:

0 (1) 8x(0 = x _ 9y(x = y0)) Lemma 11.18

0 (2) 0 = b _ 9y(b = y0) 1 9E

3 (3) 0 = b A

3 (4) 0 = b _ 0 6= b 3_I

5 (5) 9y(b = y0) A

5 (6) b = c0 5 9E

0 (7) 0 6= c0 � f+

5 (8) 0 6= b 6; 7 Subst

5 (9) 0 = b _ 0 6= b 8;_I

0 (10) 0 = b _ 0 6= b 2; 3; 4; 5; 9_E /
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These two lemmas help us prove the next strong result.

Theorem 11.25 ` A _ �A where the only connectives in A are ^, _, �, 8 and 9.

Proof: By induction on the complexity of A.

� If A is an equation, then Lemma 11.23 shows us that it is equivalent to an equation

of the form 0 = a and Lemma 11.24 shows that these satisfy excluded middle.

� If A is �B and ` B _ �B then ` �B _ ��B as B ` ��B.

� If A is B^C where ` B_�B and ` C_�C we must have ` (B_�B)^ (C_�C) so

` (B^C)_
�
(B^�C)_ (�B^C)_ (�B^�C)

�
, which gives ` (B^C)_�(B^C).

� Negation and conjunction steps give disjunction as ` B _ C$ �(�B ^ �C).
� If A is 8xB(x) and ` B(a) _ �B(a) for each a, then ` 8x

�
B(x) _ �B(x)

�
and

so as �B(a) ` �8xB(x) we have ` 8x
�
B(x) _ �8xB(x)

�
. Con�nement gives `

8xB(x) _�8xB(x).
� Negation and the universal quanti�er steps give the existential case as ` 9xB(x) $
�8x�B(x). /

This result underlines the di�erence between these arithmetics and other non-

classical arithmetics. It also helps us sharpen our attitude to excluded middle. In its

place, there is nothing wrong with an instance of excluded middle. The Peano axioms

give us enough to prove many instances of it. However, it doesn't follow as a matter

of logic but as a matter of arithmetic. If we extend the arithmetic with other things

such as a T-predicate, excluded middle may fail for propositions involving these extra

connectives.

We have shown that the absence of contraction in itself is not crippling to an arith-

metic theory. We get as much contraction as we need from the arithmetic axioms them-

selves. The result is even more striking in CK.

Corollary CK# is classical Peano arithmetic.

Proof: Adding excluded middle to CK gives classical logic, so proving excluded middle

in CK# is enough to give us the result. To do this, we need to push through the !
step in the induction in the proof above. This immediately follows the CK theorem

(A _ �A) � (B _ �B)! (A! B) _ �(A! B). /

This means that leaving contraction out has no e�ect on the arithmetic. This is a

good result, because it shows that anything you can do in Peano arithmetic you can do

in ways that are acceptable to CK scruples. The contraction that is present is there only

because of the arithmetic axioms. If we add an extra predicate to the language (such as a

truth predicate) this need not obey the strong classical strictures | in only has to obey

the liberal laws of CK. So, this result has not shown us that every arithmetic theory

in CK is fully classical. All we have shown is that the purely arithmetic parts of that

theory are classical. If we abandon contraction to allow the presence of self-reference and

truth, we need not worry that our arithmetic is weakened.

Now we'll present another result that shows that the extensional fragment of our

weaker number theories also closely model classical Peano arithmetic. The main obstacle
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to showing that the extensional fragment of these theories is identical to classical arith-

metic is the inadmissibility of  in some of these theories. Meyer and Friedman have

shown [45] that in R#, there are extensional sentences A and �A_B that are provable

in R# such that B is not provable. Because of this, R# does not contain classical Peano

arithmetic, because classical Peano arithmetic is closed under this rule (called  in the

literature). One o�ending formula that is a theorem of classical Peano arithmetic but

not R# is

8x9y8z9u9v
�
(2x+ 1)u + yv = 1 + z2v

�

So, each of our arithmetics apart from CK# undercuts Peano arithmetic even in the

extensional fragment.

However, we can encode disjunctive syllogism into our formulae in a rather interest-

ing way, due to Meyer [89,90], and thereby have a presentation of classical arithmetic

within our systems that serves a number of useful functions.

Lemma 11.26 In any of our logics X, we have

A _ f; �A _ B _ f ` B _ f
�A _ B _ f; B _ �B ` A ^ t! B _ f

Proof: Firstly, A _ f ` t ! (A ^ t) _ f by simple t-moves. Factoring a �B in on the

antecedent and consequent gives

A _ f ` �B ^ t! (�B ^A ^ t) _ (�B ^ f) (�)

Similarly,�A_B_f ` t! �A_B_f, and contraposing gives�A_B_f ` �B^A^t ! f

So, �B ^A ^ t! f factored into the antecedent of (�) gives

A _ f; �A _ B _ f ` �B ^ t! f _ (�B ^ f)
` �B ^ t! f

` t! B _ f
` B _ f

as we wished to show.

For the second half of the result, �A _ B _ f ` A ^ �B ^ t ! f by t-introduction,

contraposition and de Morgan identities, so we get

�A _ B _ f ` A ^ �B ^ t! B _ f

Simple manipulations show that ` A^B^t! B_f, so�A_B_f ` A^(B_�B)^t! B_f.
It follows that �A _ B _ f; B _ �B ` A ^ t! B _ f as we desired. /

Theorem 11.27 If A is extensional and A is provable in classical Peano arithmetic,

then ` A _ f in X# for any of our logics X.
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Proof: Consider a Hilbert-style proof of A from the standard axiomatisation of Peano

arithmetic, in an arrow-free form (translate all instances of A ! B to �A _ B). In

the proof, disjoin all lines with an f. This new proof will be valid in X#. Firstly, any

logical axiom in classical Peano arithmetic is provable in X#, because excluded middle

is provable in X# (for extensional formulas) and so, all theorems of classical logic are

provable in X. For arithmetic axioms, those without connectives are identical in both

systems. For those with, if A � B is an axiom in Peano arithmetic (perhaps with

quanti�ers) then A ! B is an axiom in X#, and since A _ �A is provable (A being

extensional) �A _ B is provable in X# too. Secondly, we must show that the rules are

valid in the new proof. Here, for modus ponens for the material conditional, if our new

proof has A_ f and �A_B_ f, we can validly deduce B_ f, as our lemma shows. If the

rule is induction, our new proof will have A(0) _ f and 8x
�
�A(x) _A(x0)

�
_ f. We can

also prove A(x0) _ �A(x), so by our lemma we have 8x
�
A(x) ^ t! A(x0) _ f

�
, but this

easily gives 8x
�
(A(x) ^ t) _ f ! (A(x0) ^ t) _ f

�
. This and (A(0) ^ t) _ f are enough to

get the induction going in X#, to prove 8x
�
A(x) _ f

�
and hence 8xA(x) _ f as desired.

So, the proof is valid in X# as desired. /

11.3 G�odel's Theorem

Given the results of the previous section, it is simple to reproduce G�odel's incomplete-

ness results in our arithmetics, following Meyer [90]. (Of course, as they are subsystems

of Peano arithmetic, we already know that they are incomplete. Nonetheless, it is inter-

esting to see how the proof proceeds.)

De�nition 11.5 G�odel's coding can be recast within our arithmetics. Speci�cally:

� There is a recursive bijection between formulae and numerals, such that for each n,

frm(n) is a formula, for each A, pAq is a numeral, frm(pAq) = A and pfrm(n)q = n.

� For each term t, the formula frm(n)t is given by replacing any free occurrences of x

in frm(n) by t.

� De�ne the set r(n) by setting m 2 r(n) i� ` frm(n)m. (Clearly, this is relative to a

formal arithmetic.) This is said to be the set weakly represented by frm(n).

� S is weakly representable in X# i� there is some n such that S = r(n) in X#.

Theorem 11.28 For each X, S is weakly representable in X# i� S is recursively enu-

merable.

Proof: Clearly the class of provable sentences in X# is recursively enumerable. So, for

each n we can provide a recursive enumeration of r(n).

Conversely, we have the result for Peano arithmetic. Let S = r(n) in Peano arith-

metic. Then as frm(n)m is provable in Peano arithmetic i� frm(n)m _ f is provable in

X#, S = r(pfrm(n) _ fq). /

In the previous theorem, we may note that every recursively enumerable set is weakly

represented by an extensional formula A with only x free.

Theorem 11.29 X# is incomplete.
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Proof: Let G be the set of all n such that n 2 r(n). In other words

n 2 G i� ` frm(n)n (�)

Clearly G is recursively enumerable, so it is weakly represented by some formula G. Let

pGq = g. Then

n 2 G i� ` frm(g)g (�)

Consider �G. Speci�cally, p�Gq 2 G i� ` Gp�Gq, by (�), and p�Gq 2 G i� `
�Gp�Gq, by (�). In other words, ` Gp�Gq i� ` �Gp�Gq. However, X# is negation

consistent, so neither Gp�Gq nor �Gp�Gq is provable. /

11.4 Strong Representability

So, we have a way of weakly representing all recursively enumerable predicates in our

arithmetics, and this provides a G�odel style incompleteness proof. However, weak repre-

sentability is quite weak. You need much more to prove the diagonal lemma. Speci�cally,

you need a notion of strong representability.

De�nition 11.6 A formula A(x) with one free variable x very strongly represents the

set S of natural numbers just when:

` 8x
�
A(x)$ x = n

�
if n 2 S

This is quite strong, in that it requires that the biconditional be a relevant one. A slightly

weaker notion is possible: A formula A(x) strongly represents the set S just when:

` 8x
�
A(x) � x = n

�
if n 2 S

where A � B is de�ned as (A � B) ^ (B � A). These de�nitions can be expanded

in natural ways to de�ne the representability of functions from Nn to N as well. The

function f from N2 to N is weakly represented by A just when

` A(m1;m2; n) i� f(m1;m2) = n

it is strongly represented by A just when

` 8x
�
A(m1;m2; x) � x = n

�
if f(m1;m2) = n

and it is very strongly represented by A just when

` 8x
�
A(m1;m2; x)$ x = n

�
if f(m1;m2) = n
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Clearly, if a set is very strongly representable, it is strongly representable, and if it

is strongly representable, it is weakly representable. In classical Peano arithmetic, these

three notions coincide. In our arithmetics, this is an open question. Here's an example

that illustrates why.

In classical arithmetic, each recursive function is very strongly representable. One

recursive function is the identity function f=.

f=(x; y) =


1; if x = y;

0; otherwise.

It is very strongly represented by the predicate (x = y ^ z = 1) _ (x 6= y ^ z = 0). The

reasoning is simple. If m = n, then z = 1! (m = n ^ z = 1), so z = 1! (m = n ^ z =
1) _ (m 6= n ^ z = 0). Conversely, (m = n ^ z = 1) ! z = 1, and as m 6= n implies

anything classically speaking, (m 6= n ^ z = 0) ! z = 1 too. So, we have the converse.

The case for m 6= n is similar. Clearly in logics like R and below, both directions are

problematic. The �rst, from z = 1 to deduce m = n ^ z = 1 can be �xed by using an

enthymematic implication (allowing the importation of irrelevant truths like m = n),

but the second isn't so easily �xed. The false proposition m 6= n does not lead to z = 1,

no matter how hard you try. For the details, we need an excursus into the �nite models

of arithmetic of Meyer and Mortensen. If the reader does not want those details, take

the result on trust, and skip to the end of the excursus.

Excursus: We need just consider one model of R#. The model is a simple relational

structure of the kind discussed in Chapter 4. Its domain is the set f0; 1g, and the functions

of successor, addition and multiplication are given by the operations modulo 2. So, 00 = 1,

1 + 1 = 0, and 1 � 0 = 0, for example. This does not yet make a relational structure,

because we have not learned what propositional structure we need to evaluate the truth

values of formulae, and we do not know how to interpret identity in this structure. This

needs a little subtlety. For even though the addition and multiplication axioms are

satis�ed by these functions, it is harder to ensure that 0 6= x0 always comes out as true,

because manifestly, we do have 0 = 10. Hence the subtlety: If the logic permits it, we can

have both 0 = 10 and 0 6= 10. And a logic that permits this is given by the propositional

structure RM3. (To get RM3, just take the structure of BN4, and restrict yourself to

evaluations that contain only t, f and b. Propositions can be `true', `false' or `both', but

not `neither'.) This structure is well known to be a model of the relevant logic R. And

in this structure, a proposition which is evaluated as b is designated, and its negation,

also b is also designated. For identity, we take it that 0 = 1 and 1 = 0 take the value f,

and that 0 = 0 and 1 = 1 take the value b. This makes sense on our interpretation. For

even though 0 = 0 is clearly true, we have said that 0 represents each even number, so

0 = 0 is false too, because 4 = 3088 is not true, for example. It is simple but tedious to

show that in this relational structure, each Peano axiom comes out as at least both. So,

we have a model of R#. Now we can use it to demonstrate our result.

Now, in this model

(1 = 0 ^ z = 1) _ (1 6= 0 ^ z = 0)! z = 1

fails in the case where z = 0, because the antecedent is b and the consequent f. ut
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So f= is not strongly represented by (x = y ^ z = 1) _ (x 6= y ^ z = 0) in arithmetics

no stronger than R#. Whether it is strongly representable (by something else) in these

arithmetics is an open question.

It may be thought that we could avoid this problem by can simply extending our

language to incorporate function symbols for all of the recursive functions. For example,

we could add the function f= satisfying the following de�nition.

8x8y
�
f=(x; y) = 1$ x = y

�

8x8y
�
f=(x; y) = 0$ x 6= y

�

But doing this would not conservatively extend the arithmetics. Given such a function

f= we can prove 0 = a0 ! 0 = 1, which is not a theorem of any arithmetic R# or weaker

(for example, 0 = 2 ! 0 = 1 fails the two-element model). Here is the proof. By both

axioms for f= we have

` f=(0; a0) = 1$ 0 = a0 ` f=(0; a0) = 0$ 0 6= a0

Now ` 0 6= a0, so we have ` f=(0; a0) = 0, which gives ` 0 = 1$ 0 = a0, by substitution.

So, there are clearly a number of important issues in representing sets in our arith-

metics. We leave these issues for further study.

11.5 The ! Rule

Peano arithmetic is an interesting theory about the natural numbers, but it is an in-

complete one. Given G�odel's incompleteness results, we cannot take the story of any

arithmetic X# to be the whole story about numbers. The existence of models of X#

which do not validate everything in the standard model means that X# does not `pin

down' arithmetic as accurately as we would like. We have shown (using Meyer and Fried-

man's result) that arithmetics no stronger than R# are even worse than P# at pinning

down arithmetic truths. This is not a problem in the logic | it's the general problem

of recursively axiomatising the truths in the standard model (this is independent of the

logic of the underlying conditional | the extensional truths in the standard model are

independent of the underlying logic). G�odel has shown that there is no hope of giving

a complete recursive axiomatisation of arithmetic truth however we do it. This doesn't

mean that there is no axiomatisation of arithmetic truth, provided that we are liberal

enough in our conception of axiomatisation. It only follows that any axiomatisation is

not going to be recursive. It is simple to show, for example, that the standard model

validates the rule

A(0); A(1); A(2); : : : ` 8xA(x)

We call it the !-rule. Adding this to the axiomatisation of X# (and removing PMI,

which follows from the !-rule) results in the arithmetic X##. We can show that any

arithmetic X## truly models arithmetic truth in the following sense.

Theorem 11.30 For any arithmetic X##, if A is an extensional sentence true in the

standard model, then A is a theorem of X##.
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Proof: By induction on complexity of A, when put into a normal form in which the

only negations apply to atomic formulae. (By de Morgan identities (over conjunction,

disjunction and the quanti�ers) and double negation any formula is provably equivalent

to a formula of this form.) If A is atomic, then the result holds by Theorem 11.25.

X#, and hence X##, prove all true numerical equations and inequations. The induction

steps for conjunction, disjunction and existential quanti�cation are trivial, and universal

quanti�cation is given by the ! rule. /

11.6 Truth and Triviality

Arithmetic in CK# and CK## is interesting. The results of earlier sections show that

in all respects CK# is like P#. The axioms of arithmetic su�ce to prove all instances of

excluded middle in its language. However, once we add a T-predicate that satis�es the

biconditional

` TpAq$ A

we no longer have the full strength of classical logic | excluded middle may not extend to

formulae involving T. Call the system X# with a T-predicate X#T. So, the arithmetic

is classical with respect to T-free sentences, and any sentences whose truth-value is

grounded (in Kripke's sense [63]) in T-free sentences (like Tp2+ 2 = 5q or Tp8x(x+y =
y+ x) ^ Tp2+ 2 = 5qq). However, in things like the liar sentence L which satis�es

` �TpLq$ L

the classical results like excluded middle could fail. We have an interesting way of

getting past the devastating results of Tarski's \Theorem" which tells us that there's no

way to consistently add to arithmetic a predicate of whose extension contains the (G�odel

numbers of) true statements of that language (and only those). Similarly with L�ob's

Theorem. The way is open to introduce a real provability predicate Pr which satis�es

` PrpAq! A. The way ahead from a contraction-free perspective is to reject contraction

for these propositions. Then the usual proof to impossibility is lost, but the damage in

the weakening of the logic is limited to only those statements that are not grounded.

As we've seen, the T-free sentences in CK##T are classical, so it follows that TpAq is

classical if A is, and so on.

However, this is not enough to guarantee us that CK##T is worthwhile, because

even though the usual argument in L�ob's theorem will fail, other triviality arguments

may not. And this is what happened in the slightly stronger arithmetic  L##T
1 , as we

will show.

 L##T
1 is an interesting system only insofar as it could give us a non-triviality proof

for CK##T. A model for  L##T
1 is a structure with natural numbers as domain, and in

which the Peano axioms are true, with the T-scheme added, in  Lukasiewicz's in�nitely

valued logic. The logic for  L##T
1 is  L1, which is useful for non-triviality arguments

because we can use methods from analysis to get nice results about the interval [0; 1]. It

was with this in mind that I studied models of  L##T
1 . Unfortunately, I found a triviality

argument, rather than a non-triviality argument.
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Firstly, we need enough self-reference to concoct the o�ending formulae. For this,

we need a special form of the diagonalisation lemma that allows for formulae with free

variables to be diagonalised. Recall the diagonalisation function, which takes G�odel num-

bers of formulae and returns the G�odel number of its diagonalisation, given a particular

free variable we've picked out for the purpose. Let the variable in our case be x, then

the diagonalisation of A is 9x(x = pAq ^A).

Lemma 11.31 If we have an arithmetic theory that is classical in the arithmetic frag-

ment, and which represents the diagonal function diag, then for any formula B(y) with

at least the variable y free, there is a formula R (with at most the variables other than

y free in B(y) free in it) where ` R$ B(pRq) in that arithmetic.

Proof: The proof is standard. Let A(x; y) represent diag in the arithmetic. So, for any

n; k if diag(n) = k then ` 8y(A(n; y)$ y = k).

Let F be the formula 9y(A(x; y) ^ B(y)). F is a formula with at most the variables

other than y free in B(y) free in it. Let n = pFq and let R be the expression 9x(x =
n ^ 9y(A(x; y) ^ B(y))). As n = pFq, R is the diagonalisation of F, and it has the same

variables free in it as in F, except for x. So we must have ` R$ 9y(A(n; y)^B(y)). Let

k = pRq; then diag(n) = k and we must have ` 8y(A(n; y) $ y = k) as A represents

diag. It follows that ` R$ 9y(y = k ^ B(y)), which gives ` R$ B(k) as desired. /

Now we can de�ne our o�ending formulae. Let A0; A1; A2; : : : be de�ned as follows:1

A0 = �8x9y(R(x+ 1; y) ^ Ty) An+1 = A
n+1
0

where R is a recursive predicate de�ned to represent the G�odel codes of A0; A1; A2 : : :.

This means that Rxy is true whenever y is the G�odel code of sentence number x in the list

above, and false otherwise. Such a predicate R is expressible in the arithmetic fragment of

the language. Consider how all of the formulae Ai are `manufactured' from the previous

ones by a very simple procedure. Given the code of Ai, the code of Ai+1 is found by

applying a simple transformation. This can be packed into a recursive de�nition. We

don't yet have the code pRq of R, so we'll leave this as the argument place of a function.

Then we can let h(pRq; 0) be the G�odel number of A0, as a function of whatever code

we give R itself. Then, we can let h(pRq; n+ 1) be the G�odel number of An+1, given by

a simple transformation on h(pRq; n). The resulting function is recursive. (We de�ned

it by recursion in simple arithmetic functions dictating the way formulae are made up

out of subformulae). So, this function h of two free variables can be represented by some

predicate in classical arithmetic. Call this predicate H. To get the value of pRq, we need

it to satisfy:

` Rxy$ H(pRq; x; y)

But we have such an R by the diagonalisation lemma that we proved.

We need just one more lemma before we get to the proof of inconsistency.

Lemma 11.32 In any  L1 model, if I(A) 6= 1 then for some n, I(An) = 0. This is called

the iterated fusion fact.
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Proof: Let I(A) = a. Then I(An) = max(0; 1 - n(1 - a)), so if n > 1=(1 - a) then

I(An) = 0. Thus, if I(A) 6= 1 then for some n, I(An) = 0. /

This fact is associated with the validity of Hay's Rule in  L1 [57]. The rule is

in�nitary: If ` �An ! A for each n, then ` A.

Theorem 11.33  L##T
1 is inconsistent.

Proof: A0 is designed to \say" `not all of the Ai are true, for i > 0' Assuming this is

how A0 is to be interpreted, we could reason like this. If A0 were true, then each Ai

would be true too by construction. So, A0 must be untrue. But then, some An would

be positively false (iterated fusions do this), making A0 true. A contradiction.

This means that something must go wrong with the interpretation of A0, on pain

of inconsistency. The universal quanti�er must pick out more than just the standard

numbers. The argument goes like this, formally.

Consider the value I(A0) of A0 in some model. If I(A0) 6= 1 then I(An+1) =

I(An+10 ) = 0 for some n (by iterated fusion). This means that I(TpAn+1q) = 0 by the

T-scheme, and hence I
�
9y
�
R(n+1; y)^Ty

��
= 0 by the de�nition of R. Hence, I(A0) = 1,

contradicting what we assumed.

So, we must have I(A0) = 1, and hence I(An+10 ) = I(An+1) = 1 for each n. This

means that I
�
9y
�
R(n+1; y)^Ty

��
= 1 for each n. In other words, ` 9y

�
R(n+1; y)^Ty

�

for each n, which by the ! rule gives ` 8x9y
�
R(x + 1; y) ^ Ty

�
. However ` A0 means

that ` �8x9y
�
R(x+ 1; y)^ Ty

�
, which is contradicts what we have seen. So, the theory

is inconsistent. /

Interpretation The triviality proof uses a subtle form of contraction. The problem is

in  L1 and its susceptibility to contraction as a result of in�nite iterations. As you can

see, Hay's rule (from each �An ! A to A) is a generalisation of reductio | in the form

that allows the inference from �A! A to A. The rule is valid in  L1 because if A is not

true, then the series An will eventually reach the false, and so one �An ! A must come

out as untrue (being eventually equivalent to A where An is the false). So conversely, if

each �An ! A is true, then we must have A true as well.

There are two possible responses to this proof. One is to ditch the !-rule from

the proof theory. This amounts to admitting non-standard models (and rejecting the

standard model). Unfortunately, the only conceivable ground for doing this is some

principled decision against in�nitary rules | and  L1 already has an in�nitary rule of

its own. If we are going to admit an in�nitary rule as intelligible, then we had better

admit !, because it comes out as valid if our metatheoretic natural numbers coincide

with our object-level natural numbers. And surely this is desirable.

The other response is to reject  L1 as an adequate contraction-free logic. This

seems much more plausible, as the o�ending inference is obviously contraction related.

It dictates that for any untrue proposition, a �nite number of fusions with itself is enough

to bring it down to The False. This is similar to the situation in �nitely valued logics,

that we will discuss in Chapter 13. There the problem is because there is a �xed number
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of iterations to contraction. Here, the number is not �xed (it can be arbitrarily large)

but it is �nite. And as we have seen, this is enough to render the arithmetic trivial.

The arithmetics CKT## and weaker are immune from this problem (Hay's rule

is invalid in the underlying logics), and they hold out a hope for a decent non-trivial

self-referential arithmetic. All indications show that arithmetics like these are ways to

keep together our intuitions about truth, self-reference, and arithmetic. The devastating

results of the liar, and Curry's paradox are not provable in CKT## (at least in the

standard way; we need a consistency proof to be really assured of this point.) Even

L�ob's result is dented in CKT# even though the arithmetic remains classical.

Excursus: This point is subtle. L�ob's result is provable in classical Peano arithmetic,

so it is also provable in CK#. However, in an arithmetic like CKT# another alternative

is open to a theorist. Even though L�ob has shown us that no arithmetically representable

provability predicate Prv will satisfy ` PrvpAq! A, clearly other provability predicates

do. For example, if Prv is a classically given provability predicate, then Prv�, which is

given by the de�nition:

Prv� x =df (Tx ^ Prv x)

will clearly satisfy all of the conditions of a provability predicate (check them) and it is

also clear that ` Prv�pAq ! A too. L�ob's theorem is useful in that it shows us that

provability is not really captured by the extensional means available to us in classical

arithmetic. It doesn't show us that real provability (which entails truth) is out of the

reach of formalisation. ut

The way ahead involves more work on the deductive strength of the arithmetic, and

hopefully, some kind of indication of its consistency. Both, however, must be left for

another occasion.

11.7 Note

1It was an insight of Ben Robinson that pointed me in the direction of de�ning a series

of formulas with this general structure. I'm very grateful to him for the idea.
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Chapter 12

Na��ve Comprehension

The March 25, 1974 issue of the German periodical DER SPIEGEL

features a cover photograph of a world-weary youngster

under the blaring headline, \Macht Mengenlehre krank?"

(\Is set theory making our children sick?")

| STEPHEN POLLARD Philosophical Introduction to Set Theory [111]

Paradoxes don't just arise in the context of arithmetic and truth. Property theory and

set theory are also shaped by the way to respond to the paradoxes in their �eld. We will

look at ways to develop property and set theories in the context of our favourite logics.

12.1 Comprehension De�ned

Consider properties. Given a formula A(x) with one free variable x (in an interpreted

�rst-order language) it is plausible to suppose that there is a property hx : A(x)i that

an object a has if and only if A(a) | that is, the property of `being an A.' Further-

more, if A(x; y1; : : : ; yn) is a formula with each of x; y1; : : : ; yn free, it is plausibe to

suppose that for each possible choice of denotation of y1; : : : ; yn there is a property

hx : A(x; y1; : : : ; yn)i too. (So, for example, given any object x, there is a property of

being an x, even if our language does not have a name for the object x.)

Excursus: This account of properties means that we take there to be properties like

`being green or red' and `not being tall'. Some realists about properties are loath to

admit disjunctive properties, negative properties and the like, among the pantheon of

`real' properties. Their project is to categorise a family of universals that count as

the `ontologically required' properties. Then all other less robust properties such as

disjunctions and negations are expressed in terms of their more robust cousins. This

project is not of concern to us. We can simply note that there is something that it is for

a cup to be either red or green. Yes, its \redness or greenness" is dependent on either

redness or greenness (and perhaps these properties are dependent on others) and this

relation of property dependence between properties is interesting, but it does not follow

that there is nothing that it is for a cup to be either red or green. Our account of the

logical structure of properties is not concerned with di�erentiating between complex and

simple properties. We admit them all without distinction. ut

The natural way to formalise the claim that hx : A(x)i is the property of `being an A' by

endorsing the na��ve comprehension scheme.

De�nition 12.1 The na��ve comprehension scheme in a language L is the class of all

statements of the form 8y
�
y 2 hx : A(x)i$ A(y)

�
where A(y) is a formula that may or

may not have the variable y (and other variables) free.
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So, the language L must possess a binary relation denoted `2' between objects. It

is interpreted as follows: `x 2 y' is true if and only if y is a property and the object x

in fact has y. In natural deduction form the comprehension scheme can be expressed by

the two rules.

X `̀ A(a)

X `̀ a 2 hx : A(x)i 2I
X `̀ a 2 hx : A(x)i

X `̀ A(a)
2E

De�nition 12.2 The theory Xh:i is the result of adding the comprehension scheme

to the �rst-order logic X (adding the predicate `2' to the language if it is not already

there).

We have already seen that the paradoxes pose a problem for this view of property

abstraction | if W is accepted as valid. Consider the property HB = hx : x 2 x! Bi.
Ask yourself, does HB have the property HB? You may reason like this

1 (1) HB 2 HB A

1 (2) (HB 2 HB)! B 12E

1; 1 (3) B 1; 2MP

1 (4) B 3WI

0 (5) (HB 2 HB)! B 1; 4CP

0 (6) HB 2 HB 52I

0 (7) B 5; 6MP

if you were in the habit of using WI to reason in contexts like this. Contemporary

property theorists realise the di�culties. If you take WI as valid, you need to reject the

comprehension scheme in its generality. Michael Jubien writes

: : : it seems to me that at least some predicates of English express properties and

that in some sentences, predicates do attribute properties to entities denoted by

their subjects. In such cases I am inclined to say the sentences express proposi-

tions that are either true or false. It also seems to me that when a predicate does

express a property we can convert it into a suitable property-denoting noun

phrase. Now anyone who holds these views faces a serious semantical challenge:

either to say why it is that the predicate of our recent example [a version of the

heterological paradox] does not express a property or , assuming it does, to say

why the entire sentence either does not make an attribution or else makes one

that lacks truth-value. A genuine response to this challenge must not be ad

hoc : : : The theory of properties I favour incorporates no attempt to respond

to this sort of semantical challenge. [60]

This is truly a thorny problem for any decent formal theory of properties. Myhill agrees.

G�odel said to me more than once, \There never were any set-theoretic para-

doxes, but the property-theoretic paradoxes are still unresolved". [101]

He goes on to say that any who wish to endorse \Frege's Principle" (our na��ve compre-

hension scheme) must use a non-classical logic. I agree. Contraction-free logics provide

us a way to formalise property comprehension without falling into triviality. Our starting

point is a result due to Richard White [167].
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Theorem 12.1  L
h:i
1 is consistent.

His proof is rather technical and out of the scope of this work, so we will not repeat

it here. Su�ce to say that he produces a natural deduction-like system for  L
h:i
1 in which

he shows that ? cannot be proved, by way of a normalisation procedure for proofs. This

result has a pleasing corollary.

Corollary Xh:i is consistent for each of our favourite logics X.

This means that each of our logics is an adequate basis for developing a property

theory with na��ve comprehension in the spirit of Frege. We can agree that all formulas

with one free variable determine properties, without being committed to everything

following. We can prove results like Russell's paradox in property theoretic form. If R is

hx : �x 2 xi then we have

` R 2 R$ �(R 2 R)

We have Curry's paradox too. With HB being hx : x 2 x! Bi as before, we can prove

that

` HB 2 HB $ (HB 2 HB ! B)

But disaster does not strike. Without contraction-related moves we cannot deduce B from

Curry's paradox alone, and we cannot deduce a contradiction or triviality from Russell's

paradox. R and HB are odd properties, to be sure, but the strictures of contraction-free

reasoning ensures that their oddness does not infect the whole theory with triviality.

However, reasoning without contraction is good not just for property theory: Despite

the comments of Myhill and G�odel, it is also useful for set or class theory. This is due to

a confusion in current talk about sets and classes. Two di�erent accounts of what it is

to be a set vie for attention in the literature. One account takes a set to be a `collection

constructed from antecedently available objects'. This seems to be the notion intended

by Myhill and G�odel. Call these things sets1. As far as we can see, sets1 are consistent

and free of paradox, even when using classical logic. To be sure, there is a di�culty

when talking about all sets1: The collection of all sets1 cannot be a set1, on pain of

contradicting the de�nition. Yet, given all sets1, we have antecedently available objects

to collect into another object | prima facie another set1. However we attempt to iron

out these di�culties, talk about sets1 naturally motivates Zermelo-style set theories such

as ZF or ZFC, varying with regard to what set-construction methods are allowed (Are

there choice-sets? Can we perform replacement?) and how `far' the construction extends

(Are there inaccessible cardinals? Are there Mahlo cardinals?). This notion has been at

the centre of much mathematical research over the last hundred years.

However, there is another account of what it is to be a set is available for formali-

sation. According to this notion, a set is simply the extension of a property. Call these

things sets2. A set2 can be found by abstracting away the intensions of properties. Co-

extensional properties represent the same set2. If we like, we can take a set2 to be an

arbitrary element of the equivalence class of co-extensional properties. It is this notion

which is beset by paradoxes, because it inherits the paradoxical nature of properties.

This notion admits a universal set2 (the extension of the property of self-identity, the
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property `the true', and any other property shared by everything) and many other non-

well-founded sets2. It also admits the Russell set2, and many other entities which have

caused no end of trouble.

Because there are two notions in play, and because subscripts are annoying if used

for too long, we will call sets1 sets and sets2 classes, keeping in mind that the classes

are not simply the classes of a classical class theory | these classes can be members of

other classes, and even members of themselves.

Note that given plausible assumptions, there is a relationship between sets and

classes. For any set y, there is the property hx : x 2 yi of being a member of y. So, the

class corresponding to that property has as members only the elements of the set y. This

means that every set y is represented by a class y0 (the extension of hx : x 2 yi) with

the same members. We may as well identify y and y0, because there is no discernible

di�erence between them. This means that all sets are classes. However, not all classes

are sets.

Maddy has drawn the set/class distinction, and she argues that classical set/class

theories do not get the distinction right. She says

In our search for a realistic theory of sets and classes, we begin with two desider-

ata:

(1) classes should be real, well-de�ned entities;

(2) classes should be signi�cantly di�erent from sets.

The central problem is that it is hard to satisfy both of these. Von Neumann,

Morse, Kelley and Reinhardt concentrate on (1) and succeed in producing the-

ories with classes as real, well-de�ned entities, but they run afoul of (2) because

their classes look just like additional layers of sets : : : On the other hand, con-

centrating on (2) leads to Cantor's nonactual, or ine�able proper classes : : : [75]

She is right. The theories on o�er do not do justice to proper classes. Maddy's own

response is to develop a theory of proper classes like Kripke's theory of truth | using

Kleene's strong three-valued logic. This is a good start, but it does no justice to condi-

tionals. In the rest of this chapter we will consider how to develop a more satisfactory

property and class theory using the contraction-free resources we have accumulated.

To de�ne classes as representatives of co-extensive properties, we must have some

kind of understanding of identity. For example, we may de�ne the function `ext of' to

satisfy conditions like

8z(z 2 x$ z 2 y) a ` ext of(x) = ext of(y);

which says that any two properties are co-extensive if and only if they have the same

extension. We also can specify

ext of(ext of(x)) = ext of(x);

which states that any extension is its own extension. This means that we take an ex-

tension to be a representative property in the class of co-extensional properties. Clearly,
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identity features in these conditions, so we ought to have some idea of its behaviour in

the context of property theory.

12.2 Identity Revisited

If two objects share all the same properties, they are identical (as they share the property

of being identical to the �rst). Conversely, if a and b are identical, they share all the

same properties. So it seems that we could de�ne identity in property theory as follows:

De�nition 12.3 Eq(a; b) is shorthand for (8x)(a 2 x$ b 2 x)

Lemma 12.2 In any theory Xh:i we have ` Eq(a; a), ` Eq(a; b) ! Eq(b; a), and

Eq(a; b) ` Eq(b; c) ! Eq(a; c). Furthermore, in TWh:i and in every stronger theory,

` Eq(a; b)! �
Eq(b; c)! Eq(a; c)

�

Proof: A simple matter of unpacking the de�nitions. /

That result makes Eq an equivalence relation on the domain. More important is the

next result, which shows that Eq is a good candidate for an identity relation

Theorem 12.3 In any theory Xh:i, ` Eq(a; b)! (A(a)$ A(b)).

Proof:
1 (1) Eq(a; b) A

1 (2) (8x)(a 2 x$ b 2 x) 1 Eqdf

1 (3) a 2 hx : A(x)i$ b 2 hx : A(x)i 28I

0 (4) a 2 hx : A(x)i$ A(a) 2I;2E

0 (5) b 2 hx : A(x)i$ A(b) 2I;2E

1 (6) A(a)$ A(b) 3; 4; 5Trans $
0 (7) Eq(a; b)! (A(a)$ A(b)) 1; 6CP

We call this fact the indiscernibility of Eqs. /

Lemma 12.4 `
Xh:i

�
Eq(a; b) ! (Eq(a; b) ! B)

� ! �
Eq(a; b) ! B

�
in any logic X

that contains permutation.

Proof:
1 (1) Eq(a; b) A

1 (2)
�
Eq(a; b)! (Eq(a; b)! B)

�!
�
Eq(b; b)! (Eq(b; b)! B)

�
1Theorem 12.3

3 (3) Eq(a; b)! (Eq(a; b)! B) A

3; 1 (4) Eq(b; b)! (Eq(b; b)! B) 2; 3MP

0 (5) Eq(b; b) Fact

0; (0; (3; 1)) (6) B 4; 5MP2

((1; 3); 0); 0 (7) B Permutations

1; 3 (8) B 7 0-right

3 (9) Eq(a; b)! B 1; 8CP

0 (10) (Eq(a; b)! (Eq(a; b)! B))! (Eq(a; b)! B) 3; 9CP /

Corollary If X is a logic containing permutation, then `
Xh:i Eq(a; b) ! Eq(a; b) �

Eq(a; b). That is, statements of the form Eq(a; b) contract.
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This corollary is quite similar to the necessity of identity statements (in most quan-

ti�ed modal logics, ` a = b ! �a = b) and it is not surprising. If we take it that Eq

expresses identity, then we would expect Eq statements to be necessarily true if they

are true at all, for the following reason. Given the strong comprehension scheme that

gives us a property for every formula with one free variable, and granting that our lan-

guage contains a modal operator, we get the necessity of true identities almost for free.

Indiscernibility of Eqs gives

` Eq(a; b)! �
�Eq(a; a)! �Eq(a; b)

�

We have to assume that permutation is valid to get ` �Eq(a; a) ! �
Eq(a; b) !

�Eq(a; b)
�

and then ` �Eq(a; a) to get

` Eq(a; b)! �Eq(a; b)

Given all of these properties, Eq seems to be rather appealing as a candidate for identity.

However, all is not well with Eq. It also seems to have some odd properties.

For those who are concerned with relevance, the behaviour of Eq is rather troubling.

after all, indiscernibility gives us such odd behaviour as theorems like

` Eq(a; b)! (p! p)

where p bears no relationship to a or b. We have ` Eq(a; b) ! (a 2 hx : pi ! b 2
hx : pi), and hence ` Eq(a; b)! (p! p) as desired. (This relies on vacuous abstraction

as written, but it isn't necessary. If you replace p by p _ (p ^ x = x), then x is free

in the new version, but clearly, the new proposition is equivalent to p.) Those with

`relevant' intuitions take it to be undesirable that my self identity relevantly imply that

if Socrates is wise, Socrates is wise, for example. Yet, our theory seems to make such

things theorems | even when the underlying logic is relevant. There are at least two

replies that the relevantist can make.

The �rst is to argue that the comprehension scheme as it stands is too strong. It

takes it that a 2 hx : A(x)i is relevantly equivalent to A(a) no matter what a and A(x)

are. So, a 2 hx : Socrates is wisei is equivalent to `Socrates is wise.' This seems an odd

way of saying things | is there really a property that a has if and only if Socrates is

wise? Where that conditional is a relevant one? Quite possibly not. The most we could

endorse is that ` a 2 hx : A(x)i � A(a) (where `�' is the enthymematic biconditional)

because a having hx : A(x)i may not be enough to relevantly imply A(a), but other true

information may need to be imported. This seems true enough, but it won't do to rid

us of the paradoxes. It merely weakens them to this form:

` Eq(a; a)! (p � p)

which are just as unpalatable. My self identity has just as little to do with the truth

of `Socrates being wise enthymematically implying Socrates' wisdom' as the original

conditional. To fully take advantage of this line of approach you must excise vacuous
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properties such as hx : Socrates is wisei from the range of quanti�cation in the compre-

hension scheme and in the de�nition of Eq. This seems di�cult to do in practice, and

even at a theoretical level.

However, another approach is possible that retains some of the insights of the �rst at-

tempt. Instead of denying the existence of such hokey properties as hx : Socrates is wisei
it su�ces to note that their presence makes claims such as Eq(a; b) much stronger than

the identity claim a = b. For Eq(a; b) is a universally quanti�ed claim that when written

out as a conjunction (and awfully long one, it must be said) has conjuncts equivalent

to A $ A for each sentence A (from the vacuous abstractions). Eq is a strong claim

in that it is relevant to everything. In logics like EW and above, ` (t ! t) ! t, so

` Eq(a; b) ! (t ! t) gives ` Eq(a; b) ! t. This means that if Eq(a; b) is true, it is

equivalent to t. And t relevantly implies anything true, so we shouldn't expect anything

less of Eq(a; b). So if our intuitions about the relevant connections of a = b are any-

where near true, then Eq(a; b) is not the same claim as a = b. However, Eq(a; b) is

true in a world just when a = b is true in that world and vice versa, in the sense that

a = b a ` Eq(a; b). Eq has the same extension as identity but it di�ers in terms of its

intensional, relevant connections. The seeming `paradox' should upset us no more than

the theoremhood of t! (p! p) when t seems irrelevant to p! p.

This leaves it open for us to consider whether we can de�ne genuine identity in

terms of property abstraction. Take Eq�(a; b) to mean a 2 hx : A(x)i $ b 2 hx : A(x)i
for all properties hx : A(x)i that a and b relevantly have, using Dunn's characterisation

of a relevant property [34]. The di�culty here is the de�nition of a relevant property.

�
�xA(x)

�
a =df 8x

�
x = a! A(x)

�

You can see the problem. Relevant predication is de�ned in terms of identity, so it is

di�cult to use relevant predication to de�ne identity. The most we can do is to get

some interesting relationships between them.

So, Eq need not be logically equivalent to identity | we need not have ` Eq(a; b)$
a = b| but we do have Eq(a; b) a ` a = b, where `=' is our intended identity predicate.

From Chapter 4 we know that the identity predicate must satisfy the proof theoretical

conditions

` a = a; a = b ` A(a)! A(b)

and the equivalent semantic conditions that in any relational structure A,

A � v0 = v1[d0; d1] if and only if d0 = d1:

That is, v0 = v1 is comes out true in a structure if and only if their denotations are

identical (as one would suppose). This does not say that on all other occasions v0 = v1

comes out as false, and it does not say how true v0 = v1 is when their denotations

are identical. From this de�nition it follows that if =1 and =2 are identity predicates,

then a =1 b a ` a =2 b. This means that all identity predicates are weakly logically

equivalent. However, our logics discriminate more than weak logical equivalence. So, we
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have Eq weakly logically equivalent to all other identity predicates, but for the reasons

we have seen, it may not have the relevance properties we expect identity to have.

There is another identity predicate which assigns values to identities in a particularly

stark way. Recall `boolean identity', written `=bool', and interpreted by the relation R

de�ned as

R(d0; d1) =

�
T if d0 = d1,

F otherwise,

where T and F are the top and bottom elements respectively of the propositional struc-

ture. This predicate assigns the starkest values to identities. If they are true, they are as

true as they can be. Otherwise, they are as false as possible. This results in the validities

> ` a =bool b _ a 6=bool b; a =bool b ^ a 6=bool b ` ?:

Boolean identity was seen to be useful in Chapter 4. We used it to prove a the upward

Lowenheim-Sk�olem Theorem. Boolean identity will also be useful here. Though it is no

better than Eq at characterising identity to strong logical equivalence (in cases where

we expect excluded middle to fail | such as in the presence of vagueness | we would

not expect identities to be immune, but =bool satis�es excluded middle always) it will

be useful to have around, because of its expressive power.

So, our investigations of identity have not brought us a hard-and-fast characterisa-

tion of the identity relation. If anything, it has shown us that there are a number of

issues to be sorted out. Instead of pursuing this further, we have seen enough to proceed

to analyse ways of encoding extensionality.

12.3 Extensionality

The Usual Way First, let's consider one way people have thought to encode exten-

sionality into a na��ve property theory. This is by adding an extensionality axiom on top

of the na��ve comprehension scheme. This means that we eschew talk of properties in

their generality, and we take the comprehension scheme to talk of classes alone. So, we

change notation, writing `fx : A(x)g' for `hx : A(x)i'. The changed theory we call Xf:g in

line with the changed notation.

So, we add some kind of extensionality axiom to express the fact that we're talking

about classes and not just properties. We need to say that classes with the same elements

are the same classes.

The standard candidate for an axiom of extensionality (equivalent to the one pro-

posed by White [167], for example) is:

X `̀ (8x)(x 2 a$ x 2 b)
X `̀ Eq(a; b)

EqI

which is provably equivalent to the sentence:

(8y)(8z)((8x)(x 2 y$ x 2 z)! Eq(y; z)) Ext

Many who write in class theory (such as White [167]) use a the term like Eq for identity.

As we have seen, this is harmless in the case of classical logic, because it gets the extension

of identity right, and classical logic only takes extensions into account. For more sensitive

logics like our favourites, di�ering intensions are important. We will show how important

they can be by showing that Ext cannot be consistently added to CKf:g.
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Theorem 12.5 `
CKf:g

+Ext ?

We will approach the proof of this theorem by a lemma.

Lemma 12.6 If A contains no free variables, then `
CKf:g

+Ext Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg)$ A

Proof:

1 (1) Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg) A

1 (2) b 2 fx : Ag$ b 2 fx : tg 1 SI

1 (3) A$ t 22I;2E

0 (4) Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg)! (A$ t) 1; 3CP

5 (5) A$ t A

5 (6) b 2 fx : Ag$ b 2 fx : tg 52I;2E

5 (7) (8y)(y 2 fx : Ag$ y 2 fx : tg) 68I

0 (8) Ext A

0 (9) (8y)(y 2 fx : Ag$ y 2 fx : tg)

! Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg) 88E twice

0; 5 (10) Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg) 7; 9MP

0 (11) (A$ t)! Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg) 5; 10CP

0 (12) (A$ t)$ Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg) 4; 11^I

0 (13) Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg)$ A 12Lemma 2.12

Note that only the last step of this proof fails in relevant logics like R. /

This yields the proof of the theorem quite quickly.

Proof: `
CKf:g

+Ext Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg) $ A, and `
CKf:g

+Ext Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg)! Eq(fx :

Ag; fx : tg)�Eq(fx : Ag; fx : tg), so `
CKf:g

+Ext A! A�A. Thus, contraction gives Curry's

paradox, and so, ?. /

This is quite a disastrous result. Extentionality, in this form, yields triviality in the

context of CK. In fact, it has some odd consequences in C.

Theorem 12.7 `
Cf:g

+Ext (A$ B)! (A$ B) � (A$ B).

Proof: Given what has gone before, we have `
Cf:g

+Ext Eq(a; b) ! Eq(a; b) � Eq(a; b).
And, it is easy to show that `

Cf:g
+Ext Eq(fx : Ag; fx : Bg)$ (A$ B). This gives us the

result. /

Now it may be thought that in C, the contraction of all biconditionals spells disas-

ter | that everything would contract. This would be the case if every proposition was

provably equivalent to some biconditional, as it is the case in CK. But here, this doesn't

work. The equivalence ` A $ (A $ t) is restricted to logics with weakening, and it

doesn't hold in C. In fact, a matrix for C (provided by MaGIC [154]) shows us that in
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C, it is not the case that every proposition is provably equivalent to a biconditional.

t0

@
@@�

��
t1�
��

tt = 2

@
@@�

��
t3�
��

t4

@
@@

t5
a �a ! 0 1 2 3 4 5 � 0 1 2 3 4 5

0 5 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 4 1 0 2 0 4 1 5 1 0 4 1 5 3 5

2 3 2 0 1 2 3 4 5 2 0 1 2 3 4 5

3 2 3 0 0 0 2 0 5 3 0 5 3 5 5 5

4 1 4 0 0 0 1 2 5 4 0 3 4 5 5 5

5 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 5 5 5 5 5

In this matrix it is easy to show that (p $ q) ! (p $ q) � (p $ q) holds, but that

p! p � p is falsi�ed by setting p = 1. So, in this matrix all biconditionals contract, but

some values do not. Therefore, not every proposition is equivalent to a biconditional.

It follows that if this is the only damage that extensionality does in C, then we do not

have a collapse into every instance of contraction.

Even though this does not give us a triviality proof of Cf:g, the theory certainly isn't

pretty. It seems that our class theory is teaching our logic what inferences are valid, for

we get new logical truths (such as (p$ q)! (p$ q) � (p$ q)) by way of facts about

classes. Now there seems to be no real reason to hold that these extra propositions are

true, independently of the result we've proven. So I take the fact that na��ve class theory

doesn't conservatively extend C to be a point against such a class theory in this logic.

Whether or not there is a triviality proof, such as the one for CK remains open. It can

be shown that the addition of (p$ q)! (p$ q) � (p$ q) to C does not yield the law

of the excluded middle, so the CX-collapse [147] may not befall the class theory Cf:g,

but this does not mean that other triviality proofs are unavailable.

Although this kind of extensionality has been proposed by many, the triviality argu-

ment in CK and the considerations in the previous section about the excessive strength

of Eq as an identity predicate indicates that this is perhaps the wrong tack to take.

The way ahead is to take the original de�ning ideas of classes more seriously. Instead

of abandoning property theory for class theory in the �rst instance, consider embedding

class theory in property theory by de�ning classes as representatives in the collections

of co-extensional properties.

A Better Way Let's model this interpretation of the relationship between properties

and classes within the semantic structures of our theories. Consider a relational structure

N = hN;P; "; �i modelling Xh:i. It has a domain N of objects, at least some of which are

properties. It as a map " : N�N! P (where P is the domain of the associated propo-

sitional structure P) which interprets the relation `2'. For each d0; d1 2 N, "(d0; d1)

is the value of `v0 2 v1' when v0 denotes d0 and v1 denotes d1. We write this value as

`d0 " d1' for short. There is also a map � : N�N! P representing identity.

In this model, two domain elements d0 and d1 are co-extensional just when for each

e 2 N, e " d0 = e " d1. Co-extensionality is an equivalence relation on N, so we can

pick representatives from each equivalence class (by choice). These representatives play

the part of classes | they are merely arbitrarily picked representatives from among the

co-extensive properties. So, the function ext of can be be interpreted by the function
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c : N! N that takes a domain element and returns the representative of its equivalence

class. This motivates the following de�nition.

De�nition 12.4 A relational structure N = hN;P; "; �; ci is a property-class structure

if and only if c : N! N is a map such that

� For each d0; d1 2 N, for each e 2 N e"d0 = e " d1 if and only if c(d0) = c(d1)

� For each d; e 2 N, e " d = e " c(d).

In each property-class model N the class C � N of elements in the range of c is said

to be the class of classes in N.

The theory of these models, in the logic X is denoted Xh:ic. The function c interprets

the function `ext of' in the language.

In each property-class structure

ext of(ext of(x)) = ext of(x)

is valid. A representative of a class of co-extensive classes is itself in that class of co-

extensive classes. So, it is its own representative. We also have the rule

8z(z 2 v0 $ z 2 v1) a ` ext of(v0) = ext of(v1):

If d0 and d1 are in the same equivalence class in a model N then N � 8z(z 2 v0 $
z 2 v1)[d0; d1], because N(z 2 v0)[d0] and N(z 2 v1)[d1] are identical. This means that

Nt(ext of(v0)) = Nt(ext of(v1)) and hence N � ext of(v0) = ext of(v1)[d0; d1] (for any

identity predicate `=') as we desired. The converse is just as simple.

Because of this, we take fx : Ag to be shorthand for ext ofhx : Ai. This then gives

us the following result.

Theorem 12.8 In any theory Xh:ic, 8x(A$ B) a ` fx : Ag = fx : Bg

Proof: A simple corollary of the behaviour of the ext of function. /

These are semantically driven clauses de�ning the concept of extensionality as arising

from our initial conceptions of the relationhip between properties and sets. Note that

this results in a weaker extensionality axiom that is often considered. We do not get

` 8x(A$ B)! fx : Ag = fx : Bg

because we have no precise grip on the behaviour of identity.

If we interpret `=' by Eq, then this strong form of extensionality is trouble in CKh:ic,

because a simple modi�cation of Theorem 12.5 is possible. The axiom is not likely under

interpreting identity as boolean, either. When v0 and v1 denote co-extensional things

ext of(v0) =bool ext of(v1) will come out as T and the conditional trivially satis�ed.

Otherwise the consequent is F. To make the conditional true in this case we must have

8z(z 2 v0 $ z 2 v1) as F too. But there seems to be no assurance that this need be the

case. It is not obvious that for non-co-extensional properties it is absurd to claim that

they are co-extensional. So, our semantic conditions seem to validate the weaker axioms

we have before us.

Once we have this distinction between properties and classes (which are the prop-

erties in the range of the function `ext of') we can embed class theory within property

theory in a simple and natural way.
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De�nition 12.5 Let Cl(x) be shorthand for 9vj
�
x =bool ext of(vj)

�
, where vj is free

for x in x =bool ext of(vj).

The idea is to restrict our quanti�ers using the predicate Cl, giving us the ability

to quantify over classes alone. However, this is a problematic procedure in non-classical

logics in general, because restricted quanti�cation is quite sensitive to the logic in which it

is formulated. The problem is as follows. Consider the traditional de�nition of restricted

universal quanti�cation. If we wish to restrict quanti�cation to objects satisfying a

predicate P, we quantify as follows:

8x
�
P(x)! A(x)

�

where A(x) is the formula to be quanti�ed. This formula is intended to express the

claim that all Ps are As. But this works in general only if the conditional has a number

of desirable properties. Firstly, if we wish to deduce A(a) from the fact that P(a) and

the universally quanti�ed claim, we must have modus ponens for the conditional. This

is �ne for the conditional in each of our favourite logics, but it rules out the material

`conditional' because in none of our logics do we have A;A � B ` B. The second problem

is this: If we have shown that every x satis�es A(x), it seems to follow that all Ps are

As too. We would like to have

8xA(x) ` 8x
�
P(x)! A(x)

�

but this is only a realistic expectation in general when we have

A ` B! A

which is valid in only CK of all our favourite logics. The �nal problem is this. It is

plausible to suppose that restricted existential quanti�cation is best modelled by taking

9x
�
P(x)^A(x)

�

to express `some Ps are As'. But then, the de Morgan duality of restricted existential and

universal quanti�cation holds only when the conditional expressing restricted universal

quanti�cation is the material conditional. This leaves the study of restricted quanti�ca-

tion with a number of interesting problems to be sorted out. Thankfully, in our case we

need not worry with these problems: We can use the material conditional for restricting

the quanti�ers, because the relation =bool behaves classically.

De�nition 12.6 Let 8cviA stand for 8vi
�
�Cl(vi)_A

�
and 9cviA for 9vi

�
Cl(vi)^A

�
.

We can prove the following result.

Lemma 12.9 In any property-class model N, N(8cvnA)x =
T
a2CN(A)x(n=a), and

N(9cvnA)x =
S
a2CN(A)x(n=a), where C is the subset of the domain N consisting of

classes.
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Proof: First the universal quanti�er. Translating out shorthand and applying evaluation

clauses, we have N(8cvnA)x =
T
a2NN(�9vj(vn =bool ext of(vj)) _A)x(n=a). Now, we

can split the join in two. Our evaluation of the formula is equal to

\

a2C

N(�9vj(vn =bool ext of(vj)) _A)x(n=a)

\
\

a2NnC

N(�9vj(vn =bool ext of(vj)) _A)x(n=a):

The �rst conjunct is the value we are after. We need just ensure that the second conjunct

is the top element of the propositional structure, and we have our result. But this is

simple.
T
a2NnCN(�9vj(vn =bool ext of(vj)) _ A)x(n=a) �

T
a2NnCN

�
8vj(vn 6=bool

ext of(vj))
�
x(n=a)

, and by the behaviour of boolean identity, we have for any a 2 NnC,

N
�
8vj(vn 6=bool ext of(vj))

�
x(n=a)

=
T
b2NN

�
vn 6=bool ext of(vj)

�
x(n=a)(j=b)

= T, since

a, the denotation of vn, is never a class.

The case for the existential quanti�er is dual, and is left to the reader. /

This has the helpful corollary.

Corollary In each theory Xh:ic we can prove the de Morgan identities

` 8cx�A$ �9cxA; ` 9cx�A$ 8cx�A;

and the detachment principles

` Cl(a) ^A(a)! 9cxA(x); Cl(a) ` 8cxA(x)! A(a);

where x is free for a in A.

In this theory we can de�ne the usual classes as follows: The empty class is ? = fx :

?g, the universal class is V = fx : >g, the union of a and b is a [ b = fx : x 2 a _ x 2 bg
and their intersection is a \ b = fx : x 2 a ^ x 2 bg. The subclass relation � can be

de�ned in at least two ways. Firstly, we could set a � b to be 8x(x 2 a ! x 2 b),
allowing it to hold between properties in general. Instead, we may wish to restrict the

relation to classes. In that case, de�ne a � b to be Cl(a) ^ Cl(b) ^ 8x(x 2 a! x 2 b).)
Power classes are de�ned by setting Pa = fx : Cl(x) ^ x � ag. Here we use the

predicate Cl(x) to restrict the range of elements of the class to classes. Clearly we have

PV � V, in a violation of Cantor's theorem (as one would hope to have on this conception

of classes).

We can also de�ne the class fx : Cl(x)g of all classes. This is another self-membered

class. Talking of self-membered classes, we can de�ne S = fx : Cl(x) ^ x 2 xg, and

R = fx : Cl(x) ^ x 62 xg, the class of all self-membered and non-self-membered classes

respectively. In each of our theories, we have ` R 2 R $ R 62 R, but we cannot proceed

from this to ` R 2 R or ` R 62 R. Because of this, we cannot show that R[S = fx : Cl(x)g.

Even though R and S are the classes of self-membered and non-self-membered classes

respctively, they do not jointly make up the class of all classes, because some classes are

neither self-membered nor non-self-membered.
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In this section we have shown how a theory of classes naturally arises within a theory

of properties. Instead of continuing to develop the theory of classes by examining what

purely class-theoretic results hold, we will how to embed a theory of sets into this theory.

12.4 A Second-Order Theory

To develop hierarchical set theories like ZF in our property/class theory, we need to

extend the expressive power of our language. We will do this by adding monadic second-

order quanti�cation. This is quite simple in practice. We use the same relational struc-

tures as before, but we add monadic second-order quanti�cation to the language (using

variables V0, V1, : : : , which we often abbreviate X, Y, Z, : : :) and we use the obvious

interpretation in the relational structure.

All we need do is extend the de�nition of the interpretation map A(-) from a

relational structure A into its associated propositional structure. In Chapter 4, this

map took a formula and a valuation (a list of domain elements which do the job of the

denotation of any free �rst-order variables) in the expression. Now we need to extend

this by adding another valuation which does the job of giving the denotation of any free

second-order variables in the expression.

De�nition 12.7 Given a relational structure A with domain A and an associated

propositional structure P with domain P, a second-order valuation D is a list with

elements from the set PA of functions from A to P. A pair d;D is a valuation pair when

d is a �rst-order valuation and D is a second-order valuation.

On our de�nition, a second-order variable will denote a class in the domain | where

a class is represented by its characteristic function.

Now we can extend the de�nition of the map to one which takes a formula and a

valuation pair to give a proposition. The de�nition is that of

De�nition 12.8 Each relational structure A = hA;P; R� (� < �1); r� (� < �2)i deter-

mines a Tarskian interpretation of the language L in the following way: The interpreta-

tion is given by inductively de�ning two functions At(-)- and A(-)-;- The clauses are

as follows:

At(vn)d = dn; At
�
f�(t1; : : : ; t�2(�))

�
d
= r�

�
At(t1)d; : : : ;A

t(t�2(�))d
�
;

So At(t)d is the denotation of term t, given that the remaining free variables in t are

given values by the list d, vn taking the value dn. The inductive clauses for formulae

are more complex, but no more di�cult.

A
�
F�(t1; : : : ; t�1(�))

�
d;D

= R�
�
At(t1)d; : : : ;A

t(t�1(�))d
�
; A

�
Vnt

�
d;D

= Dn(A
t(t)d);

A(B ^ C)d;D = A(B)d;D \ A(C)d;D; A(B _ C)d;D = A(B)d;D [ A(C)d;D;

A(B! C)d;D = A(B)d;D ) A(C)d;D; A(�B)d;D = -A(B)d;D; A(?)d;D = F;

A(8vnB)d;D =
\

a2A

A(B)d(n=a);D; A(9vnB)d;D =
[

a2A

A(B)d(n=a);D;
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A(8VnB)d;D =
\

�2PA

A(B)d;D(n=�); A(9VnB)d;D =
[

�2PA

A(B)d;D(n=�):

Thus A(B)d;D is the value of the formula B, given that the remaining free individual

variables in B are given values by the list d, as before, and the remaining free predicate

variables are given values in from list D, Vn taking value Dn.

Given the de�nition of an interpretation, we are free to de�ne the notion of satisfac-

tion: represented by �d;D, relativised to a valuation pair d;D. We take it that A �d;D B

if and only if e � A(B)d;D. So, a sentence is satis�ed by a model just when it comes out

as logically true.

Clearly, if B is a sentence, the interpretation is independent of the valuation pair,

and so is whether or not the sentence is satis�ed in the relational structure. More

generally, if the free variables of B are in v0; : : : ; vn, and V0; : : : ; Vn the interpretation

of B depends only on the �rst n + 1 elements of each valuation. In this case we will

write A(B)[d0; : : : ; dn;D0; : : : ; Dn] for A(B)d;D and A � B[d0; : : : ; dn;D0; : : : ; Dn] for

A �d;D B.

This de�nition is a simple adaptation of classical monadic second-order logic to our

non-classical setting. This addition gives us much greater expressive power, at the price

of losing the recursive axiomatisability of the theory.

The Theory De�ned Now we need not have a language-dependent comprehension

scheme. Our na��ve property theory can be axiomatised at a single stroke.

De�nition 12.9 The second-order na��ve comprehension scheme is this:

8X8x(Xx$ x 2 hXi)

where object hXi is the `rei�cation' of the denotation of the predicate X. The monadic

second-order logic X2 with the addition of the na��ve comprehension scheme is called

X2hi.

In order to interpret a theory like X2hi we must have a de�nition of the variable

binding term operator h-i. It is simple:

De�nition 12.10 A second-order variable binding term operator h-i takes a second-

order variable and denotes a domain element. It is interpreted in the relational structure

by a map � : PA ! A, which sets At
�
hVni

�
d;D

= �(Dn). (Note that this makes the

denotations of terms depend on the values of second-order variables.)

So, we can construct our second-order structures.

De�nition 12.11 A second-order property-class structure N = hN;P; "; �; �i is a rela-

tional structure in which " interprets 2, � interprets identity, and � interprets the variable

binding term operator h-i. The structure must satisfy the second-order comprehension

axiom 8X8x(Xx$ x 2 hXi).

The semantic structures we have set up have an interesting property. The denotation

of hXi depends on the denotation of X alone. This means we can prove the following in

our theories.
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Lemma 12.10 In each theory X2hi we have 8x(Xx$ Yx) a ` hXi = hYi.

Proof: Let N be a model of the second-order na��ve comprehension scheme. Any evalua-

tion D which allows N �d;D 8x(Xx$ Yx) must have the denotation of X identical to the

denotation of Y, by the universality of the quanti�er. This means that Nt
�
hXi
�
d;D

= �(�)

where � : N ! P is the denotation of X (and Y) under D. But �(�) = Nt
�
hYi
�
d;D

too,

giving us our result.

Similarly, if N �d;D hXi = hYi then because N(v0 2 hXi)d(0=n);D = N(v0 2
hYi)d(0=n);D for any n 2 N (as hXi and hYi have the same denotations by D), we

must have N �d;D 8x(Xx $ Yx) by the extensionality axiom tying the value of Xx to

that of x 2 hXi. /

This means that hXi depends only on the extension of X. If X and Y are co-

extensional variables, their corresponding classes hXi and hYi are identical. We can

then mimic the ext of function using h-i alone.

We can extend the language to add constructs of the form hx : A(x)i (as in the

�rst-order theory) interpreted in the obvious way. All you need do is note that A(x)

determines a function from the domain to the propositional structure, just like a free

second-order variable. The denotation of hx : A(x)i to be � of that function. Then we

can de�ne ext of(y) to be hx : x 2 yi, and this satis�es the properties of ext of by the

above result.

The Embedding Now to embed a classical set theory into our models of X2hi we need

to be able to talk about the objects in our models. For this, we make use of a standard

construction. Fix a model N. For each object c in N, add a constant c� denoting c to

the language L

The power of the second-order theory will be made obvious in the results below.

We will see that any sensible model (where sensibility is to be de�ned below) of a well-

founded set theory resides inside any model N of our second-order theory. In this way

our theories X2hi are able to recapture all of the results of classical set theories.

De�nition 12.12 hZ; �i is a sensible model of a classical set theory if and only if it is

a model of some set theory, and if there is a well-ordering � such that for each z 2 Z, if

z0 � z then z0 � z.

Our sensible models are well-founded ones | that is, there are no in�nite descending

� chains | and we demand only that they be well-orderable, in a way that reects

the construction of sets. If we allow Zorn's Lemma, then it is easy to see that any

well-founded model hZ; �i can be equipped with a well-ordering � which respects the

membership relation in the appropriate way. Pick an arbitrary well-ordering of Z, �0.

For the �-�rst object, pick the empty set. Then, given that we have picked the elements

A � Z as ordered by �, as the �-next element pick the �0-�rst element not yet picked,

and which has its members in A. Since hZ; �i is well-founded, there will be such an

element, unless A = Z. In this case, the selection process is �nished. If not, continue up

the well-ordering �0.
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It is helpful to treat hZ; �i as a relational structure on the boolean algebra 2 = fT; Fg,

where the T and the F are the same objects as the top and bottom elements in our

propositional structures. In this way we can compare truth values in structures simply,

because fT; Fg in our arbitrary propositional structures do the job of the two values in the

two element boolean algebra.

Theorem 12.11 Given a second-order model N of na��ve comprehension, and any

sensible model hZ; �i of a classical set theory, then there is a constant Z in N which

represents the model Z, such that for any formula A, hZ; �i � A if and only if N � AZ

where AZ is A with its quanti�ers restricted to Z.

Proof: Let hZ; �i be a sensible well-founded model of some classical set theory, with

one empty set. Let � be its well-ordering. Let N be our second-order model of na��ve

comprehension. We will gradually extend the language of N with a constant z� for each

z 2 Z, and �nally for Z itself. This proceeds by induction.

Firstly, for the base case, let z? be the �-least element in Z. It is the empty set,

because it has no members. Let a? be N
�
hV0i

�
[�] where � : N! P by setting �(a) = F

always. That is, a? is the empty set in N. It is �(�) where � is the constant F map.

Then a�
?

is an N constant denoting a?.

We have picked an N object to be represent the empty set in Z. Now we do the

induction step, showing that we can pick representatives of other Z objects, given that

we have representatives of all the earlier objects in the ordering.

For an induction on the well-ordering, consider the �th element of Z, z�, for some

ordinal �. Suppose that we have found representatives a (with corresponding constants

a�) for each z where  < �. Then for a��, we reason like this. Let � : N! P be given

as follows:

�(a) =


T if for some  < �, a = a and z � z�,

F otherwise.

Then set a� = �(�). By this construction, a "a� = T if and only if a = a for some

 and z �a�, and a "a� = F otherwise. So, for all ordinals in the well-ordering �, we

can choose representatives a of the z in Z.

Finally, we want a constant representing the set Z itself. This is easy. De�ne Z by

setting

�(a) =


T if for some , a = a
F otherwise.

Then set a1 = �(�), and let Z denote a1.

For what comes ahead, it is useful to let the N image of Z be called A. That is,

A � N is the set fx : 9(x = a)g of N domain elements chosen to represent Z.

Now for the theory embedding result, we will show that for all �rst-order formulas

B in the language of hZ; �i and for all valuations d 2 Z!, hZ; �i(B)d = N(BZ)f(d),

where f : Z! ! A! is the natural isomorphism given by setting f
�
hz�0 ; z�1 ; : : :i

�
=

ha�0 ; a�1 ; : : :i. The result is given by a simple induction on the complexity of formulae.

For the base case, note that hZ; �i(vi 2 vj)d = z�i � z�j = a�i " a�j = N(vi 2 vj)f(d), as

desired.
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The induction step for conjunction, disjunction, negation and implication is straight-

forward. The quanti�ers provide the only di�culty. For the universal quanti�er we have

hZ; �i(8vnB)d =
T
z2ZhZ; �i(B)d(n=z) =

T
z2ZN(B)f(d(n=z)) by the induction hypothe-

sis. However, for each z 2 Z there is exactly one a 2 A where f(d(n=z)) = f(d)(n=a),

so
T
z2ZN(B)f(d(n=z)) =

T
a2AN(B)f(d)(n=a). And since Z is a classical class marking

out the members of A, we have
T
a2AN(B)f(d)(n=a) =

T
a2NN(vn 62 Z _ B)f(d)(n=a) =

N
�
8vn(vn 62 Z _ B)

�
f(d)

as desired. The case for the existential quanti�er is dual.
/

This is an extremely powerful result. It shows that any set theoretical constructions

that can be consistently performed can be performed within our theories X2hi. This

means that models of these theories must be large. However, the theory X2hi does not

commit us to strong set theories unless they are consistent. The reason is as follows.

The result we have proved shows that certian consistent set theories (those with sensible

models) are proved to be consistent by our theories X2hi. This does not mean that

inconsistent set theories are proved consistent by X2hi. Our result will only embed

set theories with large cardinals within N only if those set theories are consistent. If it

somehow turns out to be inconsistent to assume the existence of certain large cardinals,

this does not a�ect X2hi in any way, other than there being no models of those set

theories within X2hi models. Similarly, if, perchance, ZF were to be inconsistent, then

X2hi will not contain ZF models. However, the smart money being on the consistency

of ZF, in all likelihood there are ZF models within X2hi models.

This result is not only powerful, but it coheres well with the considerations given

in the �rst section, about the relationship between sets and classes. We argued that the

of sets considered as constructed entities (given by some method of construction) are

a subclass of the larger collection of classes as extensions of properties. This is borne

out by our construction, in which sets turn out to be classes, with special properties.

Similarly, we noted that the notion of `set' as constructed object is vague. It depends on

how far you take the construction to go and how many sets you take to be constructed

at each stage of the process. This is reected in our embedding result. There are a whole

family of set theories embedded within each of our models. In every way, our theory

X2hi accords with our pretheoretic desiderata. This is a good sign. However, not all is

sunny: Clouds of paradox darken the horizon.

Excursus: Before getting on to paradox, there is one small point to be dealt with. The

theories X2hi are each couched in a second-order logic. The fact that the logics are second-

order gave us the expressive power to set up our theories by positing a single axiom. Of

course, this also means that our theories are not axiomatisable, because the second-

order logics themselves are not axiomatisable. Also, once we have the comprehension

axiom, all the work done by second-order quanti�cation can be done by way of �rst-

order quanti�cation over properties. So, this leads us to a possible alternative approach.

Instead of using second-order quanti�cation, we could restrict our attention to �rst-

order logic, and study property/class structures which satisfy the closure conditions of

the second-order structures. That is, we consider models such that for every function

� from the domain N to the class of propositions P, there is a corresponding domain
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element in N, the property represented by the function �. The resulting theory would

do everything that the second-order theory will do. Its only di�erence is the way it fails

to be axiomatisable. In the second-order theory, the non-axiomatisability is restricted

to the purely part of the theory encoding the principles of the second-order logic. The

property/class-theoretic part of the theory is axiomatisable at a single stroke. This is

not the case with the �rst-order theory. Other than that, there is little di�erence. It is

only an historical accident that the theory is couched in second-order terms here. ut

Paradox? Second-order property theoretic models like N are exciting and powerful.

They seem to be the best possibility for bringing together a decent account of properties,

classes and sets. However, anyone who wishes to use power like this must wield it wisely.

In our case, any proponent of a second-order na��ve property theory must be thoroughly

committed to the non-classical logic in which the theory is expressed. The moral of the

theory is that the paradoxes must be handled in a logic without contraction. The only

way a rich and powerful theory like X2hi can be coherently maintained is if the metalogic

is also contraction-free. The reason for this is simple: The property- and class-theoretic

paradoxes can be expressed in the metalogic of X2hi as easily as in the theory itself.

Consider a model N = hN;P; "; �; �i. If it is truly a model of X2hi, then for each

� 2 PN there is a di�erent �(�) 2 N. We must have �(a) = a "�(�) for each a 2 N, so

di�erent functions � require di�erent representatives �(�) in the domain. This means

that jNj � jPNj � j2Nj. This contradicts Cantor's Theorem, according to which, a set

ought be strictly smaller than its power set. We have a paradox in the metalanguage.

Or do we? We already know in our class theory that V = fx : >g � P(V) = fx :

Cl(x) ^ x � Vg, where x � y. So, proper classes in our class theory already violate

the result of Cantor's theorem. Clearly the universal class (which has everything as a

member) contains each element of its power class. (This does not mean that sets in

our theories need violate Cantor's Theorem. These are purely classical objects, and they

satisfy classical results, like Cantor's Theorem.) The metatheoretic \Cantor's Paradox"

tells us only that the models of our theories must have domains that behave like proper

classes. This is not surprising really, because they are intended to represent genuine

classes.

The fact that our metalogic must be contraction-free puts our proof of the embedding

theorem in doubt. We have clearly used de�nitions relying on classical behaviour in our

recursive de�nition of the class Z. We de�ne the constants a� recursively, using de�nition

by cases. De�nition by cases only works if the cases are truly exhaustive and exclusive.

That is, if they behave classically. Recall the de�nition of a�:

�(a) =


T if for some  < �, a = a and z � z�,

F otherwise.

Then set a� = �(�). This de�nition only makes sense if for each a, either for some

 < �, a = a, or not. That is, excluded middle must hold in this case, in the metalogic.

Similarly, we cannot allow this proposition (that for some  < �, a = a) be both true

and false, for then the de�nition by cases will also fail (we must de�ne �(a) to be both
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T and F). In other words, we require the proposition to be Boolean. How do we know

this? The answer is simple. Provided that we admit boolean identity `=bool' into the

metalanguage, then we can assume in the metalanguage that for all x and y, either

x =bool y or x 6=bool y. Similarly, if x =bool y and x 6=bool y, then absurdity follows. So,

our recursive step, constructing a� from the earlier as is permissible because it relies

only on identity and the behaviour of the classical model hZ; �i, which we may assume

behaves classically.

So, our proof does not seem to fail by our own lights. Despite the seeming strictures

of non-classical reasoning, we have shown how to embed classical set theory and a decent

class theory into a rich and powerful property theory. Clearly, there is much more to

be done. Formalising the metalanguage to make absolutely clear which deductions are

allowed is an obvious future task. We have used de�nition by recursion up a well-odering.

This seems to be valid. Can it be proved to be so from simple principles, in our logics?

Or must we add it to the theory?

Because the preferred theory is second-order, we will not be able to provide a com-

plete recursive proof theory. Perhaps there is a perspicuous complete proof theory like

that of arithmetic given by adding the !-rule to Peano arithmetic. If such a proof theory

could be found, it would be worthwhile to study it in some depth.

Another fruitful line of further research would be the relationships between our

theory and other classical set and class theories. We have shown how to embed well-

founded theories in our models. Is a similar construction possible for models of Aczel's

set theories with anti-foundation? Is it possible to embed NF models in our theories? If

we can do this, then our theories will provide a useful site to consider the relationships

between classical set theories. The results we have so far show that moving to a non-

classical logic in the light of the paradoxes need not mean abandoning classical insights.

Classical set theories reside within a general class theory using a contraction-free logic.
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Small is beautiful.

| E. F. SCHUMACHER Small is Beautiful [139]

Now we will take a slightly di�erent tack, to examine one way logics can fail to be

contraction-free.

13.1 Comprehension and Implications

We have seen that for a logic (containing an implication operator!, that satis�es modus

ponens) to contain a na��ve comprehension scheme, yet remain nontrivial, the rule of

contraction must be absent. This condition is certainly necessary, but it is by no means

su�cient. Consider again the proof of Curry's paradox, where HB = fx : x 2 x! Bg for

your favourite sentence B:

1 (1) HB 2 HB A

1 (2) HB 2 HB ! B 12E

1; 1 (3) B 1; 2MP

1 (4) B 3W

0 (5) HB 2 HB ! B 1; 4CP

0 (6) HB 2 HB 52I

0 (7) B 5; 6MP

A moment's thought reveals that there is nothing particularly special about the operator

! used in the de�nition of HB. To trivialise our theory all we need is some operator >

expressible in the language that has these three properties:

(1) p! q ` p > q
(2) p > (p > q) ` p > q
(3) p; p > q ` q

Table 13.1

Then, with DB = fx : x 2 x > Bg we have:

1 (1) DB 2 DB A

1 (2) DB 2 DB > B 12E

0 (3) DB 2 DB ! (DB 2 DB > B) 1; 2CP

0 (4) DB 2 DB > (DB 2 DB > B) 3 (1)

0 (5) DB 2 DB > B 4 (2)

0 (6) DB 2 DB 52I

0 (7) B 5; 6 (3)

Given that we call a logic without the contraction rule contraction-free, the following

de�nition lends itself for use:
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De�nition 13.1 An operator satisfying the three conditions given in Table 13.1 is said

to be a contracting implication. If a logic contains no contracting implication it is said

to be robustly contraction-free.

What we have shown is the following:

Theorem 13.1 A logic must be robustly contraction-free if it is to support a nontrivial

na��ve comprehension scheme.

Moh Shaw-Kwei showed that none of the n-valued  Lukasiewicz systems is robustly

contraction-free [97], but to date, this result has not been extended to a larger class

of propositional logics. In this chapter we show that no �nitely valued logic satisfying

certain general conditions is robustly contraction-free, and that some other logics also

fail in this regard. Finally, we will show that each of our favourite logics is robustly

contraction-free. To start, we will consider the logic BN4.

13.2 BN4

Recall BN4 from Chapter 3, section 3. It is easy to show that contraction fails in BN4:

n! (n! b) = t but n! b = n.

But despite the fact that BN4 is contraction-free, it fails to be robustly contraction-

free. To see this, de�ne a connective > evaluated by the condition that x > y is x^b > y
(where b appears in our language as t). It is easy to see that this connective satis�es

conditions (1) and (3). We are left with verifying (2). But this is simple, given the

table:
> t b n f

t t b n f

b t b n f

n t t t t

f t t t t

For x > y to be undesignated, we must have x as either t or b, and y as either n or f.

And in this case x > y = y. It follows that x > (x > y) = x > y, so x > (x > y) is

undesignated also. Contraposing this we see that > contracts.

13.3 : : : Finitely Valued Logics : : :

As indicated before, the trouble with BN4 is not restricted, but rather, it is suggestive

of a problem that plagues all �nitely valued logics. The problem can be explained like

this. Given an implication functor >, we can de�ne another implication functor in terms

of it, but weaker | either as x^� > y, for some true constant �, or as x > (x > y), or by

some other means. However we do it, the new operator will satisfy modus ponens, and it

will be weaker that >, in some sense to be explained later. We continue this weakening

process ad in�nitum, and eventually (�nitely valued logics being the cramped places

that they are) we shouldn't get anything new. Once this happens, we get contraction.

This is the guiding idea in what follows.

We will consider a �nitely valued logic, presented as a propositional structure on a

�nite set V (see Chapter 2 for the de�nition of a propositional structure). In fact, the
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conditions we need on our logic are considerably weaker than those given in Chapter 2.

De�ne the structures we can consider, below:

De�nition 13.2 A set V will de�ne a semilattice logic if and only if it satis�es the

following conditions:

� There is an operator ^ on V that de�nes a semilattice ordering � on V. In other

words, ^ is idempotent, symmetric, and associative, and x � y i� x ^ y = x.
� There is a set D of designated elements in V, which forms a �lter. In other words,

if x 2 D and x � y then y 2 D, and if x; y 2 D then x ^ y 2 D.

� The conjunction of all elements of D (itself an element of D) can be named in the

language. We will call it t. Then t is the �-least element of D.

� There is an operator ! that satis�es x � y i� t � x! y.

We will consider a given �nite semilattice logic, and show that it can express a contracting

implication. The �rst result is a lemma concerning the behaviour of !.

Lemma 13.2 If t � x! y then t � x ^ z! y.

Proof: If t � x! y then x � y and so x ^ z � y by the properties of semilattices. This

gives t � x ^ z! y. /

We de�ne an in�nite family of operators:

De�nition 13.3 For each n = 0; 1; 2; : : :, de�ne >n on V by �xing

x >0 y = y x >n+1 y = x ^ t! (x >n y)

It is easy to show that for each m;n, x >m (x >n y) = x >m+n y.

Lemma 13.3 If t � y then t � x >1 y.

Proof: If t � y then t � t! y, and hence t � x ^ t! y by lemma 13.2. /

Lemma 13.4 If t � x >n y then t � x >n+1 y, for each n = 0; 1; 2; : : :

Proof: This follows from lemma 13.3, as x >n+1 y = x >1 (x >n y). /

Lemma 13.5 If t � x! y then t � x >n y for each n > 0.

Proof: If t � x ! y then t � x ^ t ! y = x >1 y. Then n - 1 applications of the

previous lemma gives us the result. /

In other words, each >n satis�es condition (3). Furthermore, we can show that >n

satis�es condition (1).

Lemma 13.6 If t � x >n y and t � x we also have t � y.

Proof: Clearly this result holds for n = 0. If it holds for n, note that t � x >n+1 y =
x ^ t ! (x >n y), so modus ponens for ! (using t � x ^ t) gives t � x >n y, and our

hypothesis gives us the result. /

Each of these results work in any semilattice logic. The �niteness condition is used in

the following:
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Lemma 13.7 For some n, t � x >n y if and only if t � x >n0 y for each n0 > n.

Proof: For convenience, name the m elements of V as x1; : : : ; xm. For each implication

>n, consider the m�m matrix An, where the (i; j) element is 1 if and only if xi >n xj

is designated, and is 0 otherwise. In other words, [An]ij = 1 if and only if t � xi >n xj,
and [An]ij = 0 otherwise. By lemma 13.4, the sequence A0; A1; A2; : : : is a monotonic

sequence of matrices, in that for each i; j, once the (i; j) element gets the value 1, it keeps

that value in every matrix in the sequence. It follows that for some n, An0 = An for

each n0 > n. To see this, take nij to be the least n where [An]ij = 1, or let it be 0 if

there is no such n. Take n = max(nij), this is the desired number.

But if An0 = An for each n0 > n, it follows that t � x >n y if and only if t � x >n0 y

for each n0 > n, as desired. /

Given this, we can prove our major theorem.

Theorem 13.8 Any �nitely valued semilattice logic is not robustly contraction-free.

Proof: Let n be such that t � x >n y if and only if t � x >n0 y for each n0 > n. Then

t � x >n y if and only if t � x >2n y. But this is simply t � x >n (x >n y), and so,

>n satis�es condition (2). But by previous lemmas >n also satis�es conditions (1) and

(3). /

It follows that any �nitely valued semilattice logic is useless for the project of formalising

a nontrivial na��ve comprehension scheme.

13.4 : : : and Others

Other contraction-free logics also fail to be robustly contraction-free, despite the fact that

they are not �nitely valued. For example, Abelian Logic (called A, and introduced in

Meyer and Slaney's `Abelian Logic from A to Z' [96]) also fails to be robustly contraction-

free. A can be de�ned by way of a particular propositional structure | on the set Z

of integers. The lattice ordering is the obvious one on Z, and so, conjunction and

disjunction are min and max respectively. The implication x ! y is simply y - x, and

so, the designated values are the non-negative integers. Any number of negations can be

de�ned, but the canonical example is given by taking � x to be x ! 0, which is simply

-x. A simple check veri�es that A properly contains C. In fact, it is given by adding

to C the axiom:

((A! B)! B)! A

which can be seen as a generalised double negation axiom. One interesting fact about

A is that it has no nontrivial �nite propositional structures as models. (To show this,

note that the presence of an object F such that F � x for each x in a structure will lead

to triviality. This is because (x! F)! F is equal to F! F, which is T (the top element,

� F) but (x! F)! F � x, so T � x.)
It is also a simple exercise to show that >n will not contract for each n = 1; 2; : : :

So, to show that A is not robustly contraction-free, we must take another line. We must
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�nd a function f : Z2 ! Z, satisfying:

(1a) If x � y then f(x; y) � 0
(2a) If f(x; f(x; y)) � 0 then f(x; y) � 0
(3a) If f(x; y) � 0 and x � 0 then y � 0

Table 13.2

where f has been de�ned in terms of addition, subtraction, min, max and zero. The

associated logical operator will then satisfy the conditions required for a contracting

implication.

The �rst thing to note is that a function f satisfying f(x; y) < 0 i� x > 0 and y < 0

will satisfy these conditions. (This is a simple veri�cation, and is left to the reader.)

The challenge is to de�ne such a function in terms that are allowed. One such function

is given as follows:

f(x; y) = max(y; 0) +max(-x; 0) +min(max(-x; y); 0)

It is reasonably simple to check that it satis�es the conditions (1a) to (3a). The corre-

sponding implication operator is the horrible looking:

A > B = (B _ 0) � (�A _ 0) � ((�A _ B) ^ 0)

This `simpli�es' to

A > B = �((�A _ B) ^ 0! ((B _ 0)! (A ^ 0)))

It follows that while A is contraction-free in that no simple minded nesting of arrows

will yield a contracting implication, a more devious approach will give one. This failure

of A to be robustly contraction-free is somewhat surprising, for it explicitly contains an

in�nite number of truth-values, which ought to be enough to distinguish any number

of repetitions of premises. What strikes this observer is that some form of disjunctive

syllogism might be lurking in A, allowing the operation > to detach. (After all, A > B

does contain �A _ B as a subformula.) However, this is all speculation.

13.5 A Generalisation

Curry paradoxes are not just given by operators > that satisfy contraction in the sense

of condition (2). If we have an operator > that satis�es (1), (3) and the rule from A >

(A > (A > B)) to A > (A > B), then a na��ve comprehension scheme is also trivialised.

This could be called 3{2 contraction, instead of the 2{1 contraction of condition (2). In

general, an operator satisfying (1), (3) and (N+1){N contraction is enough to trivialise

a na��ve comprehension scheme. It might be thought that this gives us a new way of

trivialising the scheme, but this is not the case. We will show that this doesn't add

anything new, as any 2{1 contraction-free logic is also (N + 1){N contraction-free. To

do this, we expand our de�nition a little.
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De�nition 13.4 Let A >0 B be B and let A >n+1 B be A > (A >n B). (Note that

this de�nition di�ers from the previous kind of iterated implication, in that t is absent.)

Clearly A >N+M B = A >N (A >M B). The implication > is an M{N contracting

operator (where M> N) if the rule from A >M B to A >N B is truth preserving.

This is enough for our preliminary result.

Lemma 13.9 If > is an (N + 1){N contracting operator then it is also an M{N con-

tracting operator for eachM > N.

Proof: Prove the result by induction on M. The base case, M = N + 1 holds by

de�nition. Suppose that we have A >M B ` A >N B, for M > N. Then A >M+1 B =

A >N+1 (A >M-N B) ` A >N (A >M-N B) = A >M B, by the fact that > is (N+1){N

contracting, and by the induction hypothesis, this gives A >N B, as desired. /

Lemma 13.10 If > is an (N + 1){N contracting operator in a logic, then >N is a 2{1

contracting operator in that logic.

Proof: By the lemma, > is 2N{N contracting, so we have A >2N B ` A >N B, so

A >N (A >N B) ` A >N B as desired. /

So, if we have an (N+ 1){N contracting operator that also satis�es (1) and (3), we

have an associated operator that satis�es (2), and also (3) (as can easily be checked).

What is not so obvious is that it will satisfy (1). If >2N does not satisfy (1) it is easy

to de�ne an operator that does. Take ) to be given by setting A ) B = A ^ t >2N B.

By Lemmas 13.2 to 13.6, this operator will satisfy (1) and (3), and (2) follows from the

validity of contraction for >2N. So, we have the following result:

Theorem 13.11 If a semilattice logic is 2{1 contraction-free, it is also (N + 1){N

contraction-free.

13.6 The Trouble Avoided

Thankfully it is clear that many logics are robustly contraction-free. One such is

 Lukasiewicz's in�nitely valued logic. In it there are no contracting implication oper-

ators, as can be seen by the fact that the na��ve comprehension scheme is consistent in

that logic. It follows that any of its sublogics | including all of our favourite logics |

are robustly contraction-free.

We will end this short chapter with a conjecture. It does not look particularly easy

to prove, but any headway made on it would be most welcome.

Conjecture A logic is robustly contraction-free if and only if it nontrivially supports

a na��ve comprehension scheme.

Obviously this will work only given that the logic satis�es a few small conditions |

namely that it can express the comprehension scheme. We have shown that robust

contraction-freedom is necessary for nontriviality. The hard part is proving su�ciency.

This is where you, gentle reader, have your turn.
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13.7 Note

An ancestor of this chapter has been accepted published by Studia Logica [126]. I wish

to thank the anonymous referee for helpful hints for clarifying my prose, and for pointing

me in the direction of the generalisation.
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Getting Contraction Back 2

A Modal Proposition

may be stated as a pure one,

by attaching the mode

to one of the Terms.

| WHATELY Elements of Logic [166]

14.1 The Problem of Communication

The reasoner who rejects contraction is a deviant. There is no doubt about this. Nearly

all of the propositional logics given formal treatment in the last century have counted

contraction as a valid rule. So, those that take this rule to be invalid are truly deviating

from the norm. This raises a problem, for some of these standard logical systems have

worthwhile insights. For example, we take it that a reasoner using the relevant logic

R to ground inference is not being totally unintelligible | we just disagree about the

general applicability of some of inference rules that are used. One way to lessen the

negative impact of our deviance would be a way of representing the worthwhile insights

of standard logical systems within our contraction-free systems. For example, this would

provide a way to translate R-valid arguments into our own language, and show them to

be valid according to our logic under this translation. In this way, some kind of bridge is

formed between two parties, and contraction-free logicians will be able to use the insights

gained from their \contraction-added" friends.

The task at hand is similar to Bob Meyer's work in his \Intuitionism, Entailment,

Negation" [86]. There he shows that the theorems of intuitionistic logic can be repre-

sented inside the relevant logic R. The representation using the machinery of proposi-

tional quanti�cation de�nes A � B as

(9p)(p ^ (A ^ p! B))

and in the presence of t we can de�ne A � B as simply

A ^ t! B

Given either representation `�' expresses intuitionistic implication. Furthermore, given

a suitably \absurd" constant ?, de�ning :A as A � ? provides a counterpart to in-

tuitionistic negation. Meyer's result is that h:;^;_;�i fragment of R is intuitionistic

logic.

There is something pleasing in this result | a proposition A intuitionistically \im-

plies" B provided that there is a true proposition p such that the conjunction of A

and p relevantly implies B. The justi�cation for this is that p will contain the extra

information required to relevantly deduce B from the conjunction of A and p.
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A similar story can be told in the case of contraction-free logics, except that instead

of using the machinery of propositional quanti�cation, we add a modal operator to our

language.

14.2 The New Modality

This modal operator will allow contraction in restricted contexts. Our account will draw

from work on modalities in relevant logics, and on Girard's linear logic [51, 52]. To

make our debt to the latter work obvious, we will denote our modality by the label `!.'

There is some question as to how `!' should be vocalised. Possibilities are: `bang!' (for

the computer scientists), or `shriek' (for the mathematicians), `of course' (for the linear

logicians) or simply, `necessarily' (for the rest of us). The operator `!' will at least satisfy

the basic conditions for an S4-like modality. These are

!T !A! A !^ !A ^ !B! !(A ^ B)
!4 !A! !!A !! !(A! B)! (!A! !B)

!9 9x!A! !9xA !8 !8xA! 8x!Ax
!N

` A
` !A

Table 14.1

If you add these axioms and rule to a logic X, you get the standard (S4-like) logic X4

(thus there are logics DW4, TW4 and so on). Adding to these the axiom

!5 A! !?A

(Where `?' is shorthand for `� !�' | it expresses the notion of possibility.) `!' acquires

S5 like properties. The resulting logics are called DW5, TW5 and so on. None of these

are particularly interesting in terms of contraction. The interest in this chapter results

from the addition of the axiom

!WI !A! !A � !A

Now, a modalised claim (!A) contracts (it gives !A � !A). This does not give us full

contraction | as we shall see | but it allows contraction of a limited class of formulae.

This is interesting, because it enables us to model contraction-added systems within their

contraction-free counterparts, while avoiding the collapse of full contraction.

Adding !WI to the systems DW4{CK4 gives the systems DW!4{CK!4. Similarly,

adding them to the S5 systems gives DW!5{CK!5.

Lemma 14.1 In DW4, and in all stronger systems, ` !(!A _ !B)$ !A _ !B.

Proof: One arm of the biconditional is an instance of !T. To prove the other, note that

` !A! !A_!B, and so by !N, ` !(!A! !A_!B), which by !! gives ` !!A! !(!A_!B), and

so !4 gives ` !A! !(!A _ !B). Similarly, we have ` !B! !(!A _ !B), and _ Elimination

gives us the result. /
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Lemma 14.2 In DW4, and in all stronger systems, ` !(!A � !B)$ !A � !B.

Proof: As before, one arm of the biconditional is an instance of !T. To prove the other,

note that ` !A ! (!B ! !A � !B), by the de�nition of fusion. Then !N gives ` !(!A !
(!B! !A � !B)), so ` !!A! !(!B! !A � !B) by !!. Using !! again gives ` !!A! (!!B!
!(!A � !B)). The fact that ` !C$ !!C, and the substitutivity of equivalents then delivers

the result. /

The facts just proved will be referred to as !_ and !� respectively.

One thing that is important to note is that our modality di�ers from `!' in the

context of linear logic. For `!' in linear logic satis�es:

!K !A � !B! !A

as well as the S4 postulates and !WI. Adding this postulate to a logic like C!4 is un-

doubtedly interesting, but it would also make the logic irrelevant. Finding an example

is a simple exercise. Here's a hint. Unpack the axiom, rewriting the fusion as a nested

conditional | we get ` !A! (!B ! !A). Pick !A to be a theorem, and !B to be irrele-

vant to !A. We get ` !B ! !A by modus ponens. So, in a real sense linear logic with

exponentials is not a relevant logic, despite its obvious family resemblance to the logics

we are studying here.

Before continuing, we ought to say a few words about the interpretation of our

modality. This clearly hinges on the reasons one has to believe that contraction fails in

general. If we take the vagueness account of contraction, it seems that the reason contrac-

tion fails is that A �A \stretches the truth" further than A alone. If this interpretation

holds sway (as it does in the `fuzzy logic' interpretation of the  Lukasiewicz many valued

logics), we could take !A to be `it is determinately the case that A,' or `it is de�nite that

A.' Other interpretations for ! will be appropriate in cases where contraction fails for

other reasons.

In the case of vagueness, the other axioms for `!' are not implausible, although one

might be unsure about !4 and !5. We will stick with them for the moment, leaving the

consideration of their removal at a later stage.

We will now prove various results about the modality in these logics, and the way

that they allow their `contraction-added' counterparts to be represented within them.

But before this, it is necessary to introduce some other notions from the study of relevant

logics.

14.3 The Algebraic Analysis

To model the S4 modality in a propositional structure (see Chapter 3), it is su�cient to

add a unary predicate J, that satis�es the following conditions

JT Ja � a J\ J(a \ b) = Ja \ Jb
J4 Ja = JJa J[ J(Ja [ Jb) = Ja [ Jb
Je Je = e J� J(Ja � Jb) = Ja � Jb
J
T

J(
T
X) � T J(X) J

S S
J(X) � JS(X)

Table 14.2
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The soundness and completeness proof for these is quite straightforward | soundness is

simply tedious, and completeness follows the usual Lindenbaum construction. (Showing

that the postulates for J work is easy, given !_ and !�.) The details are left as an exercise.

To model the S5 structure, it is enough to add that:

J5 a � JJa

And �nally, to model !WI we add that:

JWI Ja � (Ja)2

Instead of referring to J, it is possible to de�ne the modality by specifying a set O, of

\open" elements in the lattice. These correspond to the elements a such that Ja = a.

The class O is �xed to be a sublattice of the structure, containing e and F (a minimal

lattice element) and closed under fusion. Then, we can de�ne Ja for arbitrary a, to

be
W
fx : x � a and x 2 Og. (For this de�nition to work, we need that the structure

be closed under suitable joins. This is no problem, as the soundness and completeness

proofs work for complete propositional structures.) To model S5 conditions, we need

simply make O closed under negation, and to model !WI, we ensure that elements of O

satisfy a � a2.

Theorems and Proofs Given this model structure, it is simple to prove interesting

theorems concerning the modal systems. Firstly, the S4, S5 and !4 systems are conser-

vative extensions of their base systems.

Theorem 14.3 Given a propositional logic X, with a sound and complete modelling

in terms of propositional structures, X4, X5 and X!4 are conservative extensions of X.

Proof: Take a formula A that is not a theorem of X. By our condition on X, there is

a propositional structure P, and an interpretation h on P, such that h(A) is not in the

positive cone. It su�ces to de�ne a set O of opens on P, that satisfy the conditions for

X4, X5 and X!4. For the �rst two cases, take O to be the set of all the elements of P.

This trivially satis�es each of the conditions.

For X!4, this will not do, for the condition that if a 2 O, then a � a2 will not

necessarily be satis�ed. Instead, take O to be fe; Fg. This is closed under \, [ trivially

(as F � e), and almost trivially, under fusion. Clearly e2 = e, and F2 � F � e = F, so

F2 = F. Finally, F �e � F, because e works that way. O satis�es the contraction condition,

as we have seen that e2 = e and F2 = F. /

Unfortunately, this result does not extend to all of the X!5 systems. The most we can

hope for is the following theorem.

Theorem 14.4 CK!5 is a conservative extension of CK.

Proof: Take A, a non-theorem of CK. There is a CKps P, and an interpretation h on

P, such that h(A) is not in the positive cone. As before, it su�ces to �nd a set O of

opens on P, that is closed under the rules for CK!5. fe; Fg satis�es this | for in CK,

e = F, and so, this set is closed under negation. That this set is closed under the other

connectives follows from the proof of the previous theorem. /
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The fact that this doesn't work for all of the X!5 systems is a result of the following

result, for which we need a de�nition.

Lemma 14.5 In any logic X!5, where X is at least as strong as DW, `X!5 f! f � f.

Proof: In the models for X!5, O is closed under negation | hence as e 2 O we have

that e 2 O. As a result, e � e2, which gives us that `X!5 f! f � f, as desired. /

This means that X!5 is not a conservative extension of X, given that X does not prove

that f! f � f. And this holds for any X no stronger than C. So, we have the following

results:

Theorem 14.6 X!5 is not a conservative extension of X, provided that 6`X f ! f � f.
So, DW!5,TW!5, and C!5 are not conservative extensions of DW, TW and C.

It would be satisfying to show that this result extends to the t-free systems X!5 by

�nding a t; !-free formula that gives is a theorem of X!5 but not of X. Unfortunately, no

such formula has been found at the time of writing.

As negative as the last result is, the conservative extension results that we do have

are enough to show that contraction is not provable in any of the modal systems we are

covering. So, their addition does no harm to their contraction-free structure. But, as we

will see, it gives them the ability to recover some contraction, in a controlled manner.

14.4 Recovering Contraction

The modality we have introduced allows us to recover the contraction-added counterparts

of our contraction-free logics. In the �rst subsection below we will deal with the positive

translation | ignoring negation | and the next subsection adds negation.

The Positive Part Consider the translation � : Fml(X+WI+)! Fml(X!4+) (Where

Fml(X) is the collection of formulae in the logic X, and X+ is the positive (that is,

negation free) part of the logic X | which is axiomatised by the negation free axioms

of X, given in the �rst chapter.

� p� = p for propositional parameters p.

� (A ^ B)� = A� ^ B�.
� (A _ B)� = !A� _ !B�.
� (A! B)� = !(A�)! B�

� (A � B)� = !A� � !B�.
� (8xA)� = 8xA�.

� (9xA)� = 9x!A�.

This provides us a translation between the logical systems. It is simple to show the

following result.

Theorem 14.7 If `X+WI+ A, then `X!4+ A�, for L being one of DW, TW, C or

CK.
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Proof: It is su�cient to show that each Hilbert axiom of X+WI+ is a theorem of

X!4+ when translated, and that rules preserve theoremhood. The rules are simple: ^
Introduction2 is unchanged from system to system, and Modus Ponens is a simple

consequence of !T and Modus Ponens in X!4+.

For example, (A! A �A)� is a theorem of X!4+, as it is !A� ! !(!A� � !A�), which

is easily shown to be a theorem by way of !WI, !4 and !T. This deals with Contraction.

The other axioms are no more di�cult. We will deal with � De�nition, _ Elimi-

nation, 9 Distribution and 8! Distribution. The rest are left as an exercise. Firstly,

we will show that in X!4+, ((A � B) ! C)� a ` (A ! (B ! C))�. In other words, we

need !(!A� � !B�)! C� a ` !A� ! (!B� ! C�) | but this is a simple consequence of !�.
As for _ Elimination, we simply note that we wish to show that ` ((A! C)^(B!

C) ! (A _ B ! C))� is a theorem, and this amounts to !((!A� ! C�) ^ (!B� ! C�)) !
(!(!A� _ !B�)! C�). By _ Elimination in X!4+ we have ` (!A� ! B�)^ (!B� ! C�)!
(!A� _ !B� ! C�), so !T and the transitivity of the conditional, together with some

pre�xing will give us the result.

For 9 Distribution note that ` 8x(!A ! B) ! (9x!A ! B) (for x not free in B)

gives `
�
8x(A ! B) ! (9x!A ! B)

��
as desired. For 8 ! Distribution it is simple to

get `
�
8x(A ! B) ! (A ! 8xB)

��
because ` 8x(!A� ! B�) ! (!A� ! 8xB�). This is

enough working for us to con�dently pronounce the result for DW!+.

As for the other logics, we need only prove that their additional axioms survive

translation. We show the result for Permutation, and leave the rest as an exercise. We

need to show that `
�
A ! (B ! C) ! B ! (A ! C)

��
in X!4+. That is, we need

` !
�
!A� ! (!B� ! C�)

� ! �
!B� ! (!A� ! C�)

�
. But permutation in the target logic

gives `
�
!A� ! (!B� ! C�)

�! �
!B� ! (!A� ! C�)

�
which with !T gives the result.

/

The next thing to do is to show that the following result:

Theorem 14.8 If `X!4+ A�, then `X+WI+ A, for X being one of DW, TW, C or

CK.

Proof: Take the Hilbert-style proof of A� in X!4+, and remove all occurrences of `!' in

that proof. The result is a proof of A in X+WI+. That this is so is simple | each

occurrence of a modal axiom becomes either an instance of Identity, or of WI. The other

axioms remain unchanged, as do the rules. /

So, we have an injection �: X +WI+! X!4+, which maps the positive part of X+WI

into the positive part of X!4 | in fact, it does more than this, as the observant may have

noted. We have given transformation rules that allow one to transform a proof of A in

X+WI+ to a proof of A� in X!4+, and vice-versa. So, our proof is totally constructive.

The next thing to do is to is to extend this result to negation.

Negation Negation adds a problem. Firstly, we need to decide what (�A)� is going to

be. The obvious candidate for �A� will not work, for we need results like Contraposi-

tion, and in translation, that would be !(!A! �B)! (!�B! A), which is simply not

true, even in S5. (A Kripke countermodel can be given by two worlds, with B true in
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both, and A true in one, and false in another. In the latter world it is simple to check

that !B! �A fails, but that !(!A! �B) is true.)

So, to make contraposition succeed, we need to make a di�erent translation. One

that succeeds is (�A)� = � !A�. If we then expand our � in that way, to a mapping

� : Fml(X!5)! Fml(X +WI), we get the following results.

Theorem 14.9 If `X+WI A, then `X!5 A�, for X being one of DW, TW, C or CK.

Proof: The proof is just as for the positive results, except that we must also show that

Double Negation and Contraposition work in their translated forms. We will work

Double Negation, and leave Contraposition as an exercise.

The axiom translated is � !� !A ! A. Contraposing gives �A ! !� !A, and a

double negation reveals it to be �A! !?�A | an instance of !5. /

We also get the next result.

Theorem 14.10 If `X!5 A�, then `X+WI A, for X being one of DW, TW, C or CK.

Proof: As before, erase all occurrences of ! from the proof of A�. It is enough to note

that this is a proof in X+WI as before. The only thing to note is that the instances of !5

become of the form A! ��A, which is not an axiom of X+WI, but is readily proved.

So, we expand the proof at these points with small subproofs of the double negation. /

The analogous result for X!4 would be to show that the intuitionistic contraction-

added counterpart JX+WI results from this translation. In fact, it is easily shown that

at least JX+WI is embedded in X!4, but showing the converse is not easy. This is

currently an open problem. (It seems that use of the Gentzen systems for these logics

would facilitate a proof of this result, analogous to Schellinx's proof of the result for

linear logic [138]. Unfortunately, the work in Gentzen systems for the intuitionistic

counterparts of the logics we are interested in is presently near to nonexistent.)

14.5 Consequence: With Contraction and Without

In this section we give an explanation of one of the available notions of consequence

in contraction-free logics. Then we show how our transformation of contraction-added

systems into our systems transforms these notions.

In a contraction-free logic (as in many other logics) there are di�erent notions of

consequence. The only one we consider is that given by the natural deduction system.

The sentence A follows from the bunch X of sentences just in the case where:

X `̀ A

is provable. In other words, A follows from X just when ` I(X) ! A. We will denote

this relation by `X `̀ A.'

Using our results it is simple to show that if in X+WI we have X `̀ A, then in

X!5 we have !X� `̀ A, where !X and X� are de�ned inductively in the obvious way:

� !0 = 0 � 0� = 0

� !(X; Y) = !X; !Y � (X; Y)� = X�; Y�

� !(X;Y) = !X; !Y � (X;Y)� = !X�; !Y�
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(From this it is simple to show that ` I(!X�)$ !I(X)�, so X `̀ A in X+WI i� ` I(X)!
A in X+WI, i� ` !I(X)� ! A� in X!5, i� ` I(!X�)! A� in X!5 i� !X� `̀ A� in X!5.)

So, if our friend deduces A from X using a contraction-added system, we can join

her by deducing A� (provided we agree on all other propositional axioms) in our system,

using an S5-type modality. The only di�erence is that we have used a di�erent bunch

of premises (namely, !X�). We have had to assume the modal versions of the premises

accepted by our friend in non-modal guise. In practical terms, this will amount to our

needing that our premises used be non-vague (or in some other way, able to contract). If

this is the case, we may agree with our contraction-added friend | if not, we at least have

the resources to see exactly where it is we disagree. But now the argument has shifted

from a purely logical one of our refraining from some moves that our friend accepts, to

one where we disagree about the truth of the premises of the argument at hand.

14.6 Triviality of Na��ve Property Theory

Unfortunately, we will end this story on a somewhat sadder note. It is to be recalled that

one of the interests of contraction-free logic is its ability to model na��ve set theory, and

other interesting things that are proved trivial by way of contraction. Our addition of

contraction, even in its limited and controlled form, is enough to give a simple triviality

result of na��ve property theory founded on DW!4 (and hence in any stronger logic).

Theorem 14.11 DW!4+h:i is trivial.

Proof: Let CB = hx : !x 2 x! Bi for your favourite proposition A. Then

` (CB 2 CB)$ (!(CB 2 CB)! B)

so by !T we have

` !(CB 2 CB)$ (!(CB 2 CB)! B)

and hence we have ` !(CB 2 CB) � !(CB 2 CB)! B and so by !WI we get

` !(CB 2 CB)! B

which then gives ` CB 2 CB by the original biconditional. Then !K gives

` !(CB 2 CB)

which then gives ` !B. Unfortunately, B is quite arbitrary (nothing hangs on it being

your favourite proposition) so, our theory is trivial. /

So, we have a sad result. It is clear that each of the modal rules apart from !4 or !5 are

needed to get triviality. If we want to maintain !WI, we must reject one of the other

rules. What is not clear is how one might restrict !T or !K to eliminate triviality, but

retain the embedding results. Furthermore, the proof is available in the intensional

(that is, ^, _ free) fragment of DW!4, which is a subsystem of the multiplicative and

exponential fragment of linear logic, even upon the removal of the structural rules of
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commutativity and associativity. Exactly where this leaves contraction and its recovery

is unclear at present.

Now seems not the time for further comment on this result, for more thought is

needed concerning the signi�cance of the formal results that we have seen. Furthermore,

we have the open problems of embedding intuitionistic versions of the logical systems

into the contraction-free S4-systems, and the need to give our modality a worlds seman-

tics in the Routley-Meyer style. Each of these areas need further reection, and some

more theorems, but it now seems �tting to digest the results we have seen so far.
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Chapter 15
Thoughts on Negation

: : : the capitalist mode of appropriation,

the result of the capitalist mode of production,

produces capitalist private property.

This is the �rst negation of individual private property,

as founded on the labour of the proprietor.

But capitalist production begets,

with the inexorability of a law of nature,

its own negation.

It is the negation of the negation.

| KARL MARX Capital [81]

The story has been long and involved. We have seen that logics lacking contraction are

useful in a wide range of settings. We have seen a little of how theories in contraction-

free logics perform, and we've been able to see more of what rejecting contraction gives

us | and what it makes us do without. However, the story is not complete. The

observant reader will have noticed that the treatment of negation in this work is quite

ambivalent.1 Insofar as negation is important to a treatment of the paradoxes, and insofar

as the paradoxes are important to a treatment of logics without contraction, we ought

to say a little more about negation and how it ought to feature in a decent logic.

15.1 Setting the Scene

It is somewhat surprising that negation has not featured very much in this work. After

all, a great deal of the literature on the paradoxes and non-classical logic has focused on

the way negation ought to be modelled. However, we have seen that the treatment of

implication is also important, and that the structures arising out of a decent treatment

of implication in the light of the paradoxes are also useful in other contexts. However, we

need to say a little more about negation in order to �ll out the account of the paradoxes.

In this section we will set the scene, by sketching out the rival approaches to negation. In

the next, we will consider some reasons to opt for one or the other of these approaches.

If we respond to the paradoxes by adopting a non-classical account of valid inference,

it is clear that negation is one of the connectives which must operate non-classically.

Given the machinery of na��ve property theory, for example, it is simple to derive an

equivalence

p a ` �p

for a particular proposition p. Without using anything other than negation and the

moves of property abstraction. Now if � is a boolean negation, the theory is trivial. The

proof to triviality usually takes two steps. Firstly, if p a ` �p then we have p ` �p
and hence ` �p by the properties of Boolean negation. This in turn gives us ` p by the

original equivalence. These together give ` q for an arbitrary q, and hence, triviality.

There are two places this deduction could fail. Firstly, with the negations in our favourite

logics, the deduction would not reach ` �p. We deny the step from p ` �p to ` �p.
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This treatment of negation is said to be paracomplete. Secondly, we could allow the

deduction to ` �p and ` p, without allowing the deduction to triviality. This treatment

of negation is said to be paraconsistent.

Note that these deductions use negation, and no other connectives. A paracomplete

account will deny the law of the excluded middle, to be sure (given ` p _ �p it is easy

to get ` �p from p ` �p) but this is because of the behaviour of negation, and not

of disjunction. Similarly, a paraconsistent treatment of negation will not allow ex falso

quodlibet (p^�p ` q) but this is because of its treatment of negation, and not because

of any strange properties of conjunction.

As I said before, the treatment of the negation paradoxes in our favourite logics is

uniformly paracomplete. In none of our logics is the inference from p a ` �p to ` �p
allowed, given their treatment of negation. The question for us is, is that the correct

approach to negation? This is especially important, because we have seen that the treat-

ment of negation in our favourite logics is not particularly semantically natural, when it

comes to the four-valued semantics. It will help to have some idea of the properties it is

desirable for negation to have, in order to model it well. This is the task for this chapter.

Before we weigh the pros and cons of paraconsistency and paracompleteness, we

must consider a possible third alternative. Terence Parsons has an interesting paper that

expresses agnosticism between the two paraconsistency and paracompleteness [106]. He

argues that because their treatment of the liar and like paradoxes is completely `dual',

there is nothing to choose between them. Partly this shows a lack of depth in his examples

of paradoxes | he ignores the possibility that there might be paradoxes other than the

liar and its close relatives, that the paraconsistent approach treats better than does the

paracomplete approach, or vice versa. Also, there are other relevant criteria that may

swing us towards one of paraconsistency and paracompleteness. Furthermore, if Parson's

position is not simply agnosticism between the two positions, but another account in

its own right, then he should adopt a formal system that is both paracomplete and

paraconsistent. If that's the case, then it's hard to see what would move a reasoner to

hold that the liar is both true and false, given that the na��ve argument to that conclusion

is invalid in the system that is paraconsistent and paracomplete, as the deduction from

p ` �p to �p occurs before the contradiction arises. To get to the conclusion p ^ �p,

we need the further assumption p _ �p or something like it. If the reasoner does not

have this at her disposal, it is not clear how this approach di�ers to the paracomplete

approach, except for employing a logic that also happens to be paraconsistent. So, at

�rst glance, Parson's proposal seems to actually favour the paracomplete solution, unless

there is some other reason to believe that the liar is either true or false.

15.2 The Evidence

Taking Parson's `agnosticism' to be dealt with, we can now take time marshalling the

evidence for paraconsistency or paracompleteness.

Consistency. The paraconsistent approach to paradoxes like the liar commits us to

the truth of contradictions. The paracomplete approach does not. I take this to be a
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point in favour of the paracomplete approach, for somehow, a violation of the law of

non-contradiction seems just that bit more hard to swallow than a violation of the law

of the excluded middle. Even committed advocates of paraconsistency hold that if we

can get away with consistency at some point, then it is rational to do so. I agree. If a

consistent approach to the paradoxes can be made to work, this is a reason to accept it,

all other things being equal.

Uniformity. Graham Priest's recent work on the paraconsistent approach to the para-

doxes has demonstrated an elegant uniformity to the approach [116]. In a nutshell, Priest

shows that each of the negation paradoxes of self reference has the same form, and that

the paraconsistent approach analyses each of them in the same way. (Namely, by accept-

ing the argument to the self-contradictory conclusion and accepting it, but denying that

from this conclusion, everything follows.)

It has not been shown that this is the case with the paracomplete solution. Some

negation paradoxes (such as the paradox of well-foundedness, and the Burali-Forti para-

dox in set theory) do not progress by way of a proposition p such that p a ` �p. So, a

thoroughly paracomplete account of the paradoxes may not be able to stop the deduction

in the same way as other negation paradoxes. It has to be shown that the argument fails

at some other step, and that this is related in some way to the general contraction-free

paracomplete programme. For example, there may be an instance of PMP or W that

can be faulted.

Excursus: Here is one example of how this might go. Consider Berry's paradox, which

arises from simple arithmetic together with some facts about denotation. Consider this

putative de�nition of a natural number:

the least number not denoted by an English noun phrase with less than 100

letters

There are a �nite number of English noun phrases with less than 100 letters, and assuming

that every English noun phrase denotes either one natural number or no natural number

at all (and this can be ensured by stipulation) only a �nite number of natural numbers

are so denoted. So, there is a least number not denoted by an English noun phrase with

less than 100 letters. This is our number. However, it is, clearly, also denoted by an

English noun phrase with less than 100 letters, by the reasoning we have just followed.

This argument does not explicitly appeal to a contraction or excluded middle.

There are a number of facts used in this argument; facts about denotation, the size

of the language, and so on. To give a detailed analysis of the argument, we must formalise

it. Thankfully, this has already been done by Priest [113.5]. The entire formulation need

not worry us now. Only the axioms for identity and the denotation relation D. Priest

has the two axioms
�
A(t1) ^ t1 = t2

�! A(t2) (1)

D(ptq; x)$ t = x for t a closed term (2)

where ptq is the numeral of the G�odel number of the term t. From these axioms, and

others involving the behaviour of the least number operator and so on, Priest can derive
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the contradiction. We have already seen how our logics are quite sensitive to di�erent

ways to encode identity. It is an open question whether there is any notion of identity

for which these two axioms are actually valid. My suspicion goes as follows: the paradox

seems to show us that denotation is like truth, in the realms of arithmetic. We have

no assurance that denotation behaves classically. So, we have no assurance that axiom

(2) holds when identity is boolean. For boolean identity behaves classically. However,

we have no assurance that axiom (1) holds when identity is not boolean. At most, our

identity predicates are guaranteed to give us t1 = t2 ` A(t1)! A(t2). Axiom (1) looks

too much like PMP for us to comfortably assume it in its generality. Once we admit

that our identity can behave non-classically (which we must, if we tie it to denotation by

axiom (2)) then we have to go further to motivate an axiom like (1), which seems to say

that the antecedent t1 = t2 can be used to derive A(t2) from A(t1) without recording

this use in an antecedent of its own. For those with contraction-free sensibilities, this is

not to be done without at least a little further argument.

This discussion is merely the start of a real analysis of Berry's paradox from a

contraction-free perspective. We have seen some idea of where one formalisation of the

argument goes wrong on contraction-free lights. This does not mean that there are no

other formalisations which do better. To respond to that, we need to add the theory

of denotation to our arithmetics, see where Berry's argument fails, and interpret the

result, giving us some idea of where the natural language argument also fails. This is an

interesting research project, but it will not detain us now. ut

The project of analysing all of the semantic paradoxes from a contraction-free perspective

has not yet been completed. If it cannot be completed, this is a point for the paraconsis-

tent solution, as a uniform solution to the paradoxes is more worthwhile than a number

of unrelated ones.

More Uniformity. The consideration of uniformity of solution tilts the balance once

we consider the paradoxes that don't involve negation. There are many paradoxes of this

kind. What gives the similarity bite is the fact that granting modus ponens, the deviant

approaches to the paradoxes have only one plausible place to fault the deduction: the

step from p! p! q to p! q, the inference of contraction. The corresponding step in

the negation case is the inference from p! �p to �p, which is where the paracomplete

solution blocks the paradoxes. This similarity can be used in two ways.

If �p is equivalent to p ! f for some particular proposition f, then the two rules

below are equivalent.
p! �p
�p

p! p! f

p! f

The �rst is reductio, which the paraconsistent approach blesses as valid. (Intuitively,

because of the truth of the law of the excluded middle.) The second is an instance

of contraction, which we have seen must be rejected (in general) by both approaches.

So, if we have this equivalence, it seems that the paraconsistent approach loses some of

its uniformity | contraction is condemned as invalid in its generality, but a particular

instance of it is permitted, and the problem with the liar paradox is located elsewhere.
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An analysis that gives a uniform result for the liar and the Curried form of the liar is

clearly superior than one which points the blame at di�erent inferential moves.

However, we need to give some reason why �p would be equivalent to p ! f

before convincing our paraconsistent friends. Holding that �p is equivalent to p! f in

almost every formal system known is not going to budge a paraconsistent logician, after

all almost every formal system known is not paraconsistent, and our friend will have

(weak) formal systems that invalidate the connection. As an example, Priest's logic �

and Routley/Sylvan's favourite depth-relevant systems reject this principle [113,131] as

do our logics at EW or below. Clearly if we have Deft in the strong form

` (t! p)$ p (Deft)

we have our conclusion, by this short argument.

(1) �q! (t! �q) An instance of Deft.

(2) (t! �q)! (��q! � t) Contraposition.

(3) (��q! � t)! (q! � t) As q! ��q.

(4) �q! (q! � t) From (1), (2) and (3).

(5) (q! � t)! (�� t! �q) Contraposition.

(6) (�� t! �q)! (t! �q) As t! �� t.
(7) (t! �q)! �q An instance of Deft.

(8) (q! � t)! �q From (5), (6) and (7).

(9) �q$ (q! � t) From (4) and (8).

This proof shows that � t will su�ce as our f. It is intuitively a compelling proof, given

that you thing that t satis�es Deft. Why would we think that? Well, we would think

that if we thought! satis�es permutation, for in all logics from C upwards, Deft holds.

What we need is an argument for a conditional with permutation, modus ponens, and

contraposition.

Excursus: Interestingly, it is a fact that the popular systems that have a constant such

as our f typically contain permutation, but this doesn't hold in general. There are formal

systems that contain an f satisfying our conditions, without allowing permutation. For

example, LI and EW. Furthermore, the connection between Deft and permutation fails

even in logics like those preferred by Priest and Sylvan.

This matrix shows that permutation is not valid in DW+((A! �A) ` �A)+(A$
t ! A) + (A ^ �A ! B _ �B), which is frighteningly close, if not identical to Priest's

logic � [113], with the addition of Deft. So, the truth of Deft is not su�cient for the

validity of permutation, in reasonable logical systems. The model is given by:

a �a � 0 1 2 3 ! 0 1 2 3

0 3 0 + + + + 0 3 3 3 3

1 2 1 - + + + 1 1 2 2 3 e = 2

2 1 2 - - + + 2 0 1 2 3

3 0 3 - - - + 3 0 0 1 3
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where conjunction and disjunction are generated by the order in the usual manner.

Verifying that the algebra gives us a model of the logic in question is a matter of checking

every postulate. If you wish to do that, go ahead. Better test one or two to get the avour

of it, and leave the rest to a computer. If neither of these appeal, rest assured that my

computer has done it, and that I believe it. To falsify p ! (q ! r) ` q ! (p ! r), set

p = 1, q = 3, r = 2. (Thanks to John Slaney's MaGIC for generating this matrix faster

than I ever could.) ut

However, Priest has a point. For some conditionals, permutation is invalid, and this

invalidity may explain the falsity of Deft too. If the conditional has any modal force |

if it evaluates across possible worlds | it will not satisfy permutation, and typically,

it will not satisfy Deft. However, non-modal conditionals seem legitimate in their own

right: mathematical reasoning places no purchase on the order of premises, which can

only be ignored if the conditional is non-modal, and permutation is satis�ed. As an

example, a mathematician may prove the Heine-Borel theorem, which states that:

Every closed and bounded subspace of the real line is compact.

by proving that if X is a closed subspace of the real line, then if X is bounded, it is

compact. From this, she will have no qualms in deducing the conditional

If Y is closed, Y is compact.

from the premise that Y is a bounded subset of the real line. Juggling the order of

premises is natural to mathematical reasoning. To reject this is a price the paraconsistent

position must pay if it is to have uniformity. In addition, some kind of explanation will

have to be given as to why premises cannot be permuted in mathematical contexts, other

than its use in distinguishing the negation and the implication paradoxes.

It is open for the defender of the paraconsistent position to take a leaf out of some

of the discussion from Chapter 2 to argue that mathematical reasoning uses permutation

enthymematically. This means, permutation is taken to be invalid for the conditional

in general, but it is assumed in mathematical contexts. This is quite plausible, but if

this is done, and permutation holds for mathematical conditionals (those which have

only mathematical propositions as atomic constituents) then it is not di�cult to show

that Deft will hold for all mathematical propositions too, and so, at least Russell's

paradox and its Curried version are shown to be of the same form. Then it may be

argued that in contexts like na��ve set abstraction, permutation will fail, just as both the

paraconsistent and the paracomplete theorists take either excluded middle or ex falso

to do. However, this is unmotivated. The paradoxes are intimately connected with

contracting or expanding the set of premises used. Shu�ing them around is not under a

cloud in this context. If we want our reasoning in our na��ve set theory to be as close as

possible to classical mathematics, permutation should remain unscathed.

Perhaps a paraconsistent theorist can �nd an explanation of why permutation can

fail in mathematical contexts, or that our argument fails at another point. If this is so,

we are not yet �nished. It is by no means clear that our concept of negation has only

one sense | our natural language concepts are quite ambiguous. Our logical systems are
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designed to provide rigorous, formal analogues of our natural language arguments. The

logical ^ in a particular system isn't meant to model or represent each of the natural

language uses of the word \and," or each of the concepts of conjunction. Instead, it picks

out a single sense of conjunction and models it. Similarly with � in our systems. There

is a particular sense of negation that receives formal treatment as �. There are other

negation-like concepts (denial, failure, rejection, etc.) that we use, and there also are

negation-like operators in our formal systems. Some of these operators are given in terms

of implications. p implying something horrible is grounds for rejecting p, and if p is false,

p does imply something horrible | itself. It is plain to see how the conditional has a

connection with some kind of negation; which is a point Meyer and Martin labour [92].

To make this concrete, take ? to be a particular claim satisfying ` ?! p for every

single p. (Most theories have such an ?, `everything is true' or `every set is an element

of every other set' will do.) Take -p to be p ! ?. Given this, the liar and Russell

paradoxes using this kind of negation must take advantage of the paracomplete solution.

If it follows the paraconsistent solution, the paradoxical arguments conclude with ?,

which implies everything else.

If `-' is a negation, the paraconsistent solution is seen to be non-uniform, in that

di�erent kinds of negation paradoxes are treated di�erently. Now - certainly looks like

some kind of negation. It may not satisfy the law of excluded middle, but ex falso,

contraposition, modus tollens and some de Morgan laws certainly hold. In any sensible

logical system we have

p! q

-q! -p

p! q - q

-p

p - p

q

-p ^ -q$ -(p _ q)
-p _ -q! -(p ^ q)

These certainly look like negation postulates of some kind or other. If we are willing to

admit that this is a kind of negation, as it seems that we ought, then uniformity leads

us to the conclusion that the paradoxes containing either kind of negation should be

solved in the same way. We know that one must be solved by rejecting contraction |

which is reductio for this negation and so the other must also. Not only this, but there

are more negations where that one came from. If r is a rejected claim, p ! r will act

as a negation | it will satisfy each of the postulates given above, except ex falso (and

even this will hold in the form p;-p ` r). It is a bit odd for all of these negation-like

operators to use the paracomplete solution, and for one particular negation operator to

di�er.

So, uniformity gives us an equivocal result. For one, Priest has shown that the

paraconsistent approach to the paradoxes has an underlying uniformity. However, we

have just seen that invariably, there are a wide range of negation operators for which

a paracomplete solution is the only available approach. If a general paracomplete so-

lution can be shown to work for the remaining paradoxes, then uniformity points to

paracompleteness, with in the context of contraction-free logics.

Expressibility. There is one important argument against a paracomplete account of

the paradoxes. It seems that the analysis may fall foul to the extended paradoxes. This
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is because a na��ve reading of the paracomplete solution would result in the view that the

liar is neither true nor false. Let � be a liar sentence: `� is not true'. In other words, we

would have

� is neither true nor false.

(for we just said it). From this we can derive

� is not true.

which is � itself. So, both � and � � are true | which is what we wanted to avoid. What

can we say in response?

One answer lies in the distinction between acceptance and denial, which has been

championed by Terence Parsons [105]. The point relevant to us is that denying that p

and asserting that �p are di�erent acts | and acts with di�ering contents. This can be

seen to be so by way of the intuitionist, who denies the law of the excluded middle, and

perhaps some instance of it. In other words, the intuitionist may deny p _�p for some

p. This does not commit her to accepting its negation, for a consequence of �(p_�p) is

(even according the intuitionist)�p^��p which is not going to be accepted. Similarly,

a paraconsistent logician may accept p ^ �p for some particular p. This is equivalent

(according to many paraconsistent logicians) to �(p _ �p). However, it doesn't follow

that the paraconsistent logician is in that breath denying p _ �p. According to the

paracomplete approach, the liar sentence is denied. It doesn't follow that its negation is

accepted. This denial is expressed by saying \the liar sentence is not true," provided this

is not construed as an assertion. This is either infelicitous, or it exploits an ambiguity

in the word \not." \Not" is ambiguous between a denial and a negative assertion. It

is not too hard to see how this ambiguity could arise | we often assert �p in order

to deny p, similarly, we often accept �p on the grounds of the denial of p. Perhaps in

this we play on the fact that this is appropriate for many propositions used in ordinary

discourse. It does not follow that the distinction ought to be eliminated in all cases.

Both the paraconsistent logician and the paracomplete reasoner agree on this point.

The distinction between these two acts ought to be maintained in our formal sys-

tems. This seems sensible | there needs to be some way to express our disapproval

(or our theory's disapproval) of the paradoxical sentence, without getting ourselves (or

our theories) tied into knots. This can be done. A theory has a set of sentences that

are accepted, and those that are rejected. People have claims they accept, and those

they reject. These need not be exhaustive (except for the bore who has an opinion on

everything) but they had better be exclusive (except for the really confused). This is a

way that the paracomplete solution can sidestep the extended paradoxes.

Another approach doesn't make use of the dichotomy between assertion and denial,

but makes use of resources within our language to express truths about paradoxes.

Instead of taking the paracomplete solution to conclude that the liar is neither true nor

false, which we've seen lead us to undesirable conclusions, we can say that the liar is true

if and only if it's false, and leave it at that. This is a way we can express the paradoxical

nature of the liar, without falling into contradiction.
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15.3 Conclusion

Where does this leave us with regard to negation? The primary point is one that has

been continually echoed throughout this thesis: We need to do more research! We need

more work on uniformly dealing with the paradoxes in a contraction-free way | in a

way that treats genuine natural language negation analogously to the other negation-like

operators de�ned in terms of implication and falsehoods. If this can be done (and there

seems to be no indication that it cannot) then there is no compulsion forcing us to adopt

a paraconsistent account of negation. If this is the case, we are not forced to accept the

self-contradictory conclusions of paradoxes like the liar. We have seen that our logics give

us the means to sidestep the extended paradoxes, so our approach is not self-defeating.

The prospect for logics like our favourite logics is good indeed.

However, even if the favoured account of negation turns out to be radically di�erent

from the one we have considered | If, for example, excluded middle turns out to be

true | then not all is lost for the project of contraction-free logics. Not at all. A modi�ed

account of negation coheres well with the positive systems we have studied. However we

take negation to work, the story we have told about conjunction, disjunction and the

conditional may remain. And if we wish our conditionals to satisfy modus ponens and

other minimal principles, then contraction must go. So, our logics are useful in any case.

Either way, logics without contraction are here to stay.

15.4 Note

1And for good reason too. This thesis was written over a period of three years, and in

these three years, the author's views of negation have changed many a time.
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Postscript

Logics without contraction are motivated by a number of independent sources. Firstly,

the paradoxes. We have seen rich theories of arithmetic and truth which can be developed

with contraction-free logics, while avoiding disaster at the hands of paradoxes of self-

reference. We have also seen that using contraction-free logics we can regain a sensible

set/class distinction within an expressive language. These theories are not `crippled' by

using a non-classical logic, instead, we have seen how classical insights can be retained,

and enhanced, in the non-classical settings. We have seen results that show that the non-

classical behaviour of paradoxical claims is restricted. Classical arithmetic and set/class

theory can continue unscathed.

Contraction-free logics are not only useful for dealing with paradox. The second

source of use for logics without contraction is the multiplicity of reasoning situations in

which we must be `resource aware'. In contexts of vagueness, logics of action, the `logic' of

sentence structure, and in situation theory, we must have conditionals which are sensitive

to how antecedent assumptions are used. This requires a logic without contraction. These

domains provide us with interpretations of the ternary relational semantics given by

Routley and Meyer, and the operator semantics given by Fine. These semantic structures

give us a whole range of possible applications of contraction-free formal systems, just

as the possible-worlds semantics of modal logic opened up possibilities for interpreting

classical modal logics.

So, contraction-free logics are not just ad hoc mechanisms designed in the light of

philosophical conundrums. In this thesis we have seen that logics without contraction

have semantic structures with meaningful interpretations, and that they have a well

behaved proof theory. Contraction-free logics like ours are a natural part of the logical

landscape, and they deserve to be studied for many years to come. With the many and

fruitful lines of research uncovered within these pages, there will be much for future

researchers to enjoy.
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